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ABSTRACT

This dissertation represents a comprehensive study of the structural (syntactic) and

functional (pragmatic) features of the Biblical Hebrew relative clause within the linguistic

framework of the Minimalist Program (as articulated in Chomsky 1995b, 1998, 1999).  There are

two purposes for this work.  First, it is an exhaustive analysis of relative clauses in the Hebrew

Bible.  I examine every type of Biblical Hebrew relative word and every type of Biblical Hebrew

relative clause in order to identify the salient structural and pragmatic features concerning this

clause type.  In particular, I introduce the linguistic issues of overt and covert antecedents/heads,

overt and covert relative words, resumption, restrictiveness, and extraposition, and offer an

analysis of these phenomena with regard to Biblical Hebrew.

The second purpose of this work is to demonstrate the value of a generative linguistic

analysis upon the language of the Hebrew Bible by addressing one of the most common Biblical

Hebrew clause types, the relative clause.  The relative clause is particularly suitable in this regard

for two reasons: 1) there has been no comprehensive modern linguistic analysis of the Biblical

Hebrew relative clause, and 2) every Biblical Hebrew grammar contains a discussion of the

relative clause.  The former allows this work to provide a significantly new contribution to

Biblical Hebrew studies.  The latter allows this work to illustrate by comparison the contribution

of generative linguistics beyond the results of the taxonomic, Latin-based philological

approaches of most past and recent Biblical Hebrew grammars.
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PART I: INTRODUCTORY MATTERS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. THE RELATIVE CLAUSE IN BIBLICAL HEBREW

The interpretation of texts and the deeper understanding of syntax are closely interwoven.  New
rules are the solid basis of new understanding, and vice versa.  Without the lead of syntax,
commentators could never be certain whether their suggestions are possible at all.  Both modern
biblical exegesis and syntax prefer to attack passages which are commonly admitted cruces.  But
just where the sense is well known and the text established is it possible to discover fundamental
rules, which may pave the way for new interpretation when applied to difficult or poetic texts.
(Goshen-Gottstein 1949:35)

Goshen-Gottstein’s (1949) argument can be summarized rather simply: start by

analyzing basic syntactic phenomena.  If we accept this common sense proposal, to refine our

understanding of the grammar of any given language by starting with the analysis of

understood issues before addressing problematic ones, then the Biblical Hebrew (BH) relative

clause is a prime candidate as the object of scrutiny.  A perusal of grammatical studies of BH

clearly suggests that there is nothing particularly noteworthy about the structure or function of

the BH relative clause; it is a common subordinate clause, and, unlike many other BH

grammatical phenomena (e.g., the tense-aspect-mood of the verbal system, word order in verbal

or verbless clauses), the relative clause is apparently at the center of very few interpretative

cruces within the biblical text.

However, the BH relative clause is anything but simple when analyzed from a linguistic

perspective.  Not only have the precise syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic features of the

relative clause in general been the subject of much debate among linguists,1 we shall see in the

following chapters that the BH data present us with more than the usual array of issues.  For

                                                
1 For example, compare Fabb 1990 and Borsley 1992.
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example, the analysis of “independent” relative clauses, the identification of relative clauses

positioned at a distance from their antecedent (often referred to as ‘relative clause

extraposition’), the phenomenon of restrictiveness in BH relative clauses, and the function of

resumption within BH relative clauses—none of these issues has been adequately studied.

Consider the issue of resumption within BH relative clauses: why are some heads (i.e., the

constituent being modified by the relative clause, sometimes referred to as the ‘antecedent’)

resumed inside the relative clause (1), and others are not (2)?

(1)   bammaœqo®m   }∞sûer    yib≈hΩar                     yhwh   }§loœhe®k≈aœ   bo®
  in-the-place  REL     choose(3MS IMPF)   Yhwh  god-your  in-it

 ‘in the place that Yhwh your god chooses it’ (Deut 12.18)

(2)   }el hammaœqo®m  }∞sûer    yib≈hΩar                    yhwh
  to  the-place       REL    choose(3MS IMPF) Yhwh

 ‘to the place that Yhwh chooses __’ (Deut 12.26)

In both examples, (1) and (2), the head of the relative is the same (the definite noun phrase ‘the

place’), the verb is the same (the imperfective 3MS of ‘to choose’), and the subject is the same

(the proper noun, Yhwh).  Yet, in (1), the relative clause resumes the head by means of the clitic

3MS pronoun -o® in the prepositional phrase bo® ‘in it’, whereas in (2) the head is not resumed

(note also that the lack of resumption leaves the transitive verb ‘to choose’ without a

complement).

Another basic feature of BH relative clauses that has not been addressed is the

difference between examples with the head noun in the absolute state, such as in (1) and (2),

and examples with the head noun in the construct state, as in (3) and (4):

(3)   kol    y´me®  }∞sûer  yisûkoœn           he{aœnaœn  {al   hammisûkaœn   yahΩ∞nu®
all.of  days.of REL     dwell(3MS IMPF)  the-cloud upon  the-tabernacle  camp(3MP IMPF)
‘all the days that the cloud would settle over the tabernacle, they would camp’ (Num 9.18)
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(4)   u®n´t◊attˆîk≈aœ                                 b´yad≈        m´b≈aqsûe®              nap≈sûek≈aœ   u®b≈´yad≈       }∞sûer  }atta®
and-give(1CS PERF MOD)-you in-hand.of seek(MP PTCP).of life-your  and-in-hand.of REL    you

yaœg≈o®r   mipp´ne®hem
fearful   from-faces-their

‘and I shall give you into the hand of those seeking your life and into the hand of (those) that you
are fearful of them’ (Jer 22.25)

Moreover, even though both the nouns preceding the relatives in (3) and (4) are in the construct

state, the relationship of these nouns, y´me® ‘days of’ and yad ≈ ‘hand of’, to their respective

relative clauses differs significantly between the two.  In (3), the noun y´me® ‘days of’ is the

head of the relative clause; the construct state of the head is a strategy used in BH to indicate

that the relative clause is restrictive (see 2.7 and 5.5).  In (4), the noun yad ≈ ‘hand of’ is not the

head of the relative clause; the head of this relative is covert (i.e., phonologically absent but

syntactically real; such relative clauses are often referred to as “independent” relatives) and the

noun yad≈ ‘hand of’ is in construct with this covert head (see 2.3 and 5.2).

The two clauses in (3) and (4) illustrate the complexity of the BH relative clause.  Thus,

it is all the more surprising that this clause type has not been the object of any significant

modern study.  Although the relative clause is an extremely frequent clause in the Hebrew

Bible (there are just under 5,500 marked relative clauses, making it the most common explicitly

marked subordinate clause in BH), there has been no exhaustive analysis of the BH relative

clause as a semantic clause type2 (that is, an analysis that considers all of the ways that a BH

relative clause is introduced and used in the biblical text), either from a philological3 or modern

                                                
2 The only study that approaches comprehesiveness is the traditional grammatical study of Peretz 1967;

however, he does not discuss the issue of restrictiveness.

3 Bodine (1987) distinguishes philology from linguistics in the following manner: “Philology gives attention
to particular texts (usually of a literary nature and written), seeks to elucidate features of these texts which are
more-or-less language specific, emphasizes the content of the texts, and draws implications that are related to the
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linguistic perspective.4  The extent, and limits, of the current understanding of the BH relative

clause is illustrated by the presentations given within reference grammars (e.g., Davidson

1901:§§9, 142; Kautzsch 1910:§§36, 155; Waltke and O’Connor 1990:§19; Joüon and

Muraoka 1993:§§38, 158).

In this work I intend to fill the gap in our understanding of the BH relative clause.  This

work constitutes an investigation of the BH relative clause in which the features of the relative

clause are analyzed from the perspectives of both philology and modern linguistics.  I will

address the linguistic features of the relative clause with regard to both its syntactic structure

and its pragmatic/discourse function.  Though this clause cannot be considered “basic,” if what

is meant by the term is structural and functional simplicity, it is a very common clause type.  As

such, this work is in accordance with the spirit of Goshen-Gottstein’s suggested methodology: I

will describe the ‘fundamental grammatical rules’ of the BH relative clause, using this common

clause type to provide a linguistic methodology for the analysis of any linguistic feature of BH.

                                                                                                                                                          
culture in which the texts were produced.  Linguistics, on the other hand, studies speech with an eye to language
qua language, attends more to features of its texts and other sources of information which are shared among
languages rather than language specific, is concerned more with the structure of language than the content of texts,
and is more theoretically than culturally oriented” (1987:40). (Also, see Barr 1969, Gleason 1974, and Bodine
1992 for further discussion of the interaction between philology and linguistics.)

In contrast to Bodine’s distinction (given from the perspective how the two are used within Biblical Hebrew
studies), Sampson (1980) describes the difference between philology and linguistics from the perspective of
general linguistics: “in modern English usage linguistics normally means linguistics in the twentieth-century
style—therefore primarily synchronic linguistics—while philology, if used at all refers . . . to historical linguistics
as practised in the nineteenth century” (1980:243, fn. 1).

4 While there have been no exhaustive works on the relative clause in BH as a semantic clause type (aside
from the almost exhaustive work of Peretz 1967), there have been numerous philological studies on individual
relative words in BH, e.g., Sperling 1876, Bergsträsser 1909, Gaenssle 1915, Qimron 1982, Schwarzschild 1990,
Van Wyk 1992.
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1.2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In this section, I will present an overview of the contributions and shortcomings of the

typical analyses of the BH relative clause from a representative selection of reference grammars

(Ewald 1879,5 Kautzsch 1910, Davidson 1901, Waltke and O‘Connor 1990, Joüon and

Muraoka 1993, and Gibson 1994).  Also, I will briefly discuss the handful of linguistic

treatments that constitute the scant attention paid to the relative clause in the last few decades.

It is not altogether easy to discern which issues grammarians have identified as basic

and salient with regard to the BH relative clause.  Even a cursory glance at most grammars

reveals an often confusing order of presentation.  For example, Kautzsch 1910 divides his

discussion of ‘relative clause matters’ into two sections, one dealing with the relative pronoun

(§138) and one dealing with relative clauses (§155).  His section on the relative pronoun starts

clearly, with a discussion of the etymology of }∞sûer, but then proceeds well beyond etymology

to various syntactic issues—material that better belongs to the section on the relative clause,

not the relative pronoun.  Furthermore, the issues of dependent/incomplete versus

independent/complete relative clauses, the presence or absence of resumption/retrospective

pronoun, and the presence or absence of a relative word are all presented in a rather unclear

order.  The presentations on the BH relative clause in most other grammars suffer similarly.

In the following sections, I have summarized salient points made by a representative

selection of both older and recent reference grammars.  The purpose is twofold: 1) to provide a
                                                

5 When possible, I begin each section with a discussion of how Ewald dealt with the issue in question.  It was
Ewald’s (1803-1875) grammatical study, along with the work of his older contemporary William Gesenius (1786-
1842), that initiated the “modern” stage of Hebrew studies (see especially Barr 1971, Waltke and O’Connor 1990,
and DeCaen 1996).  It is a testament to their linguistic ability and incisiveness that few, if any, modern reference
grammars can compare to either the depth or the breadth of their nineteenth-century works.

Although Gesenius and Ewald are equally admired for their grammatical works, Nöldeke offered the
following comparison of the two grammarians in a letter to T. Witton Davies on December 22, 1902: “Bei
Gesenius ist alles für den Anfänger bequem, aber aüsserlich und nach Kategorien aus dem Lateinischen und
Deutschen: bei Ewald ist alles tief greifend, das Wesen der Sprache selbst erforschend” (Davies 1903:82, fn. 2).
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clearer picture of what reference grammars have attempted to communicate; and 2) to provide

an overview of the main issues that have traditionally been analyzed with regard to the BH

relative clause.  Although arranging this section in discreet segments chronologically by author

would provide a historical overview of the study of the relative clause in the twentieth century,

this type of arrangement would become needlessly repetitious.  Instead, I have arranged this

section by the various basic grammatical categories by which the BH relative clause has been

analyzed: the etymology of the relative word }∞sûer (1.2.1), the syntactic status of }∞sûer vis-à-vis

the antecedent and the dependent clause (1.2.2), the presence or absence of an antecedent

(1.2.3), and finally, the presence or absence of a ‘retrospective’ or ‘resumptive’ pronoun

(1.2.4).

1.2.1.  The Etymology of }∞sûer

In this section I will provide a detailed discussion of the etymology of }∞sûer, the most

common relative word used in BH.  The etymology of }∞sûer is, on the one hand, the simplest

issue to discuss regarding BH relative clauses precisely because we cannot be certain how the

word acquired a relative function (or even that it had a prior meaning or function in the Hebrew

language).  On the other hand, once we look to comparative data, reconstructing the history of

}∞sûer within Semitic becomes rather complex.  The first obstacle in reconstructing the

etymology of }∞sûer is that, apart from its phonetic shape (i.e., it appears to be vocalized as a

noun in ‘construct’),6 the word has apparently left no trace in the Hebrew Bible of its own

history (Waltke and O‘Connor 1990:332).

                                                
6 Rather than viewing the phonetic shape (i.e., construct state) of }∞sûer as evidence that it was once a noun (see,

for example, Waltke and O‘Connor 1990:332), it might be more natural and synchronically consistent to view the
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The second obstacle is a lack of analogical development within cognate languages; that

is, none of the identified cognates to }∞sûer exhibits the syntactic and semantic development into

a relative word like BH }∞sûer.  }∞sûer is most often connected to the Akkadian substantive asûru,

(construct asûar) ‘place’, as well as the many West Semitic cognates of Akkadian asûru, e.g.,

Ugaritic }at ◊r ‘place’ (Segert 1984:180; Sivan 1997:84, 198; Tropper 2000:798, 905); Old

Aramaic }sûr ‘place’, Imperial Aramaic }tr ‘place’ (Jean and Hoftijzer 1965:27-28; Hoftijzer and

Jongeling 1995:125-29); for further discussion of this issue, see also Kautzsch 1910:444, fn. 1;

Gaenssle 1915:25-29; Bauer and Leander 1962:264; Moscati 1980:113; Waltke and O’Connor

1990:332, fn. 2; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:119, fn. 2; Lipin éski 1997:324-26, 522; Koehler,

Baumgartner et al. 1994-2000:98.  However, none of these languages appears to use the noun

‘step, place’ as a relative word at any stage of development (see Garr 1985; cf. Tropper

2000:798, 905).  Even so, the majority opinion has been to accept the etymological origin of

}∞sûer as a noun meaning ‘step, place’ based on the cognate evidence and then posit that the

development into a relative word occurred only in BH.  The development of the noun ‘step,

place’ into a relative word in BH becomes even more curious when we consider that BH, like

most other Semitic languages (see Lipin éski 1997:324-26, 522), was already marking relative

clauses by means of a complementizer (i.e, sûeC- in BH) as well as demonstrative pronouns (i.e.,

zeh, zu®, and zo® in BH).
                                                                                                                                                          
phonetic shape of the relative word as a result of its status as a function word.  In other words, if we look at other
functions words, such as the article haC-, the clitic prepositions b´- ‘in’, k´ ‘as’, and l´- ‘to’, free standing function
words such as }ah Ω∞re® ‘after’, mipp´ne® ‘because of’, big ≈lal ‘on account of, and bal{∞d ≈e® ‘except ’, or the relative
word sûeC-, we see that within BH many function words exhibit a phonetic “dependence” upon their respective
complements.  Thus, instead of attempting to connect the phonetic form of many of these words to possible
nominal etymologies, it might be better to recognize that both the construct state and the phonetic form of many
function words are part of a more general phenomenon in BH: the phonetic form of non-verbal heads (e.g.,
prepositions, subordinating conjunctions, nouns) in BH tends to exhibit a prosodic ‘dependence’ upon their
modifiers.
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The most recent work to argue that the etymology of }∞sûer is crucial for an accurate

understanding of its function is Schwarzschild (1990).  Schwarzschild’s study represents a

different approach to the syntax of }∞sûer clauses: he proposes what he calls the ‘Nominal

Hypothesis’ of the word }∞sûer, in which he calls into question the typical analysis that }∞sûer has

the grammatical status of a relative word or complementizer.  Instead, Schwarzschild argues

that }∞sûer should be analyzed as a noun rather than a relative word on the basis of its etymology,

morphology, and syntactic characteristics.7

Before we consider Schwarzschild’s hypothesis directly, it will be helpful to remind

ourselves of the majority position, presented above, regarding the etymology, morphology, and

syntactic characteristic of the word }∞sûer.  Waltke and O’Connor succinctly summarize the

majority opinion:“[t]he most common relative pronoun, rva, is etymologically a locative noun,

‘a step, place,’ and may be considered a noun always in the construct.  There is no trace of the

etymological sense, however, and the construct state is useful only in explaining the phonetic

shape of the word” (1990:332).

Schwarzschild argues directly against the standard analysis of }∞sûer.  His argument that

}∞sûer maintains its nominal status rests on the observation that in the book of Qoheleth }∞sûer

appears in positions that appear to require an overt noun; thus, “}∞sûer never ceased to be

categorized as a noun in the syntactic component of the grammar of BH” (1990:7-8).  His

analysis of the syntax of }∞sûer clauses is that, rather than functioning as a relative word

introducing a subordinate clause, substantive }∞sûer functions in a manner similar to that of an

                                                
7 Schwarzschild (1990) employs the version of Chomskyan generative linguistics called ‘Government and

Binding Theory’.  For a short list of other scholars using generative linguistic theories to analyze BH, see below
1.3.2, note 36.
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adjective: }∞sûer is imbedded within a larger noun phrase while heading its own noun phrase.

Based on the Qoheleth data, Schwarzschild identifies four grammatical constraints which

distinguish }∞sûer from sûeC- clauses (he analyzes the latter type as a true subordinate clause),

summarized below (1990:9):

i.   The function word }et ◊, which often precedes direct objects, can only introduce an object clause that is
part of an noun phrase that is headed by an overt noun; thus }et ◊ marks }∞sûer object clauses, but never kˆî
or sûeC- object clauses.

ii.  In BH, temporal relative clauses appear to require that they be governed by a noun in the construct
state.

iii.  In Qoheleth, a relative clause must have an overt antecedent noun or an overt resumptive.

iv.  In Qoheleth, clitic prepositions may not subordinate a relative clause lacking an antecedent since the
preposition requires an overt noun as an attachment site.

First, Schwarzschild considers the role of }∞sûer in introducing object clauses.  He claims

that because }et ◊  (the object marker that precedes noun phrases) precedes }∞sûer but not other

functions words, such as kˆî or sûeC-, the data indicate that }∞sûer is not a function word, but a

noun.  However, the }∞sûer examples he presents are not }∞sûer object clauses, but are

‘headless’/null head }∞sûer relatives with the covert head introduced by the function word }et ◊ (see

below, 2.2).  The difference between the two is illustrated by the examples in (5) and (6), the

first of which is a true }∞sûer object clause, while the second, which Schwarzschild presents as an

object clause (1990:9), is not.8

                                                
8 The essential distinction between an object clause and a headless relative is that the object clause cannot be

preceded by the accusative marker }eœt ◊ (clauses cannot be marked for Case); in contrast, the head of a relative
clause may be preceded by }eœt ◊.  Furthermore, my analysis (using Chomskyan linguistics) of headless relatives is
that they actually include a null (i.e., phonologically empty but syntactically real) head; thus, even in so-called
“headless” clauses, }eœt ◊  may (and often does) precede the null head.  (See 2.2.2, for a detailed discussion of
headless relatives; also see 5.4 for a discussion of }∞sûer object/complement clauses.)
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(5)  waœ}∞t√ammeœ}                    }o®t◊aœm        b´matt´no®t◊aœm   b´ha{∞b≈ˆîr          kol pet√er           raœhΩam
and-defile(1CS PAST)     ACC-them in-gifts-their     in-devote(INF)  all  firstborn.of womb

l´ma{an       }∞sûimmeœm                      l´ma{an          }∞sûer  yeœd≈´{u®           }∞sûer }∞nˆî  yhwh
for-purpose horrify(1CS IMPF)-them for-purpose Ø REL   know(3MP IMPF)   REL    I     Yhwh

‘and I defiled them through their gifts when (they) devoted every firstborn in order to horrify them to
the end that they would know that I am Yhwh’ (Ezek 20.26)

(6)   }atta® yaœd≈a{taœ          }eœt◊ Ø }∞sûer {∞b≈ad≈tˆîk≈aœ            w´}eœt◊   Ø }∞sûer haœya®
you  know(2MS PERF) ACC Ø  REL   serve(1CS PERF)-you and-ACC Ø  REL  be(3MS PERF)

miqn´k≈aœ     }ittˆî
cattle-your   with-me
‘you know how (=the way that) I served you and how (=the way that) your cattle were with me’
(Gen 30.29)

What these two examples illustrate is that }∞sûer can introduce an object clause, but when }eœt ◊  (as

in }eœt ◊ }∞sûer) is present, it unambiguously marks the }∞sûer clause as a ‘headless’/null head relative

(i.e., the }∞sûer functions as a relative word).  Furthermore, if we look outside of Qoheleth,

Schwarzschild’s claim that }eœt ◊ only precedes }∞sûer and not other function words is incorrect

(Van Wyk 1992).  Van Wyk points to covertly headed relatives in the Late Biblical Hebrew

book of Song of Songs to demonstrate that the relative word sûeC- (which Schwarzschild agrees

is clearly not nominal in origin) can also be preceded by }eœt◊ (Van Wyk 1992:202).

(7)   {al        misûkaœb≈ˆî  balle®lo®t◊          biqqasûtˆî             }eœt◊  sûe}aœh∞b≈a®                        nap≈sûˆî
upon  bed-my  in-the-nights  seek(1CS PERF) ACC  REL-Ø-love(3FS PERF)  soul-my

‘upon my bed at night I seek who (=the man that) my soul loves’ (Song 3.1; see also 3.2-4)

Therefore, if Schwarzschild’s conclusion based on the }∞sûer data were valid, we should also

consider sûeC- in Song of Songs to be a noun—a position that, as noted by Schwarzschild, has

not been proposed and does not have any historical linguistic basis (1990:17).9  The fact that

                                                
9 The comparative Semitic data suggest that BH }∞sûer and sûeC- have etymologies that are independent from

each other.  sûeC- probably derives from the Semitic relative *t ◊u/d ≈u (Lipinéski 1997:324), and is related to Akkadian
sûa (by the change t ◊u > sûu), Phoenician }sû (Krahmalkov 2001:94-95), Imperial Aramaic sû, and Ammonite sû (Jean
and Hoftijzer 1965:285-86; Hoftijzer and Jongeling 1995:1089-94).  (See also Gaenssle 1915:25-29; Bauer and
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both }∞sûer and sûeC- can be preceded by the object marker strongly suggests that we are dealing

with null head relatives, rather than, as Schwarzschild argues, with substantive }∞sûer (or  sûeC-).

The second issue Schwarzschild addresses regarding }∞sûer is the syntax of }∞sûer temporal

clauses, that is, }∞sûer relatives preceded by words such as ‘days’ or ‘time’ (1990:10-13).  He

asks why }∞sûer “is never marked with the definite article in agreement with the noun that it

modifies,” since agreement in definiteness is exhibited in BH adjectival constructions.

Schwarzschild’s answer is to suggest that }∞sûer is in construct.  Note that he is not implying that

}∞sûer merely has a construct form (cf. the quote from Waltke and O’Connor 1990, given above),

but that it is actually functioning as the first element in a construct relationship.  In order to

support this proposal, Schwarzschild appeals to the grammatical fact that “a noun in construct

is never marked with the definite article” (1990:11)  Thus he suggests that syntactically }∞sûer

operates exactly like attribute adjectives do except for the fact that }∞sûer is in construct with the

following clause and cannot take the expected definite article when the head noun is definite.

There is, however, a problem with this piece of Schwarzschild’s argument.  }∞sûer never carries

morphological agreement features (e.g. masculine, feminine, singular, plural) and it would

therefore be anomalous if it did reflect agreement in definiteness to the exclusion of other

nominal grammatical features.  The vocalization of }∞sûer clearly reflects the phonological

pattern of a noun in construct (e.g., vowel reduction); however, in the stage of the Hebrew

language represented by BH, }∞sûer is best viewed as a noun which has become grammaticalized

as an indeclinable function word—in other words, it had become a frozen form by the time the

                                                                                                                                                          
Leander 1962:264; Moscati 1980:113; Waltke and O’Connor 1990:332, fn. 2; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:119, fn.
2.)
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Hebrew language was used for the composition of the Hebrew Bible.  This is not unlike the

case of  leœ}moœr, which has the shape of the preposition l´- ‘to’ prefixed to the infinitive

construct of the verbal root [}-m-r] ‘to say’.  In BH, however, leœ}moœr no longer functions

primarily as an infinitive construct, but as a complementizer introducing direct speech (cf.

Miller 1996:199-212).

In order to address the third issue concerning the status of }∞sûer, Schwarzschild moves to

the book of Qoheleth in order to compare the syntactic features of }∞sûer and sûeC-.  His reason

for using Qoheleth is that since “it is one of the later books of the Bible . . . if [}∞sûer] can be

shown to be ‘nominal’ in Qoheleth one might suspect that it was nominal throughout its

history” (1990:8).

Based on the data from Qoheleth, Schwarzschild argues that the syntactic differences

between }∞sûer and sûeC- relatives support his Nominal Hypothesis.  In particular, he claims that

the author of Qoheleth distinguishes the two relative words by the presence or absence of a

resumptive pronoun within the relative clause.   This conclusion that “in Qoheleth, a relative

clause must have an overt antecedent or an overt [resumptive]” (1990:21) was reached by

observing that sûeC- relatives in Qoheleth always have either an overt antecedent or a

resumptive pronoun, whereas }∞sûer relatives do not require a resumptive pronoun even if there

is no overt head to the relative.  The inference that Schwarzschild draws from the }∞sûer data is

that }∞sûer itself acts as a head, i.e., a noun, and hence there is no need for a resumptive in such

relative.  For instance, covertly headed sûeC- relatives require a resumptive pronoun (8),

whereas covertly headed }∞sûer relatives do not (9) (examples taken from Schwarzschild).
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(8)   ma    sûehaœya®                   k´b≈aœr    niqraœ}                       sû´mo®
what REL-be(3MS PERF) already call(3MS PERF PASS) name-its
‘whatever (=what that) has been, its name has already been called’ (Qoh 6.10)

(9)    }eœt◊     }∞sûer  tiddoœr                sûalleœm
ACC Ø   REL   vow(2MS IMPF) fulfill(2MS IMV)
‘what (the thing that) you vow, fulfill (Qoh 5.3)

Furthermore, Schwarzschild claims that the only time in Qoheleth that sûeC- relatives do not

have resumptive pronouns is when they have overt heads, as in (10).

(10)  u®p≈aœnˆît◊ˆî                     }∞nˆî  b´k≈ol     ma{∞síay   sûe{aœsíu®                    yaœd≈ay
 and-turn(1CS PERF)  I     in-all.of works-my  REL-do(3CP PERF) hands-my

‘and I turned to all of my works, which my hands had done’ (Qoh 2.11)

The first problem with Schwarzschild’s argument concerns his use of the term

‘resumption’.  Resumptive elements are typically considered to be overt syntactic constituents,

such as pronouns or coreferential nouns (see 2.5, 5.3).  In contrast, Schwarzschild includes in

his treatment of resumptive pronouns “the subject inherent in the main verb (i.e., the agreement

marking)” (1990:19), as in (8).  In other words, in example (8), the only element that

Schwarzschild can consider resumptive is the verb haœya®, which is inflected for 3MS agreement

features.10  However, this “inherent subject” is not a syntactic entity; it is agreement marking

and does not qualify as a resumptive constituent.  Moreover, within generative linguistics

(which is the theory that Schwarzschild employs), there is no such thing as an “inherent

subject”; rather, when an overt subject noun/pronoun is not present, it is proposed that a covert

subject exists which fulfills the necessary agreement relationship with the verb (see below,

                                                
10 Notice that the only other element that one may consider resumptive, the suffixed possessive pronoun on

sû´mo® ‘his name’, is actually outside of the relative clause and thus cannot be considered a resumptive constituent
within the relative clause.
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3.4.1.3, for a brief discussion of this pro-drop phenomenon).  This covert constituent is not

available to function as a resumptive element either.

The second problem with Schwarzschild’s argument is that data outside of Qoheleth

contradict his claim.  Van Wyk (1992:204-5) points to examples in other Late Biblical Hebrew

literature in which covertly headed sûeC- relatives lack a resumptive constituent (even given

Schwarzschild’s definition of a resumptive pronoun), as in (11).11

(11)   {al       misûkaœb≈ˆî  balle®lo®t◊           biqqasûtˆî             }eœt◊  sûe}aœh∞b≈a®            nap≈sûˆî
upon   bed-my   in-the-nights  seek(1CS PERF) ACC  REL-love(3FS PERF)  soul-my
‘upon my bed at night I seek who (=the man that) my soul loves’ (Song 3.1)

These additional data outside of Qoheleth suggest that the differences between }∞sûer and

sûeC- relatives in Qoheleth are either stylistic or coincidental—but not syntactic (that is unless

we analyze the Hebrew of Qoheleth as a syntactically distinct dialect).  If Schwarzschild’s

claim for the language of Qoheleth in which he points to the difference in resumption between

}∞sûer and sûeC- relatives cannot be maintained outside of that book, then he cannot logically

argue that the “nominal status” of }∞sûer for Qoheleth (if accurate) suggests that }∞sûer was always

nominal.  In other words, the distribution of the data, even if it did support his arguments (and I

have demonstrated that this is not always the case), is the result of a limited corpus.

The final grammatical constraint that Schwarzschild advances to demonstrate the

nominal character of }∞sûer revolves around the ability of }∞sûer to function as an attachment site

for the clitic prepositions b´-, k´-, l´-, and me œ-.  He argues that while }∞sûer can serve as the

attachment site for these prepositions, sûeC- cannot.  The difference, he claims, lies in the

nominal character of }∞sûer and the non-nominal character of sûeC- (1990:28).  Foundational to

                                                
11 See also Song 3.2, 3, 4; 1 Chr 5.20; 27.27.
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this argument is the linguistic proposal that “empty or missing elements can interfere with

syntactic or phonological processes that unite two morphemes” (1990:28).  To make sense of

this proposal, we must remember that Schwarzschild is operating within the Government and

Binding theory of generative linguistics.  This theory relies on the principle that some

constituents may be phonologically empty and still have an effect on phonology, on syntax, or

on both.  The English phenomenon of ‘wanna-contraction’ (a colloquial contraction of I want

to) in (12)-(14) (taken from Ouhalla 1999:66) illustrates the syntactic reality of phonologically

empty constituents.

(12)  I want to read this novel vs. I wanna read this novel
(13)  I want this novel to be considered for a prize vs. *I wanna this novel . . .

(14)  This noveli, I want ti to be considered for a prize vs. *This novel, I wanna be considered . . .

(12) illustrates how want and t o are often contracted in colloquial English when they are

immediately adjacent.  (13) shows that when a constituent intervenes between want and to, the

two words cannot be contracted.  Finally, (14) demonstrates that when the noun phrase this

novel is moved from its position after want, the result is the adjacency of want and to.

However, because the movement leaves a trace (a phonologically empty but syntactically real

sign that a constituent once occupied a position before it was moved elsewhere), the two words

want and to only appear to be adjacent; syntactically they are not.  Contraction of want and to

is thereby prohibited.

Schwarzschild relies on this same principle for his last argument that }∞sûer is a noun.

His argument is as follows: all ‘headless’/null head relatives have a covert (i.e. phonologically

empty but syntactically real) head noun (Ø) (see below 2.2.2 and 5.2.2), and these covert nouns

prohibit the attachment of the Hebrew clitic prepositions.  Also, sûeC- does not allow the
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attachment of these prepositions; thus, sûeC- itself must not be a noun but must follow and

modify a covert head.  Furthermore, since }∞sûer does permit the cliticization of these Hebrew

prepositions, it must be a noun and must not be subordinate to a covert head.

This proposal—Schwarzschild’s fourth constraint—is as problematic as the previous

three.  First, because his data are drawn only from Qoheleth, he misses the examples in Genesis

6.3, 2 Kings 6.11, and Jonah 1.7, 12, where prepositions are clearly attached to sûeC-.

Moreover, to reconcile all the data in Qoheleth he makes a distinction between clitic

prepositions and clitic conjunctions.  He states that prepositions “govern noun phrases” while

conjunctions “directly govern an S or S’ [= clause] complement without any intervening NP

node” (1990:30-31, note 17).  On this basis, he excludes examples such as Qoheleth 9.12,

provided in (15), since he categorizes this use of k´ as a conjunction.

(15)   kaœheœm      yu®qaœsûˆîm                     b´ne®      haœ}aœd≈aœm   l´{eœt◊          raœ{a®   k´sûettippo®l
like-them snare(MP PTCP PASS)  sons.of  the-man   to-time.of  evil   at-Ø-REL-fall(3FS IMPF)
{∞le®hem        pit◊}oœm
upon-them   suddenly

‘like them, the sons of man are snared at the time of calamity, at (the time) that it falls upon them
suddenly’ (Qoh 9.12)

However, it does not follow that the Hebrew word k´ in (15) is a conjunction rather than a

preposition.  In fact, Schwarzschild’s categorization of the prepositions in the examples he

excludes is contrary to the judgments of reference grammars (e.g., Kautzsch 1910:375-76;

Joüon and Muraoka 1993:490-91; see also Waltke and O’Connor 1990:202-5 on k´).  Finally,

Schwarzschild’s assertion that prepositions only govern noun phrases cannot account for the

cases in which clitic prepositions apparently govern other prepositional phrases, such as

meœ}ah Ω∞re® ‘from behind’, meœ}eœt ◊ ‘from with’, meœ{im ‘from with’, mibbe®n ‘from between’, meœ{al
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‘from above’, and mittah Ωat ◊ ‘from under’.12  Thus he misses a significant generalization about

BH prepositions: they are much less discriminate about their attachment site than he proposes.

In summary, while Schwarzschild has produced a novel theory regarding the categorial

status of }∞sûer as a noun rather than as a function word, his proposal does not adequately explain

the BH data.  His use of a current linguistic theory, though, distinguishes his work as the only

significant attempt to reevaluate }∞sûer from a non-traditional philological approach.  Whatever

the etymology of the word }∞sûer is, it ceases to be important when its syntactic and semantic

characteristics are examined from a synchronic perspective.  Precisely because “there is no

trace of its etymological sense” (Waltke and O‘Connor 1990:332) in the Hebrew Bible, we are

free to investigate how it is used in BH without attaching significance to any hypothetical

etymology or use the word may have had in stages of the Hebrew language prior to BH.

1.2.2. The Syntax of }∞sûer in BH Relative Clauses

Most BH grammars offer a brief comment on the precise syntactic relationship between

BH relative words, particularly }∞sûer, and the following relative clauses.  Like all who have

followed him, Ewald 1879 observes that the Hebrew relative word is unlike the relative

pronouns of many languages (particularly of Ewald’s native German, or of Latin, which he

                                                
12 Van Wyk also notes a few critical issues that Schwarzschild did not address but which follow from his

Nominal Hypothesis: “Schwarzschild gives no explanation of the syntactic relation between a nominal [}∞sûer] and
the preceding noun (antecedent). [}∞sûer] as a noun (originally meaning ‘place’) would only in a very few cases be
understandable as apposition.  Schwarzschild also fails to explain the syntactic relationship between a nominal
[}∞sûer] and the following relative clause.  Since the noun preceding [}∞sûer] almost always stands in the absolute,
[}∞sûer] can only be taken to represent an example of apposition.  However, in the case of a noun in apposition, it
must also be able to stand in apposition to the preceding noun without a following (relative) clause.  This never
happens, and therefore is (as far as we can tell from the available texts) not possible.  At the same time the nominal
hypothesis isolates [}∞sûer] from the following clause.  This clause in context makes no sense if it is not joined by
[}∞sûer] to an element of the main clause” (1992:207-8).
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frequently uses for comparison): it is not inflected for case, person, gender, or number.  Thus,

he comments that syntactically the relative word “merely serves to gather up a thought and

show the relation in which it stands, i.e., a conjunction, as, gaudeo quod vales” (1879:207).

In contrast, Kautzsch 1910 clearly views the relationship between the antecedent and

}∞sûer as one of apposition (1910:444), thereby excluding the possibility that }∞sûer is merely a

conjunction.  Both views are apparently influenced by Kautzsch’s understanding of the

etymology of }∞sûer as originally a demonstrative pronoun, an understanding that is reflected in

glosses given to the examples presented (e.g., for Genesis 24.7 yhwh }∞sûer l´qaœh Ωanˆî, the gloss

‘the Lord, iste, he took me’ is given).  Another result of his view of }∞sûer as an original

demonstrative is that he also claims that the }∞sûer belongs syntactically to the main clause rather

than to the subordinate relative clause (1910:444), whereas, presumably, a true relative pronoun

(as well as “a mere nota relationis”) belongs to the relative clause that it precedes.

Davidson’s 1901 analysis represents a combination of Ewald’s and Kautzsch’s.  On the

one hand, Davidson views }∞sûer as the nota relationis, i.e., as a simple conjunctive “connecting

antecedent with relative clause” (8).  On the other hand, Davidson goes on to claim that the

syntactic relationship between the antecedent and }∞sûer is also one of apposition (9).

Reconciling these two views, however, is a difficult task.  Apposition by definition is the

juxtaposition of two constituents of the same syntactic class (e.g., two nouns, two verbs, two

prepositional phrases); thus, it is not at all clear how }∞sûer can be both a conjunction as well as a

constituent that can be apposed (i.e., of the same syntactic class) with a noun; a nominal

antecedent and a conjunction belong to different syntactic classes.  Davidson also remarks that

“the so-called relative clause is complete in itself apart from rva, which has no resemblance to
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the rel[ative] pron[oun] of classical languages” (11).  However, even a cursory glance at a

random selection of relative clauses suffices to contradict this claim.  Quite often a relative

clause with a transitive verb is missing an explicit verbal complement; this suggests (see below

in 2.1) that in such cases the relative word fulfills an essential syntactic/thematic role within the

relative clause.

Finally, Joüon and Muraoka 1993 suggest that “[w]hatever its origin may be, rva is,

from a syntactical point of view, first a relative conjunction: that” (1993:536, emphasis in

original).  They cite as proof for this view the fact that }∞sûer can introduce relative clauses that

are ‘complete’ (i.e., relative clauses that have resumptive pronouns).  Joüon and Muraoka then

suggest that the presence of }∞sûer relatives clauses without resumptive pronouns indicates that

“[l]ittle by little, the relative conjunction was perceived as a relative pronoun” (1993:537).

Even though (or perhaps precisely because) they later qualify the use of the term ‘relative

pronoun’  for }∞sûer (1993:592), the distinction between conjunction and pronoun with regard to

the syntactic status of }∞sûer remains unclear.   In fact, comparing }∞sûer with English that (the

choice of which has absolutely no bearing upon whether resumptive pronouns exist within

English relatives) suggests that it is not valid to connect the categorial status of the BH relative

word with the phenomenon of resumption (1993:537, fn. 2).  Finally, there is a bit of confusion

in Joüon and Muraoka’s description of the basic syntactic relationship between the relative

word and the head: “A relative clause is usually equivalent to an attribute of a substantive; it

corresponds most commonly to an adjective or a participle in apposition” (1993:591-92).

While the comparison to adjectives may in fact be a valid, since a relative clause (as a clause

that fills a nominal slot) describes its antecedent much as an adjective does (see below, 2.1),

apposition is certainly not an accurate description, since (as I mentioned above) apposition is
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the juxtaposition of two items from the same syntactic class, and adjectives (and presumably

relative clauses) are not from the same syntactic class as nouns.

With regard to the syntactic relationship between the relative word, most notably }∞sûer,

and the following relative clause, it is clear that the majority of grammars isolate two issues.

First, there is disagreement about the essential nature of the relative word }∞sûer: is it a

conjunction (Ewald 1879; Joüon and Muraoka 1993), a pronoun, or perhaps still a

demonstrative acting as a relative (Kautzsch 1910)?  Second, the syntactic nature of how the

relative word }∞sûer modifies the head is a matter of contention: is the relationship one of

apposition (Davidson 1901; Kautzsch 1910; Joüon and Muraoka 1993) or subordination (Ewald

1879; Waltke and O‘Connor 1990)?

1.2.3. The Presence or Absence of an Antecedent in BH Relative Clauses

The third issue that grammars take up is the difference between relative clauses that

have an explicit head noun and those that do not.  Ewald 1879 labels the two types of relative

clauses independent relatives and dependent relatives, respectively.  Ewald’s distinction,

though, is not as clear as it may seem since he defines both types based on the function of the

relative word rather than the function of the relative clause as a whole.  Thus, an independent

relative sentence is one that proceeds “from a word [e.g., }∞sûer] which indicates a person or a

thing (qui, or, with less indication of life, quod . . .)” (1879:207).  In contrast, a dependent

relative clause is one in which the relative word “merely serves to gather up a thought and

show the relation in which it stands, i.e., a conjunction, as, gaudeo quod vales” (1879:207).  It

is difficult to ascertain precisely how Ewald can view the indeclinable BH }∞sûer as both a

conjunction and a referential word indicating “a person or thing” (1879:207).
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Unlike Ewald, Kautzsch 1910 distinguishes between “complete” and “incomplete”

relative clauses based upon whether the relative clause is dependent upon a noun or not,

respectively (1910:485).  In Kautzsch’s view, the }∞sûer preceding incomplete relative clauses

(i.e., those not dependent on a governing substantive) is “in reality . . . still a demonstrative

belonging to the construction of the main clause as subject or object . . . ” (1910:445) (although

note Kautzsch’s bracketed qualification of this statement on page 446; it is not quite clear

precisely how Kautzsch understands the syntax of }∞sûer—as a demonstrative or as a relative

pronoun).

Likewise, Waltke and O‘Connor 1990 distinguish two types of relative clauses in BH:

dependent (or attributive) relative clauses and independent relative clauses (1990:331).

However, they qualify the label “independent relative” as a contradiction in terms—in their

view, such relative clauses “are not relative to anything” (1990:331).  Rather, this type of

“relative” clause “functions as a principal part of the main verbal clause.”

Finally, rather than providing neat categories or labels, Joüon and Muraoka 1993 merely

present those }∞sûer relative clauses that are used after nouns (1993:593-97) in contrast to those

}∞sûer relative clauses that are “substantivised” (1993:597-98).  According to Joüon and

Muraoka, “in all of these cases rva has the effect of a relative pronoun used absolutely: qui,

quem, quod etc.; the one who, that which, etc.”

Though the style of presentation differs among all of the grammars, there does appear to

be general agreement regarding BH relative clauses with antecedents and those without.  Those

relative clauses with an explicit antecedent function as normal (i.e., apposed or subordinated,

depending upon the grammar) relatives, whereas those without an explicit antecedent function

as substantives—they are not relative to anything.
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1.2.4. Retrospective/Resumptive Pronouns in BH Relative Clauses

The issue of resumption13 figures prominently in many reference grammars, which often

provide a bewildering account of where and when resumption occurs in Biblical Hebrew

relatives.  However, as we shall see, neither the reference grammars nor more recent article-

length studies have been able to provide a comprehensive explanation for resumption in

relative clauses in the Hebrew Bible.

Ewald writes that the presence of a resumptive element is the result of the

“dismemberment” of the relative word }∞sûer (i.e., that the BH “relative pronoun” has “lost” its

inflection).  By implication, then, Ewald suggests that resumptive pronouns should be present

in all BH relative clauses, since }∞sûer had certainly “lost” its inflection by the biblical stage of

the Hebrew language.  He does allow, though, that the resumptive element is omitted for the

sake of brevity in certain cases, as in many verbless clauses, e.g., haœ}∞naœsûˆîm }∞sûer Ø }itto ® ‘the-

men who Ø(they) (were) with-him’ (where the Ø stands for the “absent”/null resumptive

subject pronoun “they”).  Ewald also proposes that the omission of a resumptive element is

obligatory before finite verbs (which carry person, gender, and number morphological

agreement features), as in }∞sûer Ø  }aœmar ‘who Ø(he) said’ (1879:210-11).14  Ewald does

stipulate one case in which the resumptive element may never be omitted, however: “when the

                                                
13 Resumption is the case where the noun being modified by the relative clause is referenced within the

relative by an explicit syntactic constituent, such as a pronoun, as in those poems that we do not know where they
were composed (English example taken from Suñer 1998:335).  See 2.5 and 5.3 for further discussion.

14 Contrary to Ewald’s statement in this matter, the following verses contain relative clauses in which both the
subject pronoun and the finite verb are present: Deut 9.2; 2 Kgs 22.13; Jer 1.17; 29.25; 31.32; Zech 1.15; Mal
2.14; Job 19.27.
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relative-word points to an idea which is to be closely subordinated” (1879:211).15  Also, he

observes that when the relative clause is removed from its head noun by a significant distance,

the resumptive element within the relative clause is almost always present and is often a full

copy of the head constituent rather than a pronoun (see below, 2.2, for examples).

Kautzsch 1910 indicates that the “suppression of the retrospective pronoun takes places

especially when it . . . would represent an accusative of the object, or when it would be a

separate pronoun representing a nominative of the subject in a noun-clause” (1910:445).  He

states further that omission of resumption is “noticeable” with certain verbs (“verbum dicendi”)

and also that with antecedents of ‘place’ (e.g., maœqo®m ‘place’), resumption may take the form

of the adverb sûaœm ‘there’ (1910:445).  Waltke and O‘Connor 1990 add that resumption does

not depend on the definiteness of the head of the relative since both definite and indefinite NPs

are resumed within relatives (1990:333).

While the reference grammars generally provide us with excellent descriptions of where

and when resumption may or may not occur, they suggest very little by way of explanation.

There have been, though, three studies of resumption in BH within the last decade (Joosten

1993, Tsujita 1991, and Van Dyke Parunak 1996) which have moved the discussion in valuable

directions.  Joosten (1993) addresses the issue of agreement, ‘congruence’, or lack thereof,

‘discongruence’, between a resumptive pronoun and its antecedent.  Joosten argues that relative

clauses with an overt relative word (e.g., }∞sûer) are unequivocal regarding agreement (contrast

(16) and (17)).

                                                
15 This vague qualification suggests that Ewald connected the issue of resumption to the status of relative

clauses vis-à-vis restrictiveness; see 2.5, 2.7, 5.3, and 5.5 for discussions of resumption and restrictiveness in BH
relative clauses.
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(16)   ha}atta®     }ˆîsû        haœ}§loœhˆîm  }∞sûer baœ}t◊aœ             mˆîhu®d≈a®
WH-you  man.of  the-god      REL   come(2MS PERF)  from-Judah
‘Are youi the man of God whoi youi have come from Judah?’ (1 Kgs 13.14)

(17)   w´}atta®    hΩaœlaœl     raœsûaœ{     n´síˆî}        yisíraœ}eœl  }∞sûer  baœ}              yo®mo®   b´{eœt◊
and-you   defiled wicked  prince.of  Israel     REL    come(3MS PERF)  day-his  in-time.of
{∞woœn         qeœsΩ
punishment.of end

‘and youi, defiled wicked one, prince of Israel, whoi hisi day has come in the time of final
punishment’ (Ezek 21.30)

Joosten argues that examples such as (16)-(17) illustrate that when an overt relative word is

present, the clause is unambiguously marked as a relative clause; in other words, it does not

matter syntactically that in (16) the 2MS head noun is resumed by a 2MS verb within the relative

clause whereas in (17) the 2MS head noun is resumed by a 3MS suffix. Based on these data,

Joosten concludes that the agreement features of the resumptive pronoun inside a marked

relative clause have no syntactic significance: the clause is clearly marked as a relative apart

from the agreement features of the resumptive element.

In contrast, Joosten argues that agreement between the head noun and the resumptive

element is prohibited in unmarked/bare relative clauses, as in (18); agreement indicates that the

construction in (18) is one complex clause, rather than two juxtaposed simple clauses.

(18)   w´{atta®      sû´ma{               ya{∞qoœb≈   {ab≈dˆî           w´yisíraœ}eœl   baœhΩartˆî            b≈o®
and-now   hear(2MS IMV) Jacob      servant-my  and-Israel Ø  choose(1CS PERF)   in-him

‘and now, listen, Jacob my servant, and Israeli Ø(whom)i I have chosen himi’ (Isa 44.1)

Joosten uses examples like the one in (18) to argue for the obligatory lack of agreement

between the resumptive pronoun and the head of the relative clause in BH bare relatives

(1993:279).  He argues that if the resumptive pronoun in (18) were 2MS and thus agreed with

the (vocative case) head noun, i.e., yisíraœ}eœl baœh Ωartˆî b ≈´k ≈aœ (unattested), the result would be an
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ambiguous construction, with two possible parsings: simple juxtaposition of a vocative and a

verbal clause (i.e., ‘Israel, I have chosen you’), or a vocative modified by a relative clause (i.e.,

‘Israel (whom) I have chosen’).  In contrast, Joosten proposes that the lack of agreement in bare

relatives such as in (18) prohibit a non-relative interpretation.

Joosten’s argument faces a number of challenges.  The first objection concerns his

treatment of the vocative as second person.  He concludes that the vocative should not be

treated as third person (1993:279), a conclusion that is possible only after “excepting” all of the

marked and bare relative clauses which modify vocative heads and resume them in the third

person.16  If, contrary to Joosten’s assertion, the vocative is indeed to be treated as third person

for the purposes of grammatical agreement (if the vocative can be assigned person agreement at

all), much of Joosten’s argument fails: there would no longer be a clear pattern of

discongruence in bare relatives between the head and the resumptive constituent within the

relative.  Clearly, the grammatical status of the vocative needs to be investigated in order to

determine whether Joosten’s claim that vocative should be treated as second person is a valid

one (for a brief discussion of the vocative, see Waltke and O’Connor 1990:77).

The second objection to Joosten’s analysis concerns many of his grammatical

assessments.  For example, he presents example (19) as a bare relative clause in which

discongruence “signals subordination” (1993:278).

(19)  wa}∞nˆî  k≈´hΩeœreœsû    loœ}    }esûmaœ{                u®k≈´}illeœm       loœ}   yip≈tahΩ          pˆîw
and-I   like-deaf  NEG  hear(1CS IMPF)   and-like-dumb  NEG  open(3MS IMPF)  mouth-his
‘and I am like a deaf man—I do not hear, and like a dumb mani Øi (that) does not open hisi mouth’
(Psa 38.14)

                                                
16 The marked relative clauses that Joosten’s lists as “exceptions” are Ezek 21.30 and 26.17.  The bare relative

clause that Joosten lists as an “exception” is 1 Sam 26.14.  In addition, he arbitrarily discounts many of the relative
clauses in hoy oracles (1993:279, fn. 19).
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In order to draw the conclusion that the 3MS verb within the relative as well as the resumptive

3MS possessive pronoun ‘his’ in the phrase pˆîw ‘his mouth’ is discongruent with the head }illeœm

‘a dumb man’, he must analyze the head NP ‘a dumb man’ as 1CS!  Another questionable

linguistic judgment concerns the identification of the head of the relative clause in (20).

(20)  }∞nˆî   haggeb≈er raœ}a®            {•nˆî
I      the-man     see(3MS PERF)   affliction

‘I am the man Ø (that) has seen affliction’ (Lam 3.1)

In order to regard the relative clause in (20) as an example of discongruence between the head

and the agreement features, Joosten must either view the head of the relative as the 1C S

pronoun }∞nˆî (rather than the nearer NP haggeb ≈er ‘the man’), or view the NP haggeb ≈er ‘the

man’ as something other than 3MS.  Neither option is logical.  The fact that “the antecedent is

the predicate to a first person subject” (1993:278) does not warrant the grammatical analysis of

such a predicate as first person.

With regard to the agreement features of verbs within BH relative clauses, as in (16)-

(20), it is much simpler to argue that the agreement features merely serve to identify the precise

antecedent of the relative clause.  This proposal provides a consistent grammatical analysis for

both the marked and bare relative clause data.  Thus, for example, in (21) and (22), the

agreement features of the verb within the relative identify the distant 2MS pronoun ‘you’ as the

antecedent in (21) (rather than the nearer vocative NP ‘Jacob’), whereas in (22), agreement

features of the verb within the relative identify either the 3MS NP ‘defiled wicked one’ or the

3MS NP ‘prince of Israel’ as the head, both of which are nearer to the relative clause than the

distant 2MS pronoun ‘you’.
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(21)   w´}atta®   yisíraœ}eœl  {ab≈dˆî             ya{∞qoœb≈  }∞sûer  b´hΩartˆîk≈aœ
and-you   Israel     servant-my  Jacob       REL    choose(1CS PERF)-you
‘and youi Israel, my servant, Jacob, whoi I have chosen youi’ (Isa 41.8)

(22)   w´}atta®    hΩaœlaœl     raœsûaœ{     n´síˆî}     yisíraœ}eœl  }∞sûer  baœ}               yo®mo®   b´{eœt◊
and-you  defiled wicked prince.of  Israel      REL    come(3MS PERF)  day-his  in-time.of
{∞woœn         qeœsΩ
punishment.of end

‘and you, defiled wicked one, prince of Israeli, whoi hisi day has come in the time of final
punishment’ (Ezek 21.30)

With regard to the identification of bare relative clauses, as in (23), the solution boils down to a

process of elimination rather than any one linguistic feature.

(23)   w´{atta®      sû´ma{               ya{∞qoœb≈   {ab≈dˆî           w´yisíraœ}eœl   baœhΩartˆî            b≈o®
and-now    hear(2MS IMV) Jacob      servant-my  and-Israel Ø  choose(1CS PERF)   in-him

‘and now, listen, Jacob my servant, and Israeli Ø(whom)i I have chosen himi’ (Isa 44.1)

In (23) the string of constituents yisíraœ}eœl baœh Ωartˆî b ≈o® has no other grammatical interpretation

besides that of a bare relative.  The vocative NP ‘Israel’ cannot be the subject of the 1CS verb

that follows it; nor can it be the object, since the PP b ≈o® fulfills that role.  Even if the resumption

were in the 2MS (i.e., the unattested yisíraœ}eœl baœh Ωartˆî b ≈´k ≈aœ, a construction that would result in

ambiguity, according to Joosten), there is only one logical way that a non-relative analysis

could be possible: if the phrase ‘Israel, I have chosen you’ was the content of the message.  In

other words, we would have to translate the verse as follows: “and now listen, Jacob, my

servant: ‘Israel, I have chosen you’.”17  However, the fact that the content of the message is

clearly introduced in the following verse by the phrase ‘thus says Yhwh’ (which is then

                                                
17 For the presence and function of the conjunction wa at the beginning of direct discourse, see Miller 1999.
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followed by second person commands), indicates that the larger grammatical context prohibits

such an interpretation.18

In summary, Joosten’s proposal—that a difference in the agreement between the head

and a resumptive constituent within a relative distinguishes marked from bare relative clauses

and that the lack of agreement is necessary in order to signal the presence of bare relative

clauses—is an intriguing solution to a complex issue.  However, it faces serious problems: not

only is the status of vocative NPs uncertain (a significant component in Joosten’s analysis), but

many of Joosten’s grammatical assessments are questionable.  A simpler solution, which

applies to both marked and bare relative clauses in BH, is to view the type of agreement

features that Joosten has noticed as a way of identifying the precise head of the relative when

multiple choices are available.

Tsujita (1991) briefly addresses resumptive elements standing in the direct object

position within the BH relative clause (he lists fifteen occurrences from the books of Genesis

and Deuteronomy).  Using these data, he argues against the position that the presence of a

resumptive pronoun within the relative clause is entirely optional, or stylistic.  Rather, arguing

on the basis of syntax, information structure, and semantics, Tsujita concludes that there are

three possible motivations for the presence of resumptive pronouns.  First, he asserts that

resumptive pronouns in the object position may serve to avoid ambiguity regarding the

syntactic function of the antecedent, as in (24); compare the ‘ambiguous’ clause in (25).

                                                
18 One interesting characteristic of resumptive constituents in bare relatives that can be identified from

Joosten’s article (although he does not highlight this) is that bare relatives seem to modify the nearest antecedent
only.  In contrast,  marked relatives (possibly because they are unambiguously marked as relatives) can modify
antecedents that are not immediately preceding the relative word (see below, 5.4, for a discussion of this feature of
BH relative clauses).
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(24)   wayya{ab≈d≈u®               }§loœhˆîm  }∞hΩeœrˆîm   wayyisûtahΩ∞wu®                      laœhem  }§loœhˆîm }∞sûer  loœ}
and-serve(3MP PAST) gods      other       and-bow down(3MP PAST)  to-them   gods     REL   NEG

y´d≈aœ{u®m
know(3CP PERF)-them

‘and they served other gods, and they bowed down to them, godsi thati they did not know themi’
(Deut 29.25)

(25)   haggo®yim   }∞sûer  loœ}   sûaœmeœ{u®
the-nations  REL   NEG    hear(3CP PERF)

‘the nationsi whoi theyi  did not hear,’

or ‘the nationsi thati they did not hear ___i’ (Mic 5.14)19

According to Tsujita, in (24) the object pronoun suffixed to the verb signals that the head of the

relative corresponds to the object position within the relative, rather than to the subject position.

In (25) there is no object pronoun, and hence, the subject of the verb within the relative clause

can be interpreted as referring either to the head of the relative, i.e., ‘the nations heard’, or to an

unidentified, impersonal subject, with the head corresponding to the object, i.e., ‘they heard the

nations’.  Thus, according to Tsujita, some resumptive pronouns are used to signal clearly how

the head of the relative functions within the relative clause.

The second part of Tsujita’s argument is that resumptive pronouns serve to highlight the

rheme20 within the information structure of the discourse, as in (26).  In this example, the object

pronoun within the relative clause agrees with the rheme of the matrix clause, }∞nˆî , rather than

                                                
19 Technically this clause is syntactically ambiguous; however, contextually the second reading (with the head

as the object of the verb inside the relative) is highly unlikely.  This raises the issue of whether syntactic ambiguity
is a valid diagnostic for the analysis of BH since we are unable to produce or elicit examples judged by native
speakers as truly ambiguous.  In this we are confronted with the difficulties of analyzing an ancient, unspoken
language.

20 Tsujita does not define his use of rheme.  Crystal provides the following basic definition: “The rheme is
defined as the part of a sentence which adds the most to the advancing process of communication . . . ; in other
words, it expresses the largest amount of extra meaning, in addition to what has already been communicated”
(1997:334).
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with the nearer theme,21 yo®seœp≈ }∞hΩˆîk≈em.

(26)  }∞nˆî    yo®seœp≈    }∞hΩˆîk≈em           }∞sûer m´k≈artem     }oœt◊ˆî      misΩraœymah
I       Joseph   brother-your   REL    sell(2MP PERF)  ACC-me  Egypt-ADV

‘Ii (am) Joseph, your brother, whoi you sold mei to Egypt’ (Gen 45.4)

Tsujita argues that in agreeing with a further antecedent, the resumptive pronoun highlights or

emphasizes that constituent (i.e., ‘I’ in (26)).  The weakness of this proposal is twofold.  First,

the identification of rheme and theme in verbless clauses, such as (26), is rather difficult: in

(26), it is not entirely clear why Tsujita identifies ‘I’ as the rheme and ‘Joseph, your brother’ as

the theme.  Since Joseph is revealing his identify, one could easily argue that ‘Joseph, your

brother, who you sold me into Egypt’ is the new or rhematic information.  Second, as I have

suggested above, it is simpler to argue that the resumptive pronoun may merely serve to

identify the precise antecedent; in the case of (26) the resumptive pronoun identifies the more

distanct 1CS pronoun ‘I’ as the antecedent rather than the noun phrase ‘Joseph, your brother’.

Finally, Tsujita draws a connection between the presence of resumptive pronouns and

“the determination of the antecedent.”  Such cases, illustrated in (27), “make the antecedent

more salient (prominent) and . . . lend greater specificity to the determination of the antecedent”

(1581).

(27)  w´loœ}        qaœm                    naœb≈ˆî}     {o®d≈   b´yisíraœ}eœl  k´moœsûe®    }∞sûer y´d≈aœ{o®
and-NEG  rise(3MS PERF)   prophet  yet   in-Israel    like-Moses  REL   know(3MS PERF)-him

yhwh  paœnˆîm }el  paœnˆîm
Yhwh  face       to   face
‘and a prophet has not yet risen in Israel like Mosesi whoi Yhwh knew himi personally’ (Deut
34.10)

                                                
21 According to Crystal (1997:388), the theme stands in opposition to the rheme as that part of the sentence

which “adds least to the advancing process of communication . . . ; in other words, it expresses relatively little (or
no) extra meaning, in addition to what has already been communicated.”
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Unfortunately, Tsujita does not address precisely how the resumptive constituent in (27) makes

the subject ‘Moses’ more specific in the verse (or within Deut 34—if this is even possible since

Moses is a prominent character throughout Deuteronomy).  In summary, while many of

Tsujita’s proposals are suggestive, and in fact, point in the direction of possible solutions for

resumption in BH relatives, as they stand they are not tenable (see below, 2.5 and 5.3).

Van Dyke Parunak (1996), too, examines the feature of resumption in BH relative

clauses based on the book of Genesis.  Since he draws a number of significant conclusions in

his study, it will be worthwhile to analyze his argument by the categories that he uses:

resumption in the nominative slot, resumption in the genitive slot, and resumption in the

accusative slot.

Van Dyke Parunak first examines the presence or absence of resumptive constituents in

the subject/nominative position within the relative clause.  Based upon the Genesis data, he

makes the following observations.  First, when the relative clause is a finite verbal clause, there

is never resumption at the nominative slot.  Second, in verbless clauses, there are only eight

occurrences of resumption: five are when a negative occurs inside the relative; three are when

“in the absence of the resumption, there would be no noun to serve as the predicate of the rv,a}

clause, and thus no clause at all” (1996:106).  Third, five of six nominal slots are resumed in

relative clauses that contain participial/adjectival predicates; however, four of these also

contain negatives, and the remaining example is “needed for reasons of balance” since

“Genesis has no one-word rv,a} clauses” (1996:107).22  Finally, of 107 relative clauses with a

                                                
22 Van Dyke Parunak has a lengthy paragraph discussing the use of participial predicates in relative clauses.

He begins with the statement that “compared with prepositional predicates, participial predicates (with or without
resumption) are rare in rv,a} clauses” (1996:107).  While it is true that prepositional predicates are the most
common type of clause within relatives besides a finite verbal clause, it is not quite accurate to describe participial
predicates as “rare” since there are about 350 occurrences in the Hebrew Bible.  What is more interesting,
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prepositional phrase as the predicate, the single example that contains nominative resumption

also contains a negative.

On the basis of these observations, Van Dyke Parunak concludes that “[r]esumption of

the pivot [i.e., the head of the relative] into a nominative slot is extremely rare.  Most cases are

examples of the negatives or existential transform, and are consistent with the hypothesis that

rv,a} indeed resumes the pivot except when some other element must be clause-initial”

(1996:108).  Thus, Van Dyke Parunak suggests that resumption that does occur in the

nominative position is motivated purely by syntactic concerns.

If we look outside of the book of Genesis, we see that resumption in the nominative

position is indeed rare (there are only forty examples in the entire Hebrew Bible);23 however,

the additional data suggest that Van Dyke Parunak’s conclusions for resumption at the

nominative position are not quite accurate.   First, there are a few examples of nominative

resumption in relatives that contain a verbal clause; since none occurs in Genesis, Van Dyke

Parunak does not consider this type.  Second, the proposal that negation requires resumption

only explains eleven of the forty examples (Gen 7.2, 8; 17.12; 30.33; Num 17.5; Deut 17.15;

                                                                                                                                                          
however, is the hypothesis he supplies for the reason why a relative clause with a participle was chosen over the
simpler attributive participles; he suggests that “the relative construction puts the modifier in focus” (107).
However, there is a simpler answer to why a participial relative might be used instead of an attributive relative:
attributive relatives neither allow for modification by full clauses nor for modification that places the head in a
syntactic position other than nominative.  For instance, in participial relatives, we find statements with the head
noun resumed in the oblique (i.e., as an object of a preposition), e.g., haœ}aœres Ω }∞sûer }atta® sûoœk ≈eœb ≈ {aœle®haœ ‘the land
which you are lying upon it’ (Gen 28.13).  Such modification is not possible with attributive participles.  See
below, 2.5, for further discussion of modification by ‘attributive participles’.

23 The 40 examples break down in the following way.  There are 30 cases of resumption in verbless clauses
within a relative (Gen 7.2, 8; 9.3; 17.12; 30.33; Lev 11.29, 39; Num 9.13; 17.5; 35.31; Deut 17.15; 20.15; 29.14; 1
Kgs 8.41; 9.20; 2 Kgs 25.19; Jer 40.7; Ezek 12.10; 20.9; 43.19; Hag 1.9; Psa 16.3; Song 1.6; Ruth 4.15; Qoh 4.2;
7.26; Neh 2.13, 18; 2 Chr 6.32; 8.7).  There are only 5 examples of subject resumption in finite verbal clauses (1
Kgs 8.38; 2 Kgs 22.13; Ezek 14.5; Ruth 4.11; Qoh 9.9); only 1 of these is resumption by an independent pronoun
(2 Kgs 22.13), whereas the remainder exhibit resumption by a coreferential non-pronominal noun phrase.  Finally,
there are only 5 examples of subject resumption in participial clauses within relatives: Exod 5.8; Num 14.8; Deut
20.20, 1 Sam 10.19; Neh 2.13.  See 2.5,  5.3 for further discussion of subject resumption.
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20.15; 29.14; 1 Kgs 9.20; 2 Chr 6.32; 8.7), and the existence of relative clauses that contain

negation but not resumption (see Lev 27.22; Ezek 18.18; 36.31; Psa 119.85; Esth 4.16)

suggests that negation cannot be connected to the phenomenon of resumption.

Third, Van Dyke Parunak’s explanation for the few cases of resumption in Genesis that

do not co-occur with negation—that resumption in necessary to create a grammatical clause,24

or that resumption in needed for “balance” (1996:107)—is not adequate.  Although it is not

precisely clear what Van Dyke Parunak means by the statement that “Genesis has no one-word

rv,a} clauses” (1996:107), if by this he means that there are no relative clauses with a one

constituent verbless clause, then his assessment is inaccurate—there are clear examples of

either prepositional phrase predicates (see Gen 1.7, 29; 3.3; 6.17), predicate adjectives (see Gen

5.5; 25.7), and predicate adverbs (see Gen 19.11; 35.5; 41.48).  Thus, with regard to resumption

in the nominative position, it is clear that we must find a different explanation than the one that

Van Dyke Parunak offers.

Concerning resumption in the genitive slot within the relative, Van Dyke Parunak

asserts that resumption is the norm.  (It is important to note that, though BH does not

morphologically mark cases, Van Dyke Parunak considers all objects of prepositions in BH to

be in the genitive case, since the objects of prepositions are marked as genitive in Semitic

languages that have morphological case marking such as Akkadian and Ugaritic.)  First, he

                                                
24 Van Dyke Parunak’s assessment regarding resumption by the BH deictic sûaœm ‘there’ is intriguing.  While I

do not agree with his assessment of the syntactic role fulfilled by a resumptive sûaœm, that it is a nominative
predicate in a verbless clause, I do believe that Van Dyke Parunak’s analysis is a move in the right direction.  As I
argue below in 2.5, the presence of sûaœm in many verbless clauses within relatives is forced by the grammar so that
the other constituent in the relative is not interpreted as a simple predicate.  In other words, taking Genesis 2.11 as
an example, kol }eres Ω hah Ω∞wˆîla® }∞sûer sûaœm hazzaœhaœb ≈ ‘the whole land of Havila, which the gold is there’, the
resumptive sûaœm is the only option that the grammar has available so that the relative clause is semantically
acceptable.  The relative clause in Gen 2.11 without the resumptive sûaœm, ‘the whole land of Havila, which is the
gold’ would be semantically uninterpretable.  See 2.5, 5.3 for further discussion.
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observes that BH possessive pronouns and pronominal objects of prepositions are obligatorily

resumed when possession is required or when the preposition is present in the relative clause.

Thus, BH does not permit relative clauses like the English example I saw the man whose hat I

took, where the relative pronoun also indicates possession within the relative (compare the non-

relativized version, I saw the man.  I took his hat.).  Nor does BH permit dangling prepositions

within relative clauses, such as the English The girl who I talked with (see below, 2.5, for a

discussion of BH and ‘preposition stranding’).  Van Dyke Parunak does, however, suggest that

the presence or absence of the entire prepositional phrase within BH relatives is “optional” and

may have a discourse-based explanation (cf. below, 2.5, 5.3).

Finally, we reach Van Dyke Parunak’s proposal for resumption in the accusative

position—the most difficult type of resumption to explain.  His solution is twofold.  First, he

suggests that some cases of resumption in the accusative depend on the semantics of the verb

within the relative clause: “The various accusative slots in the corpus represent a number of

different (deep structure) cases.  In some examples, including Patient [10x, 3 resumed], Place

[16x, 9 resumed], Discourse [31x, 2 resumed], and Object of Transfer [34x, 1 resumed], both

resumed and nonresumed examples can be found.  However 79 slots that represent deep

structure cases of Percept [9x, 0 resumed], Time [12x, 0 resumed], Action [24x, 0 resumed] or

Product [34x, 0 resumed] never resume their pivots” (1996:111).

Second, Van Dyke Parunak suggests that the remaining cases of resumption (i.e., those

that are not required by the semantics of the governing verb) are connected the restrictiveness

of the relative clause.  He illustrates this connection by comparing the minimal pair given in

(28) and (29).
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(28)   wayyitt´ne®hu®                     }el  be®t◊           hassoœhar    m´qo®m }∞sûer }∞su®re® [Kt]   hammelek≈

and-give(3MS PAST)-him   to   house.of  the-round   place.of  REL   prisoners.of   the-king

}∞su®rˆîm   __
confine(MP PTCP PASS)
‘and he put him in the round house, the placei thati the royal prisoners were confined ___i’ (Gen
39.20)

(29)   wayyitteœn                  }oœt◊aœm         b´misûmar  be®t◊           síar             hat√abbaœhΩˆîm   }el  be®t◊
and-give(3MS PAST)  ACC-them  in-prison   house.of  captain.of  the-guards     to   house.of

hassoœhar    m´qo®m }∞sûer yo®seœp≈  }aœsu®r                    sûaœm
the-round  place.of  REL   Joseph  confine(MS PTCP PAss)   there

‘and he put them [the chief cupbearer and the chief baker] in prison (at) the house of the captain of
the guards, the round house, the placei thati Joseph was confined therei’ (Gen 40.3)

According to Van Dyke Parunak, the absence of resumption marks the relative clause in

(28) as non-restrictive, whereas presence of the resumptive adverb sûaœm ‘there’ in (29) marks

that }∞sûer clause as a restrictive relative (1996:112-13).  Based on the context, he argues that for

example (28), “the reader needs to understand simply that Joseph is being placed in a royal

prison.  Any royal prison will do.  But in 40.3 [example (29)], the stories about the baker and

the butler depend on the fact that they are placed in the very same prison where Joseph is”

(112).

While Van Dyke Parunak’s proposal is intriguing, since few have addressed the issue of

restrictiveness in BH relative clauses, the connection between resumption and restrictiveness in

BH is difficult to maintain.  First, with regard to the example in (28), it is not clear how an

indefinite noun (albeit in construct with the following relative) can serve as the head to a non-

restrictive relative clause.  Non-restrictive clauses only modify heads that are referential by

themselves, that is, their referent does not depend on the information provided by the relative

clause (see below, 2.1).  Yet, it is clear that ‘place’ (or even ‘the place’, if the noun in this

instance inherits definiteness by virtue of being in construct with the relative clause) cannot be
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referential within the context of Gen 39.20.  The fact that the head in (28) stands in apposition

to ‘the round house’ suggests that the entire phrase ‘the place where the royal prisons were

confined’ serves to specify further ‘the round house’.  Certainly, a bare noun phrase such as

‘place’ or even ‘the place’ cannot serve this purpose apart from a heavily deictic or implicature-

laden context.  As a final note, relative clauses such as those given in (30) and (31) further

suggest that there is no connection between the presence of resumption and restrictive relatives

in BH.

(30)   w´sartem                              min    hadderek≈  }∞sûer }aœnoœk≈ˆî  m´sΩawweh               }et◊k≈em     hayyo®m
and-depart(2MP PERF MOD)  from  the-way     REL   I         command(MS PTCP)  ACC-you  the-day

laœlek≈et◊        }ahΩ∞re®   }§loœhˆîm }∞hΩeœrˆîm  }∞sûer loœ}   y´d≈a{tem
to-go(INF)   after     gods      other       REL   NEG   know(2MP PERF)

‘and you shall depart from the way that I am commanding you today by walking after other godsi
thati you do not know’ (Deut 11.28)

(31)   w´loœ}        qaœm                   naœb≈ˆî}       {o®d≈          b´yisíraœ}eœl   k´moœsûeh   }∞sûer y´d≈aœ{o®
and-NEG   rise(3MS PERF)   prophet   another   in-Israel     like-Moses  REL   know(3MS PERF)-him
yhwh paœnˆîm }el paœnˆîm
Yhwh  face     to   face

‘and there has not risen another prophet in Israel like Mosesi, whoi Yhwh knew himi face to face’
(Deut 34.10)

In both (30) and (31), the governing verb within the relative clause is [y-d-{] ‘to know’,

presumably what Van Dyke Parunak would categorize as a verb of “Percept”.  It is clear from

the relative clause in (30) that the verb ‘to know’ does not require resumption in the accusative.

Yet, we have resumption in the accusative position inside the relative clause in (31), a relative

that is unquestionably non-restrictive since the head is the personal name Moses (a name that

unambiguously refers to one specific character in the Hebrew Bible).  These two examples

actually show the exact opposite pattern that one would expect from Van Dyke Parunak’s study

of the book of Genesis.  In summary, while some of Van Dyke Parunak’s solutions may have
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been accurate for the Genesis data, they do not explain the rest of the BH data; thus, even

though his proposals are intriguing and have moved the discussion of resumption within BH

relative clauses in a valuable direction, they cannot be taken as accurately descriptive of BH as

a language.

As a final note regarding the previous study of the BH relative clause (not related to the

specific issue of resumption), Goshen-Gottstein (1949) represents an important contribution to

the study of the BH relative clause.  Goshen-Gottstein argues that the placement of some

relative clauses at a distance from their antecedent is the result of “afterthought.”25  Compare

the examples below: in (32) the relative clause follows immediately after its antecedent, but in

(33) the relative clause is removed from its antecedent—the relative clause is on the other side

of the verbless predication.

(32)  b´qo®l            yhwh }§loœhe®nu® }∞sûer }∞nu® [Kt] sûoœl´hΩˆîm        }oœt◊´k≈aœ      }eœlaœyw   nisûmaœ{
in-voice.of    Yhwh  god-our   REL   we            send(MP PTCP)  ACC-you   to-him   listen(1CP IMPF)
‘to the voice of Yhwhi our God, whoi we are sending you to himi, we shall listen’ (Jer 42.6)

(33)  u®r´}u®                        kˆî    raœ{at◊k≈em  rabba® }∞sûer {∞síˆît◊em       b´{e®ne®     yhwh
 and-see(2MP IMV)  that  evil-your  great   REL    do(2MP PERF)  in-eyes.of  Yhwh
‘and see that your evili (is) great thati you have done ___i in the eyes of Yhwh’ (1 Sam 12.17)

In addition to the necessity of recognizing the existence of relative clauses which are

removed from their antecedent, Goshen-Gottstein also hints that this type of relative has

particular semantic status: he suggests that all “afterthought” relative clauses are non-restrictive

                                                
25 The language and approach of Goshen-Gottstein’s analysis coincide with a shift taking place in the

American Descriptivist tradition of linguistics during the 1930s-1940s.  The study of language began to borrow
notions from the branch of psychology called behaviorism; these behavioristic ideas found their way into linguistic
analysis by virtue of Leonard Bloomfield’s influence.  Although Goshen-Gottstein’s use of “afterthought” to
characterize a syntactic construction may in fact be coincidence, it is interesting that his choice of terminology
mirrors these new impulses in language study.  See Sampson 1980 for more information on the Descriptivists and
the influence of behaviorism on Bloomfield’s work.
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in BH (1949:39, fn. 10; see below, 5.4, for further discussion of “afterthought” relative clauses

in BH).

In summary, few twentieth-century works have studied the relative clause in BH

beyond the taxonomic descriptions provided in reference grammars.  There are some

significant features of relative clauses in general that have not been addressed adequately for

BH, most notably the issues of restrictiveness26 and resumption.  Indeed, apart from Goshen-

Gottstein’s (1949) discussion of relative clauses that are at a distance from their heads, only

recently has any interest been shown in the BH relative clause.  Arguments have been advanced

for 1) combined syntactic, semantic, and discourse solutions to resumption (Tsujita 1991; Van

Dyke Parunak 1996), the most notable of which implies a test to distinguish restrictive from

non-restrictive relatives (Van Dyke Parunak 1996), 2) syntactic motivation for the lack of

agreement between the antecedent and resumptive pronoun in unmarked relative clauses

(Joosten 1993), and 3) the nominal status of the word }∞sûer (Schwarzschild 1990).  As I have

noted, though, these proposals do not accurately account for the grammatical diversity

exhibited by the BH data, necessitating the current study.

1.3. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This study is a synchronic analysis of the relative clause in BH; diachronic concerns do

not affect our study of the syntax and pragmatics of the BH relative clause.  However, this

                                                
26 The difference between restrictive and non-restrictive modification is often summarized as an issue of

dependence or of definition.  For instance, in the case of a restrictive relative, such as the boy who bought the
candy was short, the identification of the noun being modified the boy is dependent upon the information given in
the restrictive relative.  In contrast, the noun modified by a non-restrictive relative is not dependent upon the
information in the relative for identification.  Thus, in the boy, who bought the candy, was short, the identification
of the boy may presumably be made from other contextual information.  See 2.1, 2.7 and 5.5 for further discussion.
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conclusion has been arrived at only after close analysis of the data; relative clauses in every

book of the Hebrew Bible (i.e., data from every stage of the Hebrew language that is witnessed

in this textual corpus) have been analyzed in order to discern whether either the external or

internal structure of the relative is noticeably affected by historical development.  The

following is a brief presentation of the standard diachronic analysis of “Biblical Hebrew” as

well as the data from which I drew my conclusions.

The language of the Hebrew Bible is often divided into three categories representing the

historical stages of the language that are witnessed within the biblical text (although not all

scholars are in agreement concerning either the labels for the categories or the dates of the

stages).  The earliest stage of Hebrew to which the text witnesses is Archaic Biblical Hebrew,

represented in the oldest poetic sections (e.g., Genesis 49, Exodus 15, Numbers 23-24,

Deuteronomy 32-33, Judges 5, Psalm 68).  Classical or Standard Biblical Hebrew is the next

stage of the language represented in the text; it appears in the prose passages of texts initially

composed during the monarchic periods (c. 9th-7th centuries BCE) leading up to the exile of the

sixth century BCE (587/6-539 BCE); typically large sections of Genesis-Deuteronomy and the

books of Judges, 1-2 Samuel, and 1-2 Kings are used in studies of Standard Biblical Hebrew.

Finally, Late Biblical Hebrew includes all the texts thought to have been composed during the

post-exilic period (i.e., post-539 BCE); the texts usually cited as exemplary are 1-2 Chronicles,

although Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, Esther, Song of Songs, and Qoheleth are all labeled as Late

Biblical Hebrew with various qualifications (see Sáenz-Badillos 1993:120-127; Polzin 1976:1-

12).  These three major stages of Biblical Hebrew sometimes exhibit significant variation in

orthography, lexicon, and, most importantly for this work, syntax (for examples, see Sáenz-

Badillos 1993:56-62 [Archaic], 68-75  [Standard], 112-129 [Late]).
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What is important for the present study is whether there are salient diachronic

differences in the syntax or pragmatics of the BH relative clause.  Simply, the answer appears

to be in the negative; neither the external linguistic features (e.g., which constituent is the head

of the relative clause, whether the relative is restrictive or not) nor the internal linguistic

features (e.g., the word order of the relative; the use of resumption, see below) of the BH

relative clause suggest that its syntax or pragmatics change with the development of the

language. For example, let us compare }∞sûer relatives in the Archaic Biblical Hebrew poetry of

Deuteronomy 33 (34), the Standard Biblical Hebrew prose of Numbers (35), and the Late

Biblical Hebrew language of 2 Chronicles (from a verse that does not parallel earlier material

in Kings) (36):

(34)   u®l´leœwˆî        }aœmar               tumme®k≈aœ           w´}u®re®k≈aœ           l´}ˆîsû    hΩ∞sˆîd≈ek≈aœ   }∞sûer
and-to-Levi say(3MS PERF) Thummim-your and-Urim-your to-man pious-your REL

nissˆît◊o®                     b´massa®
test(2MS PERF)-him in-Massa
 ‘and he said to Levi: Your Thummim and Urim (belong) to your pious one who you tested him at
Massa’ (Deut 33.8)

(35)   zoœ}t◊  haœ}aœresΩ  }∞sûer tit◊nahΩ∞lu®         }oœt◊a®h    b´g≈o®raœl
this  the-land  REL    inherit(2MP IMPF)  ACC-it  in-lot

‘this is the land that you shall inherit it by lot’ (Num 34.13)

(36)  }el ye®hu®} b≈en     nimsûˆî   }∞sûer m´sûaœhΩo®                       yhwh   l´hak≈rˆît◊       }et◊   be®t◊          }ahΩ}aœb≈
to Jehu    son.of Nimshi REL   anoint(3MS PERF)-him Yhwh  to-cut(INF) ACC house.of  Ahab

‘to Jehu, the son of Nimshi, who Yhwh anointed him to cut off the house of Ahab’ (2 Chr 22.7)

Based upon the data provided from all three of the accepted stages of Biblical Hebrew, we see

that the }∞sûer relatives do not exhibit any syntactic differences.  We see in (34)-(36) that all

stages of the language allow the use of the relative word }∞sûer and that all stages allow the

resumption of the modified noun within the relative.  Now let us examine relative clauses

introduced by the relative word sûeC-.  The first example, (37), illustrates that resumption of the
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head need not be present in sûeC- relatives.  Examples (38)-(40), however, demonstrate that, as

in }∞sûer relatives, resumption of the head is also permitted in sûeC- relatives.

(37)   {am     zu®   gaœ}aœltaœ
 people REL redeem(2MS PERF)

‘a people whom you have redeemed’ (Exod 15.13)

(38)   }al     tir}u®nˆî                    sûe}∞nˆî   sû´hΩarhΩoœret◊
NEG  see(2MS MOD)-me  REL-I   dark

‘do not look at me who I am dark’ (Song 1.6)

(39)   w´síaœneœ}t◊ˆî                }∞nˆî  }et◊  kol     {∞maœlˆî . . .   sûe}annˆîhΩennu®                  laœ}aœd≈aœm
and-hate(1CS PERF)  I   ACC all.of  toil-my . . . REL-leave(1CS IMPF)-it   to-the-man
sûe®yihye®                  }ahΩ∞raœy
REL-be(3MS IMPF)  after-me
‘and I hate all of my toil, . . . which I must leave it to the man who comes after me’ (Qoh 2.18)

(40)   z´k≈oœr ...                       har          sΩˆîyo®n  zeh  sûaœk≈antaœ                 bo®
remember(2MS IMV)   mount.of  Zion   REL  dwell(2MS PERF)  in-it
‘remember. . . Mount Zion, which you dwelt in it’ (Psa 74.2)

Thus, not only does Hebrew employ }∞sûer throughout the stages witnessed in the Hebrew Bible,

with all of the same syntactic strategies available in such relative clauses, BH also appears to

maintain the same syntactic strategies for relative clauses introduced by the word sûeC-.

The fact that the relative word }∞sûer is used at every stage of the Hebrew language in the

Bible does not necessarily indicate that the frequency of }∞sûer relative clauses remains static

throughout the historical stages of development.  Consider the statistics in Table 1.  In the

Standard Biblical Hebrew narrative corpus of 1 Samuel through 2 Kings, twenty-nine percent

of the verses contain an }∞sûer relative clause, whereas only eighteen percent of the verses in the

Late Biblical Hebrew narrative corpus of Esther through 2 Chronicles (excluding the Aramaic

sections in Daniel and Ezra) contain an }∞sûer relative clause.
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Table 1
The Frequency of }∞sûer in SBH and LBH Narrative

Total Vv. Vv. with }∞sûer %
SBH (1Sam - 2 Kgs) 3042 887 %29.2

LBH (Esth - 2 Chr) 2707 498 %18.4

If the statistics in Table 1 represent diachronic development (and do not reflect, e.g., genre or

dialectical differences),27 then Hebrew appears to employ the relative word }∞sûer less as the

language changes.  A case can be made, though, that genre is a factor in these statistics: if we

exclude the geneological material in 1 Chronicles 1-9 (material which is minimally narrative

and contains very few relative clauses—just 18 out of 407 verses contain relative clauses), the

frequency of }∞sûer relative clauses rises from eighteen percent to twenty-one percent.  It is also

possible that the decrease in the use of }∞sûer relative clauses in Late Biblical Hebrew is partially

influenced by the increasing use of the alternative relative word sûeC- (although sûeC- only

appears in three verses in the corpus of Esther through 2 Chronicles [Ezra 8.20; 1 Chr 5.20;

27.27], it is used quite often in the Late Biblical Hebrew poetic material in Qoheleth and Song

of Songs; futhermore, sûeC- increasingly displaces }∞sûer in post-biblical Hebrew).  The relative

paucity of even sûeC- relatives in the Late Biblical Hebrew material, however, suggests that the

decrease in }∞sûer relatives is a reflection of the more sparing use of relative clauses in this

material in general (not just }∞sûer relatives)—an issue that is not necessarily diachronically

significant.

Though the history of Hebrew may exhibit a change concerning which relative word is

preferred, this is a lexical change and not a syntactic or pragmatic one, as suggested by both the

                                                
27 For a discussion of the relative words and their presence in BH dialects (i.e., Northern or Southern BH), see

Young 1993 and Schniedewind and Sivan 1997.
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data presented in examples (34)-(40) above and by the statistics (see chapter two for a

presentation of the linguistic features of sûeC- relative clauses).  Thus, I do not consider the

change in the choice of which lexical item is used to introduce a relative clause relevant to the

current study.

A diachronic change in the use of resumption within relatives is a change that would

have consequences for a syntactic and pragmatic analysis; that is, it would be necessary to

consider whether the pragmatic function of resumption changed over time (see 2.5, 5.3 for an

analysis of resumption).  Indeed, Kropat (1909) suggests that the “younger language” [i.e., Late

Biblical Hebrew] has a tendency to leave out resumption if it is in the subject or object position

within the relative (1909:67; cf. Polzin 1976).  However, Kropat’s definition of resumption is

critical: he only includes resumption of the head by a subject pronoun (which is extremely rare

in all stages of BH) or an object pronoun in the relative—he does not include examples of

resumption within prepositional phrases or as possessive suffixes.  Furthermore, Kropat

dismisses the two examples of subject resumption (2 Chr 6.32 [≈ 1 Kgs 8.41]; 8.7 [≈ 1 Kgs

9.20]) and the three examples of object resumption (1 Chr 6.50 [≈ Josh 21.9]; 2 Chr 8.8 [≈ 1

Kgs 9.21]; 22.7) that do appear in Chronicles as “entlehnten” (1909:67)—even though one of

the examples, 2 Chr 22.7, does not correspond to earlier material at all.  If a broader definition

of resumption is used, i.e., resumption within prepositional phrases or as possessive pronouns,

it becomes clear that there are not any perceptible difference between narrative in Late Biblical

Hebrew and Standard Biblical Hebrew.28

                                                
28 I also investigated the following issues to discern whether there exist any significant diachronic differences

among relative clauses in BH.  I examined the use of }∞sûer and sûeC- in Chronicles in order to see if there was a
significant pattern to the replacement in Chronicles of }∞sûer in the earlier material from Kings with sûeC-; however,
such replacement never occurs.  The only two instances of sûeC- in Chronicles are in non-parallel passages (1 Chr
5.20; 27.27).
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In conclusion, I propose that it is more likely that any differences (e.g., the use of an

overt relative word, the choice between different relative words, the use of resumption) are

based on either the style of authors/redactors or the genre of literature (e.g., prose versus

poetry; see Anderson and Forbes 1983).  For instance, in terms of syntax, even if the data were

to suggest that resumptive constituents were used with with a different frequency in the various

stages of BH, the fact that the same syntactic options are available indicates that the syntactic

structure of the language had not changed.  In terms of pragmatics, the data do not suggest any

clear change in the pragmatic use of, say, resumptive constituents.  Thus, the data do not

warrant the conclusion that there are significant diachronic issues that affect the syntactic

and/or pragmatic analysis of the BH relative clause; if diachronic differences concerning the

relative clause do exist within the biblical text, they are primarily lexical, e.g., Late Biblical

Hebrew exhibits an increase in the use of the relative word sûeC- alongside the use of }∞sûer,

whereas Standard Biblical Hebrew rarely uses  sûeC-.

1.3.1. Corpus

In terms of scope, the present work is a comprehensive examination of the structure and

function of relative clauses in Biblical Hebrew.  First, for those relative clauses explicitly

marked by an introductory relative word, every one of the almost 6,000 examples in the

Hebrew Bible has been analyzed.  Second, for those relative clauses which are not marked by a

relative word (a more common feature in poetic material), the book of Psalms has been

                                                                                                                                                          
The second issue that I investigated was whether there was a pattern to the alternation between }∞sûer and sûeC-

in the book of Qoheleth.  A pattern does not appear to exist for the alternation in Qoheleth, with both words even
appearing in the same verse and standing in parallel verses; see, for example, Qoh 5.4; 8.14; 10.14; also compare
1.14 to 8.9.
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exhaustively examined, although examples from other parts of the Hebrew Bible have been

used as well.

The text used is that of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia.  All examples have been

transliterated (see the transliteration chart on page vii); the Masoretic accents and other

orthographically represented prosodic markers (e.g., the maqqef) are not represented.

1.3.2. Linguistic Theory

Currently, studies in BH typically follow one of two tracks: on the one hand there is still

considerable investigation of BH grammatical phenomena using classical Latin-based

categories and/or the historical-comparative method; on the other hand, recent discourse-based

theories are becoming quite popular.  Both of the approaches, however, have significant

shortcomings when it comes to analyzing syntax or to mapping between clausal syntax and

pragmatics (the study of contextual meaning).

The former (classical) approach to grammar continues to advance our knowledge of

BH, particularly in areas such as lexicography and historical grammar.29  This approach,

however, is increasingly hard-pressed to offer new and significant syntactic insights,

particularly because, unlike some modern linguistic theories (such as generative grammar, see

below in this section), it lacks the theoretical foundation that would allow it to generalize based

upon abstract levels of analysis (cf. van der Merwe 1994:15; Waltke and O’Connor 1990:53-

55).

                                                
29 Illustrative of the classical/historical-comparative approach in Hebrew studies is Rendsburg 1999, in which

the words ru®t◊ ‘Ruth’, z´b≈ulu®n ‘Zebulun’, n´}umi ‘utter’, sí´laœw ‘quail’, and qoœsût√ ‘truth’ are examined.
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That the classical/comparative-historical approach is increasingly unable to yield new

grammatical insights is illustrated by Gesenius’ grammar, which has taken the classical

approach to its productive limits.  Begun in 1813 and last revised (the twenty-ninth edition) in

1918/1929 by Bergsträsser (1918-29), the English translation of the 1909 twenty-eighth edition

of this grammar (Kautzsch 1910) remains one of the authoritative reference works even as the

study of BH moves into the twenty-first century.  This is not to discount the impact of “post-

Gesenius” discoveries in the twentieth century (e.g., the textual finds from Ugarit and Qumran);

however, even with the numerous additional texts, a comparison of the latest version of

Gesenius with the grammar of Joüon, revised by Muraoka (1993), reveals that relatively few

advances have been made in the area of syntax.  Furthermore, in the area of phonology and

morphology, the twentieth-century data more often than not affirm the depth of Gesenius’

insight into BH and comparative Semitics.

In contrast to the classical approach to the BH language, discourse-based studies focus

on grammatical units larger than the sentence (without ignoring the sentence) in order to

understand the use of various linguistic phenomena in BH.  In BH studies, issues such as the

verbal system, word order (as it relates to the discourse), participant reference, and the

articulation of topic/focus have been investigated using the tools of discourse analysis (see van

der Merwe 1997 for an overview).  Currently, discourse-based studies on BH can be divided

into two related but distinct approaches: discourse analysis and text-linguistics.

The first discourse-based approach to BH takes its cues from discourse analysis as it is

practiced in general linguistics.  The dynamic process by which a person communicates

meaning and intention is the focus of general discourse linguistics.

[D]iscourse is viewed as a system (a socially and culturally organized way of speaking) through
which particular functions are realized.  Although formal regularities may very well be
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examined, a functionalist definition of discourse leads analysts away from the structural basis of
such regularities to focus, instead, on the way patterns of talk are put to use for certain purposes
in particular contexts and/or how they result from the application of communicative strategies
. . . Not surprisingly, [functionally based discourse approaches] rely less upon the strictly
grammatical characteristics of utterances as sentences, than upon the way utterances are situated
in contexts. (Schiffrin 1994:32; italics are mine)

BH discourse analysis parts ways with its general linguistic counterpart over the precise

object of investigation.  The above quote from Schiffrin (1994) illustrates that the focus in

general discourse linguistics is on the “patterns of talk,” whereas the field of BH studies is

limited to a static textual corpus.  Brown and Yule 1983 describe this as the difference between

the analysis of ‘discourse-as-process’ and the analysis of ‘text-as-product’ (1983:23-25).  BH

discourse analysis understandably focuses on the text as a static, physical entity, and does not

attend to the production or the reception/interpretation of the text; i.e., the focus is the words-

on-the-page.  In contrast,  the ‘discourse-as-process’ approach adopted by most discourse

analysts clearly focuses on the communicative function of linguistic form (the dynamic means

of expressive and intentional communication).  To this end, even the use of the terms text and

context in general discourse analysis highlights the difference between the two approaches:30

[T]he term text [is used] to differentiate linguistic material (e.g., what is said, assuming a verbal
channel) from the environment in which “sayings” (or other linguistic productions) occur
(context).  In terms of utterances, then, “text” is the linguistic content: the stable semantic
meanings of words, expressions, and sentences, but not the inferences available to hearers
depending upon the contexts in which words, expressions, and sentences are used. (Schiffrin
1994:363)

                                                
30 See also Georgakopoulou and Goutsos: “‘Discourse’ and ‘text’ have been used in a variety of ways in the

literature.  In some cases the two terms have been treated as synonyms, while in others the distinction between
discourse and text has been taken to apply to units of spoken versus written communication.  Consequently,
discourse analysis is, in some accounts, regarded as concerned with spoken texts (primarily conversation).  Text-
linguistics, as a different discipline, has mainly been associated with written texts.  In our view, the terms do not
refer to different domains (speech and writing) but reflect a difference in focus.  Discourse is the umbrella term for
either spoken or written communication beyond the sentence.  Text is the basic means of this communication, be it
spoken or written, a monologue or an interaction.  Discourse is thus a more embracing term that calls attention to
the situated uses of text: it comprises both text and context.  However, text is not just a product of discourse, as
customarily assumed, that is, the actual (written or spoken) record of the language produced in an interaction.
Text is the means of discourse, without which discourse would not be a linguistic activity” (1997:4).
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The difference between general discourse linguistics and BH discourse linguistics is not

to say that “text-as-product” is an invalid object of study.  On the contrary, Gleason (1974)

argues for the primacy of text in linguistic study, placing elicitation and introspection as

“secondary and tertiary techniques” (1974:206) .  With regard to the Hebrew Bible, while there

are no native speakers from whom to elicit either data or judgments, there is an abundance of

context, which allows us to submit cautious non-native judgments.  BH is a language limited to

an ancient textual corpus and lacking any native speaker; however, we possess two millennia of

translation and interpretation which, along with the textual context, aid the linguist in decoding

the syntactic features of the language of the Hebrew Bible.  Moreover, the question becomes

moot if we believe that modern linguistics can illuminate in any way the data of the Hebrew

Bible, since all that we have is textual/non-spoken data for BH studies.

Longacre and Hwang describe BH discourse analysis as a holistic approach—the search

for the “whats,” the “hows,” and the “whys” of the textual patterns of the Hebrew Bible.  They

present three interacting levels of analysis: “macrostructure (the overall meaning and thrust),

texture (peak and profile, mainline and supportive information, participant reference, and other

matters related to cohesion and coherence), and constituent structure (embedded discourses, as

well as paragraphs, sentences, clauses, etc.)” (1994:337; italics theirs).31

The second discourse-based approach in BH studies, often called text-grammar or text-

linguistics,32 is a particularly European phenomenon; its program has been articulated in Talstra

1992:

                                                
31 Although Longacre identifies his approach by the rubric “textlinguistic,” the analytical focus and

methodological features clearly align it with what is otherwise labeled “discourse analysis/linguistics.”

32 As we shall see, there is considerable overlap between BH discourse analysis and BH text-linguistics, and
the terms have even been used interchangeably.  This should not, however, obscure the differences between the
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(1) syntax should be based on the description of linguistic units beyond the level of phrases and
clauses. . . . It should concentrate on describing the formal structure of the texts; (2) language
should not be studied as a means of merely personal expression but as a means of human
communication. (1992:269)

Thus, text-linguistics defined in this way has one foot in European formalism and the other foot

in a European functional approach similar to that of Halliday 1985 or Dik 1997a,b.  Like the

holistic approach of BH discourse linguistics described above, the Talstra-style of text-

linguistics starts with an inventory of forms and proceeds to “recognize as many formal

patterns as possible at the level of morphology, syntax and the text” (van der Merwe 1997:14)

in order to identify the communicative function of those forms.  This approach has been

categorized as “bottom-up” and “form-to-function,” as well as, simply, a formalist approach.33

The contrast between BH discourse analysis and BH text-linguistics lies primarily in

their linguistic categories and immediate goals.  For instance, Longacre and Hwang 1994 use

labels like “plot” and “storyline” in their discourse study of the book of Jonah; in contrast, Dyk

and Talstra (1999:184-185) focus on issues such as deixis and referentiality in their text-

linguistic analysis of the BH verbless clause and state that their aim is “to compose programs

capable of parsing verbless clauses . . . that analyze from the distribution of forms and

                                                                                                                                                          
two, particularly in the scope of their approach.  It is also interesting to note that the term ‘discourse analysis’
within BH studies is largely used in the United States, while ‘text-linguistics’ predominates in Europe (this is also
the case in general linguistics, see Crystal (1997:386)).

33 This use of the label formalist differs from the definition typically assigned the term in current linguistic
circles; formalist is often an adjective used to describe generativists over against functionalists.   Schiffrin
distinguishes formalism and functionalism within the field of linguistics in these four ways: “1) Formalists (e.g.,
Chomsky) tend to regard language primarily as a mental phenomenon.  Functionalists (e.g., Halliday) tend to
regard it primarily as a societal phenomenon; 2) Formalists tend to explain linguistic universals as deriving from a
common genetic linguistic inheritance of the human species.  Functionalists tend to explain them as deriving from
the universality of the uses to which language is put in human society; 3) Formalists are inclined to explain
children's acquisition of language in terms of built-in human capacity to learn language. Functionalists are inclined
to explain it in terms of the development of the child's communicative needs and abilities in society; 4) Above all,
formalists study language as an autonomous system, whereas functionalists study it in relation to its social
function” (1994:21-22).
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progresses to the assignment of functions.”  What these two studies clearly share, however, is a

concern for linguistic levels beyond the sentence.

While the computer databases produced by text-linguistic studies promise to be useful

for searching the text and organizing data and the discourse-analysis focus on narrative features

such as plot and storyline remind us that there are units of analysis that are larger than the

clause, in the end text-linguistics/discourse analysis alone will prove to be insufficient for

producing accurate linguistic analyses of BH phenomena.  Both approaches aim to be

comprehensive in terms of levels, from phonology to pragmatics (i.e., discourse issues);

however, both, for example, are unable to deal with linguistic phenomena which can only be

explained by an approach based, in part, on abstraction.  For instance, the notion of an

underlying (or deep) structure for a clause, a structure which can no longer be seen but which

critically shapes the surface structure of the clause, is an abstract notion.  Without such an

abstract notion, though, the concept of ‘extraposed relatives’ has largely gone unnoticed in BH

studies.  Extraposition is the process whereby some element of the clause, such as a relative

clause, is moved from its original/deep position to a position later in the clause.  Thus, in

English, we can observe extraposition by comparing the two clauses in (41) and (42):

(41)  [A man who was wearing a red suit] entered the room

(42)  [A man ___i] entered the room [who was wearing a red suit]i

We see in (41) a relative clause that immediately follows its head—the typical placement of a

relative.  However, in (42) the relative clause has been moved away from its head.  Likewise,

BH exhibits relative clause extraposition, as in (43).
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(43)  u®l´yo®seœp≈           yullad≈                          sû´ne®   b≈aœnˆîm           b´t√erem  taœb≈o®}                   sû´nat◊
and-to-Joseph   bear(3MS PERF PASS)   two-of  sons      ___  in-yet     come(3FS IMPF)  year-of

haœraœ{aœb≈       }∞sûer  yaœl´d≈a®         lo®       }aœs´nat◊
the-famine   REL    bear(3FS PERF)  to-him   Asenath

‘and to Joseph, two sons ___i were born before the two famine years came, [who Asenath bore for
him]i’ (Gen 41.50)

Unfortunately, Hebraists have rarely recognized the presence of extraposition in BH;34 this

linguistic phenomenon is difficult both to identify and to adequately explain without some sort

of linguistic ‘movement theory’, a component of modern, generative linguistic theories that

attempts to account for when and why constituents move from their deep structure position to

their surface structure position.35

The sum of the matter is this: while discourse-based studies may provide valid insights

into the text of the Hebrew Bible as well as the grammar of BH, there is the significant risk that

their results are incomplete or even mistaken, since they eschew abstract levels of language

(i.e., deep structure).  After all, identifying surface level patterns, even at the level of discourse,

is only one step removed from mere taxonomy.  Therefore, I have chosen an approach which is

at once one of the most common linguistic approaches in general linguistics of the West and

one of the most overlooked approaches in BH studies:36 Chomskyan generative grammar.

                                                
34  Goshen-Gottstein 1949 noticed such structures, but did not, of course, relate them to the movement of

consituents; rather, he treated them as “afterthought” relatives.

35 Another issue regarding the BH relative which is difficult to sort out without abstraction is the syntactic
status of the function word }∞sûer when an identifiable head cannot be found.  The result has been the assigning of
many non-relative roles to }∞sûer, e.g., it introduces causal clauses, result clauses, purpose clauses; these additional
roles may be ruled out by using an analysis allowing for abstract levels of grammar.  See 5.4 for further discussion.

36 There are only a few generative analyses of the syntax of BH.  Notable are the works of Naudé, who has
analyzed the so-called ‘casus pendens’ structure in BH within a Government-Binding approach (Naudé 1990), and
the role of the independent pronoun in verbless clauses in Biblical Aramaic (Naudé 1994) and the syntax of co-
ordinate subjects in BH (Naudé 1999) within the Minimalist Program approach.  Also significant is DeCaen 1995,
in which the placement and the tense/aspect of the BH verb is addressed from a Government-Binding perspective.
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 Three facets of generative grammar suggest that it may produce results for BH studies

where other linguistic approaches cannot.  First, the Chomskyan approach is forty-five years

old and yet is flexible enough to incorporate the constant influx of new linguistic data from the

world’s languages.  New languages are continually being analyzed and added to the overall

database.  Thus, the generative Hebraist is able to check the BH data cross-linguistically in

search for comparable structures and explanations from other languages of the world.37

Second, a model which allows for the study of the abstract level (i.e., deep structure) of

language is able to recognize generalizations both for language in general (i.e., cross-linguistic

universals, or ‘principles’) and for specific languages (i.e., individual language ‘parameters’).

Therefore, such a model is heuristically more valuable for distinguishing between features

which are relevant to the focus of a particular study and those which are not (see Naudé 1990

for a lengthier critique of non-abstract linguistic approaches to BH).  Finally, contrary to many

critical evaluations, generative analysis does not stop at the sentence; rather, the generative

approach to pragmatics and discourse studies was initiated over two decades ago.38

                                                                                                                                                          
Finally, Washburn (1994) analyzed the waw-consecutive imperfect verbal form using the earlier Extended-
Standard Theory.

37 Although in its earlier stages generative grammar focused heavily on data from English, other Germanic
languages, and Romance languages, the claim that generative grammar includes only minimal cross-linguistic data
can no longer be supported.  Even a cursory glance at current linguistics journals exhibits generative work upon a
wide range of the world’s languages.  Indeed, the last two decades have witnessed a significant increase in the
number and types of languages studied within the generative framework, from various Chinese dialects, Japanese,
Catalan, and Icelandic to Malagasy and Arabic.

38 See Culicover and McNally 1998 for a selection of articles exploring issues beyond the traditional purview
of syntax.  Many, though not necessarily all, of the articles are amenable to a Chomskyan generative approach;
some are explicitly generative.  Also see Zubizarreta 1998 for a generative approach which deals with the
intersection of prosody, word order, and the pragmatic/discourse notion of focus.  As a final note, we should not
think that it is just within the last few years that generativists have become concerned with pragmatic issues.
Rochemont 1986 dealt with the issue of ‘focus’ fifteen years ago, and he was building upon a good bit of previous
generative research.
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1.4. OVERVIEW

Chapter two is an overview which will describe the basic features of the BH relative

clause.  Chapter three is an introduction to the syntax of BH, particularly the issue of word

order, from a minimalist generative perspective.  The basic syntax of the (finite) verbal clause,

the participial clause, and the verbless clause are thoroughly examined.  Chapter four follows

up on the syntactic framework presented in chapter three by investigating the pragmatic

structure of the BH clause.  Chapter five revisits the BH relative clause from the perspective of

the generative framework established in chapters three and four, first examining the basic

structure of relative clauses in general and in BH and then proceeding to address specific issues

regarding BH relative clauses: the syntax and pragmatics of resumption within BH relative

clauses, BH relative clause extraposition, and restrictiveness in BH relative clauses.  Finally, I

summarize the methodology and results of the research in this work in the Chapter six.
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2. BH RELATIVE CLAUSE STRUCTURE: AN OVERVIEW

In this chapter I will examine the basic linguistic characteristics of relative clauses in

the Hebrew Bible.  In doing so, I will proceed in seven parts.  2.1 is a brief outline of the basic

features of relative clauses from a general cross-linguistic perspective.  2.2 covers the

properties of BH relative clauses introduced by }∞sûer; 2.3 covers the properties of BH relative

clauses introduced by the other less common relative words sûeC-, and zeh/zu®/zo®; 2.4 completes

the discussion of BH relative words with the morpheme haC- (which also functions as the

Hebrew definite article) and its role in introducing relatives, particularly when it is prefixed to

the participle.  2.5 is an investigation of the role of resumptive elements in BH relative clauses.

2.6 analyzes those BH relatives not introduced by a relative word, i.e., bare/unmarked relatives.

Finally, 2.7 initiates a discussion of restrictive versus non-restrictive relatives in BH.

2.1.  INTRODUCTION TO THE RELATIVE CLAUSE

Relative clauses, like adjectives, adverbs, and prepositional phrases, are syntactically

classified as adjuncts, that is, expressions providing additional (but syntactically non-crucial)

information about an activity/event/noun (Mallinson and Blake 1981:264; Fabb 1994:3520;

Crystal 1997:9; Radford 1997:142).  Thus, relative clauses, as adjuncts, differ from

complements, which are syntactically necessary in order for grammaticality.  Compare the

relative clause in (1) to the complement clause in (2).

(1)  I saw the dog that was black

(2)  I saw that the dog was black

The relative clause that was black in (1) is not syntactically obligatory; the clause I saw

the dog is grammatical without the embedded relative clause.  In contrast, the complement
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clause that the dog was black in (2) is necessary in order for the larger clause to be

grammatical; the verb saw is lacking an object without the complement clause.

Semantically, restrictive relative clauses (I will discuss non-restrictive relative clauses

below) function similarly to attributive adjectives: both constructions provide information

about the antecedent (i.e., the modified noun) which enables a listener/reader to distinguish the

antecedent from other possible or real items in the field of discourse (see below, 5.1, for a

comparison of the syntactic structure of adjectives and relative clauses).  In (3), the relative

clause that was black restricts the semantic domain covered by the constituent dog, narrowing

the referent from ‘any dog’ to ‘the one that was black’.  This property of modification is much

the same as the semantic function of the adjective black with regard to the constituent dog in

(4) (see Heim and Kratzer 1998:86-88).

(3)  the dog that was black

(4)  the black dog

In addition to the property of modification, a relative clause is an assertion about its

antecedent (Downing 1978:379).  Furthermore, clausal status sets the relative clause apart from

other constructions that modify nouns, such as adjectives: the relative clause includes its own

predication (separate from the predication within the matrix/root clause).1  Examples (5)-(6)

illustrate the basic differences between an adjectival phrase and a relative clause in English.

Note the embedded predication, X was damaged, in the relative clause in (6).

(5)  John’s damaged van is his only vehicle.

(6)  John’s van, which was damaged, is his only vehicle.

                                                  
1 Matrix, or root, refers to the clause in which another clause is embedded.
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Moving to the structural features of the relative clause, three parts of relative clauses are

often distinguished: the head (i.e., the antecedent/noun being modified), the introductory

function word (e.g., English who, which, that), and the actual (relative) clause (i.e., the material

following the relative word).  The introductory function words are often referred to as relative

pronouns, relative adverbs, or more generally, relative words.  In English, there are two basic

types of relative words, the wh-words (e.g., who, which, where, when) and that, as in (7)-(8).

(7)  The book which was published last year is already out-of-print.2

(8)  The book that was published last year is already out-of-print.

In many languages of the world, as in English and most other Indo-European languages, the

form of the relative words often depends on the grammatical properties of the antecedent (e.g.,

case and ‘humanness’ for English; case, gender, and number for German), illustrated in (9)-

(11).

(9)  The senator whom I disliked was voted out of office.

(10)  The dog which/that/*who I bought was a golden retriever.

(11)  Die Schrifstellerin (FS), die (FS)/*der (MS) das Buch schrieb, heißt Agatha Christie.

In (9), the relative word whom indicates that the head of the relative the senator functions as the

object of the verb within the relative clause.  In (10), the fact that the relative word who cannot

be used to introduce a relative clause modifying a non-human antedencent such as dog

                                                  
2 Unlike that, the relative word which can introduce both restrictive and non-restrictive relatives in English.

However, without intonation (a pause would indicate a non-restrictive relative) or commas (the orthographic
convention for indicating a non-restrictive relative), relative clauses introduced by which are semantically
ambiguous—they can be restrictive or non-restrictive, whereas relative clauses introduced by that are always
restrictive).  I will address the issue of restrictiveness below (see 2.7, 5.5); the distinction is not salient for the
comparison being made in (7)-(8).
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indicates that who is reserved for human antecedents.  Finally, the German example in (11)

illustrates how German relative words agree in gender and number with their antecedents.

When we consider all three of the elements of a relative clause—the head, the relative

word, and the relative clause—we see that there exists more than a merely coincidental

relationship between the three.  I have already noted that in many languages, such as English

and German, a head and a relative word exhibit a certain amount of agreement.  In addition,

examples (12) and (13), which present relative clauses paired with the corresponding non-

relative clauses, suggest that there is an even more compelling motivation to connect the head

and the relative word in some way.  As Downing notes, “relative clauses have the form of

clauses from which [a copy of the antecedent] as theme has been deleted” (1978:379).

(12) 
a)  John’s van which __ was damaged
b)  John’s van was damaged

(13) 
a)  The dog which I bought __
b)  I bought the dog

In each example, the gap (__) that I have marked illustrates that there is a missing constituent:

in (12)a) there is no overt subject within the relative clause for the predication was damaged; in

(13)a) there is no overt object within the relative clause for the transitive verb bought.  When

the relative clauses are compared to the non-relative examples in (12)b) and (13)b), we see that

the missing constituent corresponds to the head noun that is separated from the clause by the

relative word.  This fact, in addition to the agreement between the head and the relative word

noted above, suggests that the head, the relative word, and the gap within the relative clause,

have the same semantic reference (i.e., they are coreferential), and therefore should all be
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marked accordingly, as in (14)-(15) (the use of subscripts to indicate coreferentiality is referred

to as coindexation3).

(14)  John’s vani whichi __i was damaged

(15)  The dogi whichi I bought __i

In summary, I have introduced the basic syntactic status of relative clauses as adjuncts,

and the basic semantic relative clause properties of modification and assertion.  In addition, I

identified three structural elements of the relative clause: the head/antecedent, the relative

word, and the relative clause proper.  Finally, I indicated that the head, the relative word, and

the ‘gap’ within the relative clause are coreferential.  Let us continue on to consider other more

complex structural and semantic features of the relative clause: the position of the relative

clause with regard to the head; the presence or absence of an overt head; resumption; and

restrictiveness.

In the English examples used thus far, the head has consistently been located outside

and before both the relative word and the relative clause.  However, this is not true of all

languages.  There are two fundamental categories that distinguish relative clauses cross-

linguistically: the placement of the head outside of the relative clause (i.e., an external head) or

inside of the relative clause (i.e., an internal head), and the placement of the relative clause

before the head (i.e.,  prenominal relative clauses) or after the head (i.e., postnominal relative

clauses).  Unlike the English examples given so far, which were externally-headed, in some

languages, such as Bambara (16) (Lehmann 1986:665) and Quechua (17)  (Basilico 1996:499),

                                                  
3 Coindexation refers to the process whereby two constituents (e.g., nouns, noun phrases) are marked with the

same subscript letter or numeral (the first letter used is usually i, which stand for for index, although when multiple
pairs of constituents are marked, the letters on each side of i are often used, e.g., j , k).  Coindexation is usually
used to indicated that the two constituents marked with the same subscript share the same reference (see Crystal
1997:69).
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the head4 is included within the boundaries of the relative clause (in both examples the relative

clause is enclosed in brackets and the head is indicated by boldface).

(16)  ne   ye       tyεεεε è    m è̂n   ye,    oè        be è      fˆ ènˆ è           fe ère
[I   COMPL mani  RELi  saw] DEM3i IMPF cloth(DEF) sell5

‘the man that I saw (, he) sells the cloth’

(17)  nun   bestya-ta    ranti-shaq-n   alli     bestya-m    ka-rqo-n
[man horse-ACC   buy-PERF-3]  good   horse-EVID be-PAST-3

‘the horse that the man bought was a good horse’

In both (16) and (17), the head noun that is semantically modified by the relative clause

is actually a constituent within the boundaries of the relative clause.  This is confirmed both by

word order and by case (note that accusative case is given to the head in (17) because it is the

object of the verb in the relative clause).  Compare the position and case of the corresponding

Quechua externally-headed relative clause (18): in contrast to the internally-headed examples

in (16) and (17), the head in (18) follows the relative clause (and cannot be a part of the relative

clause since subordinate clauses in Quechua are strictly verb-final) and is case-marked as the

subject of the matrix clause (Basilico 1996:449).

(18)  nun   ranti-shaq-n  bestya          alli   bestya-m    ka-rqo-n
[man buy-PERF-3]  horse(NOM)  good horse-EVID be-PAST-3

‘the horse that the man bought was a good horse’

The second Quechua example in (18) also illustrates the prenominal position of the

relative clause.  This relative-head order in (18) contrasts with English, in which relative

clauses follow their head (i.e., postnominal placement/head-relative order).  As with English,

                                                  
4 With regard to internally-headed relative clauses, the term head refers to that DP (see below note 8) which is

semantically relativized; thus, this use of head is distinct from the syntactic use of head in X'-theory in which head
refers to an X0 category.

5 In (16)-(18), a hyphen (-) indicates affixation; see the List of Abbreviations on p. vi for the rest of the
notation.
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BH (as we shall see in the rest of this work), can be categorized as a language with externally-

headed, postnominal relative clauses.

Our discussion so far has focused on the position of the head being modified by the

relative clause.  Often, however, relative clauses exist without an apparent head.  These relative

clauses are often referred to as free, headless, or ‘null’-head relatives.  Compare (19) (repeated

here from (10)), with the corresponding free relative in (20).  In the latter example, there is no

overt head preceding the wh-word what.

(19)  The dogi whichi I bought ___i was a golden retriever

(20)  Whati I bought ___i was a golden retriever (i.e., the thing that I bought . . .)

Furthermore, some relative clauses that have an overt head are actually missing an overt

relative word (the position of the covert relative word is marked by Ø in the examples below).

These are referred to as bare, zero, or unmarked relative clauses.  The clearest examples of

these are cases in which the relative clause has a finite verb (21); however, as the English

examples below demonstrate, other nonfinite constructions exist: participial bare relatives (22)-

(23), and adjectival bare relatives (24).

(21)  The dogi Øi I bought ___i was a golden retriever
cf. The dogi thati I bought ___i was a golden retriever

(22)  The dogi Øi ___i running down the street is rabid
cf. The dogi thati ___i is running down the street is rabid

(23)  The dogi Øi ___i injured by the car was recovering well
cf. The dogi thati ___i was injured by the car was recovering well

(24)  The dogi Øi ___i black with dirt was washed with a hose
cf. The dogi thati ___i was black with dirt was washed with a hose

Resumption is another feature that distinguishes relative clauses, both within languages

and between languages.  Unlike English (25), which does not allow a pronoun to fill the gap
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(see (14) and (15) above), many languages do allow the head noun to be “resumed” by a

coreferential constituent, such as a pronoun,6 illustrated by the French example in (26).

(25)  Here is the mani thati/who(m)i Marie has talked to (*himi).

(26)  Voici     l’hommei que   Marie  luii        a     parlé (Haegeman 1994:409)
here-is  the-man   that   Marie to-him  has  talked7

The presence of a resumptive pronoun has significant implications for the syntactic

structure of relative clauses: when a resumptive pronoun exists within a relative clause, there

are no gaps.  (We shall see below in 5.3 that the presence of resumption affects the generative

analysis of relative clause structure.)  Furthermore, resumption may carry a variety of semantic

and/or pragmatic characteristics (see, for example, Sells 1984; Prince 1990; Demirdache 1991;

Shlonsky 1992; Prince 1997; Suñer 1998; Sharvit 1999a; see also below 2.5, and 5.3 for further

discussion of this issue).

The final feature by which relative clauses are analyzed and categorized is

restrictiveness.  The basic description of a relative clause given above at the beginning of this

section applies to restrictive, or adjectival, relatives; however, it does not apply to non-

restrictive, or appositive, relatives.  Superficially, non-restrictive and restrictive relative clauses

in English are distinguished by the presence of an intonational break in the former (27) (often

indicated by commas setting the relative clause off from the rest of the clause), but not in the

latter (28).

                                                  
6 It could be argued that certain regional dialects of English do allow resumption in some restrictive relative

clauses, e.g., the boysi whoi I don't remember who invited themi.  However, Sells (1984) considers these examples
distinct from the type of resumptive pronouns seen in, e.g., Hebrew hakkoœheœn }∞sûer yimsûahΩ }oœt◊o® ‘the priesti whoi

he-anoints him i’.

7 The French complementizer que is similar to English that: it is not inflected and is not coindexed with
relativized nouns or the corresponding resumptive elements.  See Haegeman (1994:409) for the example in (26)
and others like it.
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(27)  When my wife and I were out taking a walk last night we saw a group of boys in the middle of

the neighborhood.  The boys, who were wearing red jackets, were star-gazing.

(28)  When my wife and I were out taking a walk last night we saw numerous groups of boys in the
neighborhood.  The boys who were dressed in costumes were walking towards the school,
while the boys who were wearing red jackets were star-gazing.

Semantically, the non-restrictive example in (27) implies that every boy was star-gazing and

that they all just happened to be wearing red jackets; the relative clause in this case adds

information which is not crucial for determining the reference of the DP8 the boys.  In contrast,

(28) presents a DP which, in order to be correctly identified among a set of possible discourse

referents (e.g., boys who were not wearing red jackets), is modified by a restrictive relative

clause.

Many languages do not mark restrictive and non-restrictive relatives in any perceptible

manner (notably, some languages do not even make a semantic distinction between the two

[Mallinson and Blake 1981:366]).9  For instance, distinguishing restrictive versus non-

restrictive relatives in English is often difficult, even though non-restrictive relatives are often

marked by an intonational pause and separated by commas when written.10  Understandably,

the precise nature of restrictiveness has been the object of much attention among linguists,

particularly in the attempt to map the semantic features to the syntax.  For example, Fabb

                                                  
8 Currently in generative grammar the determiner is analyzed as the head of its own phrase (i.e., DP) which

takes a noun phrase (NP) as a complement. See Ouhalla (1999:201-10) for further explanation as well as the
theoretical motivation for the DP-hypothesis.

9 “Almost all languages . . .  have some equivalent to [the restrictive relative] while the representation of the
other types is sparse.  Portguguese (sic), for example, lacks non-restrictives that modify [clauses] . . ., while
Navajo lacks non-restrictives entirely” (Andrews 1985:7).

10 In addition to intonation and commas, restrictive and non-restrictive relatives are often distinguished in
English by the use of that for the former and a wh-word for the latter.  This is not a consistent test, however, since
wh-words may be used for both restrictive and non-restrictive relatives.
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(1994:3523) lists the following syntactic differences between restrictive and non-restrictive

relatives in English:

i.   nonrestrictive relatives use a narrower range of relative phrases, being unable to use that or
phrases where the wh-element is embedded and noninitial, so that while whose mother, is
acceptable as a relative phrase in a nonrestrictive relative, the mother of whom is not;

ii. nonrestrictive relatives escape weak crossover (leftness condition) effects which restrictive
relatives are subject to, giving a distinction between the man, who his mother loves, arrived
yesterday and *the man who his mother loves arrived yesterday;

iii. the nonrestrictive relative seems to be in some sense syntactically disconnected from its head;
for example a negative polarity item (like any) in the nonrestrictive clause cannot be licensed
by the determiner (like only) of the head: *only the tourists, who have any imagination, go to
visit Sicily.

In addition, Mallinson and Blake (1981) claim that English non-restrictive relatives are rarely

separated from their heads (e.g., by extraposition; see also Emonds 1979:234-35; McCawley

1998:447), as in (29).  Unlike restrictive relatives, multiple non-restrictive relatives in English

cannot stack on a single head, as in (30).  In English the relative word may never be absent with

non-restrictive relatives (cf. McCawley 1998:445), as in (31), and English proper names can

only be modified by non-restrictive relatives (32) (1981:359-66), unless there are multiple

possible referents for, e.g., a name, as in (33).

(29)  *My father came in, who runs his own business.

vs. My father, who runs his own business, came in.

(30)  *I saw John, who was yelling, who you dislike.11

vs. I saw the boy that was yelling that you dislike.

(31)  All teachers, *that/who(m)/*Ø the minister disciplined, are now on strike.

vs. All teachers that/who(m)/Ø the minister disciplined are now on strike.

                                                  
11 See also McCawley (1998:447), who adds that “when restrictive and nonrestrictive clauses are attached to

the same NP, the restrictive clause(s) must precede the nonrestrictive clause.”
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(32)  I saw John, who studies daily.12

vs. *I saw John who studies daily.

(33)   Q: Which Susan are you talking about?

A: Susan who lives next door, not Susan who is married to Tom.

Unfortunately, many of these distinctions are not language universals; indeed, some of them do

not apply to BH (see below, 2.7).

Finally, non-restrictive relatives appear to be able to modify more diverse constituents

than restrictive relatives.  Restrictive relatives can only modify NPs, as in (34)a) (and also

illustrated by the ungrammatical examples in (35)b), (36)b), and (37)b)), whereas non-

restrictive relatives can modify any phrasal constituent (XP), e.g., DPs (34)b), VPs (35)a), PPs

(36)a), CPs (37)a) (Fabb 1990:60; Demirdache 1991:108-9; McCawley 1998:447).

(34) 
a)  I called a friend who was working (i.e., versus a friend who was not working).

b)  I called Rachel, who was working.

(35) 
a) John weightlifted, which I was having a problem doing.

b) *John weightlifted that I was having a problem doing.

(36) 
a) Rachel put the box in the car, where I had put the others.

b) *Rachel put the box in the car that I had put the others.

(37) 
a) John angered his wife, which was not a good idea.

b) *John angered his wife that was not a good idea.

                                                  
12 McCawley (1998:481, fn. 12) qualifies this condition by stating that it “relates only to proper nouns that are

used as proper nouns.  A proper noun that is used as a common noun can host a restrictive relative as well as any
inherently common noun can: The Harry Smith who took your phonetics course last year has transferred to
Cornell.”  The same qualification applies to BH: way´hˆî bˆîme® }∞hΩasûweœro®sû hu®} }∞hΩasûweœro®sû hammoœleœk≈ me®hoœddu®
w´{ad≈ ku®sû ‘and it was in the days of Ahasuerus (he is Ahasuerus who rules from India to Ethiopia . . .)’ (Esth 1.1)
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To summarize, five basic features of relative clauses have been introduced in this

section: the presence or absence of an overt head (i.e., headed vs. headless/null head relatives);

the position of the overt head of the relative clause (i.e., before vs. after the relative clause;

inside vs. outside of the relative clause); the presence or absence of the relative word (i.e.,

marked vs. unmarked/bare/zero relatives); the presence or absence of a resumptive element;

and the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relatives.  With these features in

mind, let us turn now to an overview of the relative clause in BH.

2.2. BH RELATIVE CLAUSES INTRODUCED BY }∞sûer

By far the most common function word introducing BH relative clauses is }∞sûer.  Unlike,

for example, German relative words, which exhibit morphological agreement features (e.g.,

NOM MS der, FS die, NS das, P die; see also 2.1 above), BH }∞sûer is indeclinable.  In fact, }∞sûer

patterns more like English that or even French que, in contrast to the relative wh-words in

either language (e.g., English which, who, when or French qui), particularly since }∞sûer, like

English that and French que, can also introduce complement clauses (see below, 5.4).  In this

section I will focus on the various permutations of BH }∞sûer relative clauses.  We shall see that

}∞sûer relatives are always postnominal (i.e., the relative clause follows the head) and they may

be headed (i.e., they may modify an overt head), as in (38), or headless (i.e., they may modify a

covert/null head (Ø)), as in (39).

(38)  }et◊     haœ}aœd≈aœm }∞sûer  baœraœ}t◊ˆî
ACC  the-man    REL   create(1CS PERF)13

‘ the man that I created’  (Gen 6.7)

                                                  
13 See the List of Abbreviations on p. v for a key to the linguistic glosses of the BH data.
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(39)  }eœt◊       }∞sûer   {aœsíˆît◊aœ         lo®

ACC Ø  REL    do(2MS PERF)  to-him

‘what ( = the thing that) you did to him’  (Gen 27.45)

In (38), the }∞sûer relative clause modifies the constituent haœ}aœd≈aœm ‘the man’, a constituent that

is lexically explicit, or overt, in the construction.  In contrast, the relative clause in (39) does

not modify a lexically overt constituent; rather, it modifies a covert head, marked by Ø in the

linguistic glossing.

2.2.1. Overtly Headed  }∞sûer Relative Clauses

Headed }∞sûer relatives constitute the most numerous category of relative clauses in the

Hebrew Bible.  Almost four out of every five }∞sûer relatives modify an overt head.  We shall

examine two features of these relatives: 1) the type of head; and 2) the place (i.e., the gap or the

resumptive) within the relative with which both the head and the relative word }∞sûer are

coreferential.  BH relatives may modify many different types of heads, from bare NPs (40) to

entire clauses (47).

(40)  Unmodified indefinite NP
sûeqer     }∞sûer lo®}    sΩiwwˆît◊im
falsehood REL   NEG   command(1CS PERF)-them

‘a falsehood that I did not command them’ (Jer 29.23)

(41)  Modified indefinite NP
g≈o®y    gaœd≈o®l  }∞sûer  lo®    }§loœhˆîm  q´roœb≈ˆîm  }eœlaœyw   kayhwh      }§loœhe®nu®  b´k≈ol
nation  great   REL    to-it  gods     near         to-it      like-Yhwh  god-our  in-all.of

qor}eœnu®              }eœlaœyw
calling(INF)-our  to-him

 ‘a great nation that has gods near to it like Yhwh, our god, whenever we call to him’ (Deut 4.7)
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(42)  Determined NP
}et◊    hasΩsΩeœlaœ{ }∞sûer  laœqahΩ                  min   haœ}aœd≈aœm
ACC  the-rib     REL    take(3MS PERF)  from  the-man

‘ the rib that he took from the man’ (Gen 2.22)

(43)  Proper Noun
yhwh  }∞sûer hit◊hallak≈tˆî          l´p≈aœnaœyw    yisûlahΩ                 mal}aœk≈o®   }ittaœk≈
Yhwh  REL  walk(1CS PERF) to-face-his  send(3MS IMPF)  angel-his  with-you

‘Yhwh, who I walked before him, will send his angel with you’ (Gen 24.40)

(44)  NP in construct with }∞sûer
wayyitt´ne®hu®                   }el   be®t◊           hassoœhar   m´qo®m  }∞sûer  }∞su®re® (Kt)
and-give(3MS PAST)-him  to   house.of  the-round  place.of  REL    prisoners(MP PTCP PASS).of

hammelek≈ }∞su®rˆîm
the-king     confine(MP PTCP PASS)

‘and he put him in the round house, (the) place that the king’s prisoners (were) confined’ (Gen
39.20)

(45)  Pronominal Suffix14

wattoœ}mer               leœ}a®   naœt◊an                 }§loœh î̂m  sí´k≈aœrˆî         }∞sûer  naœt◊att î̂               sûip≈hΩaœt◊ˆî
and-say(3FS PAST) Leah  give(3MS PERF) God       reward-my  REL  give(1CS PERF) maid-my

l´}ˆîsûˆî
to-man-my

‘and Leah said: God has provided my reward, (I) who gave my maid to my husband’ (Gen 30.18)

(46)  Prepositional Phrase
wayyaœsíem              }et◊    pesel       haœ}∞sûeœra®     }∞sûer {aœsía®                        babbayit◊     }∞sûer
and-set(3MS PAST) ACC  image.of the-Ashera REL   make(3MS PERF)  in-the-house REL

}aœmar               yhwh  }el  daœwid≈  w´}el   sû´loœmoœ   b≈´no®
say(3MS PERF) Yhwh  to  David  and-to  Solomon son-his

‘and he set the image of the Ashera that he made in the Temple, where Yhwh had said to David and
to Solomon his son: . . . ’ (2 Kgs 21.7)

                                                  
14 For more examples, see Gen 11.7; Exod 29.33; Deut 4.19; 1Kgs 3.12,13; 15.13; Isa 47.15; Ezek 16.59;

20.21; 47.14; Psa 31.8.
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(47)  Entire Clause15

u®maœl´}u®                b≈aœtte®k≈aœ     u®b≈aœtte®          k≈ol   {∞b≈aœd≈e®k≈aœ      u®b≈aœtte®         k≈ol
and-fill(3CP PERF MOD)  houses-your  and-houses.of   all.of  servants-your  and-houses.of   all.of

misΩrayim }∞sûer loœ}   raœ}u®                 }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ        wa}∞b≈o®t◊             }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ         miyyo®m
Egypt        REL  NEG see(3CP PERF)  fathers-your and-fathers.of   fathers-your  from-day.of

h´yo®t◊aœm              {al      haœ}∞d≈aœma®  {ad≈      hayyo®m hazze®
being(INF)-their  upon  the-land     until  the-day   the-this

‘and your houses and the houses of all of your servants and the houses of all of Egypt shall be
filled [with locusts, v.4]—which your fathers and your ancestors have never seen from the day they
came to exist upon the land until this day.’ (Exod 10.6)

In addition to the ability of }∞sûer relative clauses to modify a wide variety of heads, from

simple NPs to full clauses, illustrated in (40)-(47), the relative word introducing }∞sûer relative

clauses may correspond to a variety of positions within the relative.  Within the relative clause

}∞sûer may correspond to the subject position (48), the object position (49), or an adjunct

position representing a number of semantic roles, such as the temporal head in (50) or the

locative head in (51).

(48)   s î̂hΩo®ni  melek≈   haœ}§moœrˆî        }∞sûeri  ___i  maœlak≈                   b´hΩesûbo®n
Sihon  king.of the-Amorites REL              reign(3MS PERF)  in-Heshbon

‘Sihon, king of the Amorites, who reigned in Heshbon’ (Josh 13.21)

(49)  {ami     }∞sûeri  loœ}   yaœd≈aœ{taœ               ___i

people REL   NEG know(2MS PERF)

‘a people that you do not know’ (Deut 28.33)

(50)   kol    y´me®i        }∞sûeri   hanneg≈a{     bo®        ___i

all.of   days.of    REL    the-disease  in-him

‘all the days that the disease (is) in him’ (Lev 13.46)

                                                  
15 Although relative clauses with an entire clause as the antecedent are not uncommon cross-linguistically

(e.g., English: Adam fell down the stairs—which wasn’t a good thing), they are not so common in BH.  In regard
to }∞sûer, Gaenssle (1915:58) compares this function to Syriac d and Akkadian s&a  as well as Latin quale and lists
the following verses as examples in the Hebrew Bible: Exod 10.6; Jer 7.31; 32.35; Esth 4.16 (see also Joüon and
Muraoka 1993:599).  I have identified the following as additional examples: Deut 17.3; Josh 4.23; 2 Sam 4.10; Jer
19.5; 48.8; 2 Chr 3.1.  Psa 139.15 may also be an example.
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(51)   wayyasΩsΩeœb≈              ya{∞qoœb≈   masΩsΩeœb≈a®  bammaœqo®mi  }∞sûeri  dibber                   }itto®         ___i

and-set(3MS PAST)  Jacob      pillar       in-the-place     REL     speak(3MS PERF)  with-him

‘and Jacob set up a pillar in the place that (God) spoke with him ’

However, there are grammatical constraints on when }∞sûer may correspond to the object of a

preposition.  First, unlike English (as in the example the car which I rode in), BH does not

allow preposition stranding (see below, 2.5.2); rather, objects of prepositions are either

resumed in BH relatives, as in (52) (see also 2.5 and 5.3 for further analysis of resumption), or

the preposition is deleted along with the relativized noun phrase, as in (53).

(52)   hadderek≈i  hat√t√o®b≈a®    }∞sûeri  yeœl´k≈u®                 b≈a®hi

the-way    the-good  REL    walk(3MP IMPF)  in-it

‘the good way that they shall walk in it’  (1 Kgs 8.36)

(53)   way´hˆî                  {immaœd≈ˆî badderek≈i    }∞sûeri  haœlaœk≈t î̂              ___i

and-be(3MS PAST) with-me in-the-way  REL    walk(1CS PERF)

‘and he has been with me on the way that I walked ___’  (Gen 35.3)

Second, BH does not allow pied-piping from headed }∞sûer relative clauses (see below,

2.5.2), as in the English example the car in whichi I rode ___i.  In BH, when a preposition

precedes the relative word in Biblical Hebrew (e.g., ba}∞sûer, ka}∞sûer), the preposition belongs to

the matrix clause, not to the following relative clause, as in (54).

(54)   u®b≈a}∞sûer        taœlˆînˆî                   }aœl î̂n
and-in-Ø-REL  lodge(2FS IMPF)  lodge(1CS IMPF)

‘and in Ø (the place) that you lodge I will lodge’ (Ruth 1.16)

Another characteristic of BH headed }∞sûer relatives is that they may be stacked; that is, a

string of juxtaposed }∞sûer relatives may modify the same initial head, as in the English example

The article (that John wrote) (that was published last month), where the successive relatives
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are marked with parentheses.  In (55), the two relative clauses ‘that is in their land’ and ‘that

they bring to Yhwh’ modify the head ‘the first-born of everything’.

(55)   bikku®re®         kol     }∞sûer b´}arsΩaœm     }∞sûer yaœb≈ˆî}u®                          layhwh   l´k≈aœ     yihye®
first-born.of all.of  REL    in-land-their REL  come(3MP IMPF CAUS) to-Yhwh to-you be(3MS IMPF)

‘the first-born of everything (that is in their land) (that they bring to Yhwh) shall be yours’ (Num
18.13)16

Unlike English (56) (see above, 2.1, example (30)), though, BH allows the stacking of non-

restrictive relatives, as in (57).  In (57), the two relative clauses are clearly non-restrictive since

they modify the proper noun ‘David’ (see above 2.1 and below 2.7).

(56)  *I saw John, who was yelling, who you dislike.

vs. I saw the boy that was yelling that you dislike.

(57)   l´ma{an      daœwid≈  {ab≈dˆ î        }∞sûer  baœhΩart î̂                 }oœt◊o®         }∞sûer  sûaœmar
for-sake.of David  servant-my   REL     choose(1CS PERF)  ACC-him  REL   keep(3MS PERF)

misΩwoœt◊ay            w´hΩuqqoœt◊aœy
commandments-my   and-statutes-my

‘for the sake of David, my servant, (who I chose him), (who has kept my commandments and my
statutes)’  (1 Kgs 11.34)

In summary, we have discussed five linguistic characteristics of headed }∞sûer relatives.

First, headed }∞sûer relative clauses most often modify an NP as their head, although they may

modify other constituents, from PPs to entire clauses.  Second, the head and relative word in

}∞sûer relative clauses may be coreferential with subject, object, or adjunct positions within the

relative.  Third, headed }∞sûer relative clauses do not allow the stranding of prepositions or the

                                                  
16 See also Lev 3.4; 3.10; 3.15; 4.9; 4.18; 7.4; 20.10; 25.45; Num 18.13; 19.2; 35.34; Deut 4.46; 9.26; 11.10;

18.20, 21-22; 19.4; 21.3; 32.46, 49; Josh 13.21; 24.15; Judg 6.11; 18.22; 1 Sam 6.15; 12.13; 1 Kgs 2.44; 9.21;
11.34; 12.8; 21.25; 2 Kgs 11.10; 19.6; 20.18; 23.7, 12-13, 19; Isa 30.9-10; 39.7; 41.8, 9; Jer 7.14; 13.4; 21.4; 32.2,
3; 46.2; Ezek 20.9; 26.17; 32.24; 37.25; 44.10; 48.11; Amos 5.26; Mic 1.1; Nah 3.8; Psa 58.5-6; 78.42-43; 95.3-5;
104.16-17; Job 36.27-28; Ruth 4.15; Qoh 8.15; Dan 1.10; 2 Chr 2.11; 6.14-15; 8.8; 23.9. These data contradict
O‘Connor’s claim that “Hebrew only stacks relative clauses in verse [i.e., poetry]” (1997:127).
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pied-piping of the prepositions with the modified NP.  Fourth, headed }∞sûer relative clauses

employ resumptive constituents (see 2.5 and 5.3 for further discussion of resumption in BH

relatives).  Finally, both restrictive and non-restrictive headed }∞sûer relative clauses may be

stacked.  Let us now investigate the basic features of those }∞sûer relatives which do not have an

overt head.

2.2.2. Covertly Headed (“Headless”) }∞sûer Relative Clauses

As I stated in the previous section, headed relative clauses constitute the great majority

of BH }∞sûer clauses.  However, within the Hebrew Bible there are also a significant number of

relative clauses that do not modify overt heads (there are just over one thousand examples).  As

I indicated in 2.1, such constructions are often either referred to as headless relative clauses due

to their superficially “headless” appearance or referred to as ‘null head’ relatives due to the

linguistic proposal that a syntactically real but phonologically null (i.e., covert) head exists.

The difference between BH headed and headless/null head relatives is illustrated by the

minimal pairs of }∞sûer relatives in (58)-(60) (the position of the covert head in the headless

relatives is marked with a Ø).

(58) 
a)  way´sappeœr                haœ{eb≈ed≈        l´yisΩhΩaœq  }eœt◊      kol    hadd´b≈aœrˆîm }∞sûer   {aœsía®

and-tell(3MS PAST)    the-servant   to-Isaac    ACC   all.of  the-things        REL    do(3MS PERF)

‘and the servant related to Isaac all the things that he had done’ (Gen 24.66)

b)  {ad≈    sûu®b≈              }ap≈          }aœhΩˆîk≈aœ              mimm´k≈aœ  w´sûaœk≈ahΩ                                }eœt◊         }∞sûer
until  return(INF)  anger.of  brother-your    from-you   and-forget(3MS PERF MOD)   ACC  Ø  REL

{aœsíˆît◊aœ               lo®
do(2MS PERF) to-him

‘until the anger of your brother subsides and he forgets Ø what (= the thing that) you did to him’
(Gen 27.45)
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(59) 

a)  w´zeh      haddaœb≈aœr  }∞sûer  ta{∞síe®               laœhem     l´qaddeœsû                 }oœt◊aœm
and-this   the-thing     REL   do(2MS IMPF)  to-them  to- consecrate(INF)  ACC-them

‘and this (is) the thing that you shall do to them in order to consecrate them’ (Exod 29.1)

b)  wayyˆîqesΩ                        noœahΩ   miyye®no®            wayyeœd≈a{                    }eœt◊           }∞sûer
and-wake(3MS PAST)     Noah  from-wine-his   and-know(3MS PAST)  ACC  Ø    REL

{aœsía®                 lo®          b´no®      haqqaœt√aœn
do(3MS PERF)  to-him  son-his  the-young

‘and Noah awoke from his wine and he knew Ø what (= the thing that) his youngest son had done
to him’ (Gen 9.24)

(60) 
a)  wayyeœra{                               haddaœb≈aœr  }∞sûer   {aœsía®                 d≈aœwid≈   b´{e®ne®       yhwh

and-be wicked(3MS PAST)    the-thing     REL     do(3MS PERF) David   in-eyes.of  Yhwh

‘and the thing that David did was wicked in the eyes of Yhwh’ (2 Sam 11.27)

b)  wayyeœra{                              b´{e®ne®         yhwh       }∞sûer  {aœsía®
and-be wicked(3MS PAST)    in-eyes.of   Yhwh  Ø  REL    do(3MS PERF)

‘and Ø what (= the thing that) he did was wicked in the eyes of Yhwh’ (Gen 38.10)

What is significant for our understanding of these covertly headed relatives is that the

semantic content of the phonologically null head must be inferred from the context.  For

instance, when we consider the English headless relative what I saw was excellent out of

context, the referent of the relative wh-word is ambiguous.  The what could refer to anything

from A and Z.  However, if we supply the contextual data, I went to a horse auction last night

and what I saw was excellent, then it is reasonable to assign the referent of the covert head to

some variation of horse(s).  The covertly headed examples in (61) and (62) illustrate the variety

of covert referents which occur in the Hebrew Bible.

(61)   }eœt◊       }∞sûer toœ}p≈u®                 }eœp≈u®                  w´}eœt◊        }∞sûer  t´b≈asûsû´lu®          basûsûeœlu®
ACC Ø REL  bake(2MP IMPF) bake(2MP IMV) and-ACC Ø REL  boil(2MP IMPF) boil(2MP IMV)

‘Ø what (= the manna that) you want to bake, bake!  And Ø what (= the quail that) you want to
boil, boil!’  (Exod 16.23)
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(62)   }eœlleh      }∞sûer nihΩal                   moœsûeh  b´{arb≈o®t◊     mo®}aœb≈ meœ{eœb≈er        l´yardeœn  y´r î̂hΩo®  mizraœhΩa®

these  Ø  REL  divide(3MS PERF) Moses in-plains.of Moab from-beyond to-Jordan Jericho east-to

‘these (are) Ø what (= the inheritances that) Moses divided in the plains of Moab, beyond the
Jordan (to) Jericho, to the east’ (Josh 13.32)

The context of (61) (looking back to Exodus 16.13) suggests that the referent of “baking” and

“boiling” is the bread-like manna and the quail, respectively, which Yhwh provided during the

wilderness episode.  The context of (62) (i.e., chapter thirteen in the book of Joshua) suggests a

referent like “inheritances” or “possessions,” since the narrative of chapter thirteen is a partial

discussion of the allotment of Canaan for the Israelite tribes.

Covertly headed }∞sûer relatives also include the numerous examples in which a

preposition, as in (63)-(69), or a subordinating conjunction, as in (70)-(72), immediately

precedes the }∞sûer.  In both constructions, the preposition and conjunction are constituents of the

matrix clause, not of the relative clause since, as I noted in the previous section, BH does not

allow pied-piping (see also 2.5 below).

In (63)-(66), we see the three clitic prepositions, b´-, k´-, and l´- (which are vocalized

ba-, ka-, and la- before }∞sûer), attached to the relative word.  Semantically, the preposition ba-

most often indicates either spatial or temporal inclusion (hence the common English glosses

‘in’ or ‘at’).  Accordingly, the semantic content of the covert or implied head in (63) is

logically interpretable as ‘the place’ given that one usually lodges ‘somewhere’.

(63)   u®b≈a}∞sûer17     taœlˆînˆî                    }aœl î̂n
and-in-Ø-REL   lodge(2FS IMPF)   lodge(1CS IMPF)

‘and in Ø (the place) that you lodge I will lodge’ (Ruth 1.16)

                                                  
17 See also Gen 21.17; 39.9, 23; Judg 4.11; 5.27; 17.8, 9; 1 Sam 23.13; 1 Kgs 16.26; 2 Kgs 8.1; Isa 47.12;

56.4; 65.12; 66.4; Jonah 1.8; Job 39.30; Ruth 1.17; Qoh 3.9; 7.2; 8.4.
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Unlike ba-, the preposition ka- does not carry a basic temporal or spatial sense; rather,

Waltke and O’Connor suggest that it has three basic uses: 1) agreement in quantity or measure

(including approximation); 2) agreement in kind (i.e., comparison); and 3) correspondence

(1990:202-205).18  When attached to }∞sûer, the ka- appears to have one of two meanings:

comparison or approximation/correspondence in time: (64) illustrates the comparative use of

ka- and suggests an appropriate semantic content for the covert head; (65) illustrates the

temporal use of ka- and the translation fills in the covert head with ‘the time’, which is both

logically and contextually appropriate.

(64)   }§moœr              }∞n î̂  mo®p≈et◊k≈em ka}∞sûer        {aœsíˆît◊ˆî               keœn   yeœ{aœsíe®                      laœhem
say(2MS IMV)  I     sign-your   like-Ø-REL  do(1CS PERF)  thus  do(3MS IMPF PASS)  to-them

‘say: I am your sign.  Like Ø (the thing) which I did, thus will be done to them’ (Ezek 12.11)

(65)   w´yasteœr                     paœnaœyw  me®hem       baœ{eœt◊           hahˆî}     ka}∞sûer    heœreœ{u®
and-hide(3MS IMPF)   face-his  from-them  at-the-time the-that  at-Ø-REL  be-evil(3MS PERF CAUS)

ma{al´le®hem
deeds-their

‘and he will hide his face from them at that time, at Ø (the time) that they cause their deeds to be
evil’ (Mic 3.4)

The third clitic preposition that attaches to the relative word in BH is the preposition la-.  la- is

often glossed with English ‘to’ or ‘for’ and the semantic range of the BH la- is about as diverse

as its English counterparts.  (66) illustrates la- preceding }∞sûer and provides a contextually

appropriate rendering of the covert head.

                                                  
18 Waltke and O’Connor propose that what is sometimes labeled as the ‘temporal’ use of ka- is in fact related

to either approximation (‘about that time’) or correspondence (‘at the (same) time’) (1990:205).
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(66)   l´ma{∞síe®     yaœd≈aœyw    yisûtahΩ∞wu®                     la}∞sûer19   {aœsíu®                   }esΩb´{oœt◊aœyw

to-work.of hands-his bow-down(3MP IMPF)  to-Ø-REL  make(3CP PERF) fingers-his

‘to the work of (their) hands they bow down,  to Ø (the work/idols) that (their) fingers have made’
(Isa 2.8)

The sometimes clitic preposition min (which becomes meœ before }∞sûer) exhibits the following

basic meanings when attached to the relative word: spatial (‘from’), as in (67); partitive

(‘one/some of’), as in (68); and comparative, as in (69) (see Waltke and O’Connor 1990:212-

14).

(67)   laœqahΩ                 ya{∞qoœb≈  }eœt◊     kol      }∞sûer  l´}aœb≈ˆînu®         u®meœ}∞sûer20           l´}aœb≈ˆînu®
take(3MS PERF) Jacob     ACC   all.of   REL  to-father-our  and-from-Ø-REL  to-father-our

{aœsía®                      }eœt◊    kol      hakkaœb≈oœd≈    hazzeh
make(3MS PERF)  ACC  all.of   the-wealth  the-this

‘Jacob has taken all which belonged to our rather, and from Ø (all) that belonged to our father he
has made all of this wealth’ (Gen 31.1)

(68)   }et◊     haœ}ehΩaœd≈ min   hattoœrˆîm            }o®   min    b´ne®            hayyo®na®  meœ}∞sûer21     tasísíˆîg≈
ACC  the-one from   the-turtledoves  or  from  the-sons.of  the-dove  from-Ø-REL  attain(2FS IMPF)

yaœd≈o®
hand-his

‘one of the turtledoves or of the doves— Ø (one of the birds) that he can afford’ (Lev 14.30)

(69)   w´raœ}ˆît◊ˆî                   k î̂     }e®n             t√o®b≈    meœ}∞sûer22      yisímahΩ                  haœ}aœd≈aœm b´ma{∞síaœyw
and-see(1CS PERF)  that  NEG-EXST   good  from-Ø-REL  rejoice(3MS IMPF) the-man  in-deeds-his

‘and I saw that nothing is better than Ø (the time  that) man rejoices in his deeds’ (Qoh 3.22)

}∞sûer also modifies covert heads that are the complements of (usually temporal) free-standing

                                                  
19 See also Gen 27.8; 43.16; 44.4; 47.24; Exod 16.16; Lev 5.24; 27.24 (2x); Num 5.7; Josh 17.16 (2x); Judg

21.5; 1 Sam 30.27 (3x), 28 (3x), 29 (3x), 30 (3x), 31; 2 Kgs 10.22; Isa 8.23; 31.6; 49.9; Jer 27.5; 38.20; 50.20;
Ezek 23.40; Amos 6.10; Mal 3.18; Job 12.6; Qoh 9.2.

20 See also Exod 5.11; 29.27; Isa 47.13; Ruth 2.9; Esth 4.11; 1 Chr 17.13.

21 See also Jer 40.7.

22 See also Josh 10.11; Judg 16.30; 2 Sam 18.8; 2 Kgs 6.16.
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prepositions or conjunctions such as }ahΩ∞re® ‘after, behind’ and {ad≈ ‘until, before’.  Syntactically,

these headless relatives are no different than those }∞sûer relatives that exhibit the cliticization of

the prepositions ba-, la-, ka-, and meœ-.  Consider the following examples.

(70)   loœ}    yu®k≈al                     ba{laœh           haœri}sûo®n }∞sûer sûill´hΩaœh                    laœsûu®b≈
NEG be-able(3MS IMPF) husband-her the-first  REL  send(3MS PERF)-her to-return(INF)

l´qahΩtaœh             lihyo®t◊        lo®          l´}isûsûa®   }ahΩ∞re®23  }∞sûer hut√t√ammaœ}a®
to-take(INF)-her to-be(INF) for-him for-wife after    Ø REL  defile(3FS PERF PASS)

‘her first husband who cast her out shall not be able to return to take her to be his wife after Ø (the
time) that she has been defiled’ (Deut 24.4)

(71)   u®z´k≈oœr                              }et◊   bo®r´}e®k≈aœ       bˆîme®         b´hΩu®roœt◊e®k≈aœ {ad≈24      }∞sûer loœ}
and-remember(2MS IMV) ACC creator-your in-days.of youth-your until  Ø  REL   NEG

yaœb≈oœ}u®                y´me®     haœraœ{a®
come(3MP IMPF) days.of the-calamity

‘and remember your creator in the days of your youth, until Ø (the time) that the days of calamity
have not come’ (Qoh 12.1)

(72)   w´loœ}      he}§mantˆî              l´d≈ib≈re®hem      {ad≈25   }∞sûer baœ}t◊ˆî                   wattir}e®na®
and-NEG believe(1CS PERF) to-words-their until Ø REL  come(1CS PERF) and-see(3FP PAST)

{e®nay
eyes-my

‘and I did not believe their words until Ø (the time) that I came and my eyes saw’ (2 Chr 9.6)

Note, however, that when }∞sûer immediately follows clitic prepositions or free-standing

prepositions and conjunctions, it is often difficult to distinguish whether the }∞sûer introduces a

null head relative or a noun-complement clause.  For instance, we should not classify the meœ- +

                                                  
23 See also Josh 7.8; 9.16; 23.1; 24.20; Judg 11.36; 19.23; 2 Sam 19.31.

24 See Waltke and O’Connor (1990:215) for a discussion of the preposition {ad “to mark the time before
which an event takes place.”  See also Qoh 12.2, 6; Neh 4.5

25 See also Gen 27.44; 28.15; 29.8; 33.14; Exod 23.30; 24.14; 32.20; Lev 22.4; Num 11.20; 20.17; 21.22;
32.17; Deut 2.14, 29; 3.20; 9.21; Josh 1.15; 3.17; 8.26; 17.14; Judg 4.24; 1 Sam 22.3; 30.4; 2 Sam 17.13; 1 Kgs
10.7; 17.17; 2 Kgs 17.20; 17.23; 21.16; Isa 6.11; Ezek 34.21; Hos 5.15; Jonah 4.5; Mic 7.9; Psa 112.8; Ruth 1.13;
3.18; Qoh 2.3; Neh 2.7; 1 Chr 19.5.
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}∞sûer in (73) as the relative use of }∞sûer, but as a complementizer.   The }∞sûer in (73) serves as the

complement to a covert nominal head, which we may interpret similarly to the English “the

fact” which is used in the common nominal complement clause “the fact that . . .”

(73)  meœ}∞sûer26      yaœqartaœ                          b≈´{e®nay        nik≈bad≈taœ                       wa}∞nˆî
from-Ø-REL  be-precious(2MS PERF)  in-eyes-my  honor(2MS PERF PASS)  and-I

}∞hab≈tˆîk≈aœ                   w´}etteœn                  }aœd≈aœm  tahΩte®k≈aœ       u®l´}umm î̂m   tahΩat◊   nap≈sûek≈aœ
love(1CS PERF)-you  and-give(1CS IMPF)  man    under-you  and-peoples  under  soul-your

‘on account Ø (of the fact) that you are precious in my eyes, you are honored, and I love you, I will
give a person in exchange for you and peoples in exchange for your life’ (Isa 43.4)

In the same vein as example (73), when }∞sûer is preceded by free-standing prepositions

and conjunctions, such as ya{an ‘because’, l´ma{an ‘for the purpose of’, mipp´ne® ‘on account

of’, {al ‘upon, on account of’, {eœqeb≈ ‘consequence’, and tahΩat◊ ‘under, instead of’, the }∞sûer is

often being used as a complementizer, not as a relative word.  In each case the }∞sûer follows

immediately after the preposition or conjunction.  Since there is no noun to explicitly provide

the semantic content of the head in this construction, it must be inferred from the context; the

context of these examples suggest that the common English noun-complement construction

“the fact that” is an adequate parallel and illustrates the BH construction well.

(74)   ya{an }∞sûer ‘because (of the fact) that’
{al          keœn   haœy´t◊a®           hΩeb≈ro®n  l´k≈aœleœb≈   ben     y´p≈unneh  haqq´nizzˆî      l´nahΩ∞la®
because thus  be(3FS PERF) Hebron to-Caleb son.of Jephunneh the-Kenizzite to-inheritance

{ad≈    hayyo®m hazzeh ya{an27     }∞sûer  milleœ}            }ahΩ∞re® yhwh  }§loœhe®    yisíraœ}eœl
until the-day  the-this because Ø  REL  fill(3MS PERF) after  Yhwh  god.of  Israel

‘because of this, Hebron became an inheritance for Caleb, son of Jephunneh the Kenizzite, until this
very day because Ø (of the fact) that he was fully after Yhwh, the God of Israel’ (Josh 14.14)

                                                  
26 See also Num 6.11.

27 See also Gen 22.16; Deut 1.36; Judg 2.20; 1 Sam 30.22; 1 Kgs 3.11; 8.18; 11.11, 33; 14.7, 15; 16.2; 20.28,
36; 2 Kgs 1.16; 10.30; 21.11, 15; Jer 19.4; 25.8; 29.23, 25, 31; 35.18; Ezek 12.12; 16.43; 21.9; 26.2; 31.10; 44.12;
Psa 109.16; 2 Chr 1.11; 6.8.
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(75)  l´ma{an }∞sûer ‘for the purpose (of the fact) that’
waœ}∞t√ammeœ}                }o®t◊aœm        b´matt´no®t◊aœm b´ha{∞b≈ˆîr           kol      pet√er             raœhΩam
and-defile(1CS PAST)  ACC-them in-gifts-their    in-devote(INF)  all.of   firstborn.of  womb

l´ma{an        }∞sûimmeœm                       l´ma{an28      }∞sûer  yeœd≈´{u®                  }∞sûer }∞n î̂  yhwh
for-purpose  horrify(1CS IMPF)-them  for-purpose Ø  REL    know(3MP IMPF)   REL   I    Yhwh

‘and I defiled them through their gifts when (they) devoted every firstborn in order to horrify them
to the end Ø that they would know that I am Yhwh’ (Ezek. 20.26)

(76)  mipp´ne® }∞sûer ‘on account (of the fact) that’
w´har          sˆînay  {aœsûan                      kullo® mipp´ne®29         }∞sûer yaœrad≈                      {aœlaœyw  yhwh
and-mount Sinai  smoke(3MS PERF)  all-it  on-account.of Ø REL  descend(3MS PERF) upon-it Yhwh

baœ}eœsû
in-the-fire

‘and Mount Sinai—all of it was smoking on account of Ø (the fact) that Yhwh had descended upon
it in fire’  (Exod 19.18)

(77)  {al }∞sûer ‘because (of the fact) that’
u®b≈isûloœsûet◊            reœ{aœyw       hΩaœra®                  }appo®       {al30         }∞sûer   loœ}  maœsΩ´}u® ≈
and-in-three.of friends-his burn(3MS PERF) anger-his because Ø REL  NEG find(3CP PERF)

ma{∞ne® wayyarsûˆî{u®                       }et◊    }iyyo®b
answer and-condemn(3MP PAST) ACC  Job

‘and his anger burned at his three friends because Ø (of the fact) that31 they could not find an
answer but they condemned Job’ (Job 32.3)

                                                  
28 See also Gen 18.19; Lev 17.5; Num 17.5; Deut 20.18; 27.3; Josh 3.4; 2 Sam 13.5; Jer 42.6; Ezek 31.14;

36.30; 46.18.

29 See also Jer 44.23.

30 See Waltke and O’Connor (1990:218) for a discussion of the preposition {al to introduce a cause.  See also
Gen 47.6; Exod 16.5; 32.35; Num 20.24; Deut 29.24; 32.51 (2x); 1 Sam 24.6; 30.14; 2 Sam 3.30; 6.8; 8.10; 12.6;
15.20; 21.1; 1 Kgs 9.9; 16.7; 18.12; 2 Kgs 18.12; 22.13; Isa 29.12; Jer 15.4; 16.11; 22.9; Ezek 1.20; 23.30; 35.15;
39.23; Hag 1.11; Psa 119.49; Esth 1.15; 8.7; 1 Chr 13.10; 18.10; 2 Chr 7.22; 34.21.

31 See Deut 22.24 (2x); 23.5; 2 Sam 13.22 for {al d´b≈ar }∞sûer, lit. ‘because of the fact that’.
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(78)  {eœqeb ≈ }∞sûer ‘a consequence (of the fact) that’
w´}et◊       hakkib≈sía®  y´sûalleœm                }arba{taœyim {eœqeb≈32            }∞sûer {aœsía®                }et◊
and-ACC  the-lamb restore(3MS IMPF)  fourfold      consequence Ø REL   do(3MS PERF) ACC

haddaœb≈aœr  hazzeh  w´{al                      }∞sûer loœ}   hΩaœmaœl
the-thing  the-this  and-on-account.of  REL NEG pity(3MS PERF)

‘and the lamb he shall restore fourfold as a consequence Ø (of the fact) that he did this thing and
an account (of the fact) that he did not show pity’ (2 Sam 12.6)

(79)  tahΩat ◊ }∞sûer ‘in return (for the fact) that’
laœk≈eœn      }∞hΩalleq                      lo®           b≈aœrabb î̂m     w´}et◊      {∞sΩu®mˆîm y´hΩalleœq
therefore apportion(1CS IMPF) for-him  in-the-many and-with mighty   apportion(3MS IMPF)

sûaœlaœl      tahΩat◊33 }∞sûer  he{§ra®                    lammaœwet◊  nap≈sûo®
plunder instead   REL   empty(3MS PERF)  to-death     soul-his

‘therefore I will give him a portion among the many and with the mighty he will apportion plunder,
in return Ø (for the fact) that he emptied his life to death’  (Isa 53.12)

In this section I presented the various constructions in which the relative word }∞sûer

appears.  I introduced both overtly headed and covertly headed }∞sûer relatives and I presented an

argument for either a ‘covertly headed relative clause’ or ‘noun-complement clause’ analysis of

}∞sûer when it is preceded by any one of the prepositions presented in the section above.  In the

next section, I will move from }∞sûer to the other, less common function words that introduce BH

relatives.

                                                  
32 See also Gen 22.18; 26.5; 2 Sam 12.6.

33 See also Num 25.13; Deut 21.14; 22.29; 28.47, 62; 1 Sam 26.21; 2 Kgs 22.17; Jer 29.19; 50.7; Ezek 36.34;
2 Chr 21.12; 34.25.
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2.3. BH RELATIVE CLAUSES INTRODUCED BY sûeC-34 AND zeh/zu®/zo®

Compared to the number of BH relative clauses introduced by }∞sûer, the relative clauses

that are introduced by the other BH relative words, sûeC- and zeh/zu®/zo®, are few.  Furthermore,

the distribution of the relative word sûeC- limits the syntactic diversity found in the sûeC- clauses

(i.e., this function word exits primarily within Early Biblical Hebrew poetry, e.g., Judges 5.7,

and Late Biblical Hebrew, e.g., Qoheleth 1.3, but rarely in Standard Biblical Hebrew).

Notwithstanding the paucity of data (e.g., there are only 139 occurrences of sûeC-), the relative

clauses introduced by the remaining BH relative words exhibit syntactic characteristics that are

similar to }∞sûer: the postnominal position of the relative word and the possibility of an overt

head.

Like }∞sûer relatives, headed relative clauses introduced by sûeC- or zeh/zu®/zo® modify a

variety of heads, illustrated by the examples in (80)-(84).

(80)  Unmodified indefinite NP
a)  u®l´}aœd≈aœm    sûelloœ}       {aœmal                bo®

and-to-man REL-NEG  toil(3MS PERF)  in-it

‘and to a man that has not toiled over it’ (Qoh 2.21)

b)   {am     zu®   gaœ}aœltaœ
 people REL redeem(2MS PERF)

‘a people that you have redeemed’ (Exod 15.13)

(81)  Modified indefinite NP
kahΩ∞sΩˆîr       gaggo®t◊    sûeqqad≈mat◊    sûaœlap≈                    yaœb≈eœsû
like-grass.of   rooftops  REL-before   shoot(3MS PERF)  wither(3MS PERF)

‘like grass of rooftops, which before it has shot up it withers’ (Psa 129.6)

                                                  
34 The C in sûeC- indicates that with all non-guttural consonants, the consonant immediately following the

relative word is geminated.
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(82)  DP (Determined NP)
a)  hamma{∞síe®  sûenna{∞sía®                         tahΩat◊   hasûsûaœmesû

the-work      REL-do(3MS PERF PASS)  under  the-sun

‘ the work that was done under the sun’ (Qoh 2.17)

b)  b´rˆît◊ˆî         w´{eœd≈oœt◊ˆî                 zo®    }∞lamm´d≈eœm
 covenant-my  and-testimony-my  REL  teach(1CS IMPF)-them

‘my covenant and testimony that I will teach them’ (Psa 132.12)

(83)   Proper Noun
a)  yhwh  sûehaœya®                    laœnu®

Yhwh REL-be(3MS PERF)  for-us

‘Yhwh, who was for us’ (Psa 124.1)

b)  yhwh  zu®    hΩaœt√aœ}nu®            lo®
Yhwh REL  sin(1CP PERF)  to-him

‘Yhwh, who we sinned against him’ (Isa 42.24)

(84)   NP in construct with the relative
a)  m´qo®m   sûeyippo®l                   haœ{eœsΩ

place.of   REL-fall(3MS IMPF)  the-tree

‘a/the place that the tree falls’ (Qoh 11.3)

b)  m´qo®m  zeh   yaœsad≈taœ                      laœhem
place.of  REL   establish(2MS PERF)  for-them

‘a/the place that you established for them’ (Psa 104.8)

(85)   Pronominal Suffix
}al      tir}u®nˆî                    sûe}∞nˆî   sû´hΩarhΩoœret◊
 NEG  see(2MS MOD)-me  REL-I   dark

‘do not look at me who I  am dark’ (Song 1.6)

We can also see from the examples above that the relative words sûeC- or zeh/zu®/zo® may

correspond to subject (examples (80)a), (81), (82)a), (83), and (85)), object (examples (80)b),

(82)b), and (84)b)), or adjunct (example (84)a)) positions within the relative clause.

Like the relative word }∞sûer, the relative words sûeC- or zeh/zu®/zo® may modify covert or

null heads, as in (86)-(88).
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(86)  haggˆîd≈a®           l î̂            sûe}aœh∞b≈a®                     nap≈sûˆî       }e®k≈a®     t◊ir{e®

tell(2MS IMV) to-me Ø  REL-love(3FS PERF)   soul-my  where   pasture(2MS IMPF)

‘tell me, Ø One-who my soul loves, where you pasture (your flock)’ (Song 1.7)

(87)   w´ze®            }aœhab≈tˆî                 nehp´k≈u®                      b≈ˆî
and-Ø –REL  love(1CS PERF)    turn(3CP PERF REFL)   in-me

‘and Ø who I loved turned against me’ (Job 19.19)

(88)   {al      misûkaœb≈ˆî   balle®lo®t◊          biqqasût î̂             }eœt◊         sûe}aœh∞b≈a®                   nap≈sûˆî
upon  bed-my   in-the-nights  seek(1CS PERF) ACC Ø   REL-love(3FS PERF) soul-my

‘upon my bed during night I sought Ø (him-)who my soul loves’ (Song 3.1)

Also, covertly headed sûeC- relatives may be preceded by prepositional phrases in the same way

that }∞sûer relatives are (see above 2.2), although there are no examples of this construction with

zeh/zu®/zo® relatives.

(89)   w´yaœsûoœb≈                        he{aœp≈aœr   {al   haœ}aœresΩ    k´sûehaœya®
and-return(3MS MOD)   the-dust   on  the-earth  like-Ø-REL-be(3MS PERF)

‘and the dust returns to the earth like Ø (the condition/state) that it had been (Qoh 12.7)

(90)   hΩaœd≈´lu®                  p≈´raœzo®n       b´yisíraœ}eœl hΩaœd≈eœllu®                 {ad≈         sûaqqamt î̂
cease(3CP PERF)   peasantry    in-Israel    cease(3CP PERF)  until  Ø   REL-rise(1CS PERF)

‘peasantry in Israel ceased; it ceased until Ø (the time) that I arose’ (Judg 5.7)

In this section, we have seen that sûeC- and zeh/zu®/zo® relatives appear to function

syntactically in the same way that }∞sûer relatives do, even though we do not have quite the same

extent of syntactic diversity with these rarer relative words.  From the data that exist in the

Hebrew Bible, we see that sûeC- and zeh/zu®/zo® are used to introduce both overtly and covertly

headed relative clauses, and that the relative word corresponds to similarly diverse positions

within the relative clause as exhibited by }∞sûer relatives.  At this point, the only remaining

relative word to consider is the morpheme haC-, normally associated with the function of the

BH definite article.
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2.4. haC-35 RELATIVES

Most reference grammars agree that there are a few instances of the Hebrew definite

article haC- used as a relative word (see Kautzsch 1910:447; Peretz 1967:109-10; Lambert

1972:135; Waltke and O’Connor 1990:338-40; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:537-38).  They

usually identify eighteen clear examples of this relative construction exist in the Hebrew

Bible;36 seventeen are in the form of haC- followed by a perfect verb, as in (91), and one

exhibits haC- followed by a verbless clause consisting of one member, a clitic preposition and

its suffixed pronominal object (92).

(91)   t´ru®mat◊      be®t◊          }§loœhe®nu®   haheœrˆîmu®              hammelek≈  w´yoœ{∞sΩaœyw . . .
offering.of house.of  god-our   REL-lift(3CP PERF) the-king      and-counselors-his

‘the offering of the house of our God that the king and his counselors . . . lifted up’ (Ezra 8.25)

(92)   wayyaœrem                  hat√t√abbaœhΩ }et◊    hasûsûo®q  w´he{aœle®haœ
and-raise(3MS PAST)  the-cook   ACC the-leg  and-Ø-REL-upon-it

‘and the cook lifted the leg and Ø/what (=the thing that) (was) on it’ (1 Sam 9.24)

Like the example in (91), many instances of the haC- relative occur in biblical texts that

represent Late Biblical Hebrew.37  There are also a number of occurrences in “older texts”;38

however, in such “older” texts the perfect verb forms to which the relative haC- is attached are

only a single vowel change or stress shift from the form of a participle.  Thus, according to

                                                  
35 The C in haC- indicates that with all non-guttural consonants, the consonant immediately following the

relative word is geminated.

36 Gen 18.21; 21.3; 46.27; Josh 10.24; 1 Sam 9.24; Isa 51.10; Ezek 26.17; Job 2.11; Ruth 1.22; 2.6; 4.3; Ezra
8.25; 10.14, 17; 1 Chr 26.28; 29.17; 2 Chr 1.4; 29.36.  Other possible examples are 1 Kgs 11.9; Isa 56.3; Dan 8.1;
and 1 Chr 29.8.

37 For example, Ezra 8.25; 10.14, 17; 1 Chr 26.28; 29.8, 17.

38 Waltke and O’Connor cite Gen 21.3 and Ruth 1.22 as examples of these “older” occurrences (1990:340).
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Waltke and O’Connor, “such forms should probably be read as participles . . . the article with

the perfective is unlikely in early texts” (1990:339; cf. Peretz 1967:110; Joüon and Muraoka

1993:538; see also Kautzsch (1910:447), who suggests that “no doubt the authors in all these

cases intended participles” [emphasis added]).  For example, the form hanno®lad≈ in (93), which

is vocalized in the Masoretic Text as a haC- relative word prefixed to a 3MS perfect, no®lad≈, can

be changed to the form hanno®laœd≈, a MS participle, simply by altering the final vowel from /a/ to

/aœ/ (resulting in the attributive participle construction; but see below in this section for an

argument against the attributive participle as a construction in BH).39

(93)  wayyiqraœ}                }ab≈raœhaœm }et◊    sûem       b´no®     hanno®lad≈                        lo®        }∞sûer
and-call(3MS PAST) Abraham ACC name.of son-his REL-bear(MS PTCP PASS) to-him  REL

yaœld≈a®                 lo®          síaœra®    yisΩhΩaœq
bear(3FS PERF)  to-him  Sarah  Isaac

‘and Abraham called the name of his son that was born to him, who Sarah bore for him, Isaac’
(Gen 21.3)

Furthermore, there are a number of forms that the Masoretic Text presents as words with

penultimate stress, as in (94);  these forms can be read as participles by a simple shift of the

word stress to the ultima syllable (i.e., hasûsûaœb≈a®É for (94)).40

(94)  wayyoœ}mar              na{∞ra® mo®}∞b≈ˆîya®  hˆî}  hasûsûaœÉb≈a®                     {im  no{•mˆî  misísí´d≈e®          mo®}aœb≈
and-say(3MS PAST) girl     Moabite   she REL-return(3FS PERF) with Naomi from-fields.of Moab

‘and he said: She is a Moabite girl that returned with Naomi from the fields of Moab’ (Ruth 2.6)

Even if we accept the proposals for re-vocalization or re-accentuation of suspect forms,

we are still left with nine examples,41 like the one given above in (91), that cannot be explained

                                                  
39 See also 1 Kgs 11.9; Isa 56.3; Dan 8.1.

40 See also Gen 18.21; 46.27; Isa 51.10; Job 2.11; Ruth 1.22; 4.3.

41 Josh 10.24 (hehaœlk≈u®}, ‘who walked’); Ezek 26.17 (hahullaœla® ‘who was praised’); Ezra 8.25 (haheœrˆîmu® ‘who
lifted up’); 10.14 (hahoœsûˆîb≈ ‘who caused to dwell’), 10.17 (hahoœsûˆîb≈u® ‘who caused to dwell’); 1 Chr 26.28 (hahiqdˆîsû
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by altering the vowels or the word accent.  Clearly, the morpheme haC- does serve, mostly in

late texts but also in a few early ones, to introduce a relative clause.  Therefore, this raises the

question: Why should any of the forms be altered if they already conform to a known and

accepted BH grammatical phenomenon?  In fact, once we recognize the capacity of haC- to

function as a relative word, we should investigate whether there are other heretofore

unidentified environments in which it introduces a relative clause.  The use of haC- as a

relative word in Modern Hebrew may aid in this endeavor.

Siloni 1995 claims that in many languages there is an element functioning as the

syntactic head of the DP (see above note 8) that qualifies “as the relative complementizer of

certain clausal structures” (1995:445).  Based on the examples in (95)-(97), Siloni argues that

this Determiner-relative complementizer is covert in many languages, as in the French (95) and

English (96) participial/reduced relatives, but overt in languages such as Hebrew (where the

relative-complementizer is homophonous with the definite article haC-),42 as in (97).  Siloni

labels this particular relative construction a ‘semi-relative’.

(95)  Un homme lisant un journal dans la rue est un espion.

(96)  A man reading a newspaper in the street is a spy.

(97)   ’ˆîsû     haqqoœreœ’                    ’ˆît◊o®n       baœr´hΩob≈        hu®’  m´raggeœl43 (Siloni 1995:446)
man REL-reading(MS PTCP) newspaper  in-the-street   he   spy 

                                                                                                                                                                
‘who sanctified’); 29.17 (hannimsΩ´}u® ‘who were found’); 2 Chr 1.4 (baheœk≈ˆîn ‘in (the place) where he established’);
29.36 (haheœk≈ˆîn ‘what he established’).

42 Although Siloni argues that the haC- in semi-relatives is semantically distinct but homophonous with the
haC- of the definite article (1995:452-53), it would not significantly change the analysis is there was only one
polysemous morpheme haC-.

43 In all Modern Hebrew examples in this chapter, I have altered the transcription of the examples in order to
accord with the transcription system that I have adopted in this work (see p. vi).
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Siloni compares the synonymous pair in (98)-(99) to illustrate that haC- can function

syntactically just like the more common Modern Hebrew relative word sûeC-.

(98)   hinneœ haœ’isû       sûeho®sûeœb≈                    raq    ’al     kesep≈ (Siloni 1995:447)
here   the-man REL-think(MS PTCP) only  about money

(99)   hinneœ haœ’isû       haœho®sûeœb≈                   raq    ’al      kesep≈ (Siloni 1995:447)
here   the-man REL-think(MS PTCP)  only  about money

‘here is the man who thinks only about money’

Siloni does, however, describe at least seven characteristics which differentiate haC- semi-

relatives from sûeC- full relatives.  Table 2, taken from Siloni (1995:452), lists the differences.

Table 2
Distinctions between sûeC- and haC-/Semi-Relatives in Modern Hebrew

sûeC- Relatives haC-/Semi-Relatives
Verbal form
Copular pronoun
Negation
Topicalization
wh-elements
Relativized element

finite (+tense)
obligatory
possible
possible
obligatory
subject/object/. . .

participial (-tense)
impossible
impossible
impossible
impossible
subject only

Following Siloni’s lead, we can now propose a ‘relative’ explanation for those BH

constructions in which an indefinite noun is followed by a definite participle, as in (100).44

(100)   hinne®    hΩag≈           yhwh    b´sûilo®      miyyaœmˆîm yaœmˆîma® }∞sûer misΩsΩ´p≈o®na®  l´b≈e®t◊ }eœl   mizr´hΩa®
behold festival.of Yhwh   in-Shiloh from-years years-to  REL from-north to-Bethel east-to

hasûsûemesû  limsilla®    haœ{oœla®                       mibbe®t◊ }eœl    sû´k≈ema®
the-sun     to-highway REL-ascend(FS PTCP) from-Bethel Shechem-to

‘see—the festival of Yhwh (is) at Shiloh from year to year, which is north of Bethel, on the east of a
highway that goes up from Bethel to Shechem’ (Judg 21.19)

In (100) the indefinite noun m´silla® ‘highway’ is modified by the definite participle haœ{oœla® ‘the-

going up’.  This construction is similar to those provided in (91)-(94) in that the morpheme

                                                  
44 For additional examples, see Gen 49.17; Exod 26.12; Lev 16.16; 1 Sam 25.10; Isa 65.2; Jer 27.3; 46.16;

50.16; 51.25; Ezek 2.3; 28.16; 32.22, 24; 41.11; 47.2; Prov 26.1; Song 4.5; Dan 9.26; 2 Chr 31.6.
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haC- is used to introduce a relative clause.  What is significant about identifying examples like

(100) as relative clauses is that such constructions have most often been analyzed as ‘attributive

participles’.  However, since agreement in definiteness (i.e., either both the head and the

participle have the definite article or neither do) is a defining criterion for attributive

participles, the possible lack of agreement in definiteness, as in (100), strongly suggests that

such examples should be given a different analysis.

Accepting the proposal that the Hebrew morpheme haC- may function as a relative

word in cases such as (100) allows us to consider a similar analysis for BH adjectival

constructions in which the noun is indefinite but the adjective is definite, as in (101).45

(101)   w´saœra®                                 meœ{aœlaœyw           ru®ahΩ  haœraœ{a®
and-depart(3FS PERF MOD)  from-upon-him  spirit  REL-evil(FS)

‘and a spirit that (was) evil would depart from him’ (1 Sam 16.23)

Reference grammars often refer to the construction in (101) as an “exception” (Waltke

and O’Connor 1990:621; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:514) or “an apparent discrepancy in

definiteness” (Waltke and O’Connor 1990:260).  It is common to propose either that the

Hebrew text is mistaken (in terms of the consonants or vocalization) or that the nouns are

inherently definite; thus, grammarians miss the connection with the haC- relative construction.

Rather than assuming that the Masoretic text is corrupt or that the Masoretes who preserved

and recorded the vocalization of the text were mistaken, clauses like those in (101) should be

analyzed as haC- relatives.  A relative analysis avoids the problem of either “stretching” the

                                                  
45 For additional examples, see Gen 21.29; 41.26; Lev 11.10; 1 Sam 6.18; 12.23; 19.22; 2 Sam 12.4; 1 Kgs

7.8, 12; 2 Kgs 20.13; Jer 6.16, 20; 17.2; Ezek 9.2; 21.19; 40.28, 31; Zech 4.7; Psa 104.18; Song 7.10; Qoh 11.5;
Neh 9.35; 2 Chr 23.20.
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grammar so that attributive adjectives do not have to agree with the modified noun in

definiteness, or altering the text of the Hebrew Bible.

BH haC- relatives differ from Modern Hebrew haC- relatives in one significant way:

BH haC- relatives clearly include tensed verbs, whereas Modern Hebrew haC- relatives do not.

(In fact, the examples with a perfect verb are the very constructions that first alerted Hebraists

to the role of haC- as a relative clause complementizer.)  Aside from this issue, we can affirm

every other distinction for haC- relatives in Siloni’s analysis (listed above in Table 2):46 to all

appearances, BH haC- relatives do not allow the presence of copular pronouns, negation,

topicalization, or wh-elements, and relativize and refer only to the subject constituent.47  I will

also add that haC- relatives do not resume their heads overtly, since that would entail a subject

pronoun within the relative and such pronominal resumption does not occur in these relatives.

Once we recognize the relativizer status of haC-, we are then able to notice that haC-

relatives act very much like other relatives in the following ways.  First, covertly headed haC-

relatives (102) occur in BH.

(102)  w´{eœmeq         hasíiddˆîm    be}§roœt◊  be}§roœt◊ hΩeœmor wayyaœnusu®              melek≈   s´d≈oœm wa{∞moœra®
and-valley.of the-Siddim pits       pits      tar       and-flee(3MP PAST) king.of Sodom and-Gomorah

wayyipp´lu®             sûaœmma® w´hannisû}aœrˆîm                     hera®    naœsu®
and-fall(3MP PAST) there     and-Ø-REL-remain(MPL PTCP PASS)  hill-to flee(3CP PERF)

‘and the valley of Siddim had many tar pits and the kings of Sodom and Gomorah fled and the fell
there and Ø(those) who remained fled to the hills’ (Gen 14.10)

                                                  
46 In contrast, BH full relatives differ from Siloni’s analysis of Modern Hebrew full relatives in that neither

copular pronouns or initial wh-elements in free relatives are obligatory in BH.

47 The ‘subject constituent’ here refers to the constituent which is the subject within the relative clause, not to
the role that the relativized constituent plays in the matrix clause.  This means that the DP/NP which is the head of
the entire relative clause is always considered the subject of the verb/participle that exists within the relative
clause.  In other words, there are no Hebrew ha- relatives in which the verb/participle within the relative clause
actually has as its subject an overt noun present within the relative clause: resumption does not occur in haC-
relatives.
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(102) illustrates the relatively common headless haC- relative.  The content of the relative,

hannisû}aœrˆîm ‘(those) who remained’, makes clear that the referent of the relative cannot be the

kings of Sodom and Gormorah; ‘those who remained’ can only refer to the other three kings

mentioned in Genesis 14.8: the kings of Admah, Zeboiim, and Bela.  I mention this to establish

that the haC- relative in (102) cannot be an extraposed relative, modifying some constituent

earlier in the verse.  Instead, the null head which the haC- relative modifies must be

coreferential with the three other kings (from 14.8) who did not succumb to the tar pits.

Second, (103) illustrates the stacking of haC- relatives.  The noun modified by all the

haC- relatives, Yhwh, is presented in the initial clause.  Each relative provides an additional

activity of Yhwh, activities that provide the motivation for the Psalmist’s call to bless Yhwh.

(103)  2baœr∞k≈ˆî              nap≈sûˆî      }et◊    yhwh w´}al        tisûk´hΩˆî                kol      g´mu®la œyw
bless(2FS IMV) soul-my  ACC Yhwh and-NEG  forget(2FS MOD) all.of   benefits-his
3hassoœleœah Ω                   l´k≈ol       {∞woœneœk≈ˆî
REL-forgive(MS PTCP) to-all.of   iniquity-your

haœroœp≈eœ}                  l´k≈ol       tahΩ∞lu}aœyk≈ˆî
REL-heal(MS PTCP) to-all.of  diseases-your
4haggo®}eœl                    misûsûahΩat◊  hΩayyaœyk≈ˆî
REL-redeem(MS PTCP) from-pit   life-your

ham{at√t√´reœk≈ˆî                              hΩesed≈      w´rahΩ∞m î̂m
REL-crown(MS PTCP CAUS)-you  kindness  and-compassion
5hammasíbˆîa{                       bat√t√o®b≈           {ed≈yeœk≈
REL-satiate(MS PTCP CAUS)  in-goodness  ornament-your

‘Bless Yhwh, O my soul, and do not forget all his benefits—
(he) who forgives all your iniquity,
(he) who heals all your diseases,
(he) who redeems your life from the pit,
(he) who crowns you (with) kindness and compassion,
(he) who satiates your ornaments with goodness’ (Psa 103.2-5)48

                                                  
48 See also Psa 33.15; 104.3; 113.5-6; 144.10; 147.8; Job 9.4-7.
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Finally notice that the nearest antecedent for the first haC- relative clause in (103) is the 3MS

pronominal suffix on ‘his benefits’ (which itself refers back to the proper noun Yhwh).  This

suggests that haC- relatives, like }∞sûer and sûeC- relatives (see above in 2.2.1 and 2.3,

respectively), may modify a pronominal suffix.

Up to this point I have presented an overview of the various BH words which introduce

relative clauses.  In the process, I have noted syntactic features of BH relatives, including the

variety of syntactic positions within the matrix clause in which a relative can reside and

whether the relative has an overt head.  It is now time to turn to an internal feature of BH

relatives that may have significant semantic or pragmatic functions: resumption.

2.5. RESUMPTION AND BH RELATIVE CLAUSES

The next criterion by which we may distinguish types of BH relative clauses is whether

they contain an element which syntactically and semantically resumes the head of the relative

(see Kautzsch 1910:445, 486-88; Peretz 1967: 86-93; Waltke and O’Connor 1990:333-34;

Joüon and Muraoka 1993:596-97).  Using }∞sûer, the minimal pairs in (104)-(105) illustrate this

feature: (104)a) and (105)a) do not contain resumption (the gap [__] marks the place where the

resumption would occur if present) while (104)b) and (105)b) do contain resumption.

(104) 
a)   wayyasΩsΩeœb≈                   ya{∞qoœb≈   masΩsΩeœb≈a®     bammaœqo®m  }∞sûer  dibber                  }itto®        ___

and-set up(3MS PAST) Jacob      pillar          in-the-place   REL   speak(3MS PERF)  with-him

‘and Jacob set up a pillar in the placei thati he [God] had spoken with him ___ i’  (Gen 35.14)

b)   wayyiqraœ}                   ya{∞qoœb≈  }et◊    sûeœm           hammaœqo®m }∞sûer   dibber                 }itto®
and-call(3MS PAST)    Jacob     ACC  name.of    the-place       REL    speak(3MS PERF) with-him

sûaœm   }§loœhˆîm  be®t◊ }eœl
there  God      Bethel

‘and Jacob named the placei thati God had spoken with him therei ‘Bethel” (Gen 35.15)
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In (104)a) the head of the relative clause, maœqo®m ‘place’, is not resumed within the relative

clause, leaving an adjunct gap.  In contrast, the head DP, maœqo®m, in (104)b) is resumed by the

deictic adverb sûaœm ‘there’.  Whereas the minimal pair in (104) illustrates the feature of

resumption at the adjunct position within the relative clause, the pair in (105) illustrates

resumption at the object position.

(105) 
a)    l´ho®sΩˆî}aœm                            meœ}eresΩ          misΩraœyim }el  }eresΩ  }∞sûer  tart î̂

to-go out(INF CAUS)-them  from-land.of   Egypt        to   land  REL    explore(1CS PERF) ___

laœhem
for-them

‘to bring them from the land of Egypt to a landi thati I explored ___i for them’ (Ezek 20.6)

b)   wayyo®sΩˆî}u®                              dibbat◊              haœ}aœresΩ   }∞sûer  taœru®                      }oœt◊a®h    }el
and-go out(3MP PAST CAUS)  evil report.of   the-land   REL   explore(3P PERF)  ACC-it  to

b´ne®      yisíraœ}eœl
sons.of  Israel

‘and they brought to the Israelites an evil report of the landi thati they explored it i’  (Num 13.32)

The head, }eresΩ ‘land’, in (105)a) is not resumed within the relative clause, leaving a gap at the

object position.  In (105)b), though, the head DP haœ}aœresΩ ‘the land’ is resumed at the object

position within the relative clause, manifested as }oœt◊a®h, the 3FS pronominal suffix attached to

the accusative function word.  These two sets of minimal pairs not only illustrate that BH

relatives can either include or omit resumptive constituents, they also illustrate the variety of

constituents that BH allows as resumption.

There are three basic resumptive strategies in BH: resumption by a (clitic or

independent) pronoun (106); resumption by a semantically related adverb (107)a)-(107)b) or
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noun (107)c); and resumption by a full copy of the head DP (108).49

(106) 
a)    w´k≈ipper                             hakkoœheœn   }∞sûer    yimsûahΩ                  }oœt◊o®

and-atone(3MS PERF MOD)  the-priest     REL     anoint(3MS IMPF)  ACC-him

‘and the priesti whoi one anoints himi. . . shall make atonement’ (Lev 16.32)

b)   }asûre®         haœ{aœm       sûeyhwh         }§loœhaœyw
happy.of  the-people REL-Yhwh     god-its

‘happy is the peoplei whoi itsi god is Yhwh’ (Psa 144.15)

c)    z´k≈oœr . . .                    har         sΩˆîyo®n  ze®   sûaœk≈antaœ                bo®
remember(2MS IMV)  mount.of Zion  REL dwell(2MS PERF)  in-it

‘remember . . . Mount Zioni, whichi you dwelt in iti’ (Psa 74.2)

(107) 
a)    {ad≈     hammaœqo®m   }∞sûer  haœya®                 sûaœm   }oh•loœ (Kt)   batt´hΩilla®

until  the-place         REL   be(3MS PERF)   there   tent-his        in-the-beginning

‘up to the placei thati his tent was therei at the beginning’ (Gen 13.3)

b)  3y´ru®sûaœlayim . . .  4sûesûsûaœm     {aœlu®                       sû´b≈aœt√ˆîm  sûib≈t√e®       ya®h
Jerusalem . . .        REL-there  ascend(3CP PERF) tribes,     tribes.of  Yah

‘Jerusalemi, whichi the tribes, tribes of Yah would ascend therei’  (Psa 122.3-4)

c)   kol     t´p≈illa® k≈ol    t´hΩinna®        }∞sûer  t◊ihye®              l´k≈ol        haœ}aœd≈aœm l´k≈oœl       {amm´k≈aœ
all.of prayer all.of supplication REL  be(3FS IMPF)  to-all.of   the-man  to-all.of  people-your

yisíraœ}eœl }∞sûer  yeœd≈´{u®n               }ˆîsû    neg≈a{            l´b≈aœb≈o®
Israel     REL   know(3MP IMPF) man affliction.of  heart-his

‘every prayer, every supplication which comes from any man, any of your peoplei, Israel, whoi

eachi knows the affliction of his heart’ (1 Kgs 8.38)

                                                  
49 This type of resumption appears to be rare in BH.  The only other examples I have identified are Gen 13.16;

50.13; Josh 22.31 (which some treat as an example of a causal }∞sûer, cf. Soggin 1972:211; NJPS; but see below,
5.4), 1 Sam 2.23, and Qoh 9.9 (which is sometimes emended, cf. Murphy 1992:89).

Kautzsch (1910:445, fn. 1) suggests that Gen 49.30 is also an example of resumption by means of a fully copy
of the head DP.  However, in this verse, it is simpler to take the final relative clause, ‘}∞sûer Abraham bought the
field from …’ as modification of the nearest antecedent, ‘the land of Canaan’ (or perhaps ‘Mamre, in the land of
Canann’) rather than as modification of the distant DP ‘the field of Machpelah’.  Thus, the sequence of relatives is
better analyzed and translated as follows: ‘In the cave which is in the field of Machpelah, which is near Mamre, in
the land of Canaan, where Abraham bought the field from Ephron the Hittite as a burial site.
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(108)   loœ}     k≈abb´rˆît◊ . . .                 }∞sûer  heœmma® heœp≈eœru®                 }et◊    b´rˆît◊ˆî             w´}aœnoœk≈ˆî
NEG   like-the-covenant . . .  REL    they      break(3CP PERF)  ACC  covenant-my  and-I

baœ{altˆî                  b≈aœm
marry(1CS PERF)  in-them

‘not like the covenanti, . . . whichi they broke my covenanti, though I married them’ (Jer 31.32)

The resumptive constituent may serve in the subject/nominative50 position within the

relative (109)-(110), in the object/accusative position (111)-(112), or in an adjunct/oblique

(113)-(116).

(109)   u®b≈aœnˆît◊aœ                               maœsΩo®r         {al     haœ{ˆîr   }∞sûer hˆî} {oœsía®                     {imm´k≈aœ  milhΩaœma®
and-build(2MS PERF MOD) seigework  upon the-city REL  it    make(3FS PTCP)  with-you war

‘and you shall build a seige-wors against the cityi thati iti is making war with you’ (Deut 20.20)

(110)   }al     tir}u®nˆî                    sûe}∞nˆî   sû´hΩarhΩoœret◊
NEG  see(2MS MOD)-me  REL-I   dark

‘do not look at mei whoi I i am dark’ (Song 1.6)

(111)   raq    loœ}   haœya®                k≈´}ahΩ}aœb≈ . . . }∞sûer   heœsatta®               }oœt◊oi          }ˆîzeb≈el  }isûto®
only NEG  be(3MS PERF) like-Ahab . . . REL    incite(3FS PERF) ACC-him   Jezebel  wife-his

‘certainly there was no one like Ahabi...whoi Jezebel, his wife, incited himi’ (1 Kgs 21.25)

(112)   w´síaœneœ}t◊ˆî                }∞n î̂  }et◊  kol     {∞maœl î̂ . . .   sûe}ann î̂hΩennu®                  laœ}aœd≈aœm
and-hate(1CS PERF)  I   ACC all.of  toil-my . . . REL-leave(1CS IMPF)-it   to-the-man

sûe®yihye®                  }ahΩ∞raœy
REL-be(3MS IMPF)  after-me

‘and I hate all of my toili, . . . whichi I must leave it i to the man who comes after me’ (Qoh 2.18)

                                                  
50 We must distinguish between resumptive elements which are the actual subject or object within a relative,

such as the subject examples in (109) and (110), and (clitic) pronominal resumptive elements that are attached to
the subject or object within the relative (i.e., the resumptive is in an NP-internal position), such as the subject
example in (106)b).  There are numerous cases of the latter type of resumption; however, full resumption by
means of e.g., an independent pronoun, in the subject position is extremely rare in BH (there are only 40 examples
in the Hebrew Bible) and most of the examples exist within verbless or participial relatives. The 40 examples
break down in the following way.  There are 30 cases of resumption in verbless clauses within a relative (Gen 7.2,
8; 9.3; 17.12; 30.33; Lev 11.29, 39; Num 9.13; 17.5; 35.31; Deut 17.15; 20.15; 29.14; 1 Kgs 8.41; 9.20; 2 Kgs
25.19; Jer 40.7; Ezek 12.10; 20.9; 43.19; Hag 1.9; Psa 16.3; Song 1.6; Ruth 4.15; Qoh 4.2; 7.26; Neh 2.13, 18; 2
Chr 6.32; 8.7).  There are only 5 examples of subject resumption in finite verbal clauses (1 Kgs 8.38; 2 Kgs 22.13;
Ezek 14.5; Ruth 4.11; Qoh 9.9); only 1 of these is resumption by an independent pronoun (2 Kgs 22.13), whereas
the remainder exhibit resumption by a coreferential non-pronominal noun phrase.  Finally, there are only 5
examples of subject resumption in participial clauses within relatives: Exod 5.8; Num 14.8; Deut 20.20, 1 Sam
10.19; Neh 2.13.  See 5.3 for further discussion of subject resumption.
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(113)   }ˆîsû     }∞sûer yitten                  lo ®        haœ}§loœh î̂m {oœsûer   u®n´k≈aœsˆîm     w´k≈aœb≈o®d≈
man  REL   give(3MS IMPF)  to-him the-god    riches  and-wealth  and-honor

‘a mani thati God gives to himi riches and wealth and honor’ (Qoh 6.2)

(114)   }al     tib≈t√´hΩu®               b≈ind≈ˆîb≈ˆîm b´b≈en      }aœd≈aœm  sûe}e®n                 lo ®         t◊´sûu®{a®
NEG  trust(2MP MOD)  in-nobles in-son.of  man     REL-NEG EXST   to-him deliverance

‘do not trust in nobles, in a mani thati there does not belong to himi (the ability to accomplish)
deliverance’ (Psa 146.3)

(115)   kˆî        t◊o®reœm                          }et◊    hadderek≈ hat√t√o®b≈a ®   }∞sûer yeœl´k≈u®                b≈a®h
when  teach(2MS IMPF)-them ACC the-way     the-good  REL  walk(3MP IMPF)  in-it

‘when you teach them the good wayi thati they shall walk in it i’ (1 Kgs 8.36)

(116)   z´k≈oœr ...                       har          sΩˆîyo®n  zeh  sûaœk≈antaœ                 bo®
remember(2MS IMV)   mount.of  Zion   REL  dwell(2MS PERF)  in-it

‘remember. . . Mount Zioni, whichi you dwelt in it i’ (Psa 74.2)

While it may seem that resumption within the BH relative clause may occur in any position, we

must carefully sort out the types of resumption that are obligatory and those that are optional

(but see below and 5.3, where I qualify this ‘optionality’).  First, as in Modern Hebrew (see

Sells 1984:65; Glinert 1989:364; Shlonsky 1992:444-47) resumption is obligatory in BH

relatives when the head noun corresponds to an NP-internal position within the relative; that is,

when the head noun corresponds to a possessive position within the relative, a

resumptive/possessive pronoun must be present, as in (117).

(117)   }∞b≈aœl   }∞sûeœmˆîm  }∞nahΩnu®  {al      }aœhΩˆînu®          }∞sûer  raœ}ˆînu®               sΩaœrat◊            nap≈sûo®
surely guilty      we         upon  brother-our  REL    see(1CP PERF)  distress.of   life-his

b´hit◊hΩan´no®            }eœle®nu® w´loœ}      sûaœmaœ{nu®
in-implore(INF)-his to-us   and-NEG hear(1CP PERF)

‘surely we are guilty concerning our brotheri whoi we saw the distress of hisi life when he implored
us but we did not listen’ (Gen 42.21)

BH also contains grammatical constraints on resumption for oblique complements

within relatives.  In other words, as in Modern Hebrew, there is constraint on preposition
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stranding in BH (for Modern Hebrew, see Cole 1976; Borer 1984:220, fn. 1; Glinert 1989:362;

and Shlonsky 1992).  First, consider the Modern Hebrew pair in (118)-(119).

(118)   zeh   haœ{eœt◊       sûe}∞nˆî   ko ®t◊eœb≈  bo®
that   the-pen  that-I    write   in-it

‘that’s the peni thati I write with iti’

(119)   *zeh  haœ{eœt◊      sûe}∞nˆî   ko ®t◊eœb≈ b-   ___
 that  the-pen  that-I    write   in-

 ‘that’s the peni thati I write with ___i’

Preposition stranding is the phenomenon wherein the preposition remains behind after the

object/complement of the preposition has been moved up in the clause, as in the English

example that’s the pen that I write with (see Haegeman 1994:375).  As we can see from the

ungrammaticality of example (119), Modern Hebrew does not allow the stranding of

prepositions.  Such a constraint operates in BH as well, since bare prepositions (i.e.,

prepositions without a pronominal or full DP object) do not exist.  Thus, either the preposition

and the (resumptive) object are both present, or neither are present, as in (120)-(121),

respectively.51

                                                  
51 The BH example in (121) allows the absence of the PP following the verb within the relative while the

Modern Hebrew example in (119) does not allow such absence; thus, there appears to be difference in the syntax
of the two stages of Hebrew.

The most significant feature distinguishing BH from Modern Hebrew concerns resumption at the subject
position within the relative.  Modern Hebrew (i) does not allow such resumption (see Shlonsky 1992), whereas BH
does (ii), although, admittedly, it is rare, and it has a pragmatic function (see 5.3).

(i) haœ}ˆîsû      sûe-*hu®}     }oheœb≈  }et◊    rinnaœ (Shlonsky 1992:445)
the-man that ___/*he  loves  ACC  Rina
‘the mani whoi ___i loves Rina’ 

(ii) w´}attem  hayyo®m m´}astem            }et◊    }§loœhe®k≈em }∞sûer hu®}  mo®sûˆî∞{              laœk≈em
and-you   the-day  reject(2MP PERF) ACC  god-your  REL  he   saves(MS PTCP) to-you
‘and you today have rejected your godi whoi hei saves you’ (1 Sam 10.19)
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(120)   bammaœqo®m  }∞sûer   yib≈hΩar                      yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ     bo®
in-the-place   REL    choose(3MP IMPF)   Yhwh  god-your   in-it

‘in the placei thati Yhwh your god chooses it i’ (Deut 12.18)52

(121)   }el  hammaœqo®m }∞sûer  yib≈hΩar                    yhwh   ___
 to  the-place      REL    choose(3MS IMPF)  Yhwh

‘to the placei thati Yhwh chooses ___i’  (Deut 12.26)

Not only does BH have a preposition stranding constraint, it also does not allow pied-

piping.  Pied-piping is the creative label for the linguistic process whereby the noun within a

prepositional phrase is relativized and the preposition is kept with the relativized noun, i.e., I

rode in the car becomes the car in whichi I rode ti.  In English, pied-piping involving phrases

such as in which, with which, etc., is always legitimate (Haegeman 1994:375), but the opposite

is true in BH: it is never legitimate.53  When a preposition precedes the relative word in BH

(e.g., ba}∞sûer, ka}∞sûer), the preposition belongs to the matrix clause, not to the following relative

clause.

When the head of a relative is resumed at the object position within BH relatives, the

pattern is similar to what we find in resumption at the adjunct/oblique position.  When the

                                                  
52 Furthermore, the BH verb [b-hΩ-r] ‘to choose’ exhibits resumption (either with the accusative }et◊, and the

oblique, introduced by the preposition b) as well as the lack of resumption.  Since resumption with this verb cannot
be obligatory, given that it takes two complements and yet can stand the lack of resumption (in any case, there is
no discernible semantic difference between the two complements), I suggest that the presence of a resumptive
constituent is needed to disambiguate the head (e.g., Num 16.5; 1 Sam 10.24; 1 Kgs 11.32 [cf. 1 Kgs 11.36]; 1 Kgs
11.34) or is pragmatically motivated (e.g., Judg 10.14; Isa 41.8 [cf. Isa 43.10]; Jer 33.24).  See 5.3, fn. 12.

53 In the entire Hebrew Bible, out of over 600 examples of a preposition followed by }∞sûer, there are only four
examples for which it has been suggested that the preposition appears to belong better with the relative clause than
with the matrix clause: Gen 31.32; Isa 47.12; Ezek 23.40; and Psa 119.49.  However, the parallelism in Isa 47.12
and the verb within the relative in Ezek 23.40 suggests that the prepositions preceding the }∞sûer in these two
examples are part of the matrix clause and that the }∞sûer clause is a null relative.  See Van Dyke Parunak
(1996:109), who suggests a possible pragmatic solution to Gen 31.32.  Psa 119.49 remains unclear.
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object marker }et◊ /}oœt◊- is present, a resumptive noun or pronoun is obligatory, as in (122), and

when resumption is lacking, so also must the object marker be absent, as in (123).  What

remains to be explained is why the object marker is not consistently present or absent.

(122)   u®sû´martem                        }et◊     hΩuqqoœt◊ay  w´}et◊      misûpaœt√ay         }∞sûer ya{∞síe®        }oœt◊aœm
and-keep(2MP PERF MOD) ACC  statues-my and-ACC ordinances-my  REL  do(3MS IMPF) ACC-them

haœ}aœd≈aœm     waœhΩay                              baœhem
the-man      and-live(3MS PERF MOD) in-them

‘and you shall keep my statutes and my ordinancesi, whichi (if) a man does themi, he shall live by
them’ (Lev 18.5)

(123)   u®b≈´misûpaœt√e®k≈aœi                hΩaœt√´}u®             b≈aœm     }∞sûer  ya{∞síe®             }aœd≈aœm  ___
and-in-ordinances-your sin(3CP PERF) in-them REL   do(3MS IMPF)  man

w´hΩaœya®                            b≈aœhem
and-live(3MS PERF MOD) in-them

‘and against your ordinances—they sinned again themi, whichi (if) a man does ___i, he will live by
them’ (Neh 9.29)

From this short survey, we are left with the following facts about resumption in BH

relatives: 1) resumption is obligatory when the resumptive pronoun is possessive; and 2)

resumption is both present and absent in the accusative and oblique positions, with the

qualification that if the accusative or oblique particles are present, so must the clitic pronoun be

present.  A preposition stranding constraint, a constraint on pied-piping—neither of these

explain why resumption in BH is present sometimes and absent others, as we see in (120)-

(123).   So, can we say anything that is explanatory about resumption?

In order to investigate the motivation of resumption or the lack of resumption in BH

relative clauses, we will start by examining relatives containing verbless clauses.  The

examples in (124)-(127) establish that BH verbless relative clauses may consist of a lone
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constituent.  Every type of constituent is available for these relatives, although PP predicates

are by far the most common and NP predicates are the most rare.54

(124)  Prepositional Phrase Predicate
u®b≈´}arba{     {esíre® sûaœna®  baœ}                      k≈´d≈aœrlaœ{oœmer w´hamm´laœk≈ˆîm }∞sûer  }itto®
and-in-four  teen  year  come(3MS PERF) Cedorlaomer  and-the-kings       REL   with-him

‘and in the fourteenth year, Cedorlaomer and the kings that were with him, came’ (Gen 14.5)

(125)  Adverb Phrase Predicate
wayyo®resû                              }et◊    haœ}emoœrˆî    }∞sûer  sûaœm
and-dispossess(3MS PAST)  ACC  the-Amorites  REL    there

‘and he dispossessed (Qr) the Amorites that were there’  (Num 21.32)

(126)  Adjectival Phrase Predicate
a)   u®z´k≈artem                                   }et◊    dark≈e®k≈em   haœraœ{ˆîm  u®ma{al´le®k≈em }∞sûer loœ}    t√o®b≈ˆîm

and-remember(2MS PERF MOD) ACC  ways-your the-evil   and-deeds         REL    NEG    good(MP)

‘and you shall remember your evil ways and your deeds that were not good’  (Ezek 36.31)

b)  hakkoœh∞nˆîm }∞sûer  q´ro®b≈ˆîm  layhwh
the-priests      REL    near(MP)   to-Yhwh

‘ the priests that are near to Yhwh’ (Ezek 42.13)

(127)  Noun Phrase Predicate
kol      y´g≈ˆî{ay       loœ}   yimsΩ´}u®              lˆî        {aœwoœn   }∞sûer  hΩeœt√}
all.of   labors-my  NEG  find(3MP IMPF)  to-me  iniquity   REL    sin

‘ (in) all my labors, they do not find in me an iniquity that is sin’ (Hos 12.9)

From the examples, we can see that in one part verbless relative clauses, the single constituent

must be a constituent that is appropriate as a predicate of the head.  Thus, in each of the cases,

if we dropped the relative word, we should end up with a grammatical construction, e.g., the

kings are with him, the Amorites are there, your deeds are not good, the priests are near

Yhwh, an iniquity is sin.

There are many cases of verbless relative clauses, though, that contain a constituent

which would not constitute an appropriate predicate.  Therefore, BH uses a resumptive

                                                  
54 See also Gen 3.3 (PP), 2 Sam 3.19 (AdjP); 2 Kgs 23.16, 20 (AdvP).
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constituent (e.g., a subject pronoun, cliticized pronoun attached to a PP, or Adverb) in order to

“save” the relative clause from semantic failure (cf. Peretz 1967:90; Van Dyke Parunak 1996).

Consider the examples in (128)-(130).55

(128)  kol       }eresΩ   hahΩ∞wˆîla®  }∞sûer  sûaœm  hazzaœhaœb≈
all.of   land.of  the-Havila  REL    there  the-gold

‘all the land of Havilai, whichi there is gold therei’ (Gen 2.11)

(129)  u®r´}e®                        min  hammaœqo®m }∞sûer }atta® sûaœm
and-look(2MS IMV) from the-place        REL  you  there

‘and look from the placei thati you are therei’ (Gen 13.14)

(130)  loœ}    nu®k≈al                la{∞sío®t◊       haddaœb≈aœr hazzeh  laœt◊eœt◊             }et◊    }∞hΩoœt◊eœnu®   l´}ˆîsû   }∞sûer lo®
NEG able(1CP IMPF)  to-do(INF) the-thing the-this to-give(INF) ACC  sister-our to-man REL  NEG

{orla®
foreskin

‘we are not able to do this thing, to give our sister to a mani whoi there is a foreskin to himi’ (Gen
34.14)

With this type of resumption, if the resumptive constituent was not present and we dropped the

relative word, the relationship between the head of the relative and the remaining constituent

could not possibly be that of subject-predicate.  For instance, if resumption was absent in (128),

while the (unattested) phrase the land of Havila which is gold is interpretable as a proposition,

it is certainly not the intended proposition; rather than describing Havila as a land in which gold

is basic compositional substance, the intent is clearly to indicate that the substance gold can be

found in the location referred to as the land of Havila.  For examples like (129) and (130), the

necessity of the resumptive constituent is even clearer.  For (129) the (unattested) phrase the

place which you are would be uninterpretable; similarly, for (130), it would be equally bad if

we had the (unattested) phrase to give our sister to a man who is a foreskin.  Thus, the

                                                  
55 See also Gen 1.11, 12; 21.7; 30.35; 38.25; Exod 9.26; 12.13; 20.21; Deut 4.7, 8; 31.13; Judg 18.10; 1 Sam

3.3; 9.10; 10.5; 19.3; 1 Kgs 8.21; 2 Kings 7.7, 10; Ezek 8.3; 2 Chr 6.11.
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resumptive constituent is obligatory for semantic acceptability in these cases—so that the head

of the relative is not misconstrued as the subject within the relative.

For the vast majority of resumptive constituents in verbless relative clauses, like the

examples we have discussed in (128)-(130), resumption is a device to save the construction

from being semantically uninterpretable.  Of course, there are a few examples in which

resumption does not seem to be required.  For example, out of approximately 1200 verbless

relative clauses in the Hebrew there are 32 cases of resumption that are not grammatically

obligatory, as with the subject pronoun resumption in (131) (which I shall address further in

5.3).56

(131)  mikkoœl         habb´heœma® hat√t√´ho®ra®  tiqqahΩ                 l´k≈aœ       sûib≈{a®   sûib≈{a®     }ˆîsû   w´}isûto®
from-all.of   the-animal  the-clean  take(2MS IMPF)  for-you  seven  seven   man and-woman-his

u®min        habb´heœma®  }∞sûer loœ}   t√´hoœra®  h î̂}  sû´nayim  } î̂sû     w´}isûto®
and-from the-animal      REL    NEG  clean       it    two         man  and-woman-his

‘ from every clean animal you shall take for yourself seven pairs, a male and its mate, and from the
animali thati iti is not clean, two, a male and its mate’ (Gen 7.2)

When we move to relative clauses that contain verbal predicates (note that I am

including in this category both finite verbs and participles), the situation becomes slightly more

complex—there are more constituents in a clause that has an overt ‘verb’.  First, let us consider

a few facts about BH verbs in general before addressing resumption in verbal relative clauses.

The examples given in (132)-(135) serve to illustrate that many BH verbs are transitive and

take accusative complements, regardless of whether they are used within relative clauses.

(Note that in each of these relatives, the head is not coreferential with the overt object, that is,

                                                  
56 There are 2 examples that exhibit non-obligatory resumption by the deictic adverb sûaœm ‘there’: Exod 12.30;

Judg 18.10.  The remaining 30 examples of non-obligatory resumption employ the subject pronoun as the
resumptive constituent: Gen 7.8; 9.3; 17.12; 30.33; Lev 11.29, 39; Num 9.13; 17.5; 35.31; Deut 17.15; 20.15;
29.14; 1 Kgs 8.41; 9.20; 2 Kgs 25.19; Jer 40.7; Ezek 12.10; 20.9; 43.19; Hag 1.9; Psa 16.3; Song 1.6; Ruth 4.15;
Qoh 4.2; 7.26; Neh 2.13, 18; 2 Chr 6.32; 8.7.
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there is no resumption of the head; these examples merely illustrate the nature of the transitive

nature of some BH verbs.)

(132)   b´k≈ol      {eœt◊   }∞sûer }∞nˆî roœ}e®             }et◊     mord•k≈ay hayy´hu®d≈ˆî   yo®sûeœb≈            b´sûa{ar     hammelek≈
in-all.of  time REL   I    see(MS PTCP) ACC Morecai   the-Jew        sit(MS PTCP) in-gate.of the-king

‘ in every time that I see ACC Mordecai, the Jew, sitting in the gate of the king’ (Esth 5.13)

(133)  kol       haggo®yim   }∞sûer }aœnoœk≈ˆî  sûoœleœahΩ               }o®t◊k≈aœ        }∞le®hem
all.of   the-nations  REL    I          send(MS PTCP)   ACC-you   unto-them

‘all the nations that I send ACC you to them’ (Jer 25.15)

(134)   u®k≈´ma{∞síe®           }eresΩ       k´na{an }∞sûer }∞nˆî  meœb≈ˆî}              }et◊k≈em     sûaœmma®
and-like-deed.of  land.of  Canaan   REL  I      bring(MS PTCP) ACC-you  there-to

‘and like the deed of the land of Canaan, which I am bringing ACC you there’ (Lev 18.3)

(135)  w´}im       }ettenk≈aœ                     b´yad≈          haœ}∞naœsûˆîm haœ}eœlleh  }∞sûer m´b≈aqsûˆîm     }et◊  nap≈sûek≈aœ
and-COND  give(1CS IMPF)-you  in-hand.of  the-men     the-these REL  seek(MP PTCP) ACC life-your

‘and I shall surely not give you into the hand of these men that seek ACC your life’ (Jer 38.16)

Many BH verbs, however, do not take accusative complements; rather, they take

complements in the oblique—manifested in BH as a prepositional phrase.  As I mentioned

above, though, BH does not allow preposition stranding (i.e., leaving a bare preposition behind

within a relative) or pied-piping (i.e., the relativization of the entire PP).  Thus, in order for

argument structure to be fulfilled, that is, in order for these transitive verbs to be completed, an

oblique complement (i.e., a full prepositional phrase) is required inside the relative clause (cf.

Peretz 1967:90-91; Van Dyke Parunak 1996).  When the pronominal object of the PP

complement happens to coincide with the head of the relative, as in examples (136)-(139),

resumption between the clitic pronoun and the head is the result.
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(136)   k´ma{∞síe®      }eresΩ    misΩrayim }∞sûer  y´sûab≈tem            baœh
like-deed.of  land.of  Egypt         REL   dwell(2MP PERF)  in-it

‘ like the deed of the land of Egypti, whichi you dwelt in iti, you shall not do’ (Lev 18.3)57

(137)  kol  hammisûkaœb≈ }∞sûer yisûkab≈            {aœlaœyw   hazzaœb≈                               yit√maœ}
all    the-bed          REL  lay(3MS IMPF)  upon-it  the-discharging(MS PTCP)  be-unclean(3MS IMPF)

‘all of the bedi thati the discharging one lays upon iti will be unclean’ (Lev 15.4)58

(138)  kˆî           hammaœqo®m }∞sûer }atta® {o®meœd≈          {aœlaœyw   }ad≈mat◊   qoœd≈esû     hu®}
because the-place        REL   you    stand(MS PTCP)  upon-it   land.of  holiness  it

‘because the placei thati you are standing upon iti—it is holy ground’ (Exod 3.5)59

(139)  hΩoœmoœt◊e®k≈aœ  hagg´b≈oœho®t◊ w´habb´sΩuro®t◊  }∞sûer }atta®  boœt√eœahΩ         baœheœn
walls-your   the-high        and-the-fortified  REL  you     trust(MS PTCP)  in-them

‘your high and fortified wallsi thati you trust in themi’ (Deut 28.52)60

In these relative clauses, it would be ungrammatical for the resumptive oblique complement to

be absent.  If we compare BH to English, we see a similar issue.  Unlike BH, English can leave

a preposition stranded (the man who I spoke to), and it can ‘pied-pipe’ the preposition (the man

to whom I spoke); however, the preposition, wherever it is, is obligatory (compare *the man

who I spoke).  Likewise, in BH, if the oblique resumption were not present, the result would be

ungrammatical.  First, the transitive verb would lack the necessary complement.  Second, these

verbs could be interpreted as verbs that take an accusative complement, i.e., the head of the

relative would be interpreted as the complement, resulting in an incorrect argument structure.

                                                  
57 See also Gen 19.29; 24.3 (ptcp), 37; Lev 15.4, 6, 20, 22, 23, 26; Num 13.19; 33.55; 35.34; Josh 24.15; Ezek

37.25.  This verb also takes oblique complements with sûaœm ‘there’.

58 See also Gen 28.13; Lev 15.18, 20, 24, 26; 1 Kgs 3.19.  This verb also takes oblique complements with {im
‘with’, }et◊, ‘with’, and sûaœm ‘there’.

59 See also Gen 19.27 (with sûaœm ‘there’); Exod 8.18; Josh 5.15.  This verb also takes oblique complements
with lip≈ne® ‘before’.

60 See also 2 Kgs 19.10; Isa 37.10; Jer 5.17; 7.14; 17.5, 7; Psa 41.10; 115.8; 135.18.
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Resumption also plays a role with regard to BH verbs that select different types of

complements, e.g., accusative or oblique, depending on the semantic nuance intended.  In these

cases, the resumptive constituent within the relative clause is obligatory for two reasons: to

function as a complement and to specify the semantics of the verb.  Without resumption in

verbs that may take different complements, the semantic nuance of the verb would be

ambiguous.  Consider the minimal pairs in (140)-(143).  (Note that not all of the following

examples contain relative clauses; some are presented merely to illustrate a verb-complement

pair.)

(140)  [y-r-}] ‘to fear/revere’61

a)    keœn    ya{∞síe®             yhwh   }§loœhe®k≈aœ    l´k≈ol    haœ{ammˆîm }∞sûer  }atta®  yaœreœ}
thus   do(3MS IMPF) Yhwh  god-your  to-all.of  the-peoples   REL    you    fear(MS PTCP)

mipp´ne®hem
from-face-their

‘ thus Yhwh your God will do to all the peoplesi thati you are afraid of themi’ (Deut 7.19)

b)   hΩaœb≈eœr }aœnˆî   l´k≈ol    }∞sûer y´reœ}u®k≈aœ                 u®l´sûoœm´re®                         piqqu®d≈e®k≈aœ
friend  I     to-all.of  REL   fear(3CP PERF)-you  and-to-keep(MP PTCP).of  precepts-your

‘ I am a friend to everyone that reveres you and to those who keep your precepts’ (Psa 119.63)62

(141)  [d-r-sû] ‘to seek/inquire’
a)   }eresΩ  }∞sûer yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ  doœreœsû          }oœt◊aœh

land    REL   Yhwh   god-your  seek(MS PTCP)  ACC-it

‘a landi thati Yhwh your God is seeking ACC iti’ (Deut 11.12)63

b)   wayyoœ}mer              sûaœ}u®l  la{∞b≈aœd≈aœyw       baqq´sûu®            lˆî          }eœsûet◊          ba{∞lat◊         }o®b≈
and-say(3MS PAST) Saul   to-servants-his seek(2MP IMV) for-me  woman.of  mistress.of  medium

w´}eœl´k≈a®               }eœle®haœ  w´}ed≈r´sûa®           baœh
and-go(1CS MOD)  to-her  and-seek(1CS MOD)   in-her

‘and Saul said to his servants: seek for me a medium-mistress, and I shall go to her and inquire of
her’ (1 Sam 28.7)

                                                  
61 See Van der Merwe 1992 for a discussion of the verb [y-r-}] and its complements.

62 See also Josh 4.14; Jer 42.11, 16.

63 See also Deut 18.11; 2 Sam 11.3; 2 Kgs 1.2, 3, 6, 16; Isa 8.19; 19.3; 65.1; 2 Chr 17.3.
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(142)  [sû-r-t] ‘to serve’
a)   }et◊      big≈d≈e®hem      }∞sûer  heœmma®  m´sûaœr´t◊ˆäm      baœm

ACC   garments-their  REL     they         serve(MP PTCP)   in-them

‘ their garmentsi thati they serve with themi’ (Ezek 44.19)64

b)   wayyimsΩaœ}                 yo®seœp≈   hΩeœn    b´{e®naœyw    way´sûaœret◊            }oœt◊o®
and-find(3MS PAST)  Joseph  favor  in-eyes-his  and-serve(3MS PAST) ACC-him

‘and Joseph found favor in his eyes and he [i.e., Joseph] served ACC him’ (Gen 39.4)65

(143)  [q-r-}] ‘to proclaim/read/call out/name’
a)   mo®{∞d≈e®     yhwh }∞sûer tiqr´}u®              }oœt◊aœm       miqraœ}e®              qoœd≈esû     }eœlleh heœm

festivals.of Yhwh  REL  proclaim(2MP IMPF)  ACC-them convocations.of holiness these  them

mo®{∞d≈aœy
festivals-my

‘ the festivalsi of Yhwh thati you shall proclaim ACC themi as holy convocations—these are they,
my festivals’ (Lev 23.2)66

b)   hamm´g≈illa® }∞sûer qaœraœ}t◊aœ          baœh   b´}ozne®    haœ{aœm        qaœhΩennaœh             b≈´yaœd≈k≈aœ
the-scroll       REL  read(2MS PERF)   in-it   in-ears.of  the-people take(2MS IMV)-it  in-hand-your

‘ the scrolli thati you have read (OBL) iti in the ears of the people—take it in your hand’ (Jer 36.14)

c)   }al    tihyu®               k≈a}∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈em       }∞sûer qaœr´}u®             }∞le®hem     hann´b≈ˆî}ˆîm haœr ä̂}sûoœnˆîm
NEG be(2MP MOD)  like-ancestors-your REL   call out(3CP PERF)  unto-them the-prophets the-first

. . . w´loœ}  sûaœm´{u®
and-NEG   hear(3CP PERF)

‘do not be like your ancestorsi, whoi the first prophets called out unto (OBL) themi . . . and they
did not listen’ (Zech 1.4)

d)   wayyaœb≈eœ}                    }el   haœ}aœd≈aœm  lir}o®t◊            ma ®    yiqraœ}          lo®
and-bring(3MS PAST)  to   the-man   to-see(INF)  what  call(3MS IMPF)  to-it

‘and [God] brought to the man [every kind of animal] to see what he would name (OBL) it’ (Gen
2.19)

                                                  
64 See also Num 3.3; 4.9, 12, 14; 2 Kgs 25.14; Jer 52.18; Ezek 42.14.

65 See also Gen 40.4.

66 See also Lev 23.4, 37; 1 Chr 6.50.
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Not only is resumption used to avoid ambiguities with the semantics of the verb within

a relative, illustrated in (140)-(143), it is also used to avoid ambiguities regarding the head.  For

instance, in some cases, as in (144)-(146), the resumptive element identifies precisely which

constituent among multiple possible antecedents is in fact the head of the relative.67

(144)  wa}∞sûer   {∞síˆît◊em             lisûne®         malk≈e®      haœ}§moœr î̂         }∞sûer   b´{eœb≈er                 hayyardeœn
and-REL do(2MP PERF)   to-two.of  kings.of   the-Amorites  REL   in-region across   the-Jordan

l´sˆîhΩoœn   u®l´{o®g≈       }∞sûer hehΩ§ramtem                }o®t◊aœm
to-Sihon and-to-Og  REL  put to ban(2MP PERF)  ACC-them

‘and what you did to the two Amorite kings who are in the region across the Jordan, to Sihon and
to Ogi, whoi you put themi to the ban’ (Josh 2.10)

(145)  w´{al       yet◊er             hakkeœl î̂m   hanno®t◊aœrˆîm         baœ{ˆîr           hazzoœ}t◊ 20}∞sûer  loœ}
and-upon remainder.of the-vessels REL-left(MP PTCP) in-the-city  the-this    REL  NEG

l´qaœh Ωaœm                      neb≈u®k≈ad≈ne}sΩsΩar    melek≈   baœb≈el
take(3MS PERF)-them  Nebuchadnezzar  king.of  Babylon

‘and concerning the remainder of the vesselsi left in this city thati Nebuchadnezzar, king of
Babylon, had not taken themi’ (Jer 27.19-20)

(146)  k´b≈ikku®ra®h      b´t√erem qayisΩ   }∞sûer  yir}e®                  haœroœ}e®                   }o®t◊aœh    b´{o®d≈aœh
like-first ripe fig  in-yet       summer  REL  see(3MS IMPF)   the-see(MS PTCP)  ACC-it   in-still-it

b´k≈appo®
in-palm-his

‘ like a first ripe figi before summer, whichi the one who sees it i, while it is still in his palm . . .’ (Isa
28.4)

In (144) if the plural resumption }o®t◊aœm ‘them’ was not present, it would be most natural to

understand the nearest antecedent, just king Og, as the head.  The plural pronoun suffixed to the

accusative marker indicates that both kings, Sihon and Og, are the intended antecedent for the

relative.  In (145), the nearest antecedent for the relative is the feminine singular NP this city.

                                                  
67 See also Exod 6.5; Lev 18.5; 26.54; Num 26.59; 35.25;1 Kgs 21.25; Isa 29.11; 37.4; 41.8-9; Jer 13.25;

19.4; 29.22; Ezek 4.10; 5.16; 20.11, 13, 21; 32.9; Psa 107.2; Ruth 4.15; Ezra 9.11.
There are also a few examples of this use of resumption with verbless clauses: see Ruth 4.15, where the

second relative clause contains a subject pronoun—this resumption is required in order to specify which noun the
relative clause is modifying, the nearest antecedent (‘him’, referring to the boy that was born), or a more distant
antecedent (Ruth, the daughter-in-law).  The 3FS resumptive pronoun clearly specifies that latter as the head.
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However, the masculine plural object pronoun suffixed to the verb indicates that the intended

antecedent is actually the more distant masculine plural NP the vessels.

Similarly, resumption may also serve to disambiguate the syntactic function of the head

within the relative clause.  In other words, without resumption in relatives such as those in

(147)-(148), it would not be clear whether the head of the relative was serving as the subject of

the clause within the relative or as the object (cf. Tsujita 1991).68

(147)  w´k≈ipper                             hakkoœheœn }∞sûer yimsûahΩ           }oœt◊o®
and-atone(3MS PERF MOD)  the-priest    REL   anoint(3MS IMPF) ACC-him

‘and the priesti whoi one anointed himi shall make atonement’ (Lev 16.32)69

(148)  }el ye®hu®} b≈en    nimsûˆî  }∞sûer m´sûaœhΩo®               yhwh l´hak≈r î̂t◊             }et◊   be®t◊          }ahΩ}aœb≈
to  Jehu    son.of  Nimshi  REL  anoint(3MS PERF)-him Yhwh to-cut off(INF) ACC  house.of Ahab

‘ to Jehu, son of Nimshii, whoi Yhwh had anointed himi to cut off the house of Ahab’ (2 Chr 22.7)

In (147) if the resumptive accusative object was not present, then it would be possible, if not

most natural, to interpret the head of the relative as the subject within the relative, producing

‘the priest who anoints’ rather than ‘the priest who is anointed’.  Likewise, in (148) if the clitic

object pronoun were not present within the relative, it would become ambiguous—is Jehu the

subject of the verb or is Yhwh?  If resumption were not present, the reader might make the

mistake of reading the relative as ‘Jehu who anointed Yhwh to cut off the house of Ahab’—the

exact opposite of what is specified by the text!

So, what we have discovered about the function of resumption?  In the vast majority of

relative clauses that contain resumption, the resumptive constituent is necessary in order for the

                                                  
68 See also Exod 28.3; 35.21; 35.26, 29; 36.2; Isa 66.13; Jer 8.2 (3x); 28.9; 44.3; Ezek 36.32; Esth 5.11; 7.5;

10.2; 2 Chr 8.8.

69 See also Exod 25.2; Num 25.35; Deut 29.25.
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clause to be either syntactically or semantically acceptable.  In 5.3, I will propose a pragmatic

explanation for the remaining BH relatives that cannot be explained by the above grammatical

constraints.  Let us now turn to the characteristics of bare, or unmarked, BH relatives.

2.6.  BARE RELATIVES IN BH

Unlike the BH relative clauses presented in the previous sections, there are many

relative clauses in the Hebrew Bible that are not introduced by an overt relative word, such as

}∞sûer, sûeC-, or haC-.  Instead, as I mentioned above in 2.1 (examples (19)-(22)), many relative

clauses appear to be simply juxtaposed to their respective heads.  BH exhibits the same ‘bare’

or ‘unmarked’ relative construction; consider the following BH minimal pair (I have marked

the covert or null element, in this case the covert relative word, with a Ø).70

(149)   w´yagged≈                laœnu®   yhwh    }§loœhe®k≈aœ    }et◊     hadderek≈   }∞sûer neœlek≈                ba®h   w´}et◊
and-tell(3MS MOD)  to-us  Yhwh   god-your   ACC  the-way      REL   walk(1CP IMPF) in-it  and-ACC

haddaœb≈aœr }∞sûer  na{∞síe®
the-thing  REL  do(1CP IMPF)

‘and let Yhwh your God tell us the wayi thati we should walk in iti and the thing which we should
do’ (Jer 42.3)

(150)   w´ho®d≈a{taœ                                       laœhem     }et◊     hadderek≈ Ø yeœl´k≈u®           b≈a®h  w´}et◊
and-know(2MS PERF MOD CAUS)    to-them   ACC  the-way         walk(3MP IMPF)  in-it  and-ACC

hamma{∞síe® }∞sûer ya{∞síu®n
the-work    REL  do(3MP IMPF)

‘and you shall make known to them the wayi Ø(that)i they will  walk in it i and the work which they
will do’ (Exod 18.20)

                                                  
70 The following set of clauses constitutes my database of bare relative clauses: Gen 1.1; 15.13; 24.22; 26.10;

29.25; 39.4; 42.28; 43.18; 49.27; Exod 4.13; 9.4; 14.11; 15.17(2x); 18.20; Lev 7.35; Num 7.13(2x); Deut 32.7, 11,
17, 35; Josh 7.21; Judg 8.1; 1 Sam 6.9; 14.21; 26.14; 2 Sam 20.21; 22.44; 1 Kgs 13.2; Isa 1.30; 6.6; 15.7;
28.16(2x); 30.9; 40.20(2x); 41.2, 24; 42.1, 16(2x); 44.1, 2; 48.17(2x); 51.1(2x), 2, 7, 12(2x); 53.7(2x); 54.1(2x);
55.13; 56.2(2x); 61.10(2x), 11(2x); 62.1; 63.19; 64.2; 65.1(3x); 66.1; Jer 2.6, 8, 11; 5.21; 13.20; 15.14; 23.9, 29;
36.2; 48.36; Ezek 22.24; Hos 4.14; 6.3(2x); Jon 1.10; Mic 5.2; Hab 1.5, 6, 8, 14; 2.5; Zeph 2.1; Zech 6.12; Mal
2.16; Psa 4.8; 5.5; 7.16; 8.9; 9.16, 18; 12.6; 16.4; 17.1; 18.3, 44; 25.12(2x); 32.2, 8; 33.12; 34.9; 35.8; 38.14; 42.2;
51.10; 56.4, 10; 58.5; 65.5(2x); 68.31; 71.18; 74.2(2x); 78.6; 81.6; 83.15(2x); 90.5, 15(2x); 103.5; 118.22;
119.136; 125.1; 129.6; 141.9; Prov 8.32; 26.17; 30.17(2x); Job 1.1; 3.3, 15; 6.17; 7.2(2x); 9.26; 11.16; 13.28;
18.21; 21.27; 28.1; 29.16; 31.12(2x); 36.27; 38.19, 24; Qoh 10.5; Lam 1.10, 14, 21; 3.1; Ezra 1.5; Neh 8.10; 1 Chr
12.24; 15.12; 16.15; 29.3; 38.26; 2 Chr 1.4; 15.11; 16.9; 20.22; 24.11; 28.9; 29.27; 30.19; 31.19.
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The minimal pair in (149) and (150) illustrates that bare relatives in BH may appear in the same

syntactic environments: the bare relative clause in (150) modifies a head in the accusative and

contains an element resuming the head, just as the marked relative clause does in (149).

Like marked BH relatives, bare relatives may modify a variety of head DPs, illustrated

by (151)-(153).

(151)  Unmodified indefinite NP71

}aœnoœk≈ˆî }aœnoœk≈ˆî hu®} Ø  m´nahΩemk≈em                mˆî     }at   wattˆîr} î̂                     meœ}§no®sû    Ø
I           I         he       comfort(MS PTCP)-you  who   you  and-fear(2FS PAST)  from-man

yaœmu®t◊              u®mibben              }aœd≈aœm Ø  hΩaœsΩˆîr    yinnaœt◊eœn
die(3MS IMPF)  and-from-son.of   man          grass    set(3MS IMPF PASS)

‘ I, I and he Ø(who) comforts you; who are you?  You have feared a mani Øi (that) ___i  dies and a
humani Øi (that) ___i  is made (as) grass’ (Isa 51.12)

(152)  Determined NP72

wayyoœ}mru®             }eœlaœyw  } î̂sû         }ep≈rayim  ma®    haddaœb≈aœr hazzeh Ø {aœsíˆît◊aœ         laœnu®
and-say(3MS PAST) to-him  man.of  Ephraim  what  the-thing    the-this       do(2MS PERF) to-us

‘and the men of Ephraim said to him: What is this thingi Øi(that) you have done ___i  to us?’
(Judg 8.1)

(153)  NP in construct with Bare Relative Clause73

{al      keœn   libb î̂          l´mo®}aœb≈    kahΩ∞lil î̂m    yeh§meh              w´libbˆî            }el  }ansûe®     qˆîr  hΩeresí
upon  thus  heart-my   for-Moab  like-flutes  moan(3MS IMPF)  and-heart-my  to   men.of  Kir Heres

kahΩ∞lˆîlˆîm    yeh§meh              {al      keœn    yit◊rat◊               Ø  {aœsía ®                     }aœb≈aœd≈u®
like-flutes  moan(3MS IMPF)  upon  thus   abundance.of        make(3MS PERF)  lose(3CP PERF)

‘ therefore my heart moans like flutes for Moab and my heart moans like flutes for the mean of Kir-
Heres; therefore the abundancei Øi(that) it made ___i  they lost’ (Jer 48.36)

                                                  
71 See also Gen 15.13; Lev 7.35; 2 Sam 22.44; Isa 48.17; Psa 5.5; 18.44; 25.12.

72 See also Isa 53.7; Zeph 2.1; Psa 8.9; 25.12; 33.12.

73 See also Lev 7.35; Deut 32.35; Jer 36.2; Mic 5.2; Psa 4.8; 56.4, 10; Job 3.3; 6.17; 18.21; Lam 1.21; 1 Chr
29.3; 2 Chr 20.22; 24.11; 29.27; 31.19.
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Also like marked relatives, bare BH relatives may modify heads that are coreferential

with the object (accusative object as in (154),74 or oblique object as in (155)),75 or adjunct

(156)76 positions within the relative clause.

(154)   z´k≈oœr                         {∞d≈aœt◊´k≈aœ                 Ø qaœnˆît◊aœ                     qed≈em Ø   gaœ}altaœ
remember(2MS IMV) congregation-your      acquire(2MS PERF)  ancient       redeem(2MS PERF)

sûeœb≈et√      nahΩ∞laœt◊ek≈aœ
tribe.of  inheritance-your

‘remember your congregationi Ø(that)i you acquired long ago, Ø(that)i you redeemed (as) a tribe
of your inheritance’ (Psa 74.2)

(155)   }eœlˆî          sΩu®rˆî        Ø   }ehΩ´se®                 bo®
god-my  rock-my        take refuge(1CS IMPF)  in-him

‘my god (is) my rocki Ø(that) i I take refuge in iti’  (Psa 18.3)

(156)   zoœ}t◊  misûhΩat◊       }ah∞roœn u®misûhΩat◊            baœnaœyw  meœ}isûsûe®                       yhwh  b´yo®m Ø
this   portion.of Aaron   and-portion.of  sons-his from-fire offerings.of Yhwh on-day

hiqrˆîb≈                                 }oœt◊aœm       l´k≈aheœn               layhwh
approach(3MS PERF CAUS) ACC-them  to-be priest(INF) for-Yhwh

‘this is Aaron’s portion and his sons’ portion from Yhwh’s offerings by fire on the dayi Ø(when)i

he brought them near to be priests for Yhwh’ (Lev 7.35)

Furthermore, unlike the syntax of bare relatives in English, bare BH relatives may exist even

when the gap within the relative is the subject position; compare the English and BH examples

in (157) and (158).77

                                                  
74 See also Gen 26.10; 29.25; 42.28; Exod 14.11; 15.17 (2x); Deut 32.17; Judg 8.1; 2 Sam 22.44; Isa 6.6;

42.1.

75 See also Isa 44.1, 2; Jer 2.6; Hab 1.14.

76 See also Exod 18.20; Deut 32.35; Jer 2.6; 36.2; Mic 5.2; Psa 4.8; 56.4, 10; Job 3.3; 6.17; Lam 1.21; 2 Chr
20.22; 24.11; 29.27.

77 See also Gen 49.27; Isa 30.9; 40.20; 53.7 (2x); 56.2 (2x); 61.11 (2x); Psa 5.5; 8.9; 9.18; 25.12; 38.14.
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(157)   the person who/that/*Ø was talking to me (McCawley 1998:433)78

(158)   habbˆît√u®           }el }ab≈raœhaœm }∞b≈ˆîk≈em      w´}el    síaœra®   Ø ___    t´hΩo®lelk≈em
look(2MP IMV) to  Abraham father-your and-to Sarah               bear(3FS IMPF)-you

‘look to Abraham your father and to Sarahi Ø(who)i ___i  bore you’ (Isa 51.2)

Bare BH relatives may also either include79 or omit80 a resumptive element, as in (159) and

(160), respectively.

(159)   yizb´hΩu®                    lasûsûeœd≈ˆîm          Ø  loœ}   }§loœah  }§loœhˆîm Ø  loœ}   y´d≈aœ{u®m
sacrifice(3MP IMPF) to-the-demons      NEG God    gods           NEG know(3CP PERF)-them

‘they sacrifice to demons (who) are not divine, godsi Ø(that)i they have not known themi’ (Deut
32.17)

(160)   bo®r        kaœra®                  wayyahΩp´re®hu®            wayyippoœl                b´sûahΩat◊  Ø  yip≈{aœl
cistern  dig(3MS PERF)   and-dig(3MS PAST)-it  and-fall(3MS PAST) in-pit            make(3MS IMPF)

‘he has made a cistern and dug it out and he has fallen into the piti Ø(that)i he made ___i ’  (Psa
7.16)

Like BH relatives introduced by relative words (except for haC-; see above, 2.4), the relative

clause proper in a bare relative may include any type of verbal(161),81 participial (162),82 or

nominal (163)83 predicate.

                                                  
78 If we removed the auxiliary verb was from (159), the result appears to be a grammatical relative clause

without an overt subject consituent within the relative: the person talking to me . . .  However, this is an example
of a construction called a ‘small clause’, which while similar is technically not a relative clause (see Haegeman
and Guéron 1999:108-12).

79 See also Exod 18.20; Isa 42.1; 44.1, 2; 63.19; Jer 2.6, 8; 5.21; Ezek 22.24; Hab 1.14; Psa 18.3; 32.2; 34.9;
Prov 26.17; Job 3.15; Neh 8.10.

80 See also Gen 15.13; 24.22; 26.10; 29.25; 39.4; 42.28; 49.27; Exod 4.13; 9.4; 14.11; 15.17; Lev 7.35; Num
7.13; Deut 32.11, 35; Josh 7.21; Judg 8.1; 1 Sam 6.9; 26.14; 2 Sam 20.21; 22.44; 1 Kgs 13.2; Isa 1.30; 6.6; 15.7;
28.16; 30.9; 40.20; 41.2, 24; 42.16; 48.17; 51.1, 2, 7, 12; 53.7; 54.1; 55.13; 56.2; 61.10, 11; 62.1; 64.2; 65.1; 66.1;
Jer 2.11; 13.20; 15.14; 23.9, 29; 36.2; 48.36; Hos 4.14; 6.3; Jon 1.10; Mic 5.2; Hab 1.6, 8; Zeph 2.1; Zech 6.12;
Mal 2.16; Psa 4.8; 5.5; 7.16; 8.9; 9.16, 18; 12.6; 16.4; 17.1; 18.44; 25.12; 33.12; 35.8; 38.14; 42.2; 49.14; 51.10;
56.4, 10; 58.5; 65.5; 68.31; 71.18; 74.2; 78.6; 81.6; 83.15; 90.5, 15; 103.5; 118.22; 119.136; 125.1; 129.6; 141.9;
Prov 8.32; 30.17; Job 1.1; 3.3; 6.17; 7.2; 9.26; 11.16; 13.28; 18.21; 21.27; 28.1; 29.16; 31.12; 36.27; 38.19, 24;
Qoh 10.5; Lam 1.10, 14, 21; 3.1; Ezra 1.5; 1 Chr 12.24; 15.12; 16.15; 29.3; 2 Chr 1.4; 15.11; 16.9; 20.22; 24.11;
28.9; 29.27; 30.19; 31.19.
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(161)   m î̂     zeh haœ}ˆîsû            y´reœ}     yhwh  yo®rennu®                       b´d≈erek≈i Øi yib≈hΩaœr           ___i

who this  the-man Ø   fear.of  Yhwh  teach(3MS IMPF)-him  in-way          choose(3MS IMPF)

‘who is this, the man (who) is a fearer of Yhwh? He will teach him in the wayi Ø(that)i  he should
choose ___i’  (Psa 25.12)

(162)   k î̂           t◊ihyu®              k´}eœla®i   Øi  noœb≈elet◊              {aœlehaœi
because be(2MP IMPF) like-oak      wither(FS PTCP) leafage-its

‘because you will be like an oaki Ø(that)i itsi leaves (are) withering’ (Isa 1.30)

(163)   g≈eœr           yihye®              zar{∞k≈aœ        b´}eresΩi Ø i ___i  loœ}   laœhem
sojourner be(3MS IMPF)  seed-your   in-land                  NEG  to-them

 ‘your seed will be a sojourner in a landi Ø(that)i ___i (is) not theirs’ (Gen 15.13)

In addition, like all other BH relatives, bare relatives can be stacked, as in (164), and they can

have a covert/null head, as in (165) (where the first Ø indicates the covert head and the second

Ø indicates the covert relative word).84

(164)   z´k≈oœr                         {∞d≈aœt◊´k≈aœi                          Øi qaœn î̂t◊aœ                     ___i   qed≈em   Øi gaœ}altaœ          ___i

remember(2MS IMV) congregation-your      acquire(2MS PERF)           ancient       redeem(2MS PERF)

sûeœb≈et√      nahΩ∞laœt◊ek≈aœ
tribe.of   inheritance-your

‘remember your congregationi Ø(that)i you acquired ___i long ago, Ø(that)i you redeemed ___i

(as) a tribe of your inheritance’ (Psa 74.2)

                                                                                                                                                                
81 See also Gen 26.10; 29.25; 42.28; 49.27; Exod 4.13; 14.11; 15.17; 18.20; Lev 7.35; Deut 32.11, 17, 35;

Judg 8.1; 1 Sam 6.9; 26.14; 2 Sam 22.44; Isa 6.6; 15.7; 28.16; 30.9; 40.20; 41.2, 24; 42.1, 16; 44.1, 2; 48.17; 51.1,
2, 12; 53.7; 54.1; 55.13; 56.2; 61.10, 11; 62.1; 63.19; 64.2; 65.1; Jer 2.6, 8, 11; 13.20; 15.14; 23.29; 36.2; 48.36;
Ezek 22.24; Hos 4.14; 6.3; Jon 1.10; Mic 5.2; Mal 2.16; Psa 4.8; 7.16; 9.16; 12.6; 16.4; 17.1; 18.3, 44; 25.12; 32.2;
33.12; 34.9; 35.8; 38.14; 42.2; 51.10; 56.4, 10; 58.5; 65.5; 68.31; 71.18; 74.2; 78.6; 81.6; 83.15; 90.5, 15; 103.5;
118.22; 119.136; 125.1; 129.6; 141.9; Prov 8.32; 30.17; Job 3.3; 6.17; 7.2; 9.26; 11.16; 13.28; 18.21; 21.27; 28.1;
29.16; 31.12; 36.27; 38.19, 24; Qoh 10.5; Lam 1.10, 14, 21; 3.1; Ezra 1.5; 1 Chr 12.24; 15.12; 16.15; 29.3; 2 Chr
1.4; 15.11; 20.22; 24.11; 28.9; 29.27; 30.19; 31.19.

82 See also Isa 1.30; 48.17; 51.12; 53.7; Jer 2.6; Ezek 22.24; Hos 6.3; Hab 1.8, 14; Zeph 2.1; Psa 5.5; 8.9;
9.18; Job 1.1; Neh 8.10.

83 See also Gen 15.13; 24.22; 39.4; Exod 9.4; Num 7.13; Josh 7.21; 2 Sam 20.21; 1 Kgs 13.2; Isa 51.7; 66.1;
Jer 5.21; 23.9; Hab 1.6; Zech 6.12; Prov 26.17; Job 3.15; 2 Chr 16.9.

84 This is the opposite of English syntax.  English bare relatives may not be stacked,  as in *the book Ø I
bought Ø Ann had recommended was boring (compare the book that I bought that Ann had recommended was
boring); see McCawley 1998:433.
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(165)   u®p≈o{olk≈em         meœ}aœp≈a{           to®{eœb≈a®           Øi Øi  ___i  yib≈hΩar                    baœk≈em

and-work-your  from-nothing   abomination                    choose(3MS IMPF) in-you

‘see—you (are) less than nothing and your work (is) less than nothing; an abomination (is) Øi

Ø(he that)i ___i chooses you’ (Isa 41.24)

The last feature to mention about bare relatives in BH is that this appears to be a

relativization strategy that is only used for restrictive relatives (see below, in 2.7, for further

discussion of restrictiveness).  In over 180 bare relative clauses that I examined (from all

historical stages of BH; see fn. 70), the relative clause presents information that is necessary in

order to identify the referent of the head precisely.  If this is indeed the case, how should be

analyze the three bare relatives in my database that appear to be non-restrictive?  Each case can

be either given an alternative syntactic explanation or interpreted restrictively.  The first

example is given in (166).

(166)   koœ     }aœmar             yhwh   goœ}alk≈aœ                          q´d≈o®sû     yisíraœ}eœl  }∞n î̂   yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ
thus  say(3MS PEF)  Yhwh  redeem(MS PTCP)-your  holy.of   Israel      I      Yhwh   god-your

Ø Ø m´lammed≈k≈aœ        l´ho®{ˆîl     Ø Ø mad≈rˆîk≈∞k≈aœ          b´d≈erek≈ Ø  teœleœk≈
         teach(MS PTCP)-you    to-profit(INF)       lead(MS PTCP)-you    on-way          walk(2MS IMPF)

‘ thus has said Yhwh, your redeemer, the Holy One of Israel: I am Yhwh your god, Øi(the one)
Øi(who) teaches you to profit, Øi(the one) Øi(who) leads you on the way Ø(that) you should
walk’ (Isa 48.17)

The string of constituents, }∞nˆî yhwh }§loœhe®k≈aœ . . . m´lammed≈k≈aœ . . . mad≈rˆîk≈∞k≈aœ, is often analyzed

and thus translated as a verbless clause, ‘I am Yhwh your god’ followed by two bare relatives

that modify the proper noun Yhwh.  Thus, the NRSV provides the following translation: “I am

the LORD your God, who teaches you for your own good, who leads you in the way you

should go” (emphases added).  However, it is possible to analyze the constituents m´lammed≈k≈aœ

and mad≈rˆîk≈∞k≈aœ not only as the participial predicates within bare relative clauses, but also as the

predicates within null headed bare relative clauses.  Thus, the relatives no longer directly

modify the proper noun Yhwh, but rather the null head of the relative (which in turn refers back
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to Yhwh).  A possible translation of these two relative clauses (which illustrates a null head bare

relative analysis) is then ‘I am Yhwh your god; (the one who) teaches you . . . , (the one who)

leads you . . .’.

The second example, given in (167), contains a string of constituents, yhwh qiwwˆînu® lo®,

that is often analyzed as a bare relative.  Yet, it clearly cannot be a restrictive relative since the

head is the unambiguously referential proper noun Yhwh.  Thus, our analysis of bare relatives

as restrictive relatives suggests that whatever the syntax of the verse in (167) is, a relative

analysis of yhwh qiwwˆînu® lo® is not correct.85

(167)   hinne®   }§loœhe®nu®  zeh  qiww î̂nu®            lo®            w´yo®sûˆî{eœnu®                    zeh  yhwh
look     god-our  REL  wait(1CP PERF)  for-him   and-save(3MS IMPF)-us  this  Yhwh

qiwwˆînu®       lo®          naœg≈ˆîla®                    w´nisím´hΩa®                       bˆîsûu®{aœt◊o®
wait(1CP PERF) for-him  rejoice(1CP MOD)  and-be joyful(1CP MOD)  in-salvation-his

‘Look—our god who we have waited for him that he would save us, this (is) Yhwh; we have waited
for him, let us rejoice and be joyful in his salvation’ (Isa 25.9)

Finally, the most difficult example appears in Isaiah 51.2, provided in (168).  Given that

the bare relative clause data overwhelmingly indicate that such relative clauses are only used

for restrictive modification, it is possible that we should interpret the clause in (168) as

referring to that particular Sarah that engendered the Hebrew people (see above, fn. 12).

(168)   habbˆît√u®             }el }ab≈raœhaœm  }∞b≈ˆîk≈em        w´}el    síaœra®i   Øi ___i   t´hΩo®lelk≈em
look(2MP IMV)  to  Abraham  father-your  and-to  Sarah                 bear(3FS IMPF)-you

‘look to Abraham your father and to (the) Sarahi Ø(that)i ___i bore you’ (Isa 51.2)

                                                  
85 Note that a ‘non-relative’ analysis of yhwh qiwwˆînu® lo® appears to accord with the prosodic contour of the

text according to the Masoretic accents, since a Ole-weyored accent is on yhwh.  Perhaps this prosodic piece of
evidence indicates that the break between yhwh and qiwwˆînu® lo® according to the Masoretic reading tradition
reflects a syntactic break.
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From the data I have presented in this section, it is clear that bare BH relatives have

similar functions and exist in similar contexts as marked BH relatives.  Bare BH relatives may

modify heads in the nominative, accusative, or oblique; they may or may not have a resumptive

element; they may contain a verbal, participial, or nominal predicate; they may be headless; and

they may be stacked.  One feature which does set bare relatives apart from overtly marked

relatives is that bare relatives in BH appear to be only restrictive, whereas we have both

restrictive and non-restrictive marked relatives (see below, 2.7).

We have now covered every syntactic type of relative clause in BH.  That is, we have

discussed the various relative words in BH that introduce relative clauses (2.2, 2.3, 2.4) and that

fact that BH relatives do not have to be introduced by an overt relative word at all (2.6).  We

have also discussed those relatives that do not modify an overt head (2.2.2, 2.3, 2.4) as well as

those relatives that exhibit resumption of their head (2.5).  Now we shall move to the final

linguistic characteristic of BH relatives presented in this chapter: the semantic feature of

restrictiveness.

2.7.  RESTRICTIVE AND NON-RESTRICTIVE BH RELATIVES

At the end of 2.1 above, I introduced the distinction between relatives that are restrictive

and relatives that are non-restrictive.  The essential semantic difference between the two can be

summarized as follows: a restrictive relative provides information about its head which is

necessary for identifying the exact referent of the head; a non-restrictive relative presents

additional information about its head that is non-crucial for identifying the referent of the head.

While the basic semantic difference between the two types of relative clauses is

sufficiently clear, the difficulty in distinguishing the two in BH by syntactic means is reflected
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in the lack of discussion on this issue within BH reference grammars.  For instance, Waltke and

O’Connor (1990) never mention the difference between restrictive and non-restrictive relatives

and Joüon and Muraoka (1993:592) direct attention to the issue in a single paragraph but do not

pursue how (or even if) the two types are manifested in BH syntax.  In the remainder of this

section, I shall survey the BH data in order to illustrate how restrictiveness is manifested in BH

(see 5.5 for a additional linguistic analysis).  First, consider the relative clauses in (169) and

(170).

(169)  wayya{así                    }§loœhˆîm  }et◊    haœraœq î̂a{          wayyab≈deœl                   be®n      hammayim
and-make(3MS PAST) God      ACC the-firmament and-divide(3MS PAST) between the-waters

}∞sûer mittahΩat◊      laœraœqˆîa{                 u®b≈e®n              hammayim }∞sûer  meœ{al           laœraœq î̂a{
REL   from-below to-the-firmament and-between the-waters    REL   from-above to-the-firmamant

‘and God made the firmament; and he divided between the waters that were below the firmament
and the waters that were above the firmament’ (Gen 1.7)

(170)   hisûsûaœmer                     l´k≈aœ      pen  tisûkahΩ                  }et◊    yhwh  }∞sûer
keep(2MS IMV REFL)  for-you lest  forget(2MS IMPF) ACC Yhwh  REL

ho®sΩˆî}∞k≈aœ                                       meœ}eres          misΩrayim
come out(3MS PERF CAUS)-you   from-land.of  Egypt

‘watch yourself lest you forget Yhwh, who brought you out of the land of Egypt’ (Deut 6.12)

The two relative clauses in (169) restrictively modify the common nouns the waters,

distinguishing between those waters that were above and below the dividing element, the

firmament.  There is no question that these are restrictive relatives because each one supplies

crucial information about its respective head that enables the reader/listener to distinguish

between the two groups of waters being mentioned.  In contrast, the relative clause in (170)

modifies a proper noun, Yhwh, the personal name of Israel’s god.  Since there is no other Yhwh

to compare with the one in Deuteronomy 6.12 (and the Hebrew Bible is emphatic on this

point), the relative can only be non-restrictively modifying its head, supplying additional, but

semantically non-crucial information about Yhwh.  In other words, the author may have
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considered the content of the relative clause to be important for the discourse or for theology,

but semantically it is not necessary in order to identify the referent of the head noun Yhwh.

While the two examples in (169) and (170) establish that there is a semantic

restrictive/non-restrictive distinction in BH (and there are numerous clear examples of both

kinds of relatives), they do not offer us any syntactic criterion for distinguishing the two.  For

example, all of the relatives in (169) and (170) use the same relative word, }∞sûer, indicating that

we will not be able to distinguish relative versus non-relative on the basis of whether the

relative is introduced by a particular relative word.  The remaining relative words (sûeC-,

zeh/zu®/zo®, and haC-) also appear in both types of relatives, as in (171)-(176).

(171)   w´síaœneœ}t◊ˆî                 }et◊   hahΩayy î̂m k î̂           ra{   {aœlay       hamma{∞síe®  sûenna{∞sía®
and-hate(1CS PERF) ACC life           because evil  upon-me the-work      REL-do(3MS PERF PASS)

tahΩat◊   hasûsûaœmesû
under  the-sun

‘and I hated life because the work that was done under the sun was grievous to me’ (Qoh 2.17)

(172)   {am       zu®   yaœsΩartˆî                l î̂         t´hillaœt◊ˆî     y´sappeœru®
 people REL   form(1CS PERF) for-me praise-my recount(3MP IMPF)

‘a people that I formed for myself will recount my praise’ (Isa 43.21)

(173)   wayya{an                      naœb≈aœl  }et◊   {ab≈d≈e®          d≈aœwid≈ wayyoœ}mer              mˆî    d≈aœwid≈ u®mˆî
and-answer(3MS PAST) Nabal ACC servants.of David  and-say(3MS PAST) who David  and-who

b≈en      yisûaœy  hayyo®m rabbu®              {∞b≈aœd≈ˆîm  hammit◊paœr´sΩˆîm                   }ˆîsû    mipp´ne®
son.of  Jesse  the-day  be many(3CP PERF) servants   REL-break away(MP PTCP)   man from-face.of

}∞d≈oœnaœyw
master-his

‘and Nabal answered the servants of David and said: Who is David and who is the son of Jesse?
Today there are many servants that are breaking away, each from his master’ (1 Sam 25.10)

In each of the examples (171)-(173), the relative clauses are clearly restrictive.  The

information provided in each of the relative clauses is necessary in order to identify the precise

reference of their respective heads.  For instance, in (173), the participle with the prefixed
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relative haC- follows an indefinite noun; thus, the only way to narrow the rather broad

referential possibilities (the essential function of restrictive relatives) for ‘servants’ is on the

basis of the information given within the following relative (see above, 2.4, for a discussion of

haC- relatives).  In contrast, the next three examples present relatives which are unnecessary

for the identification of their antecedent.

(174)    baœru®k≈                        yhwh  sûelloœ}      n´t◊aœnaœnu®                 t√erep≈ l´sûinne®hem
 bless(MS PTCP PASS) Yhwh REL-NEG give(3MS PERF)-us  prey  to-teeth-their

‘Blessed is Yhwh, who has not given us (as) prey for their teeth’ (Psa 124.6)

(175)   m î̂    naœt◊an                 limsûo®se® (Kt)              ya{∞qoœb≈ w´yisíraœ}eœl  l´b≈oœz´zˆîm            h∞lo®}        yhwh
who give(3MS PERF) to-plunder(MS PTCP)  Jacob     and-Israel to-spoil(MP PTCP) WH-NEG  Yhwh

zu®   hΩaœt√aœ}nu®           lo®
REL sin(1CP PERF) to-him

‘Who gave Jacob to the plunderer and Israel to the spoilers?  Was it not Yhwh, who we sinned
against him’ (Isa 42.24)

(176)   w´hΩikkˆît◊ˆî                           layhwh     hammast î̂r               paœnaœyw   mibbe®t◊               ya{∞qoœb≈
and-wait(1CS PERF MOD)  for-Yhwh  REL-hide(MS PTCP)   face-his   from-house.of  Jacob

‘and I shall wait for Yhwh, who hides his face from the house of Jacob’ (Isa 8.17)

In examples (174)-(176) the noun being modified in each case is a proper noun.  As I indicated

above in 2.1, proper nouns in English (unless two referents use the same proper noun

designation, e.g. John A. and John B.)86 cannot be modified by restrictive relatives.  BH relative

clauses are similarly constrained.  Thus, in (174)-(176), since the proper name Yhwh is

certainly not an ambiguous reference in the Hebrew Bible, the relative clauses serve to provide

additional information about, e.g., his character, actions, or words.

                                                  
86 A good BH example of a proper noun being modified by a restrictive relative is with the place name

Mizpah in Gen 31.49.  There were many places called Mizpah ‘watchtower’ in the Hebrew Bible; thus, in order to
identify precisely which Mizpah was being mentioned, a restrictive relative was often needed; see also Gen 36.24.
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In addition to a restriction upon the restrictive modification of proper nouns, BH also

shares with English a restriction upon the type of relative clause that can be introduced by a

null relative word.  In other words, as I suggested above in 2.6, bare BH relative clauses (like

English bare relative clauses) appear to present only restrictive relative clauses.  This is

illustrated by the English (177)a) and BH examples (177)b) below.

(177)  Bare Relatives and Restrictiveness

a)   English

All teachers, *that/who(m)/*Ø the minister disciplined, are now on strike.

vs. All teachers that/who(m)/Ø the minister disciplined are now on strike.

b)   BH
bo®r        kaœra®                  wayyahΩp´re®hu®            wayyippoœl                b´sûahΩat◊  Ø  yip≈{aœl
cistern  dig(3MS PERF)   and-dig(3MS PAST)-it  and-fall(3MS PAST)  in-pit            make(3MS IMPF)

‘he has made a cistern and dug it out and he has fallen into the piti Ø(that)i he made’ (Psa 7.16)

Relative clause stacking is one feature relating to restrictiviness in which BH relative

clauses differ from English relative clauses.  Above in 2.1, I presented English data that

suggested that multiple non-restrictive relatives cannot stack on the same head, illustrated in

(178)a).  However, the BH data do not exhibit the same restriction upon non-restrictive relative

clauses; (178)b) presents a string of relative clauses modifying the proper name David,

indicating that the relative clauses are non-restrictive.  Thus, it appears that BH allows the

stacking of non-restrictive relative clauses.

(178)  Non-restrictive Relative Clauses and Stacking
a)   English

*I saw John, who was yelling, who you dislike.

vs. I saw the boy that was yelling that you dislike.
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b)   BH
l´ma{an       daœwid≈  {ab≈dˆî           }∞sûer  baœhΩart î̂                  }oœt◊o®          }∞sûer  ____i  sûaœmar
for-sake.of  David  servant-my  REL     choose(1CS PERF)   ACC-him   REL              keep(3MS PERF)

misΩwoœt◊ay            w´hΩuqqoœt◊aœy
commandments-my   and-statutes.my

‘for the sake of Davidi, my servant, whoi I chose himi, whoi ___i  has kept my commandments and
my statutes’  (1 Kgs 11.34)

In summary, the BH relative clause data given in (169)-(176) indicate that all the BH

relative words may be used in either restrictive or nonrestrictive relatives, thereby eliminating

the choice of the relative word as a distinguishing feature vis-à-vis restrictiveness.  (Note that

this restriction applies to overt relative words—in the last section (2.7) I suggested that bare

relative clauses [i.e., relative clauses with a covert relative word] are restrictive.)  Furthermore,

we should note that neither the }∞sûer nor the sûeC- relatives given in (169)-(171) and (174)

overtly resume their respective heads.87  In addition, the absence of a pattern that connects

resumption to restrictiveness suggests that resumption alone is not a distinguishing criterion

with respect to restrictiveness (cf. Van Dyke Parunak 1996; see above 1.2, 2.5).

There is only one clear feature in BH which distinguishes restrictive relatives from non-

restrictive ones, and it is neither syntactic nor is it always employed: the presence of a head

noun in the construct state.  There are 217 examples in the Hebrew Bible of nouns in construct

with a relative clause introduced by }∞sûer, and all of them present restrictive relatives, as in

(179) and (180):88

                                                  
87 The fact that there is a difference in resumption between the zu® restrictive (172) and the zu® nonrestrictive

(175) examples may be due to the paucity of data for zeh/zu®/zo® relatives in the biblical text.  Resumption does not
occur in ha- relatives either; see note 47 above.

88 For examples of heads in construct with }∞sûer, see Gen 1.31; 12.20; 13.1; 14.23; 20.7; 24.2, 36; 25.5; 31.1,
12, 21; 34.29; 35.2; 39.5, 6, 20, 22; 40.3; 41.56; 45.10, 11, 13; 46.1, 32; 47.1; Exod 6.29; 7.2; 9.19, 25; 10.12;
18.1, 8, 14; 19.18; 20.11; 25.22; 31.6; 34.32; 35.10; 38.22; 40.9; Lev 4.24, 33; 6.18; 7.2; 8.10; 13.46; 14.13, 32,
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(179)  wayyitt´ne®hu®                     }el  be®t◊           hassoœhar   m´qo®m   }∞sûer  }∞su®re® (Kt)

and-give(3MS PAST)-him  to   house.of  the-round  place.of  REL    prisoners(MP PTCP PASS).of

hammelek≈ }∞su®rˆîm
the-king     confine(MP PTCP PASS)

‘and he put him into the round house, (the) place that the prisoners of the king were confined’
(Gen 39.20)

(180)   w´higgad≈tˆî             lo®         k î̂      sûoœp≈eœt√               }∞nˆî  }et◊    be®t◊o®         {ad≈   {o®laœm    ba{∞woœn
and-tell(1CS PERF) to-him COMP judge(MS PTCP) I    ACC house-his until  forever in-iniquity.of

}∞sûer  yaœd≈a{
REL   know(3MS PERF)

‘and I told him that I am (about to) judge his house forever on account of a/the iniquity that he
knew’ (1 Sam 3.13)

There are also a number of these ‘construct-relatives’ with the relative words sûeC- (181)89 and

haC- (182).90

(181)    }el m´qo®m  sûehann´hΩaœlˆîm  hoœl´k≈ˆîm        sûaœm  heœm sûaœb≈ˆîm                 laœlaœk≈et◊
 to  place.of  REL-the-rivers go(MP PTCP) there they return(MP PTCP) to-go(INF)

‘to (the) place that the rivers go, there they continually return’ (Qoh 1.7)

(182)    w´roœhΩab≈        m´qo®m  hammunnaœhΩ                  hΩaœmeœsû  }ammo®t◊  saœb≈ˆîb≈     saœb≈ˆîb≈
 and-width.of place.of  REL-rest(MS PTCP PASS) five      cubits     around  around

‘and the width of (the) place that was free was five cubits all around’ (Ezek 41.11)

                                                                                                                                                                
36; 18.29; 27.8, 28; Num 1.50; 4.16, 26; 9.17, 18; 15.23; 16.26, 30, 33; 18.13; 19.14; 22.2; Deut 3.21; 5.27, 28;
10.14; 12.11; 13.16; 18.18; 20.20; 22.24; 23.5; 29.1, 8; Josh 1.16; 2.13; 6.17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25; 7.15, 24; 9.9, 10;
22.2; 23.3; Judg 3.1; 7.18; 9.25, 44; 11.24; 1 Sam 2.22; 3.12, 13; 14.7; 15.3; 19.18; 25.21, 22; 30.18, 19; 2 Sam
3.19, 25; 6.12; 11.22; 13.22; 14.20; 15.21; 16.21; 1 Kgs 2.3; 10.2; 11.38, 41; 14.29; 15.7, 23, 31; 16.14; 19.1; 20.4;
21.19; 22.39; 2 Kgs 8.6; 8.23; 10.34; 12.20; 13.8, 12; 14.28; 15.6, 16, 21, 26, 31; 18.12; 20.13, 15, 17; 21.17;
23.28; 24.5; Is 39.2, 4, 6; Jer 1.7, 17; 22.12, 25; 26.8; 31.37; 32.23; 38.9; 44.23; Ezek 6.13; 14.22, 23; 16.37, 63;
21.35; 23.28; 40.4; 44.5; 47.9; 48.22; Hos 2.1; Mal 2.9; Psa 96.12; 109.11; 119.63; 146.6; Job 1.10, 11, 12; 42.10;
Prov 17.8; 21.1; Ruth 3.16; 4.9; Qoh 1.13, 16; 3.14; 8.3; Esth 2.13; 3.12; 4.1, 3, 7; 5.11; 6.13; 8.9, 17; Neh 4.14;
9.6; 1 Chr 10.11; 13.14; 16.32; 2 Chr 9.1; 33.8.

89 See also Qoh 7.14; 11.3, 8.

90 See also Gen 21.6; 32.20; 42.29; 50.14; Exod 16.23; 19.12; 29.37; 30.13, 29; 31.14, 15; 35.2; Lev 11.24,
25, 26, 27, 31; 15.10, 19, 21, 22, 27; 20.5; 24.14; Num 4.23, 30, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 47; 19.13, 14; 30.3; Deut
25.18; Josh 2.23; 8.25; Judg 3.19; 19.30; 20.46, 48; 1 Sam 2.36, 5.5; 2 Sam 2.23; 18.31; 20.12; 1 Kgs 10.15; 2 Kgs
10.11, 17; 18.21;  21.24; Isa 7.22; 13.15; 36.6; 66.10; Jer 5.6; Ezek 12.19; 16.44; 34.21; Zeph 1.8, 9; Zech 5.3;
14.16, 21; Psa 31.25; 34.23; 63.12; 145.14; Prov 6.29; Esth 9.27; Dan 12.1; Ezra 1.4; 3.8; 9.13; Neh 9.33; 10.29; 1
Chr 25.7; 2 Chr 7.11; 13.9; 29.29; 31.16; 33.25; 34.32, 33; 35.7, 25.
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In (179)-(182), the phonological shapes of the heads, m´qo®m ‘place of’ and {∞woœn ‘iniquity of’

(cf. maœqo®m and  {aœwoœn, the respective non-construct/‘absolute’ forms), indicates that they are

in construct with the respective relative words.  All four relatives are also restrictive in nature,

specifying which place (in Genesis 39.20; Qoh 1.7; Ezek 41.11) and which iniquity (in 1

Samuel 3.13) is being discussed. Using a head in construct with the modifying relative

word/clause to mark the construction as restrictive is quite logical: the construct relationship is

often described as one in which the first noun phonologically ‘leans’ on the second noun in

order to illustrate the syntactic and/or semantic ‘closeness’ of the two; thus, when it is used

with relatives, it signifies the close (i.e., restrictive) nature of the relative clause to its head.

Returning to the possible role of resumption in indicating restrictiveness, note that the

following two examples, with head nouns in construct with their relatives (indicating that they

are both restrictive), provide further evidence that resumption alone does not distinguish

restrictiveness, since one does not contain resumption (183), and one does (184).

(183)  wayyitt´ne®hu®                     }el  be®t◊           hassoœhar   m´qo®mi   }∞sûeri  }∞su®re® (Kt)
and-give(3MS PAST)-him  to   house.of  the-round  place.of    REL     prisoners.of

hammelek≈ }∞su®rˆîm                           ___i

the-king     confine(MP PTCP PASS)

‘and he put him into the round house, (the) placei thati the prisoners of the king were confined
___i’  (Gen 39.20)

(184)   wayyitteœn                  }oœt◊aœm        b´misûmar          be®t◊          síar            hat√abbaœhΩˆîm  }el be®t◊
and-give(3MS PAST)  ACC-them in-the-guard.of  house.of captain.of the-guards    to  house.of

hassoœhar    m´qo®mi  }∞sûeri yo®seœp≈   }aœsu®r                               sûaœmi

the- round place.of    REL    Joseph   confine(MS PTCP PASS)  there

‘and he put them under the guard of the house of the captain of the guards, the round house, (the)
placei thati Joseph was confined therei’  (Gen 40.3)
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Examples (183) and (184) are a minimal pair in the sense that they both use a head in construct

(m´qo®m) with its relative, they are both part of the same discourse context, and the first (183)

does not include a resumption of the head, whereas the second (184) does resume its head.

Contrary to the argument of Van Dyke Parunak (1996) (see 1.1), who proposes that the

difference in resumption between these two examples is related to a distinction in

restrictiveness (non-restrictive in Genesis 39.20, and restrictive in Genesis 40.3), the use of the

construct state to connect both heads with the relative words strongly suggests that both are

restrictive.

As a final point in the present discussion of restrictiveness in BH relatives, we must

note that the use of the construct state to mark restrictive relatives is not constrained to overtly

marked relative clauses; it occurs with bare relatives as well.  Consider the following data:

(185)   w´sûaœhΩat√                                     }oœt◊o®     bimqo®mi    }∞sûeri  yisûhΩat√                        }et◊
 and-slaughter(3MS PERF MOD) ACC-it in-place.of   REL   slaughter(3MS IMPF) ACC

haœ{oœla®                     lip≈ne®   yhwh  ___i

the-burnt offering  before Yhwh

‘and he shall slaughter it in (the) placei thati he slaughters the burnt offering before Yhwh ___i’
(Lev 4.24)

(186)   }ak≈      }eœlleh misûk´no®t◊      {awwaœl w´zeh    m´qo®mi       loœ}   yaœd≈a{                 ___i       }eœl
surely these  dwellings.of unjust   and-this place.of Ø  NEG know(3MS PERF)              God

‘surely these are the dwellings of unjust (people) and this is a/the  place Ø(that)i ___i  does not
know God’ (Job 18.21)

(187)   wayyoœ}mer             bˆî        }∞d≈oœnaœy    sû´lahΩ               naœ}      b´yad≈i         tisûlaœhΩ               ___i

and-say(3MS PAST) in-me  Lord       send(MS IMV)  please in-hand Ø  send(2MS IMPF)

‘and he said: by me, O Lord, please send (it) by the handi Ø(that)i you shall send ___i’ (Exod
4.13)

Example (185) presents the type of restrictive }∞sûer relative we have been discussing,

with the head, m´qo®m, in construct with the relative.  (186) exhibits a similar restrictive relative
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with the same noun, m´qo®m, in construct, except with the crucial difference that the relative is

bare (on the construct and bare relatives, see Kautzsch 1910:488; Waltke and O’Connor

1990:155-6; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:472; Gibson 1994:12).  The clause in (187) is another

example of the same phenomenon, a head in construct with a bare relative, except that the

example highlights that the relative clause may be a single item, such as a verb.  Although

many reference grammars note that heads may be in construct with the following relative, as in

examples (185)-(187), they have not identified such relative clauses as restrictive.  Thus, a

more refined analysis may be given for one of the single most discussed verses in the Hebrew

Bible, Genesis 1.1, provided in (188).

(188)  b´reœ}sûˆît◊i                   baœraœ}                       }§loœh î̂m }eœt◊    hasûsûaœmayim w´}eœt◊       haœ}aœresΩ  ___i

 in-beginning.of Ø  create(3MS PERF)    God      ACC the-heavens   and-ACC the-earth

‘in a/the beginningi Ø(that)i God created the heavens and the earth ___i’ (Gen 1.1)

Many modern91 grammatical assessments have analyzed this, the initial clause of the Hebrew

Bible, as the unusual but attested construction of an element in construct with a following verb

                                                  
91 The medieval commentator Rashi represents a second popular approach to understanding the grammar of

Gen 1.1:
tarqnv hrwth lybvb (w ,a hbr tyvarb) l"zj wrmav wmk ynvrwd ala rmwa hzh arqmh ˜ya

wfwvpk vrpl tab µaw (g ,b hymry) wtawbt tyvar warqnv larcy lybvbw (bk ,j ylvm) wkrd tyvar
ab alw rwa yhy µhyla rmayw 'wgw ˚vwjw whbw whwt htyh ≈rahw ≈raw µymv hayrb tyvarb whvrp ˚k

ta arb hnwvarb bwtkl wl hyh ˚k twrwhl ab µav wmdq wlav rmwl hayrbh rds twrwhl arqmh
(a ,wk sv) µyqywhy tklmm tyvarb wmk wyrjalb hbytl qwbd wnyav arqmb tyvar ˚l ˜yav 'wgw µymvh

wmk 'wgw µyhla arb tyvarb rmwa hta ˜ak πa (d ,jy µyrbd) ˚ngd tyvar (y ,y tyvarb) wtklmm tyvar
[vwhb h"bqh lv wrwbd tljt rmwlk (b ,a [vwh) [vwhb 'h rB,di tljt wl hmwdw awrb tyvarb

 'wgw [vwh la 'h rmayw
In this passage, Rashi lays out his approach for understanding the grammar of Gen 1.1.  He compares

the use of reœ}sûˆît◊ ‘beginning.of’ in Gen 1.1 to other occurrences in the Hebrew Bible and notes that in all
other cases, the word appears to be in the construct state.  He also compares the syntax of Gen 1.1 (reœ}sûˆît◊ in
construct with what appears to be a finite verb) with similar constructions elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.
On the basis of these two procedures, he suggests that the proper understanding of Gen 1.1 is as a gerund
‘in the beginning of God’s creating . . .”, and supplies an alternate syntax using the infinitive construct
instead of the finite perfect (it is not altogether clear if Rashi is actually suggesting that in the case of Gen
1.1 the finite perfect is actually being used as a gerund, or if the analogy to the infinitive merely aids in
understanding the syntax of Gen 1.1 by providing an approximation).
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or clause (this phenomenon is also common in Semitic languages in general, see Lipin éski

1997:522-23).  What has been completely missed is the identification of Genesis 1.1 as a bare

restrictive relative clause.  This analysis is possible only if the construct-relative construction is

recognized as a grammatical means by which BH presents restrictive relatives.92  If the material

following the initial word is within a relative clause, verse 1 is effectively reduced to a

prepositional phrase, indicating that this first clause of the Bible merely serves to set the stage

for the main clause, the intitial creative event, in verse 3.  This is illustrated by my translation

of Genesis 1.1-3 in (189).

(189)  1In the particular beginning that God created the heavens and the earth,—2now the earth was
formless and void and darkness was upon the surface of the deep and the wind of God was hovering
over the surface of the waters—3God said, "Let there be light!" Then there was light.

The narrative (and theological significance) of analyzing Genesis 1.1 as a restrictive relative is

that the syntax then indicates, by the very nature of restrictive relatives (i.e., they serve to

identify their head over against other possible referents and define it), that there were multiple

potential beginnings to God’s creative work (although not necessarily other real ones).  Thus, it

is the particular beginning defined by the relative clause in verse 1 of the Hebrew Bible that the

author was concerned with, that particular beginning in which God created the world and

initiated this event by commanding forth the presence of light (Gen 1.3).  This is the case

regardless of whether we take the initial word, b´reœ}sûˆît◊, as semantically definite (by virtue of

the construct relationship) or indefinite.93

                                                  
92 Ewald (1879:215) identifies Gen 1.1 as a relative, but not as a restrictive relative.  Joüon and Muraoka

(1993:471) explicitly classify this construction as “non-relative”.

93 NPs in construct inherit their definiteness from the NPs with which they are in construct.  However, since a
clause, such as the relative clause in Genesis 1.1, does not carry any morphologically marking for definiteness, it
appears that the definiteness of NPs in construct with relative clauses can only be determined by the larger context.
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The grammar of Genesis 1.1 points forward only; that is, it does not comment about

whether this particular creation was the a singular event or if there were others—such a

position cannot be teased out of this text.  Rather, as Andersen (1987) states, “the term

‘beginning’ in Genesis 1:1 marks the commencement of the story, not the absolute beginning of

everything” (141)—and now we can support this assessment with an awareness of “how the

original language was used—especially its constructions and idioms” (Orlinsky 1983:208).

2.8. SUMMARY AND PREVIEW

In this chapter I have addressed all of the basic linguistic features of the BH relative

clause: headedness, types of relative word, resumption, presence or absence of a relative word,

and restrictiveness.  I have also attempted to do so without resorting to overly technical and/or

theoretical explanations.  However, many of the analyses that I have offered in this chapter are

the result of a linguistically informed investigation of the BH relative clause.  Therefore, the

aim of the next three chapters of this work will be to provide an outline of the linguistic theory

that I employed (chapters three and four) and then to revisit many of the features of the BH

relative clause (chapter five) in order provide more detailed explanations for the various

phenomena I have highlighted in this chapter.
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PART II: THE LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK

In this chapter and the following chapter I will address some basic issues of BH syntax

in order to lay the foundation for a more detailed analysis of the BH relative clause.  In

addition, I will also be introducing the linguistic theory that will underlie my analysis in chapter

five: the generative ‘Minimalist Program’ of Noam Chomsky.  In terms of the specific feature

of BH that is the primary subject matter for chapters three and four, it is the word order of BH,

since an adequate understanding of the syntax and pragmatics of word order will be necessary

in order to address the internal structure of the BH relative clause (e.g., ‘basic’ word order

within the relative clause, motivation for ‘non-basic’ word order).  This chapter focuses on

identifying the basic word order of BH and describing this word order within the framework of

the Minimalist Program.  Chapter four will address the pragmatic structure of the BH clause

and introduce a model of information structure that accounts for word order variation within

BH.

3. THE SYNTAX OF BIBLICAL HEBREW: WORD ORDER

Recently, the field of BH studies has benefitted from a number of word order analyses

that have moved the field significantly forward by recognizing that word order is much more

than merely a syntactic issue—that word order is intimately connected to discourse concerns.

Among these are the works of Jongeling (1991), van der Merwe (1991), Rosenbaum (1997),

Goldfajn (1998), Heimerdinger (1999), and Moshavi (2000).  For instance, Goldfajn’s work

(1998) analyzes the interaction between word order and “narrative time,” and Heimerdinger’s

monograph (1999) and Moshavi’s dissertation (2000) take into account the effect that
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information structure and pragmatics, respectively, may have upon word order.  What is

surprising, however, is that the presentation in each of these works focuses on discourse issues

without supporting their assumption that BH is a Verb-Subject (VS)1 language.2  Yet, it is safe

                                                
1 Most discussions of word order include the placement of the object (O) with regard to the subject and verb;

thus, a typical discussion on BH refers to the difference between SVO and VSO.  However, the placement of the
object in a pragmatically neutral clause is not an issue for this study: BH is unquestionably a head-complement
(i.e., VO) language.  The crux in BH studies is the placement of the subject and the verb with regard to each other,
hence in this work I often use SV and VS rather than SVO and VSO.

2 Jongeling 1991 uses both statistical data based on the book of Ruth and typological comparison with Welsh
to argue that BH is VSO.  The fundamental problem with Jongeling’s analysis is that he does not deal with the
wayyiqtol form and whether it should or should not be included in the statistical results.  As we shall see below in
the present analysis, if the wayyiqtol form is initially excluded and dealt with separately, the statistics do not
clearly support a VSO conclusion for BH or a close comparison with Welsh.

Van der Merwe explicitly states that his assessment of BH as a VSO language “is not merely based on
statistics, but on arguments from various points of view” (1999a:294).  In the footnote for that statement, van der
Merwe briefly cites a few scholars who hold a VSO analysis, but no BH data are provided for a VSO claim
(1999a:294, note 34).  In an earlier article on BH information structure, van der Merwe (1991) proceeds from the
assumption that BH is VSO without any discussion or presentation of examples.

Rosenbaum (1997) uses a small textual corpus, Isaiah 40-55, to study word order within the framework of
Simon Dik’s Functional Grammar.  He briefly reviews previous studies of word order and then takes as his
starting point, without any study of the data, the position that “the basic functional pattern” for BH is VSO (21).
In his Appendix A, Rosenbaum discusses the word order statistics from the fifteen chapters of Isaiah that he
studied.  He states that Isaiah 40-55 contains essentially an equal number of SV (189) and VS (184) clauses
(1997:222).  Furthermore, he comments that, “Biblical Hebrew is commonly classified as a VSO language.  It
appears, however, from a comparison of the statistics for Isaiah 40-55 of all three constituents in a clause . . . that
the pattern for Isaiah 40-55 may be SVO (42.48%; VSO is 31.37%).  But this is an example of how surface
statistics of word-order can be deceptive.  Our discussion of the various sub-types of VSO languages demonstrate
(sic) that such surface statistics may be the result of the frequent use of special positions” (1997:222-23).  This
conclusion clearly demonstrates that if Rosenbaum had started his analysis with the assumption that BH was an
SVO language, his statistics could have easily been used to support such a position.  Like van der Merwe (1991),
what is needed in Rosenbaum’s analysis is an adequate account of pragmatically neutral BH word order before
“special positions” become part of the equation.

Goldfajn (1998) begins his chapter on word order in BH narrative with a survey of previous word order
studies (90-97).  In response to former inadequate proposals, Goldfajn suggests that “possibly a more cohesive
account of word order variation in Biblical Hebrew can be offered by examining the relation between word order
variation and certain temporal interpretations obtained” (97).  In pursuit of the relationship between word order
and temporal expression, he does not directly address the issue of whether BH is an SVO or VSO language.
Though word order is crucial for his study, it is not Goldfajn’s focus; he is more interested in the temporal
differences between “the dominant V-initial order and an SV variant order in sequences of verb clauses” (98).

Heimerdinger (1999) also adopts a VSO analysis of BH in his study of information structure.  He initiates his
discussion by describing the basic features of the BH verbal clause (21-24).  He follows with a survey of previous
word order research on BH and concludes with the statement that BH is a VSO language (24-26).  Unfortunately,
many of Heimerdinger’s statements about the BH verbal clause are unclear.  For instance, he begins the section by
stating that in narrative “the SVO word order appears only with a qatal verb” (21).  However, the validity of this
claim depends on whether he means just SV (object optional) or the full SVO (object obligatory): Gen 1.20; 2.5, 6
contain examples of SV clauses with the yiqtol verb.  Also, he claims that “the VSO order is found only with a
vayyiqtol verbal form” (22).  However, it is not clear whether Heimerdinger means to claim that the ‘vayyiqtol’
form exhibits VSO only, or that only the ‘vayyiqtol’ form exhibits VSO order.  The former claim is accurate; the
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to assume that these authors would agree that an adequate understanding of “basic word order”

is necessary before addressing pragmatic or discourse issues.

In this chapter, using data primarily from the book of Genesis, I will address whether

we have been initiating our pragmatic and discourse studies with an accurate understanding of

BH word order.  I will proceed in four parts.  First, in 3.1 I address the issue of “basic word

order.”  Second, in 3.2 I discuss the issues surrounding word order in BH.  Third, in 3.3 I

introduce the linguistic methodology which will be used throughout this work—Chomskyan

Minimalism.  Finally, in 3.4 I provide an analysis of the BH verbal, participial, and verbless

clauses within the framework of the Minimalist Program.

3.1. “BASIC WORD ORDER”

Before proceeding to the BH data, we must briefly discuss the issue of “basic word

order.”  Granting that a basic word order exists and is identifiable for any given language (cf.

Mithun 1992), there still exists significant disagreement about how to identify basic word

order.  Depending in part upon one’s linguistic approach, one of three basic criteria may be

used, either exclusively or complementarily, to identify basic word order: clause type,

frequency, and pragmatic markedness.

The first approach to identifying basic word order is the ‘clause type’ approach.  In

using one particular clause type as the representative of basic word order, the central task

                                                                                                                                                          
latter claim is certainly not.  Finally, Heimerdinger’s analysis does not appear to consider the BH data that are
reported speech within the narrative.  Reported speech “is undeniably prominent in biblical narrative” (Miller
1996:2); thus, one cannot exclude such data from a study of word order (and in Heimerdinger’s later chapters, it
becomes clear that he does not exclude reported speech).  Therefore, taking reported speech into account, the first
statement of Heimerdinger’s given above regarding SVO word order appearing only with the qatal verb is patently
inaccurate: there are a multitude of SVO clauses with the yiqtol verb in Genesis alone (e.g., Gen 3.15(2x), 16; 4.7;
5.29; 6.17; 9.2; 14.24; 15.15, 16; 16.12; 18.25; 19.19; 21.6, 24; 22.8; 23.6; 24.40; 25.23; 28.22; 31.8(2x), 32, 39,
53; 34.10; 38.17; 41.27, 40; 42.19, 37; 43.9; 44.10; 46.4(3x); 47.19, 24, 30; 48.19; 50.21).
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becomes identifying which type of clause is basic and then isolating this type of clause for

individual languages.  The type that is often identified as representing basic word order is

“stylistically neutral, independent, indicative clauses with full nouns phrase (NP) participants,

where the subject is definite, agentive and human, the object is a definite semantic patient, and

the verb represents an action, not a state or an event” (Siewierska 1988:8; see also Greenberg

1963:74; Mallinson and Blake 1981:125).

Notably, when clause type is used as the primary criterion in determining basic word

order for a language, it does not necessarily follow that the basic word order within the basic

clause type is identical to the statistically prevalent word order in that language (Siewierska

1988:8).  This is particularly so with languages that frequently use bound pronouns or that

exhibit the tendency to ‘drop’ subject pronouns (1988:11; see below, 3.4.1.3, for a discussion

of the ‘pro-drop’ phenomenon and BH).

The claim that basic word order and statistically dominant word order cannot always be

equated stands in some tension with the second approach, the ‘frequency’ approach, which

focuses on that word order that is simply the most common in a given language.  Hawkins’

(1983) work illustrates this approach to determining basic word order; for this purpose, he

establishes the following three criteria:

For the majority of the word orders in this study in the majority of our languages the basicness
issue is not problematic, for the simple reason that only one order occurs.  English has this man,
never *man this . . . . But for at least some word orders in the majority of languages, variants do
exist, and the question then arises as to which order, if any, is the “basic” one.  For example,
English has both preposed and postposed genitives (the king’s castle/the castle of the king) . . . .
I am going to use the term “doubling” to describe the situation in which one and the same
modifier category (e.g., the adjective) can occur both before and after its head in a given
language.  And in general I shall follow these three (overlapping) criteria when making a
basicness decision:

1. Where one doublet (e.g., NAdj) occurs with greater frequency than the other (AdjN) in
attested samples of the relevant language, then, all things being equal, the more frequent doublet
is the basic one.
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2. Where one doublet (e.g., NAdj) is more frequent within the grammatical system of the
language than the other (e.g., the quantity of adjective lexemes that occur postnominally exceeds
the number that occur prenominally), then, all things being equal, the grammatically more
frequent doublet is the basic one.

3. Where one doublet is grammatically unmarked and the other marked (i.e., a special type of
grammatical meaning may be associated with one order of Adj and N, but not the other, over and
above their lexical meanings; one word order may not undergo certain general rules that the
other does, or may be generated by rules of a more restricted nature; one word order may be the
one chosen by exceptional modifiers, whose exceptional status is marked in the lexicon, etc.),
then, in all these cases, the unmarked order is the basic one. (1983:12-13)

The last criterion that Hawkin’s specifies, i.e., using grammatical markedness to

identify which order is more basic, moves us into the third major approach for determining

basic word order: ‘pragmatic markedness’.  This approach identifies basic word order on the

basis of what is judged to be the least pragmatically marked, or neutral order.  Thus, a clause

that exhibits, e.g., the fronting of an object DP for the clear purpose of contrasting the object

with another discourse item, would be considered “non-basic”; clauses that are judged to be

without contrast, emphasis, etc., represent the basic word order in this approach.3

In summary, I have introduced three basic approaches that are often used to identify

word order.  From even the brief descriptions I have provided, it is clear that none of the three

approaches exists in isolation; there is quite a bit of overlap.  For instance, Siewierska’s

definition for the basic clause type approach (given above) includes stylistic neutrality—a

pragmatic concept.  Also, Hawkin’s third criteria for determing word order based upon

frequency appeals to grammatical markedness—again, a pragmatic concept.  However, at other
                                                

3 Mithun (1992:15-17) notes, however, that there have been different judgments regarding what type of clause
or utterance is neutral: “In some of these cases, discourse-initial sentences are considered the most neutral because
they presuppose no preceding context . . . In other cases, the preferred order for potentially ambiguous clauses has
been judged the most neutral . . . In still others, ‘simple, declarative, active clauses with no complex verb or noun
phrases’ are assumed to exhibit neutral order” (1992:15-16).  Clearly, for Mithun, the essential problem is the
adjective “simple” in  “simple, declarative, active clauses with no complex verb or noun phrases”.  How do we
identify and classify any given clause a “simple”?  In addition, Mithun argues that the considerable diversity of
pragmatic terminology (e.g., theme/rheme, topic/comment, given/new) and its usage in studying the effects of
pragmatics on word order has exacerbated the complexity of the issue (1992).
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times, these criteria stand at odds with each other, such as when, according to Siewierska

(1988:8), the clause type identified as “basic” is not the statistically most dominant type.

In addition to the three basic criteria, the type of discourse used in determining basic

word order is important.  For many years the preferred type of discourse has been narrative:

according to Longacre (1995)  “If storyline clauses in narrative discourse in a given language

are VSO, then that language should be classified as a VSO language” (1995:333).  Longacre

bases this claim on several assumptions, the first of which is that “monologue discourse is a

better guide to language typology than dialogue . . . in that the exigencies of repartee

presumably make for departures from standard word order at many places” (1995:333).

However, Downing (1995) notes that an increasing number of linguists are arguing that the

opposite of Longacre’s position is true: conversational (reported speech) texts are the less

idiosyncratic type of discourse and thus should be used to determine basic word order

(1995:20).  In fact, Payne (1995) suggests that “[m]ost claims about word order have

undoubtedly been based on narrative data and, without conscious awareness, the typological

cubby-holes to which languages have been assigned are likely biased by formal features

correlating with temporal sequentiality” (1995:454; emphasis added).  In other words, precisely

because clauses in narrative are strung together in some sort of temporal order, it (rather than

conversational discourse) may exhibit departures from standard word order.

Given the lack of concensus regarding precisely which criterion or which type of

discourse should be used in determining basic word order, I will proceed in the remainder of

this analysis by considering all three criteria (frequency, clause type, and pragmatics)4 as well

                                                
4 Every constituent in a given clause (even a clause uttered, theoretically, in isolation, but particularly clauses

that exist within a context) plays a pragmatic role in that clause; thus, the structure of all clauses is influenced by
pragmatic concerns.  However, for the sake of both simplicity and clarity, in the following sections when I employ
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as the type of discourse used.  First, I will discuss the word order statistics from the book of

Genesis and note some of the more significant characteristics of the Genesis data.  I will then

proceed to analyze BH word order by addressing the word order of modal versus indicative

clauses in reported speech (3.2.1), followed by an analysis of word order in narrative (3.2.2)

and then subordinate clauses (3.2.3).  After considering the word order in each of these

environments, I will return to the problematic wayyiqtol form (3.2.4).

3.2. WORD ORDER IN GENESIS

The general consensus in the field of BH studies is that BH is a VS language (see

Kautzsch 1910:455-57; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:579-80; Lambert 1972:436-41; Waltke and

O’Connor 1990:129, among others).5  The following ninety-year-old statement regarding word

order from the reference grammar of Gesenius-Kautzsch 1910 remains the status quo within

BH studies: “In the verbal-clause proper the principal emphasis rests upon the action which

proceeds from (or is experienced by) the subject, and accordingly the verb naturally precedes

[the subject]” (Kautzsch 1910:455; cf. Ewald 1879:152).  Most modern treatments of BH word

order have accepted the VS analysis, although the justification tends to be based upon the

frequency criterion (rather than on the type of psycho-lingusitic evaluation contained in

Kautzsch’s statement above):6 VS order is statistically dominant throughout the Hebrew Bible

                                                                                                                                                          
phrases like “pragmatically marked” or “influenced by pragmatic features,” it is to describe those word orders (or
constituents within such clauses) that are not, in Mithun’s terms, the “least pragmatically marked, or neutral.”

5 See Heimerdinger (1999:15-26) for a brief survey of previous arguments concerning the structure of the BH
clause.  Joüon 1923 and DeCaen 1995 are two of the few works that regard BH as an SV language.

6 “. . . we are not interested in discussing the theory that [VS] order is normal because action is the most
important piece of information to be conveyed by this sentence type called verbal clause.  In other words, by
saying that V-S is the normal word-order we do not mean that it is logically or intrinsically so, but simply
statistically” (Muraoka 1985:30).
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(see Joüon and Muraoka 1993:579; Jongeling 1991; van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze

1999:336). However, the overwhelming predominance of the ‘narrative verb’ form wayyiqtol, a

verb form that exhibits unique morphological characteristics, should serve as a methodological

red flag. For instance, out of the almost 5,500 clauses in the text of Genesis, there are over

2,100 clauses with wayyiqtol (that is almost 40 percent of the book!).7  Due to the unique

morphological form of the wayyiqtol, Muraoka (1985), for example, expresses reluctance to

study BH word order without first setting this form aside (1985:28-30).8  This does appear to be

wise.  If non-VS word order is impossible with the wayyiqtol, then it is methodologically

precarious to use it when determining basic word order; the wayyiqtol clearly skews the data

towards a VS analysis.  For this reason, I too will proceed in my analysis of Genesis by initially

setting the wayyiqtol form aside and returning to it later.

In my analysis of the BH data in Genesis 1-50, I proceeded in four primary steps.  First,

I identified and separated finite verbal, participial,9 and verbless clauses.10  Second, I set aside

the wayyiqtol clauses.  Finally, from all of this material, I identified my database as every finite

verbal clause which contained an overt subject.  (The great majority of clauses in Genesis do
                                                

7 According to an Accordance (version 4.5) computer search there are 2,113 wayyiqtol forms in Genesis (I
counted 884 wayyiqtol clauses with an overt subject).

Because the w´qatal form is often treated as a ‘waw-consecutive’ form (meaning that it is in some way
attached to the conjunction w´, I have treated the w´qatal data separately (see below in 3.2.1).  A computer search
produced 216 examples of the conjunction w´ followed by a qatal verb; however, not all of these should be parsed
as a w´qatal since in the context they do not differ semantically from the simple qatal verb.  Hence, I counted 197
w´qatal forms in Genesis.

8 In contrast, Bandstra (like many others) notes the decision of previous word order studies on BH to exclude
the wayyiqtol, but he then proceeds to assume VSO order without questioning the morphological status of the
wayyiqtol form or addressing why it always stands clause-initial (1992:111, 115); neither Jongeling (1991) nor van
der Merwe (1991) discuss the wayyiqtol form at all (Jongeling even treats it as a simple V(erb) in his analysis!).

9 I counted 163 predicative participles in Genesis.

10 I counted 661 verbless/nominal clauses in Genesis.
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not contain overt subject NPs; however, a study of word order, in particular a study of the

position of the subject and verb with regard to each other, is necessarily restricted to clauses

that contain overt subject NPs.)  From almost 5,500 clauses in Genesis, the initial database for

my study of word order included 584 finite verbal clauses (excluding wayyiqtol clauses) with

an overt subject.

3.2.1. Word Order in Modal versus Indicative Clauses (in Reported Speech)

I will begin our discussion of the BH data by investigating E. J. Revell’s (1989) claim

regarding the placement of the yiqtol verb in modal and indicative clauses.11  BH has a modal

system which employs an imperative in the second person (q´tol), what is often called a

cohortative in the first person (}eqt´laœ), and what is often called a jussive in the third person

(yiqtol).  Significantly, the last form, which I shall call the modal yiqtol, is homophonous with

the indicative (imperfective) yiqtol in many cases.12  Revell (1989) argues, based on data from

the books of Judges, Samuel, and Kings, that the modal yiqtol stands in a clause-initial position

while the indicative yiqtol typically resides in a clause-medial position (1989:14-21; see also

Niccacci 1987).13  Let us consider the Genesis data to see how it accords with Revell’s

                                                
11 DeCaen (1995) takes up Revell’s proposal for the yiqtol and employs it to explain both the qatal/w´qatal

and the wayyiqtol within the theoretical framework of Government-Binding, the Chomskyan linguistic model that
predates the Minimalist Program.  I discuss DeCaen’s proposals for the w´qatal and the wayyiqtol below in 3.2.4.

12 Typically, grammars indicate that the modal and indicative yiqtol are morphologically distinct in the Hifil
derivational class (i.e., modal yaqteœl vs. indicative yaqtˆîl) and are often morphologically distinct in many of the
derivational classes of verbs that have ‘weak’ roots, that is roots which contain the glides /w/ and /y/, e.g., the Qal
modal yiqtol of the root /q-w-m/ is yaqom while the Qal indicative yiqtol is yaqu®m.  Because of these
morphological differences, the modal and indicative yiqtol are often referred to as the ‘short’ and ‘long’ yiqtol,
respectively.

13 It is worthwhile to note that word order distinctions based on the semantic type of verb are attested in a
number of other languages.  For example, Siewierska (1988) claims that some African languages vary the word
order depending on the tense and aspect of the verb used.  Siewierska cited the Sudanic languages Lendu, Moru,
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proposal.  (Note that in order to begin with a discussion of modal clauses, I am restricting the

database to reported speech, since the vast majority of modal verbs exist within reported speech

dialogue.)  Of the 40 modal yiqtol clauses with overt subjects in Genesis,14 eighty percent (32)

exhibit a clause-initial verb, as in (1)-(4).15

(1)  wayyoœ}mer             }§loœhˆîm y´hˆî          }o®r
and-say(3MS PAST) God     be(3MS MOD) light

‘and God said: Let light be!’ (Gen 1.3)

(2)  wayyoœ}mer              baœru®k≈                        yhwh  }§loœhe®   sûeœm   wˆîhˆî              k≈´na{an
and-say(3MS PAST) bless(MS PTCP PASS) Yhwh god.of Shem and-be(3MS MOD) Canaan
{eb≈ed≈  laœmo®
servant to-him
‘and he said: Blessed be Yhwh, god of Shem, and may Canaan be his servant’ (Gen 9.26)

(3)  yisûpoœt√            yhwh  be®nˆî         u®b≈e®ne®k≈aœ
judge(3MS MOD) Yhwh   between-me  and-between-you

‘may Yhwh judge between me and you’ (Gen 16.5)

(4)   yisΩep≈            yhwh   be®nˆî          u®b≈e®nek≈aœ
watch(3MS MOD) Yhwh   between-me   and-between-you

‘may Yhwh watch between me and you’ (Gen 31.49)

                                                                                                                                                          
Mangbetu, and the Gur languages Natioro and Bagassi as languages that exhibit SVO order in the perfective tenses
and SOV in the imperfective (1988:95).  Similarly, the Sudanic language Anyuak/Anywa appears to be a language
that switches from SVO in the present tense to SOV in the past and future (see Perner 1990; Reh 1996).

14 The modal clauses is this set of data are primarily the third person modal yiqtol, with just two examples of
the 1st person form (22.5; 33.14; as would be expected, both of these clauses have pronominal subjects).

15 See also Gen 1.6, 9(2x), 11, 14, 20, 24; 9.27(2x); 13.8; 18.4; 19.20; 24.55, 60; 27.28, 29(3x), 31; 41.33, 34;
42.16; 44.18(2x), 33; 49.6(2x), 17.

There are seven examples in which the element preceding the modal yiqtol is not the subject (as in the
examples listed in note 11): in 41.33 and 44.33, w´{atta® ‘and now, therefore’ precedes the verb; in Gen 44.18 the
preceding elements are a prepositional phrase and a vocative NP; in 13.8 and 44.18, a negative precedes the modal
verb; and, in Gen 49.6, prepositional phrases and negatives precede the modal yiqtol.  In these five cases, the word
order in the modal clause is VS after the initial elements.
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The 8 remaining modal yiqtol clauses exhibit a clause-medial verb, with a constituent preceding

the verb, as the subject noun phrase does in (5):16

(5)   30And now, when I come to your servant my father and the boy is not with us, and his life is
bound up in his (i.e., the boy’s) life, 31and it shall be when he sees that the boy is not, he will
die; and your servants will bring down the gray hairs of your servant our father with sorrow to
Sheol.  32Because your servant became surety for the boy to my father, (saying), ‘If I do not
bring him to you, then I will have sinned against my father all (my) days.’ 33And now, please
let your servant remain instead of the boy, as a slave to my lord; [but let the boy go up with
his brothers]

w´hanna{ar   ya{al                      {im   }ehΩaœyw
and-the-boy    ascend(3MS MOD)  with  brothers-his
 ‘but let the boy go up with his brothers’ (Gen 44.33)

In terms of pragmatics, we could argue from the context that SV order is pragmatically “non-

neutral,” that , in the case of example (5) ‘the boy’ is being contrasted with ‘your servant’ from

the preceding clause.  Thus, in terms of both frequency and pragmatics, Revell’s conclusion for

modal clauses is correct.  If we recast this analysis into typical word order categories, we could

say that modal yiqtol clauses in BH exhibit a basic VS order.

Besides the modal yiqtol, there is one more “modal” verb to consider:  the verb form

often labeled w´qatal, or “waw-consecutive perfect.”  It has been suggested that w´qatal finds

it historical background in the use of the perfective qatal in conditional clauses (see Waltke and

O’Connor 1990:521-23; Joosten 1992:3).  Clause sequences like those given in (6) support this

proposal:

                                                
16 For similar SV modal yiqtol examples as in (5), see also Gen 1.20, 22; 28.3; 31.53; 43.14; 43.29; 45.20.

Note that the initial conjunction w´, as in (5), does not affect word order and therefore is not syntactically
significant for this study of word order (see below, 3.2.4 and note 43).
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(6)  4}im     raœhΩasΩ                          }∞d≈oœnaœy  }eœt◊     sΩoœ}at◊     b´no®t◊            sΩˆîyyo®n w´}et◊      d´me®
COND    wash(3MS MOD PERF)  Lord       ACC  filth.of  daughters.of Zion    and-ACC bloodshed.of

y´ru®sûaœlaim yaœd≈ˆîahΩ                 miqqirba®h        b´ru®ahΩ        misûpaœt√      u®b≈´ru®ahΩ            baœ{eœr
Jerusalem   rinse(3MS IMPF) from-midst-her in-spirit.of judgment and-in-spirit.of burn(INF)
5u®b≈aœraœ}                               yhwh {al     kol    m´k≈o®n  har      sΩˆîyyo®n w´{al        miqraœ}ehaœ           {aœnaœn
and-create(3MS PERF MOD) Yhwh upon all.of site.of  mount Zion     and-upon convocations-her cloud

yo®maœm w´{aœsûaœn     w´noœg≈ah               }eœsû       lehaœb≈a® laœyla®
daily     and-smoke and-brightness.of fire.of  flame  night

‘if the Lord washes the filth of the daughters of Zion and the bloodshed of Jerusalem, (if) he rinses
(it) from her midst with a spirit of judgment and a spirit of burning, (then) Yhwh shall create over
the site of Mount Zion and over her convocations a cloud by day and smoke and brightness of a fire
of flame (by) night’ (Isa 4.4-5)

In the first boldfaced example in (6), a modal qatal verb, raœh Ωas Ω, immediately follows the

conditional word  àim  (resulting in VS order) and functions as the main verb in the

conditional/irreal clause.17  In the second boldfaced example, the form u®b ≈aœraœ}  continues the

conditional modality (and exhibits VS order).18

On the basis of the connection between w´qatal and modality, Jan Joosten (1992)

suggests that w´qatal should be classified as a modal verb.  Not only is the w´qatal used in

conditional clauses, as in (6), it is very often used to continue other modal verbs, such as

imperatives (7), jussives (8), and cohortatives (9).

                                                
17 For other qatal verbs following the function word }im, see Gen 47.16, 18; Exod 22.2; Lev 13.56; Num 14.8;

21.9; 30.6; 1 Sam 21.5; 2 Sam 5.6; Isa 6.11; 24.13; Ezek 16.48; Job 31.9; 37.20; Prov 23.15; Song 7.13; Qoh
10.10.

18 Although the syntax is not explicit with clauses coordinate by wa, in this specific case, the second qatal,
u®b≈aœraœ}, serves also to introduce the apodosis of the conditional/irreal utterance.
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(7)   wayyoœ}mer              hinneh  naœ}     }∞d≈oœnay    su®ru®                naœ}     }el  be®t◊         {ab≈d´k≈em
and-say(3MS PAST) behold please lords-my turn(2MP IMV) please to  house.of servant-your
w´lˆînu®                       w´rahΩ∞sΩu®                  rag≈le®k≈em w´hisûkamtem
and-lodge(2MP IMV) and-wash(2MP IMV) feet-your  and-rise early(2MP PERF MOD)

wah´lak≈tem                   l´d≈ark´k≈em
and-go(2MP PERF MOD)  to-way-your

‘and he said: Behold, my lords, please turn aside to your servant’s house and lodge and wash your
feet, and (then) you may rise early and go on your way’ (Gen 19.2)

(8)  wayyoœ}mer             }§loœhˆîm y´hˆî                m´}oœroœt◊  birqˆîa{             hasûsûaœmayim  l´hab≈dˆîl
and-say(3MS PAST) God     be(3MS MOD) lights      in-expanse.of the-heavens   to-divide(INF)

be®n         hayyo®m  u®b≈e®n              hallaœyla®   w´haœyu®                          l´}oœt◊oœt◊     u®l´mo®{∞d≈ˆîm
between the-day   and-between the-night  and-be(3CP PERF MOD)  for-signs  and-for-seasons

u®l´yaœmˆîm     w´sûaœnˆîm
and-for-days and-years
‘and God said: Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to divide between the day and the
night and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years’ (Gen 1.14)

(9)   wa}∞b≈aœr∞k≈a®                m´b≈aœr´k≈e®k≈aœ             u®m´qallelk≈aœ                       }aœ}oœr
and-bless(1CS MOD) bless(MP PTCP)-you and-curse(MPL PTCP)-you  curse(1CS MOD)
w´nib≈r´k≈u®                                 b≈´k≈aœ     koœl      misûp´hΩoœt◊     haœ}∞d≈aœma®
and-bless(3CP PERF MOD PASS)  in-you  all.of   families.of  the-land

‘and I shall bless those blessing you and those cursing you I shall curse and (so) all the nations of
the land shall be blessed by you’ (Gen 12.3)

If we consider the w´qatal to be modal in some way, then the question that arises is how

the word order of the 197 w´qatal clauses in Genesis (which have not been factored into the

statistics up to this point; see above, fn. 7) compares to the modal yiqtol data.  The answer is

simple.  The w´qatal is always in a clause-initial position, thus the w´qatal always exhibits VS

order, as in (10).

(10)  u®q´raœ}aœhu®                                }aœso®n  badderek≈
and-meet(3MS MOD PERF)-him  harm   on-the-road

‘and harm might meet him on the road’ (Gen 42.38)

Thus, using two of the word order criteria, frequency and pragmatics, we may confirm
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Revell’s analysis that modal clauses in BH, including the w´qatal, exhibit VS as their basic

word order.  Now, with a VS analysis for modal clauses, the question becomes: How do the

word order data from modal clauses compare to indicative clause data?  If we consider every

indicative clause with an overt subject, there are 303 VS clauses and 251 SV clauses in

Genesis.  However, we must limit this initial database in two ways.  First, since I limited to

database to reported speech in order to examine the modal examples, we must limit our

indicative database to reported speech for the sake of comparison.  This produces a smaller

database of 166 VS and 140 SV clauses.  Second, if we employ the criteria of clause type and

pragmatics and set aside those clauses that appear from the context not to be ‘pragmatically

neutral,19 main, indicative clauses’, we are left with 51 SV clauses, as in (11)-(13),20 and 36 VS

                                                
19 In response to the possible (or more probable, likely) challenge that SV clauses, such as the one in Gen

3.13, are actually pragmatically marked/non-neutral (e.g., somehow ‘the serpent’ is being highlighted, contrasted,
re-invoked, re-activated, etc., within the discourse context and thus has been fronted, resulting in SV order), I will
briefly submit two claims.  First, I argue below in chapter four that BH is a theme-rheme language, that is, that
constituents that are ‘adding’ to the discourse are placed further right/down in the clause than those consituents
that are not adding to the discourse but rather anchoring the clause in the preceding discourse context.  Thus, in the
case of Gen 3.13, the snake is a known, active character within the immediate discourse and cannot therefore be a
new/added, or even re-activated, discourse item.  Second, though BH is a theme-rheme language, contrasted (or
“focalized,” “topicalized,” etc.) items, which may be either ‘anchoring’ or ‘adding’ discourse constituents, are
moved to the front of the clause; this results in orders such as, e.g., OVS, PPVS.  However, in the case of Gen
3.13, there is no other realistically available discourse item with which to contrast the serpent; rather, the
pragmatics of this clause are such that, in terms of the woman’s rhetoric, it is more likely that the action (‘deceived
me’) is the salient information and thus constitute the core of her self-defense.  In summary, the SV order in this
clause, or the others that I cite, does not reflect a pragmatically non-neutral environment.

20 Of the total 107 indicative, non-subordinate SV clauses in Genesis reported speech, there are only 51 SV
clauses that contain full NP subjects (rather than pronominal subjects): Gen 3.13; 5.29; 6.13, 17; 9.2; 15.16; 17.12;
19.9; 21.6;  22.8; 23.6; 24.35; 24.40, 56; 25.23; 28.3, 22; 31.5, 7, 8(2x), 32, 38; 34.10; 35.11; 37.20, 33; 38.28;
41.27; 42.19; 43.14, 22, 23(2x); 44.16, 19, 20(2x); 46.4, 31; 47.1, 5, 19, 24; 48.3, 19; 49.16, 27; 50.5, 16, 20.

There are 37 reported speech SV clauses that contain pronominal subjects: Gen 3.15(2x), 16; 4.7; 14.23, 24;
15.15; 16.5, 12; 18.13; 19.19; 21.24; 24.31; 26.27; 28.16; 30.29; 31.6, 39; 32.13; 38.17, 23; 41.15, 40; 42.37; 43.9,
14; 44.10, 27; 45.19; 46.4(2x); 47.30; 48.22; 49.20, 29; 50.20, 21.  Since BH verbs are morphologically inflected
for subject agreement and the presence of subject pronouns is not necessary (hence, BH is a ‘pro-drop’ language,
see below, 3.3.1.3), the presence of a personal pronoun in a clause suggests a specific pragmatic function (e.g.,
contrast) is being communicated by the pronoun.  However, the SV order of pragmatically non-neutral
‘pronominal-subject’ clauses cannot be used to argue that SV order is then inherently pragmatically non-neutral;
the corrollary of such an argument would mean that pragmatically neutral clauses that have pronominal subjects
would be VS—yet extremely few cases of VS order with pronominal subjects exist in the Hebrew Bible.  There
are three general environments in which VS order may occur with pronominal subjects: 1) when the pronominal
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clauses, as in (14).21

(11)  wayyoœ}mer              yhwh  }§loœhˆîm laœ}isûsûa®              ma   zoœ}t◊  {aœsíˆît◊               wattoœ}mer
and-say(3MS PAST) Yhwh God      to-the-woman what this   do(3FS PERF) and-say(3FS PAST)

haœ}isûsûa®        hannaœhΩaœsû hisûsûˆî}anˆî                       waœ}oœk≈eœl
the-woman the-serpent deceive(3MS PERF)-me and-eat(1CS PAST)
‘and God said to the woman: What is this you have done? And the woman said: The serpent
deceived me and I ate’ (Gen 3.13)

(12)   wayyiqraœ}                  }et◊  sû´mo®        noœahΩ  leœ}moœr  zeh  y´nahΩ∞meœnu®              mimma{∞síeœnu®
and-call(3MS PAST)  ACC name-his Noah COMP    this  comfort(3MS IMPF)-us from-work-our

u®meœ{isΩsΩ´b≈o®n       yaœd≈e®nu®
and-from-toil.of  hands-our

‘and he called his name Noah (saying): This one will comfort us from our work and from the toil of
our hands’ (Gen 5.29)

(13)  u®mo®ra}∞k≈em  w´hΩitt´k≈em    yihye®             {al    kol      hΩayyat◊          haœ}aœresΩ  w´{al       kol
and-fear-your and-dread-your be(3MS IMPF) upon all.of  creatures.of the-land and-upon all.of
{o®p≈         hasûsûaœmaœyim b´k≈oœl      }∞sûer  tirmoœsí                haœ}∞d≈aœma®   u®b≈´k≈ol            d´g≈e®    hayyaœm
birds.of  the-heavens  on-all.of  REL  creep(3FS IMPF) the-ground and-on-all.of fish.of  the-sea
‘and the fear of you and the dread of you will be upon all the creatures of the land and the birds of
the heavens and everything that creeps on the ground and all the fish of the sea’ (Gen 9.2)

(14)   w´yeœ}aœmnu®                 d≈ib≈re®k≈em
and-believe(3MP IMPF PASS) words-your

‘and your words will be verified’ (Gen 42.20)

On the basis of these examples (and the statistics behind them), we could argue that in terms of

frequency and pragmatics, BH is an SV language in main indicative clauses by a ratio of about

                                                                                                                                                          
subject is used following a wayyiqtol, e.g., Gen 44.20; 2) when the pronominal subject is used following a modal
qatal, e.g., Exod 18.19; and 3) when the subject pronoun is the first part of a complex coordinate subject, e.g.,  (for
the syntactic structure of this last type of construction, see Naudé 1999).  In the case of the first two environments,
I provide arguments below that explain how these may occur and how they do not represent simple VS order.

There are 19 more clauses in Genesis reported speech that exhibit SV order but the presence of other elements
(such as adverbial phrases) between the subject NP and the verb indicates that the clausal structure is slightly more
complex: Gen 3.12; 9.3; 17.6, 9, 16; 18.18; 24.7, 45; 25.23(2x); 26.11; 31.29; 35.11; 44.5; 48.6; 49.9, 13, 19;
50.24.  Finally, 3 of these 19 SV clauses (with the more complex structure) also have a personal pronoun as the
subject (instead of a full NP): Gen 17.9; 24.45; 44.5.

21 See also Gen 6.3; 9.11 (2x), 15; 15.4; 17.5; 21.7; 22.17; 27.35, 41; 30.6, 18, 20, 23, 24, 28; 31.1, 7; 35.10;
38.21, 22, 24; 39.17; 40.10 (2x); 41.31, 36; 42.28, 30, 38; 44.5, 22; 45.9; 49.8, 10.
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3-2.  However, of the 36 VS examples in reported speech, the verb in 15 of the VS clauses is

preceded by the negative, as in example (15).22

(15)  w´hinne®       d≈´b≈ar    yhwh  }eœlaœyw  leœ}moœr loœ}  yˆîraœsû´k≈aœ              zeh
and-behold word.of Yhwh  to-him COMP  NEG inherit(3MS IMPF)-you this
‘and behold the word of Yhwh (came) to him (saying): This one will not inherit you’ (Gen 15.4)

In fact, negation is often closely linked to modality (see Lyons 1977:768-77; Palmer

1979; 1986:218-21; Hoye 1997).  Also, negative function words in some languages clearly

affect the word order of the subject, verb, and object constituents (see, for example, Givón

1979:124-25).23  Thus we should exclude the VS clauses that contain a negative function word

from our statistics, based on the possibility that negative clauses in BH exhibit VS order like

other modal clauses do.24  Then, our database would contain only 21 examples of reported

speech VS clauses in Genesis, such as the qatal verb clause in (16).25

(16)  wattoœ}mer               mˆî     milleœl              l´}ab≈raœhaœm   he®nˆîqa®           b≈aœnˆîm síaœra®
and-say(3FS PAST) who  tell(3MS PERF) to-Abraham  suckle(3FS PERF)  sons    Sarah

‘and she said: Who would have told to Abraham “Sarah has suckled children”’ (Gen 21.7)

                                                
22 See also Gen 6.3; 9.11 (2x), 15; 17.5; 31.7; 35.10; 38.21, 22; 41.31, 36; 42.38; 44.22; 49.10.

23 Givón presents data from Kru, a Niger-Congo language, to illustrate a language that switches from SVO
order in typical declarative clauses (i), to SOV in negative clauses (ii) (1979:124-25).

(i)  Nyeyu-na    bla    nyino-na (SVO)
      man-the      beat  woman-the
     ‘the man beat the woman’

(ii) Nyeyu-na  si      nyino-na       bla (SOV)
        man-the    NEG  woman-the   beat

            ‘the man didn’t beat the woman’

24 Negatives in BH overwhelming modify the clause (or more accurately, the predication); these negatives
immediately precede the verb.  When a BH negative is used as an item adverb to modify a particular constituent,
the negative is usually positioned immediately preceding the modified constituent, as in Psa 103.10: loœ} k ≈ah Ω∞t √aœ}e®nu®
{aœsía® laœnu® ‘not according to our sins has he dealt with us’ (see Kautzsch 1910:478-79; Waltke and O’Connor
1990:659-60; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:603).

25 See also Gen 21.7; 22.17; 27.35, 41; 30.6, 18, 20, 23, 24, 28; 31.1; 38.24; 39.17; 40.10(2x); 42.20, 28, 30;
45.9, 16; 49.8.
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Based upon the context of Genesis 21, we could argue that the VS clause he®nˆîqa® b ≈aœnˆîm

síaœra in verse 7 reflects Sarah’s incredulity about her own ability to birth and suckle at ninety

years of age.  Thus, not only do the statistics (51 SV versus 21 VS) suggest that VS order is not

“basic” in BH reported speech indicative clauses, but the VS clauses that do exist in reported

speech, like the example in (16), appear to reflect a more pragmatically influenced word order.

With this in mind, we should return to our discussion of the w´qatal in order to

reconsider whether the w´qatal is in fact a distinct verb form (see DeCaen 1995:121-26; contra

Joosten 1992:7).  Given the pattern that the data exhibit, I propose that there is a single qatal

verb: used indicatively, the qatal overwhelmingly exhibits SV order, as in (17).26

(17)  w´haœ}aœd≈aœm    yaœd≈a{                   }et◊     hΩawwa®   }isûto®
and-the-man  know(3MS PERF)  ACC   Eve         wife-his

‘and the man knew (i.e., sexually) Eve, his wife’ (Gen 4.1)

Used modally, the qatal overwhelmingly exhibits VS order, as in (18).27

(18)   }im     koœ   yoœ}mar             n´quddˆîm yihye®              sí´k≈aœrek≈aœ    w´yaœl´d≈u®                         k≈ol
COND thus say(3MS IMPF) speckled   be(3MS IMPF) wage-your and-bear(3CP PERF MOD) all.of

hasΩsΩoœ}n   n´quddˆîm
the-flock  speckled
‘if he would say thus, ‘Speckled will be your wage,’ then all of the flock would bear speckled’ (Gen
31.8)

                                                
26 See also Gen 1.2; 3.1, 13; 4.2, 4, 18(3x), 20, 21, 22; 6.1, 4, 8, 13; 7.6, 9, 10, 11, 16, 19, 22; 8.5, 19;

10.8(2x), 9, 13-14, 15-18, 24(2x), 26-29; 11.3, 27(2x); 13.12(2x), 14; 14.3, 4, 10, 18, 23; 15.12, 17; 16.1, 5; 17.12,
27; 18.13, 17, 33; 19.4, 9, 23(2x), 19.24; 20.4, 5; 21.1, 7, 26; 22.1, 23; 24.1, 16, 31, 35, 56; 25.3(2x), 19, 34; 26.26,
27; 27.6; 28.16; 29.17; 30.26, 29; 31.5, 6, 7, 19, 25(2x), 29, 34, 38, 47; 32.2, 13; 33.3, 17; 34.5(2x), 7, 27; 35.11,
18; 36.2-3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14; 37.2, 3, 11, 20, 33, 36; 38.14, 23, 25, 28; 39.1; 41.10, 15, 56, 57; 42.8, 10, 23; 43.1, 14,
22(2x), 23(2x); 44.3, 4(2x), 16, 19, 20(2x), 27; 45.14, 16, 19; 46.31; 47.1, 5; 48.3, 10, 22; 50.5, 16, 20(2x).

27 See also Gen 3.5; 4.14; 6.3, 18; 9.14(2x), 16; 12.3, 13; 17.5, 13, 14; 18.18; 22.18; 24.14, 43; 26.4;
28.14(2x), 21; 29.3; 30.32, 33, 41, 42; 31.8; 32.9; 33.13; 34.30; 40.19; 41.30(3x), 36; 42.38; 44.29, 31; 48.21.
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We can now dispense with the label “w´qatal,” which suggests a distinct verb form,

and use indicative qatal and modal qatal, terms which serve to connote both form and semantic

function.

In summary, we may preliminarily conclude, using all three criteria (clause type,

frequency, and pragmatics), that BH indicative clauses in reported speech exhibit a basic SV

order, and that modal clauses, including modal qatal clauses, exhibit VS order.28  Thus, the

semantic choice of verbs seems to determine whether the word order is SV (indicative) or VS

(modal).  If this is indeed the case, we can then in turn use word order to help us identify the

semantics of the verb in ambiguous cases (i.e., when specifically modal or indicative lexical

items are absent, or when BH verbal morphology is nondeterminative).  Consider the otherwise

morphologically ambiguous clauses in (19) and (20).

(19)  ya{ab≈d≈u®k≈aœ          {ammˆîm   w´yisûtahΩu®                           l´k≈aœ      l´}ummˆîm
serve(3MP MOD)-you  peoples    and-bow down(3MP MOD)  to-you  nations

‘let the peoples serve you and let the nations bow down to you’ (Gen 27.29)

(20)  w´rab≈     ya{∞b≈oœd≈          sΩaœ{ˆîr
and-great   serve(3MS IMPF)   young

‘and the greater will serve the younger’ (Gen 25.23)

In both (19) and (20), the modal and indicative forms of the verb ‘serve’ are

morphologically ambiguous—verbs could be either indicative or modal.  Furthermore, there are

                                                
28 Shulman (2000) takes the word order argument regarding modal versus indicative clauses one step further:

based on the difference in word order between modal and indicative clauses, she argues that the morphological
differences are not due to the modal versus indicative distinction, but to other semantic (deontic vs. epistemic
modality) concerns.  Thus, Shulman (following Qimron 1998) proposes that both the ‘long’ and ‘short’ yiqtol
forms can be used modally and that their modal use is reflected by the word order (i.e., VS word order).  The
difference between which form, the long yiqtol or short yiqtol, is used is based on what type of modality (epistemic
or deontic, respectively) is needed.  The distinction that Shulman makes is attractive because it reduces the
identifiable differences between modal and indicative verbs to syntax: setting pragmatically special examples
aside, modals exist in VS clauses and indicatives exist in SV clauses.  What remains to be seen is if (and how) this
distinction fits into a holistic analysis of the BH verbal system.
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no other lexical items (such as a conditional function word) in either clause to indicate clearly

whether the verb should be read as a modal or an indicative.  Thus, only the word order in the

two examples disambiguates the modal clause (the VS clause in (19)) from the indicative

clause (the SV clause in (20)).

3.2.2. Word Order in BH  Narrative

Moving beyond reported speech examples, we cannot merely assume that the same SV-

indicative/VS-modal analysis applies to narrative/non-conversational discourse; indeed,

Longacre (1995) again claims that while, “in expository discourse . . . SVO predominates and

is on the mainline,” BH narrative is primarily VSO (1996:23).  However, Longacre is making

his narrative VSO conclusion based upon data that includes the wayyiqtol form; if the wayyiqtol

is set aside, the remaining data may point towards a different conclusion.  In fact, there are 100

main, indicative (and apparently stylistically neutral) clauses that exhibit SV order, as in (21).29

(21)  w´haœ}aresΩ    haœy´t◊a®          t◊oœhu®      waœb≈oœhu®
 and-the-earth  be(3FS PERF) vacuum and-void
 ‘and the earth was a vacuum and a void’ (Gen 1.2)

In contrast, there are only 13 such non-subordinate, indicative clauses that exhibit VS order, as

in (22).30

                                                
29 See also Gen 2.6; 3.1; 4.1, 2, 4, 18(3x), 20, 21; 6.1, 4, 8; 7.6, 10, 11, 16, 19, 22; 8.5, 19; 10.8(2x), 9, 13-14,

15-18, 24(2x), 26-29; 11.3, 27(2x); 13.12(2x), 14; 14.3, 18; 15.12, 17; 16.1; 17.27; 18.17, 33; 19.4, 23(2x), 24;
20.4; 21.1; 22.1, 23; 24.1, 16; 25.3(2x), 19, 34; 26.26; 27.6; 29.17; 31.19, 25(2x), 34, 47; 32.2; 33.3, 17; 34.5(2x),
7, 27; 35.18; 36.2-3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14; 37.2, 3, 11, 36; 38.14, 25; 39.1; 41.10, 56, 57; 42.8, 10, 23; 43.1; 44.3, 4(2x);
45.14, 16; 48.10.

The following narrative clauses also exhibit SV order, but the presence of other elements (such as adverbial
phrases) indicates that their structure is slightly more complex than the structure of the example given in (21): Gen
2.5(2x); 4.22; 14.10; 20.5.

30 See also Gen 8.9; 13.6; 31.32; 34.5, 19; 36.7; 40.1, 23; 45.1 (2x), 3, 16.
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(22)  w´ho®k≈iahΩ                   }ab≈raœhaœm  }et◊    }∞b≈ˆîmelek≈  {al     }oœd≈o®t◊  b´}eœr     hammayim

and-argue(3MS PERF) Abraham  with  Abimelek  upon cause  well.of  water

 ‘and Abraham argued with Abimelek because of well of water’ (Gen 21.25)

The number of VS clauses becomes even fewer, though, after we note that of those 13,

only 3 have verbs that are not preceded by a negative; thus, if we suspect that negative clauses

in BH may be VS due to the negative, then we are left with only 3 VS clauses in Genesis

narrative, such as example (22)—certainly not a “basic word order.”

In summary, the initial data from Genesis suggest that main, indicative narrative clauses

in BH exhibit SV basic word order.  Thus, there appears to be no significant word order

difference in BH between reported speech clauses and narrative clauses.

2.3. Word Order in Subordinate Clauses

In the identification of word order based upon ‘independent, indicative clauses’, one of

the key elements for sorting data is that valid clauses must be independent, or main.  However,

many, if not a majority, of clauses in Genesis are not main clauses.  How can we account for

clauses such as those given in (23)-(25)?  In Genesis 165 finite verbal clauses with an overt

subject are introduced by a function word, such as the conjunction kˆî (23),31 a relative word

(24),32 or an interrogatives (25).33

                                                
31 For kˆî as the subordinating causal conjunction (i.e., ‘because’), see Gen 2.5; 4.25; 6.12, 13; 13.6; 15.16;

16.11; 19.13; 21.10, 17; 27.20, 23; 28.11; 29.21, 32, 33; 30.13; 32.12, 27; 33.11; 36.7; 38.14; 41.51, 52, 57; 42.5;
43.30, 32; 47.4, 13, 15, 20; 48.17.  For kˆî together with the function word, }im, to form a coordinating disjunction
(i.e., ‘but’), see Gen 47.18.  For kˆî introducing object clauses, see Gen 8.11; 14.14; 26.28; 28.6; 31.22; 38.14;
41.32; 44.27; 48.17; 50.15.  For kˆî introducing temporal adjunct clauses (i.e., ‘when’), see Gen 31.49; 32.18.

32 See also Gen 2.3; 5.29; 6.4; 7.5, 9; 11.5, 7; 14.24; 16.15; 21.25; 24.44, 51; 25.10, 12; 26.5, 15; 27.14, 27,
41, 44; 28.4; 29.8; 30.29, 38; 31.16(2x); 33.5; 37.23; 41.54; 43.17; 44.5, 16, 17; 45.27; 46.5, 18, 25; 47.11; 48.15;
50.13.

33 See Gen 8.6; 18.14; 24.21; 37.20; 41.38; 44.7.
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(23)  kˆî            hisûhΩˆît◊                     kol     baœsíaœr  }et◊   darko®    {al      haœ}aœresΩ

because  corrupt(3MS PERF) all.of  flesh  ACC way-his upon the-earth

‘because all flesh had corrupted its way upon the earth’ (Gen 6.12)

(24)  hΩayyat◊       hasísíaœd≈e®  }∞sûer  {aœsía®                    yhwh  }§loœhˆîm
animal.of  the-field  REL  make(3MS PERF) Yhwh  God

‘. . . animal of the field which Yhwh God had made’ (Gen 3.1)

(25)  w´laœmma®    naœp≈´lu®              p≈aœne®k≈aœ
 and-why     fall(3MP PERF)  face-your

‘and why has your face fallen?’ (Gen 4.6)

This set of data clearly indicates that the word order following function words is VS.

How does this accord with the SV word order argument that I have been developing?  We can

find the solution by looking at cross-linguistic word order phenomena.  DeCaen (1995)

suggests that BH is a ‘Verb Second’ (V2) language in main clauses and a ‘Verb First’ (V1)

language in subordinate clauses (1995:132, 174).  The ‘Verb Second (V2) Constraint’ is known

especially from the study of Germanic languages.  For example, German requires a finite verb

to be in second position in main clauses, as in (26) (SVO) and (27) (Adv-VS), whereas in

subordinate clauses, such as (28), the finite verb is in final position (following both the subject

and the object) (Ouhalla 1999:326-35).

(26)  Hans kaufte den Ball (SVO)
‘Hans bought the ball’

(27)  Gestern kaufte Hans den Ball (Adv-VSO)
‘Yesterday Hans bought the ball’

(28)  . . . dass Hans den Ball kaufte (C-SOV)
‘. . . that Hans bought the ball’
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Similarly, DeCaen proposes that in main clauses, the verb in BH always occupies the

second position of the clause (=V2), hence SVO order.  In contrast, for subordinate clauses

DeCaen claims that BH verbs precede the subject, resulting in complementizer-VS order where

the verb occupies the first position after the complementizer (=V1).

However, although DeCaen’s “main V2/subordinate V1” analysis is attractive, it misses

a broader generalization.  It does not matter in BH whether the clause is a main or subordinate

clause—if some element (other than a subject NP) stands at the “front” of the clause, the result

is VS order.  Consider the following main clause (repeated from (25)) that is introduced by an

interrogative and thus exhibits VS order:34

(29)  w´laœmma®   naœp≈´lu®             p≈aœne®k≈aœ (Wh-VSO)
 and-why     fall(3MP PERF)  face-your

‘and why has your face fallen?’ (Gen 4.6)

Furthermore, the data also suggest that these type of clauses with VS order after an

introductory element exhibit the VS order without regard to the position within the clause that

the verb occupies.  Therefore, BH cannot be considered a strict V2/V1 language: in the cases

where the verb occupies a third position in a subordinate clause, as in (30), it is obviously not

obligatory that the verb occupies the first (V1) position.

(30)   kˆî       meœ}ˆîsû         luq•hΩa®                       zoœ}t◊ (C-PP-VS)
 because  from-man  take(3FS PERF PASS) this

‘because from man this one was taken’ (Gen 2.23)

Moreover, the possibility (and grammaticality) of multiple fronted phrases, illustrated in (31),

demonstrates that the BH verb does not have to occupy second (V2) position in a main clause.

                                                
34 See also Gen 4.6; 8.8; 18.14; 24.21; 37.10, 20; 41.38; 44.7.
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In fact, the verb in (31) occupies the fifth position (after four introductory PPs) in a main

clause.

(31)  bisûnat◊     sûeœsû  meœ}o®t◊  sûaœna®  l´hΩayye® noœahΩ  bahΩoœd≈esû    hasûsûeœnˆî  b´sûib≈{a®  {aœsíaœr yo®m
in-year.of  six  hundred year   to-life.of Noah  in-the-month second    in-seven  ten    day
lahΩoœd≈esû     bayyo®m    hazzeh   nib≈q´{u®                       kol     ma{y´noœt◊     t´ho®m rabba®
to-the-month on-the-day the-this   burst-open(3MP PERF) all.of fountains.of deep    great

‘in the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the
month, on that day the great fountains of the deep burst open’ (Gen 7.11)

The word order that BH exhibits is much like the word order of its modern counterpart.

Modern Hebrew is often analyzed as an SVO language that exhibits a phenomenon called

‘Triggered Inversion’ (Doron 1996; Shlonsky 1997; see Glinert 1987:413-17).  Triggered

Inversion is similar to the Verb Second phenomenon except that the verb does not strictly have

to be in the second position in the clause; multiple constituents can precede the verb.  The

critical element in the Triggered Inversion analysis is that constituents in front of the subject

and verb “trigger” inversion from SV to VS.  Consider the following Modern Hebrew

examples:

(32)   daœnˆä  kaœt◊ab≈                   }et◊     hammiktaœb≈ (SVO)
dani  write(3MS PAST) ACC the-letter
‘Dani wrote the letter’

(33)   sûaœma{tˆ              sûek≈aœt◊ab≈                         daœnˆä }et◊    hammiktaœb≈ (C-VSO)
hear(1CS PAST) COMP-write(3MS PAST) dani ACC the-letter

‘I heard that Dani wrote the letter’

(34)  sûaœma{tˆ             sûed≈aœnˆä         kaœt◊ab≈                  }et◊    hammiktaœb≈ (C-SVO)
hear(1CS PAST) COMP-dani write(3MS PAST) ACC the-letter
‘I heard that Dani wrote the letter’ (i.e., no one else wrote it)

The Modern Hebrew example in (32) presents the standard SVO word order in indicative

clauses.  In contrast, the example in (33) presents the standard word order when an element
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(such as a function word) precedes the subject and verb: X-VSO.  Finally, the X-SVO example

(34) illustrates that such SV order following function words is grammatically acceptable, but

that such clauses are noticeably pragmatically marked, or non-neutral.  The word order of the

subordinate clause in (34) is only felicitous in a discourse context in which the subject, Dani, is

being contrasted in some way with other possible (real or irreal) letter-writing agents.

The BH data provided in (23)-(25) can be explained in the same way: the VS order is

syntactically triggered when a function word (e.g., a subordinating conjunction, or an

interrogative) precedes the subject and verb.  In addition, constituents that are moved toward

the front of the clause for pragmatic reasons also trigger inversion.  For example, the fronted

prepositional phrase in (35) triggers VS order.

(35)  }et◊    haœ}§loœhˆîm  hit◊hallek≈             noœahΩ
with  God          walk(3MS PERF)  Noah
‘with God Noah walked’ (Gen 6.9)

Finally, like the Modern Hebrew example in (34), Genesis also contains 13 clauses that

have an introductory function word and still exhibit SV order, as in (36).35

(36)  15And God said to Abraham, “As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her name Sarai, but Sarah
(shall be) her name. 16And I will bless her, and moreover I am about to give you a son by her. And I
will bless her, and she shall become nations; kings of peoples shall come from her.” 17And Abraham
fell on his face and laughed, and said to himself, “Can a child be born to a man who is a hundred
years old? Or can Sarah, who is ninety years old, bear a child?” 18And Abraham said to God, “Would
that Ishmael live before you!” 19And God said, “(No,) but your wife Sarah shall bear you a son, and
you shall call his name Isaac, and I will establish my covenant with him as an everlasting covenant
for his offspring after him.

lu® yisûmaœ{eœ}l   yihΩye®                 l´p≈aœne®k≈aœ
if   Ishmael      live(3MS IMPF)  to-face-your

‘Would that Ishmael live before you!’ (Gen 17.18)

                                                
35 See also Gen 3.20; 15.4; 17.17; 18.25; 20.5; 31.32, 42, 52(2x); 43.5; 44.32; 48.19.
Presumably, Biblical Hebrew interrogatives such as mˆî/ma® do double duty as both the interrogative function

word and the subject/object pronoun, respectively.  Therefore, since there is no separate overt subject NP in mˆî
clauses, I have excluded the 4 in Genesis (3.11; 21.7; 21.26; 43.22) from my database.
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If clauses with an introductory function word have a “basic” VS order, then we should not

consider the example in (36) to be pragmatically neutral,  but rather pragmatically marked like

the Modern Hebrew example in (34). In terms of the discourse in Genesis 17, Abraham wishes

that God would consider as an appropriate heir Ishmael, since, in Abraham’s opinion, the idea

that Sarah could bear a son is laughable.  Thus, based on the context, we may consider the X-

SV order in Genesis 17.18 to present a subject that is pragmatically marked.  Furthermore, only

13 clauses such as the example in (36) appear in Genesis, which suggests that not only are they

pragmatically marked, they are also statistically rare.

Up to this point I have presented modal and indicative data, reported speech and

narrative data, and main and subordinate clause data.  The preliminary conclusion I draw is

this: BH is fundamentally an SV language in finite verbal clauses, but that Triggered Inversion

(= SV Æ VS) is a common phenomenon and is caused either by an introductory function word,

a fronted phrasal constituent (e.g., an object noun phrase, a prepositional phrase), or modality.

We are now at a point that we may finally discuss the most common verbal form in Genesis:

the wayyiqtol.

3.2.4. Word Order in Clauses with the WAYYIQTOL Form

Clearly, since the wayyiqtol constitutes over one-third of the verbs in Genesis, we must

reckon with this form.  In many introductory grammars and some reference grammars, the

wayyiqtol is explained in terms of a tense inversion (Lambdin 1971:108; Joüon and Muraoka

1993:386-96; Pratico and Van Pelt 2001:192; cf. Waltke and O‘Connor 1990:547), with the

result that students are often taught to translate the wayyiqtol as the opposite of how they would

translate the imperfective yiqtol.  Thus, wayyiqtol is often said to denote ‘and [past/perfective
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verb]’ (Lambdin 1971:108; Waltke and O‘Connor 1990:547; Joüon and Muraoka 1991:386-

96).   Simply put, the wayyiqtol is said to be “converted” or “inverted” in that the wa

conjunction is prefixed to an imperfective (and typically future) yiqtol verb resulting in a

narrative past tense verb.  Since this “converted” verb form always carries the prefixed wa, it is

often called the ‘waw-conversive imperfect’, or ‘waw-consecutive imperfect’ (since it is

sometimes thought to convey consecution within the narrative).  The idea of a tense inversion

or conversion has been shown to be inaccurate (see Cook 2002); however, at least one feature

of the wayyiqtol is quite clear: it always exhibits VS word order, illustrated in (37).

(37)  wayya{así                    }§loœhˆîm  }et◊   haœraœqˆîa{
and-make (3MS PAST)  God      ACC the-firmament

‘and God made the firmament’ (Gen 1.7)

The question, then, is whether we can reconcile the absolute VS order of wayyiqtol

clauses with an SV analysis of BH.   The answer lies with the unusual form of the verb.  It is

well-known that the wayyiqtol represents the coordinating conjunction wa, the prefix verb

yiqtol, and some other intervening element that is phonologically, or at least graphemically,

indicated by the doubling of the initial consonant of the prefix verb (e.g., the first y of wa-y-

yiqtol).36

                                                
36 Those who would suggest that the doubling of the prefix consonant in the wayyiqtol form is merely a

phonologically strategy to preserve the /a/ vowel of the conjunction must still deal with the question, Why?  Why
preserve the vowel in this particular form, particularly when the prefix preterite verb may exist without the
conjunction (e.g., Deut 32.8)?  A hypothesis that accounts for both the phonology and word order of the wayyiqtol
is that the form of the conjunction prefixed to the verb differed from the normal conjunction wa/w´;  rather, the
form used was similar in shape to the definite article in that the final consonant was /n/ (i.e., wan- was the full
conjunction).  As with the definite article, the /n/ always assimilates to the following consonant; cf. Testen 1998.
As for the semantics of this conjunction wan- that is used only with the narrative verb (i.e., the prefix preterite), I
suggest that Hatav (2000) is essentially on the right track in that an appeal to discourse semantics  “doubling”
suggests a possible interpretation for the synchronic status of doubling in the wayyiqtol.  I propose that the
semantic solution for the verb-specific conjunction wan- may be found in comparison with the nominal-specific
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Based on the clause-initial placement, and hence VS word order, of wayyiqtol clauses,

DeCaen (1995) suggests that the yiqtol prefix verb in the wayyiqtol form is actually the modal

yiqtol and as such expresses a type of modality (1995:111-12; 296); thus, in terms of word

order the wayyiqtol is analogous to the modal yiqtol (see above 3.2.1).   Furthermore, DeCaen

proposes that first y in the wayyiqtol form represents a phonologically underspecified

complementizer bearing a semantic (epistemic) modality (1995:128-29, 296).37

Unfortunately, DeCaen’s proposal that the yiqtol verb within the wayyiqtol is itself

modal is diachronically unlikely.38  Rather, the yiqtol in the wayyiqtol is likely an old preterite

prefix verb that has survived primarily in the wayyiqtol form.39  For our purposes, though, what

is significant is that the preterite prefix verb in the wayyiqtol form always stands clause-initially

and therefore such clauses always exhibits VS word order.

                                                                                                                                                          
han- (i.e., the article): both serve to add specificity to the respective items—the narrative verb refers to specific
events/actions in the narrative; the noun with the article refers to specific entities in the narrative.

37 DeCaen neither clearly defines epistemic modality nor discusses how epistemic modality affects the
semantics of the wayyiqtol form (although to be fair, these issues are not entirely clear in the semantics literature).
Crystal has this to say about epistemic modality: “‘Epistemic logic’ is concerned with the logical structure of
statements which assert or imply that propositions are known or believed, e.g., the use of modals in sentences such
as The car must be ready, i.e., ‘It is surely the case that the car is ready’.  It contrasts with alethic and deontic
modality, which would interpret this sentence respectively as ‘It follows that the car is ready’ and ‘I oblige you to
ensure that the car is ready’” (1997:137-38).

38 Cook 2002 for a an overview of the historical development of the Biblical Hebrew verbal system.  Also, in
contrast to the standard position (and similar to DeCaen’s position) that the yiqtol verb in the wayyiqtol is a
preterite, Hatav has recently suggested that the yiqtol in wayyiqtol is in fact a modal verb, but that the /ay/
morpheme effectively anchors the modal verb in the actual world, resulting in an indicative form that is used as the
primary narrative verb form (Hatav 2000).

39 The complex morphological form of the wayyiqtol, the wa, the first y (the complementizer has assimilated
to the following verb and is represented by a copy of the initial consonant of the following verb), and the yiqtol,
had become a frozen form by the time of BH.  That the form is frozen is supported by the fact that no element ever
intervenes between any of these morphemes.
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I propose that the complementizer40 in the wayyiqtol, surviving as the doubling of the

prefix consonant, provides the key to reconciling the wayyiqtol with SV basic word order.

Although we cannot be certain of the historical nature of the doubling in the wayyiqtol, most

hypotheses agree on one thing: whatever it was, it was a complementizer, whether temporal,

consequential, or something entirely different.41  By the stage of Hebrew in the Hebrew Bible,

the complementizer had undergone grammaticalization, the process of reanalysis whereby a

lexical item becomes a grammatical item or a grammatical item becomes more grammatical.42

The complementizer in the wayyiqtol is semantically vacuous; syntactically, its presence

explains the clause-initial position of the yiqtol verb in the wayyiqtol form.  On the level of the

discourse, the wayyiqtol form is used simply as the narrative (past tense) verb in BH and there

is no longer any remnant of the original function of the complementizer within the wayyiqtol.

This proposal explains the variety of contexts in which the wayyiqtol form is used in the

                                                
40 In general, a complementizer is a function word that introduces a clause and allows it to be subcategorized

as a noun phrase.  In other words, a clause preceded by a complementizer may fill a noun slot within a larger
clause, e.g., I saw the dog vs. I saw that the dog was hurt.  In recent generative models, complementizer (COMP or
C) refers to a syntactic position which marks the head of the complementizer phrase (CP), which in turn is the
highest level within the phrase structure.  This latter definition clearly broadens the use of the term
complementizer from the more narrow initial definition given above as a function word introducing a
complement/object clause.  It is the broad sense of complementizer, any function word which resides in the C
position, that I use in this work.

41 See McFall 1982:217-18, Waltke and O’Connor 1990:544-45, and Garr 1998:lxv-lxxiii for surveys of both
classical and modern proposals regarding the history and semantics of the underspecified function word present in
the wayyiqtol form.  DeCaen’s proposal that this function word (which he identifies as a complementizer, as I do)
was originally modal in nature may explain the rare examples of the wayyiqtol continuing a conditional clause that
is begun by the conditional word }im ‘if’, as in Job 9.16: }im qaœraœ}t ◊ˆî wayya{∞neœnˆî loœ} }a}∞mˆîn kˆî ya}∞zˆîn qo®lˆî ‘if I
called and he answered me, I do not believe that he would give ear to my voice’.

42 According to Hopper and Traugott, the term grammaticalization has two meanings.  On the one hand, “it
refers to that part of the study of language that focuses on how grammatical forms and constructions arise, how
they are used, and how grammatical forms shape the language. . . . It therefore highlights the tension between
relatively unconstrained lexical structure and more constrained syntactic, morphosyntactic, and morphological
structure.” On the other hand, grammaticalization refers to the actual linguistic processes that the framework of
grammaticalization attempts to describe and explain: “the processes whereby items become more grammatical
through time” (1993:1-2).
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Hebrew Bible; the wayyiqtol may (and is) used in asyndetic conditional, result, consequential,

and sequential clauses and it may (and does) function as a pluperfect or summary verb (see

Cook 2001).

The proposal that a complementizer (phonologically underspecified and semantically

vacuous) follows the coordinating conjunction and triggers the VS order both explains the data

with regard to word order and is theoretically attractive: the wayyiqtol is another example of

Triggered Inversion (see the discussion of Triggered Inversion in 3.2.3; see also 3.4.1.2 for a

discussion of the specific syntactic structure of wayyiqtol clauses).  Certainly it is not the wa

coordinating conjunction that triggers VS order, since a variety of word orders appear after this

coordinating conjunction, e.g., Conj-SV (38), Conj-VS (39), and Conj-PPVS (40).43

(38)   w´}eœd≈     ya{∞le®                  min    haœ}aœresΩ
and-mist ascend(3MS IMPF) from  the-earth
‘and mist came up from the earth’ (Gen 2.6)

(39)   w´yirasû               zar{∞k≈aœ     }eœt◊    sûa{ar     }oœy´b≈aœyw
and-inherit(3MS IMPF) seed-your ACC  gate.of  enemies-his
‘and your seed will inherit the gate of his enemies’ (Gen 22.17)

(40)   w´{al     pˆîk≈aœ        yisûsûaq          kol   {ammˆî
and-upon mouth-your  kiss(3MS IMPF)  all.of   people-my

‘and all of my people will kiss your mouth’ (Gen 41.40)

                                                
43 The conjunction wa is typically regarded as a clausal and phrasal coordinator (see, for example, Waltke and

O’Connor 1990:648-54; Joüon and Muraoka 1993:347-49, 646-53).  The presence of the wa between a left-
dislocated (i.e., casus pendens) constituent and the main clause also suggests that on the clausal level the wa has
undergone semantic bleaching to the extent that it merely marks clausal boundaries (see Holmstedt 2000; Steiner
2000).  The conjunction wa does in some cases serve a pragmatic function: Miller (1999b) argues that speech-
initial wa does not function as a phrasal or clausal coordinator, but as a “contextual coordinate within dialogue” on
the discourse-pragmatic level of the text.  Add all of these facts to the data in (38)-(40) as well as the extremely
common situation in BH poetry in which stichs may or may not be joined by wa and it becomes clear that wa does
not trigger any sort of syntactic movement and thus does not affect word order within the BH clause.
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In conclusion, the VS order of wayyiqtol clauses is merely the result of Triggered

Inversion.  As a final note, I would propose that the triggered VS word order of wayyiqtol

clauses in narrative has often led to the mistaken conclusion that all examples of SV word order

in narrative are non-basic.  As a result, they have been assigned specific discourse functions

(e.g., fronting of the subject for “emphasis”).  However, Downing (1995) states that “when

particular language structures are used in particular discourse contexts, say, . . . in a passage

devoted to storyline development, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether the

relationship between the linguistic form and the discourse factor is causal or merely

correlational” (1995:6).   I suggest that the relationship of the VS order of wayyiqtol clauses to

storyline development in narrative is one of correlation.  Once we recognize that there is an

syntactic reason for the VS order of wayyiqtol clauses, we are then also able to see that SV

order, while it may often be non-storyline, is not always so, nor does it necessarily represent an

“emphasis” on the subject.

3.2.5. Summary of Word Order Results in Finite Verbal Clauses

In this section I have demonstrated how the data from Genesis can be interpreted to

point towards a basic SV analysis of BH word order.  Specifically, I have concluded that

indicative clauses are essentially SV, but modal clauses (including the modal qatal) and clauses

preceded by, for instance, a function word, or a fronted prepositional phrase, are essentially VS

(i.e., they exhibit Triggered Inversion). Finally, I have illustrated how one might explain the

syntactic phenomenon of the wayyiqtol as another example of Triggered Inversion.  In the next

two sections I will briefly present my findings from Genesis regarding word order in both

participial and verbless clauses.
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3.2.6. Word Order in BH Participial Clauses

Like finite verbal clauses, the normal order in clauses with predicative participles44 in

Genesis is for the subject to precede the participle and its complements or adjuncts (= Subject-

Participle).   Out of 141 predicative participle clauses that exist in Genesis, 84 (sixty percent)

exhibit Subject-Participle order, as in (41).45

(41)   w´ru®∞hΩ          }§loœhˆîm   m´rahΩep≈et◊         {al     p´ne®     hammaœyim
and-wind.of  god         hover(FS PTCP)    upon face.of the-waters
‘and the wind of God (was) hovering upon the surface of the water’ (Gen 1.2)

An additional 38 (thirty percent) participial clauses exhibit Subject-Participle order within

clauses that are introduced by an initial function word or by a fronted phrase, as in (42).46

(42)   loœ}     t◊iqqahΩ                }isûsûa®       lib≈nˆî            mibb´no®t◊                 hakk´na{∞nˆî    }∞sûer  }aœnoœk≈ˆî
NEG  take(2MS IMPF)   woman  for-son-my  from-daughters.of   the-Canaanite REL     I
yo®sûeœb≈                  b´qirbo®
dwell(MS PTCP)   in-midst-him

‘you will not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaanite who I am dwelling in his
midst’ (Gen 24.3)

                                                
44 BH participles may also be used in what have been traditionally labeled “attributive” constructions.  Since

attributive participles most often agree in definiteness with the modified noun, we may safely say that participles
with the definite article are not predicative participles.  However, there are some attributive constructions with
indefinite nouns and participles; therefore, the only reliable test for distinguishing between the two options is
whether the participle is the only available predication for the noun.  If there is another available predicate (i.e., a
finite verb), then the participle must be analyzed as an attributive; if there is no other predicate, then the participle
may fill the predicate position.

The entire predicative versus attributive distinction for Hebrew participles may be dispensed with if we follow
Siloni’s 1995 (see also Shlonsky 1997:25-42) analysis of the so-called attributive participles as ‘semi-relatives’.
See 2.4 for further discussion.

45 See also Gen 2.10; 4.10; 6.13, 17; 9.9-10; 13.7; 14.12, 13, 18; 15.2, 3, 12; 18.1, 2, 8, 10, 16, 22; 19.1; 20.3,
7; 23.10; 24.13(2x), 15, 21, 42, 43, 45, 62(2x), 63; 25.26, 28, 32; 26.8; 27.5, 29(2x), 30, 42; 28.12(3x), 13; 29.6, 9;
30.36; 32.22, 32; 33.1, 13(2x); 34.19; 37.7, 9, 19, 25(2x); 38.13, 25; 39.3, 23(2x); 40.6, 17; 41.3, 5, 6, 19, 22, 23,
29; 42.22, 38; 44.30; 45.12, 26; 48.1, 4, 21; 50.5, 24.

46 See also Gen 4.7; 7.4; 9.12; 13.15; 16.8; 17.19; 18.17; 21.22; 24.37, 42, 49, 27.8; 28.13, 20; 29.2, 9; 31.12,
43; 34.22; 37.13, 16(2x), 30; 39.3, 6, 23; Gen 40.3; 41.9, 17, 25, 28; 42.18, 38; 43.4, 5, 18; 47.14.
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In other words, the data overwhelmingly suggests that BH participial clauses do not exhibit

Triggered Inversion.  However, there are a few (19 out of the 141) BH predicative participle

clauses that exhibit Participle-Subject order, as in (43).47

(43)  {al     b´lˆî  higgˆîd≈              lo®        kˆî    b≈oœreœahΩ        hu®}
upon NEG  tell(3MS PERF) to-him COMP flee(MS PTCP) he

‘on account (that) he did not tell him that he was fleeing’ (Gen 31.20)

In each of the cases of Participle-Subject order, an argument can be made that the Participle-

Subject order is more pragmatically marked (i.e., not ‘neutral’) (see 4.2.3 for further discussion

of word order and pragmatics in BH participial clause).48

3.2.7. Word Order in BH Verbless Clauses

In BH verbless/nominal clauses, a now familiar pattern appears: the pragmatically

neutral word order is Subject-Predicate.  298 out of 556 (fifty-three percent) have the same

word order as (44).49

                                                
47 See also Gen 3.5; 4.11; 15.14; 18.17; 19.13, 14; 27.46; 30.1; 31.5; 37.7; 41.2, 18, 32; 42.9, 14, 16, 23, 34.

48 There are an additional twenty-one predicative participial clauses that are not clear examples of either
Subject-Predicate or Predicate-Subject order.  Fourteen of these participial clauses (Gen 1.30; 21.14; 24.1, 30;
28.12; 32.7; 37.15, 25; 39.22; 40.8; 41.1, 8, 15, 24) lack an overt subject (and are thus assumed to be pragmatically
unmarked, i.e., Ø-Ptcp), and seven of these clauses (Gen 1.6; 4.12, 14, 17; 39.22; 42.11; 42.31) constitute the
compound (or periphrastic) use of the participle, i.e., the combination of the finite verb ‘to be’ with the participle.

49 See also Gen 1.2; 2.4, 5, 9, 11(2x), 12, 13(2x), 14(3x), 19, 23; 4.19(2x), 21, 22; 5.1; 6.4, 5, 9(2x), 15; 7.6;
8.11; 9.12, 17, 18, 23; 10.1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 20, 22, 23, 25(2x), 29, 31, 32; 11.6(2x), 10(2x), 12, 14, 27, 29; 12.4,
6, 8; 13.2, 13; 14.2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 13, 17; 15.1(2x), 2, 4, 7; 16.1, 5, 6, 11, 12(2x), 13, 16; 17.1, 4, 10, 24, 25;
18.10(2x), 11, 12, 27; 19.20(2x), 31(2x), 37, 38; 20.3, 13, 15, 16; 21.5, 22, 24; 23.2, 19, 20; 24.1, 10, 15, 16, 29,
44, 45, 51, 65; 25.1, 4(2x), 7, 12, 13-15, 16(2x), 17, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29; 26.24; 27.11(2x), 18, 19, 22(2x), 24,
32; 28.13, 15, 17, 19; 29.2, 16(2x), 17, 25, 31; 30.42; 31.10, 13, 41, 43(3x), 48, 50, 51(2x), 32.7, 19, 21; 33.14;
34.21, 30; 35.6, 10, 11, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26(2x), 27; 36.1(2x), 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15-16, 16(2x), 17(3x), 18(2x),
19(3x), 20-21, 21, 23, 24(2x), 25, 26, 27, 28, 29-30, 30, 31, 32, 35, 39(2x), 40, 41, 42, 43(3x), 37.2(2x), 24, 30;
38.1, 2, 6, 21, 27; 39.23; 40.9, 10, 12, 16, 18; 41.28, 44, 46; 42.6(2x), 13(2x), 14, 27, 32(2x), 35, 36(2x), 43.21, 23,
28; 44.3, 14, 16, 26, 30, 34; 45.3, 4, 26; 46.3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27(2x), 32; 47.1, 9, 13, 18; 48.7, 14; 49.3, 5, 8, 13(2x), 14, 21, 22, 27, 28(2x); 50.18.
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(44)  w´k≈o®s         par{oœ     b´yaœd≈ˆî
and-cup.of Pharaoh in-hand-my

‘and the cup of Pharaoh (is) in my hand’ (Gen 40.11)

In addition, there are 71 (thirteen percent) exhibit Subject-Predicate order within a clause

containing an initial function word or fronted phrase, as in (45).50

(45)   u®r´}e®                         min    hammaœqo®m }∞sûer  }atta®  sûaœm    sΩaœp≈oœna®  waœneg≈ba®    waœqeœd≈ma®
land-look(2MS IMV)  from  the-place     REL    you   there   northward and-southward and-eastward
waœyaœmma®
and-westward
‘and look from the place where you are there, northward, southward, eastward, and westward’
(Gen 13.14)

The only remaining option,51 Predicate-Subject, is the pragmatically marked order for BH

verbless clauses, constituting thirty-four percent of the verbless clauses in Genesis (187), as in

(46).52  (See below in 4.2.4 for a discussion of the pragmatics of word order in BH verbless

clauses.)

                                                
50 See also Gen 7.22; 8.9, 21; 9.3; 13.9, 10; 14.24; 18.24; 19.12; 20.11; 21.17(2x); 23.8; 24.23, 25; 25.28;

26.33; 27.21, 33, 38; 28.16, 17; 29. 6; 30.33; 31.2, 5, 35, 38, 50; 33.13; 35.17; 37.29; 38.18, 21, 25; 39.3, 5(2x),
9(2x), 11; 40.7, 16; 41.38, 39, 49; 42.1, 2, 16, 23; 43.3, 5, 7, 27(2x), 28, 29; 44.26, 31; 45.3, 6(2x), 12; 46.30; 47.4,
22; 48.14, 18; 49.12(2x).

51 There are ninety-seven verbless clauses (15%) in Genesis with only one constituent, i.e., there is no overt
subject.  Like the similar construction in participial clauses, these are assumed to be pragmatically unmarked and
therefore Ø-Predicate order (see below in 5.3, where I argue that resumption in these verbless clause relatives is a
strategy that enables the pragmatic marking of the predicate).  The following are the references: Gen 1.4, 10, 12,
18, 21, 25, 31; 3.3; 5.5; 6.4, 17; 7.19, 22, 23; 8.1, 17; 9.16, 17; 13.10, 18; 14.5, 6, 15, 23; 15.17; 16.14; 18.9, 15,
20(2x), 24; 19.11; 20.7, 12; 22.4, 13, 17; 23.1, 9(2x), 11, 17(5x); 24.47; 25.6; 29.2, 7(2x), 9; 30.15, 37; 31.19;
32.8, 19, 24, 33; 33.9, 15, 18; 34.28(2x); 35.2(2x), 4(3x), 5, 6(2x); 37.22, 23, 33; 38.14, 18, 26; 39.20, 22; 40.7;
41.7, 48; 42.28; 43.19, 26; 44.4, 5, 10, 15; 45.6, 11; 46.1, 31; 47.4; 50.10, 11.

52 111 of the following verbless clauses exhibit simple Predicate-Subject order; 76 of the claues exhibit X-
Predicate-Subject order.  See Gen 2.11, 18; 3.6(2x), 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19; 4.7, 9(2x), 13; 5.24; 6.2, 5,
15(3x), 17; 7.2, 15; 9.19, 25, 26; 11.30; 12.10, 11, 12, 14, 18(2x); 13.8; 14.19, 20; 16.1; 17.12, 15; 18.9, 13, 14;
19.5, 8, 20; 20.2, 5(2x), 7, 12, 13(2x); 21.29; 22.7, 12; 23.4, 6, 15; 24.23, 24, 27, 29, 34, 47, 65; 25.21, 22, 25, 30,
32; 26.7(2x), 9(2x), 10, 20, 24, 29; 27.13, 18, 20, 32; 28.8, 17; 29.4(2x), 9, 12(2x), 14, 15(2x), 16, 25, 31, 33; 30.2,
33; 31.14, 16, 29, 32, 36(2x), 43, 52(2x); 32.3, 18(2x), 19, 28, 30; 33.1, 5, 8, 9, 11, 15; 34.14(2x), 21, 23; 37.3, 10,
24, 26, 27, 32; 38.16, 30; 39.8; 40.8, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18; 41.12, 25, 26(3x), 27, 31; 42.11 (2x), 13(2x), 19, 21, 28,
31, 32, 33, 34; 43.6, 7, 12, 32; 44.15, 18, 19, 20; 45.20, 28; 46.33, 34; 47.3(2x), 6(2x), 8, 15, 16, 23, 26; 48.5, 8, 9;
50.19.
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(46)  }∞hΩoœt◊ˆî          hˆî}

sister-my   she
‘she (is) my sister’ (Gen 12.19)

3.2.8. Summary of Word Order Results

In summary, I have provided empirical evidence suggesting that BH is a Subject-

Predicate language (regardless of whether the predicate is verbal, nominal, or participial).

Verbal clauses exhibit far greater diversity in word order than do participial and verbless

clauses.  For participial and verbless/nominal clauses, there is no Triggered Inversion (i.e., any

Predicate-Subject order is the result of pragmatic markedness); for finite verbal clauses, the

normal word order, SV, may be inverted to VS if any constituent, such as a function word,

precedes the subject and verb, or if the verb is modal.

Given the word order results from Genesis, I will now use the framework of Chomsky’s

Minimalist Program to explain the BH data.  We will see that Chomsky’s linguistic model is

uniquely suited to explain the variation in word order we have witnessed in BH.

3.3.  CHOMSKY’S MINIMALIST PROGRAM

Chomskyan generative linguistics views language as a product of a language-dedicated

component of the human mind, i.e., the language faculty (FL) (Chomsky 1995b:2).  This

language faculty is often characterized as a “language organ”:

Like other organs, FL has an “initial state” S0 that is an expression of the genes.  To good first
approximation, it is uniform for the species, apparently also biologically isolated in essential
respects and a very recent evolutionary development.  FL undergoes state changes under
triggering and shaping influences of the environment.  If Jones’s FL is in state L, we say that
Jones has (speaks, knows, . . . ) the (I-) language L. (Chomsky 1998:2)

There are two immediate tasks for generative linguists in regard to this language
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faculty: to characterize the languages attained, i.e., the extant states (the task of “descriptive

adequacy”), and to characterize the shared initial state (the task of “explanatory adequacy”)

(Chomsky 1998:2).  The theory of the initial state and its characteristics is referred to as

Universal Grammar; language specific grammars are theories of the attained states and their

respective characteristics.  Universal Grammar consists of principles of language; how the

principles are manifested in particular languages is controlled by a finite set of options (or

parameters) for each principle (hence, the common name used for the theory, Principles and

Parameters Theory).

A simple analogy to illustrate the interaction of principles and parameters is that of a

circuit-board with switches.  The hard-wired circuits represent the principles; the switches,

which can be set to one of a finite number of positions, represent the parameters.  For instance,

word order is an example of parametric variation between particular languages.  Universal

Grammar allows a language to be set for one of two options concerning the basic word order of

the verb phrase: verb-object (VO) or object-verb (OV).  Therefore, depending on whether

children are raised in English or Hebrew speaking environments (VO) or German or Japanese

ones (OV), those children will subconsciously fix the word order parameter of their respective

language.

The concepts of the language faculty, descriptive and explanatory adequacy, and

principles and parameters have been central to the generative endeavor and the Principles and

Parameter model since the early 1980s.  However, within the last decade, there has been a

radical reconstruction of many other features of the approach, all in the interest of economy and

empiricism.  The result is the still-developing Minimalist Program.  In the remainder of this

work, I will adopt much of the stripped-down machinery of the Minimalist Program in order to
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analyze the BH relative clause; therefore, the following section sketches the basic structure of

the Minimalist Program and orients the reader to the concepts relevant to this work.

3.3.1. The Computational System

The computational system (fig. 1) represents the ‘generative’ procedure; computation

involves taking items from the lexicon and putting them together into grammatical

constructions.

 Lexicon

Computational
      System

“Spell-Out”

Phonological Form       Logical Form Interface Levels
Fig. 3.1 The Computational System(adapted from Marantz 1995:357)

In the terms of Chomsky’s Minimalist Program, sentences are constructed within the

computational system by mapping an array of lexical items onto a linguistic expression (i.e., a

structure which can be interpreted both phonetically and semantically).  The mapping of the

lexical items to the linguistic expression is initiated when the computational system selects the

array of items and proceeds to introduce each item into a derivation (Chomsky 1995b:225-26).

The derivation may be considered a linguistic expression-in-process as it makes it way through

the computational system.  At the point of selecting the desired lexical items, the derivation is

merely a set of ‘isolated’ syntactic objects; as it continues through the computational system it
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develops via a variety of operations, e.g., Merge, Agree, and Move (see Chomsky 1998:12-14),

which create syntactic relationships between the lexical items.

At some point in the middle of the computational system, the derivation splits into two

parts, the result of an operation called Spell-Out.  The part of the derivation that Spell-Out

affects has features necessary for interpreting the phonetic shape of the linguistic expression.

In other words, the operation Spell-Out takes a derivation and strips away all the elements of

that derivation which are relevant only to its phonological manifestation.  The sum of these

elements are then mapped onto the phonological manifestation at the interface of the

computational system called the Phonological Form.  What is produced at the Phonological

Form is the physical entity that is perceptible to our auditory system.

The residue of the derivation, i.e., those features which were not relevant to the

phonological manifestation, continue to develop in the computational component until they are

eventually mapped onto the semantic manifestation of the derivation at the interface called the

Logical Form (Chomsky 1995b:229).  In greatly simplified terms, the splitting of the derivation

into two parts, one which is interpreted at the Phonological Form interface and the other which

is interpreted at the Logical Form interface, allows the computational system to account for the

diverse surface structures of the world’s languages as well as for the essential uniformity of the

human mind and its language processing capability.

Now that I have presented an overview of the basic design of the Minimalist Program,

we must consider specific features of the computational system in more depth.  In particular, I

will present a basic account of how the Minimalist Program handles the movement of

constituents in a clause.  However, since I will be using tree diagrams later in this work in order
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to represent clause structure visually, I must first describe basic phrase structure within the

Minimalist Program.

3.3.2.  Phrase Structure and Tree Diagrams

At some point in the development of a derivation after the lexical items, for instance X

and Y, are selected from the lexicon, they are merged into a new, larger object.  This new object

includes both X and Y and has either the form {X, {X,Y}} or {Y, {X,Y}}.  The choice between

these two options is based upon which lexical item, X or Y, projects in order to give the new

larger item its identity.  In other words, the lexical item that projects shares its bundle of lexical

features with the newly formed category: this lexical item which projects is called a head. 53

If we substitute the items ate and food for X and Y, the new object produced after the

operation merge may have either the form {ate, {ate, food}} or {food, {ate, food}}.  The

choice between these two depends on which one of these lexical items gives its identity to the

larger object; in this case the verb ate projects, producing the first of the two choices, {ate,

{ate, food}}— what is typically referred to as a verb phrase (VP).  We can see that the item

which projects is so chosen based upon its relationship to the other item — a relationship which

is defined by the structure of the particular language in question.

Tree diagrams are often used within generative linguistics to aid visually in describing

the structure of phrases such as ate food.  The hierarchical relationships represented visually by

the diagrams indicate the linear order of constituents.  Given the explanation above for the

                                                
53 Nouns are the heads of the phrase containing the noun and its modifiers, hence noun phrase (NP).

Likewise verbs, determiners, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions are the heads of their respective verb phrases
(VPs), determiner phrases (DPs), adjective phrases (APs), adverb phrases (AdvP), and prepositional phrases
(PPs).
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formation of the complex {X, {X,Y}}, we may use the tree diagram given in (47) for visual

representation.

(47) 
 X

X Y

In this case, the lexical items X and Y are selected from the lexicon.  Both are considered to be

independent heads before being merged.  Once merged, however, they form the larger complex

given in (47) in which one of the heads (depending on its inherent lexical features; I arbitrarily

chose X) projects and gives identity to the new category.  Appropriately, X as the head of the

new, larger object is visually higher in the tree diagram then either of the initial heads X or Y. It

is clear that phrase structure is hierarchical and as such, the ‘nodes’ on the tree diagrams are

often given relational labels.  Thus, the heads X and Y are sisters; after X projects, Y becomes

the daughter of the new, higher node X (sister and daughter are metaphorical terms used to

describe the relationships among constituents).

Coming back to the tree diagram given above in (47), if we substitute the verb ate and

the object food as the lexical items X and Y, the result is the structure given in (48).  This

structure represents the very common head-complement relationship, where the complement is

both the sister of the head and the daughter of the projection of the head.

(48) 
           ate

ate              food

In contrast to the head-complement relationship, adjuncts such as prepositional phrases and

adverb phrases are sisters not to the head but rather sisters to the projection of the head, as in
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(49) (note that for expository purposes I now use the relationship labels VP, V', etc. in the

diagrams instead of the labels based on the lexical items that project).

(49)          VP

quickly        V'

 ate               food

Chomsky (1998) divides lexical items into two categories: substantive and functional.

Substantive lexical items like verbs (V), nouns (N), etc., merge and project, forming structures

like those given in (48) and (49).  The structures in (48) and (49), though, do not yet constitute

a grammatical derivation, even if a subject DP54 was present.  The three core functional

categories represent functional (i.e., non-lexical) heads that provide the additional elements for

the remaining structure of a basic clause (1998:15); the functional heads are:

C(omplementizer), “expressing force/mood”, T(ense), “tense/event structure”, and v(erb), “the

‘light verb’ head of transitive constructions.”  Merging and projecting the typical substantive

lexical items, V, subject DP, and object DP, and the three core functional heads (C, T, and v),

forms the prototypical clause frame in (50).

                                                
54 Unlike earlier analyses of the noun phrase which placed determiners (e.g., definite articles) in a position

modifying the noun, currently the determiner is analyzed as the head of its own phrase which takes the noun
phrase as a complement.  Thus NPs are inherently simpler constituents than DPs.  See Ouhalla (1999:201-10) for
further explanation as well as the theoretical motivation for the DP-hypothesis.
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(50) 

This tree diagram, though, does not represent a completed, grammatical derivation either.

Rather, (50) should be considered more like a frame for a VO (i.e., head-initial) language in

which the lexical items are introduced.  After the frame is complete, the movement of the

constituents begins, and for movement we must discuss the part of the computational system

called Checking Theory.

3.3.3.  Features and Checking Theory

The concept of features is central to the architecture of the computational components

within the Minimalist Program.  Each lexical item is associated with a bundle of features,

which can be separated into three categories: phonological, semantic, and formal.  For instance,

consider the clause we build airplanes.  For the lexical item airplane, Chomsky identifies

phonological features such as [begins with a vowel], semantic features such as [artifact], and formal

CP

  TP

  vP

   v'

   VP

Verb Object DP

Subject DP

  T

 C

  v
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features such as [nominal] (1995b:230).  As I have described above in 3.2.1, during the course of

a derivation within the computational system, the phonological features are stripped away by

Spell-Out since they are only relevant at the Phonological Form, and the semantic features are

left behind until the Logical Form.  Thus it is the status of the third type of features, formal

features, that is crucial for our discussion of constituent movement.

Formal features may be either intrinsic to the lexical item or optional, meaning that they

are added as that item enters the computation (Chomsky 1995b:231).  For the item build, the

intrinsic features include the categorial feature [verbal] and the Case55 feature [assign accusative]

(1995b:231); however, the agreement and tense features of the verb build are optional (i.e.,

both the agreement and tense features differ between we build and he was building) and are

thus not assigned until the item is introduced into a derivation.

Features also differ in terms of “strength.”56  Strong features force overt syntactic

movement (i.e., movement before Spell-Out); weak features do not (Chomsky 1995b:232).

Furthermore, strong features never belong to substantives (e.g., Ns or Vs); rather, they belong

to functional heads (e.g., v, T, C).  Feature strength is also an example of parametric variation,

so that, for example, the difference between certain SVO (e.g., English, French) and VSO (e.g.,

Arabic, Irish) languages can be explained in terms of whether specific features (e.g., the D-

features of T, see below 3.2.4) are strong (=SVO) or weak (=VSO) (1995b:198-99).

The final characteristic of features which is important for our discussion is

“interpretability.”  Features which carry semantic content are +interpretable (e.g., categorial

                                                
55 In generative grammar, Case (capitalized), as a part of Universal Grammar, refers to the abstract notion

assumed to be present in all languages, even if morphological case is not overtly marked.

56 “Strength” is a somewhat arbitrary descriptive term based on the operations which are motivated by a given
feature; it does not imply any other inherent characteristics.
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features such as [–human], agreement features of nouns); features which do not carry semantic

content are –interpretable (e.g., Case, agreement (j) features).  –Interpretable features provide

information about syntactic relationships, not about semantic content.  Significantly,

–interpretable features, which may be carried by both substantives and functional heads, must

be eliminated, or checked (see below), before the Logical Form interface of the computational

system in order for the derivation to converge, or be considered interpretable; if the

–interpretable features are not eliminated, the derivation crashes, or is considered

uninterpretable, at the Logical Form interface.

Features within the Minimalist Program can be summarized as follows: strong features

belonging to functional heads force overt movement of lexical items (i.e., movement of features

and their lexical items which is reflected in the phonological shape of the linguistic expression);

–interpretable features belonging to either substantives or functional heads must be eliminated

at the Logical Form interface (i.e., only features with semantic content remain and therefore are

interpreted after Logical Form).  Crucially, this means that overt syntax (i.e., the syntax of a

clause as we hear or read it) is primarily concerned with strong, –interpretable features on

functional heads.

Checking is the name given to the operation by which the necessary features are

matched and therefore eliminated (that is, they become opaque for the purposes of the

computational system).  Strong, –interpretable features are matched with corresponding

features on other heads; once matched, or checked, the features may be eliminated.  The

motivation for this checking is a notion referred to as attraction: strong, –interpretable feature

attracts the closest feature which is suitable for entering into a checking relation with it (i.e., it
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attracts feature with which it will match and thus be eliminated).57  The elimination of

–interpretable features via checking constitutes the notion of agreement within the Minimalist

Program (Chomsky 1998:37).  When necessary for a convergent derivation, a feature which is

attracted/moved also carries along the lexical item with which it is associated; this is referred to

as pied-piping.58

3.3.4.  Clausal Architecture

The basic structure of an English verbal clause with the positions of a subject DP, a V,

and an object DP before any attraction (movement) for checking is illustrated in (51).

(51) 

                                                
57 Attract as an operation within the computational system largely replaces the operation Move from

Chomsky’s 1993 (and earlier) work.

58 “The operation Move, we now assume, seeks to raise just F[eature].  Whatever ‘extra baggage’ is required
for convergence involves a kind of ‘generalized pied-piping’.  In an optimal theory, nothing more should be said
about the matter; bare output conditions should determine just what is carried along, if anything, when F[eature] is
raised” (Chomsky 1995b:262).

CP

  TP

  vP

    VP

      Verb
'ACC' Case (–)
j-features

Object DP
j-features
'ACC' Case (–)

   Subject DP
D-feature
j-features
'NOM' Case (–)

         T
Weak V-feature
'NOM' Case (–)
Strong D-feature

 C

    v'

    v
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Features associated with the lexical items and functional categories are divided into two

classes, “V” and “D” features (i.e., features that are associated with verbs or D/DP-like

constituents (nouns, determiners, adjectives, etc.); see Chomsky 1995:196, 232-33).  Strong D-

features on a functional head attract the closest corresponding feature; this results in overt

movement of the feature and if needed the lexical item associated with that feature.  Strong V-

features operate in a similar way for verbs and their features.  In (50), –interpretable features

are marked with (–).

Let us introduce the lexical items we, build, and airplanes into the derivation illustrated

in (51).  The features with which the subject DP we enters the derivation are a D-feature, a

nominative (NOM) Case feature, and the agreement (j) features of [1st person] [plural];

likewise, the V build enters with a V-feature, an accusative (ACC) Case feature, the [1st person]

agreement feature; finally, the object DP airplanes enters with a D-feature and an accusative

Case feature (the agreement features of objects are irrelevant in English).  The result for

English is the derivation illustrated in (52).
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(52) 

(52) illustrates the phonological shape of the derivation after Spell-Out has directed it to

the Phonological Form interface.  In order for this derivation to converge (rather than crash) at

Phonological Form, the subject DP must move overtly (i.e., before Spell-Out) to check the

strong D-feature on the functional head T.  These features on T attracts the subject DP, which

targets the specifier59 position of the Tense Phrase ([Spec, TP]) as an acceptable landing site.

Once the subject DP we is located in the [Spec, TP], the –interpretable features of its

                                                
59 Specifier (Spec) is a functional term which refers to the category that is the daughter of XP and sisters of

X'; it is an acceptable landing site for phrasal constituents.

CP

 TP

  T'

  vP

   v'

   VP

Verb
build

   Object
airplanes

   Subject
   twe

    T

we
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nominative Case are eliminated via Specifier-Head agreement.60  I have also indicated the

covert (i.e., post-Spell-Out) movement of the verb to T with the dashed arrow.  This illustrates

how weak or +interpretable features (e.g., “tense” or agreement features in English) continue to

function within the derivation after Spell-Out.  The functional head must attract and check the

V-feature of the verb before the Logical Form interface in order to avoid crashing.  Once the

verb raises covertly (i.e., after Spell-Out), any agreement features between the subject DP and

the V may be checked.

3.4. BH CLAUSE STRUCTURE

Now that we have discussed the basic theoretical machinery of the Minimalist Program

and illustrated it upon an English clause, it is time to consider the clause structure of BH.

Based on data from Genesis, I concluded in 3.2 that BH was fundamentally an SV language.

The numerous VS examples are the result of some constituent (other than the subject DP)

standing at the front of the clause and triggering VS order.  In this section, I will explore how

the Minimalist Program can coherently explain the structure of the BH clause in light of the

word order data that I presented above in 3.2.

3.4.1. A Minimalist Approach to Verbal Clauses in BH

BH verbs are inflected for both tense/aspect as well as agreement features (person,

number, and gender  features) that agree with the subject.  Given an SV conclusion for BH (see

                                                
60 The Spec-Head agreement relation can be formalized as follows: A head (X) and its specifier (Spec-XP)

must agree in relevant features.  This principle reflects the fact that there is a checking relationship between a head
and its specifier just as there is a checking relationship between a head and its complement; features may be
checked within these two configurations without the features being located in the same exact phrasal position.  In
other words, these two checking relationships allow checking of features at a short, but defined, distance.
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above 3.2), then both the D- and V-features associated with I (=T)61 are strong in BH.   The

strong V-features of I attract the verb in order to match and eliminate the strong feature before

Spell-Out.  Likewise, the strong D-feature of I attracts the nearest DP—the subject DP—in

order to match and eliminate the strong feature by Spell-Out.  However, the subject DP, being a

phrase rather than a simple head, must land in the phrasal position of [Spec, IP].  Once both

features, with their associated lexical items, are relocated in I and [Spec, IP], their agreement

(j) features as well as the nominative case associated with I and the subject DP—all these

features have raised freely with their lexical items—may be checked via Spec-Head agreement.

The resulting structure of a pragmatically neutral SVO BH clause is illustrated in (53).

                                                
61 Although Chomsky often uses T(ense) to label the functional head associated with the tense/event structure

of the clause, I will be using another common label, I(nflection).  I make this switch to avoid confusion: the nature
of the BH verb and how (or if) it marks tense, aspect, and mood is an object of much debate.  Therefore, rather
than using T(ense) and having it mistaken for a position regarding the semantic nature of the BH verb, I will use
the more ambiguous but equally appropriate Inflection Phrase (IP).
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(53)  w´haœ}aœd≈aœm     yaœd≈a{                     }et◊     hΩawwa®   }isûto®
and-the-man   know (3MS PERF)  ACC  Eve        wife-his

 ‘and the man knew Eve, his wife’  (Gen 4.1)

In Genesis 4.1, when the items ‘the man’, ‘knew’, and ‘Eve, his wife’ are selected from the

lexicon, they are initially placed within the vP.  Since both the D- and V-features associated

with I (=T) are strong in BH, the strong V-features of I attract the verb ‘knew’ for checking.

Likewise, the strong D-feature of I attracts the nearest DP, the subject DP ‘the man’, for

checking.  Both of these checking operations take place before Spell-Out, since the features are

CP

 C'

 IP

   I'

  vP

   v'

   VP

       Verb
        tyaœd≈a{

     Object
}et◊ hΩawwa® }isûto®

    Subject
     thaœ}aœd≈aœm

         I
     yaœd≈a{

haœ}aœd≈aœm
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strong.  Once the verb and the subject DP are in I and [Spec, IP], respectively, their agreement

features as well as the nominative case associated with I and the subject DP may be checked

via Spec-Head agreement.

As I noted in 3.2, the simple SVO word order illustrated in (53) is not the statistically

dominant word order in BH.  The X-VS (where the X stands for a function word or any fronted

phrase other than the subject DP) order (which is statistically dominant but not “basic”) is

illustrated by the interrogative clause in (54).62

                                                
62 We can see from (54) that the BH verb is still fully inflected for agreement in VSO order.  This contrasts

with Standard Arabic (SA), another Semitic language, which exhibits both SVO and VSO word order.  In SA the
verb is only fully inflected for agreement with the subject in SVO order; in VSO order, the verb exhibits the
default agreement features (3MS), usually associated with the expletive subject, regardless of the agreement
features of the subject (Ouhalla 1999:440).  There are VSO clauses in the Hebrew Bible in which the verb does not
fully agree in person, number, and gender features; however, many of these may be due to discourse, rather than
syntactic, features (cf. Revell 1993).
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(54)  laœmma®  y´d≈abbeœr               }∞d≈oœnˆî      kadd´b≈aœrˆîm       haœ}eœlle®
 WH        speak(3MS IMPF)  lord-my   like-the-words  the-these
 ‘why does my lord speak according to these words?’  (Gen 44.7)

 

The example in (54) exhibits precisely the same constituent movement (i.e., attraction and

checking procedures) as does the previous example in (53).  Both the verb, ‘does speak’, and

the subject DP, ‘my lord’ raise from the position in which they were inserted from the lexicon

to higher positions: I and [Spec,IP], respectively.  The clause in (54) differs on account of the

introductory wh-word, laœmma® ‘why’, that is located in [Spec,CP].

CP

 C'

 IP
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     ty´d≈abbeœr

           PP
kadd´b≈aœrˆîm haœ}eœlle®
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         I
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It appears that in BH when a function word (e.g., a wh-word/interrogative) occupies

[Spec, CP] the functional head C carries a strong V-feature which attracts the features and

lexical item of the verb; thus the verb is raised to C in order to match and eliminate the strong

V- feature.  This process produces the VS order common in subordinate clauses and is the

technical description of what I have been referring to as Triggered Inversion (see 3.2).

Similarly, when a phrasal constituent, such as a PP, as in (55), or object DP, as in (56),

has been “fronted” for whatever pragmatic reason and occupies [Spec, CP], the result is the

triggering of the VS order.
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(55)  b´{o®d≈   sû´loœsûet◊ yaœmˆîm yisísíaœ}               p≈ar{oœ     }et◊    roœ}sûek≈aœ
 in-yet  three    days     lift(3MS IMPF) Pharaoh ACC head-your
‘in three more days, Pharaoh will lift up your head’ (Gen 40.13)

b´{o®d≈   sû´loœsûet◊ yaœmˆîm

yisísíaœ}

   p≈ar{oœ

CP

 C'

 IP
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    Object
   }et◊ roœ}sûek≈aœ

   Subject
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         I
     tyisísíaœ}

   VP    PP
tb´{o®d≈   sû´loœsûet◊ yaœmˆîm
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(56)  }et◊     {onyˆî                     w´}et◊        y´g≈ˆîa{   kappay        raœ}a®                 }§loœhˆîm
  ACC   oppression-mine  and-ACC   toil.of   hands-my   see(3MS PERF) God
‘God has seen my oppression and the toil of my hands’ (Gen 31.42)

}et◊  {onyˆî w´}et◊ y´g≈ˆîa{ kappay

  raœ}a®

   }§loœhˆîm

3.4.1.1. The Complexities of the CP

In summary, in BH whenever any constituent fills [Spec, CP], C takes on the strong V-

feature that is necessary for the attraction of the verb to C.  However, we also see this Triggered

Inversion in BH following complementizers and relative words.  How in these cases can the
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verb raise to C in a subordinate clause since subordinating complementizers are typically

placed in C?  We cannot have two constituents in the same position.  There appear to be two

options: either we may re-analyze the BH clause so that the V- and D-features of I are weak

(i.e., the subject DP and the verb stay within the VP unless the V is triggered to raise to I), or

we may propose a recursive CP.  The overriding problem with the first option is that it is

difficult to explain  how a strong feature in C could trigger verb raising to I (which is a lower

node that is separated by [Spec, IP].  Therefore, the second option, a recursive CP, is more

desirable by default.  Furthermore, a recursive CP has been used to explain the difference

between the operation of the ‘Verb Second (V2) Constraint’ in German (57)-(58) and the

operation of the V2 constraint in the Germanic languages Icelandic (59) and Yiddish (60)

(Iatridou and Kroch 1992; see above 3.2.3) (examples taken from Ouhalla 1999:329-32).

(57)  Er sagt [CPdiesen Film [C'haben [IPdie Kinder [VPtdiesen Film [V'gesehen thaben]]]]]
he says    this     film    have       the children                     seen

‘He says the children have seen this film’

(58)  *Er sagt, [CP [C'dass haben [IPdie Kinder [VPdiesen Film [V'gesehen thaben]]]]
he says         that have     the children     this      film     seen

(59)  [CPad [CPMariu [C'hevur [IPHelgi [I'aldrei [I' thevur [VP thevur hitt tMariu]]]]]]
   that   Maria    has        Helga   never                         met

‘that Helga has never met Maria’

(60)  [CPaz [CPmorgn [C'vet [IPdos yingl [I'oyfn   veg [I' tvet [VP tvet zen a kats]]]]]]
  that  tomorrow will  the  boy      on-the way                   see a  cat

‘that tomorrow the boy will see the cat on a way’

The German clauses in (57)-(58) demonstrate that the V2 constraint only works in German

subordinate clauses (i.e., that the verb is in second position in subordinate clauses) when there

is no overt complementizer (e.g., dass); when there is clearly an overt complementizer in C, the
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verb cannot raise since C is not available as a landing site.  In contrast, the Icelandic and

Yiddish examples demonstrate that these languages allow for multiple CPs: in both cases there

is an overt complementizer (ad and az, respectively) followed by a fronted phrase (a fronted

object DP Mariu in Icelandic, a fronted adverb morgn in Yiddish) which is also followed by the

raised verb in C.63  Likewise, BH allows both a complementizer and a fronted phrase to precede

the raised verb, as in (61).

(61)  kˆî           meœ}ˆîsû         luq•hΩa®                       zoœ}t◊
 because from-man  take(3FS PERF PASS) this
‘because from man this one was taken’ (Gen 2.23)

In fact, BH may have more than two elements preceding a raised verb, as in (62), which shows

four distinct adverbial PPs (marked with brackets) preceding VS order.  This suggests that CP

in BH is not only recursive, but that may have multiple specifier positions (Chomsky

1995b:356)

(62)  [bisûnat◊        sûeœsû  meœ}o®t◊    sûaœna®  l´hΩayye®   noœahΩ]  [bahΩoœd≈esû        hasûsûeœnˆî] [b´sûib≈{a®  {aœsíaœr yo®m
in-year.of  six  hundred year  to-life.of Noah  in-the-month second    in-seven  ten    day

lahΩoœd≈esû]        [bayyo®m     hazzeh]  nib≈q´{u®                        kol     ma{y´noœt◊     t´ho®m rabba®
to-the-month on-the-day the-this   burst-open(3MP PERF) all.of fountains.of deep    great

‘In the six hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the
month, on that day the great fountains of the deep burst open’ (Gen 7.11)

Thus BH, like Modern Hebrew (see 3.2.3; Shlonsky and Doron 1992; Shlonsky 1997), differs

from strict V2 languages in that it allows multiple constituents to precede the raised verb.

                                                
63 Iatridou and Kroch (1992) restrict the recursive CP to a specific environment: “CP-recursion is limited in

its distribution to environments where the recursive CP is governed by a selecting verb and further that only
semantically vacuous CPs recurse” (1992:2).  The former claim cannot be accurate for BH, since BH relative
clauses appear to contain CP-recursion and relative clauses are governed by an NP/DP.  However, the latter of the
two statements does seem accurate for BH, since, for example, the three function (semantically vacuous) words in
BH, the relative word }asûer, the complementizer kˆä, and the phonologically underspecificed complementizer in the
wayyiqtol verb (see 3.4.1.2), reside in C and trigger verb raising to a lower C.
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3.4.1.2.  The Structure of Wayyiqtol Clauses

At this point we are in a position to return to the most common verb form used in

narrative clauses, the wayyiqtol.  As I discussed in 3.2.4, the wayyiqtol form exhibits fusion of

the conjunction w a , the prefix verb yiqtol, and a phonologically underspecified

complementizer.  Based on the clause-initial position of the verb within the wayyiqtol form, a

strong V-feature must be associated with the underspecified complementizer in C; thus the C

recurses for the verb that must raise to check the V-feature associated with the higher C.

Historically, the combination of the conjunction, the simple past (PAST) prefix verb, and the

intervening complementizer must have become a frozen form, which explains why there are

never any other elements allowed between the complementizer and the verb (unlike most other

clauses with complementizers and raised verbs), as in (63) (the symbol Ø is used to represent

the phonologically underspecified complementizer in [Spec, CP]).64

                                                
64 Notably, when the phrasal element in [Spec, CP] is the underspecified subordinating complementizer

associated above with the wayyiqtol form, only a particular verb in BH carries the feature needed to avoid crashing
after Spell-Out: the simple past/preterite yiqtol verb (which is homophonous with the modal yiqtol, see above
3.2.4).
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(63)   wayya{así                     }§loœhˆîm  }et◊    haœraœqˆîa{

and-made (3MS PAST) God      ACC  the-firmament

‘and God made the firmament.’ (Gen 1.7)

In summary, using Chomsky’s Minimalist Program, we may conclude that when any

one of a number of specific function words or any fronted phrase occupies C, a strong V-

feature is associated with C such that the verb must raise to a lower, recursive C for checking

CP

 CP

 IP

  I'

  vP

   v'

   VP

      Verb
     tya{así

    Object
    }et◊ haœraœqˆîa{

   Subject
    t}§loœhˆîm

         I
      tya{así

ConjP

}§loœhˆîm

    C
ya{así

 C
Ø

wa
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(resulting in VS word order).65  In Genesis,66 I have found the following BH function words to

be associated with a strong V-feature (table 3.1.).

Table 3.1
BH Function words and V-features
+strong V-features, residing in [Spec, CP] +strong V-features, residing in C –strong V-features
}aœz,67 (b´)t√erem,68 l´ma{an,69 pen,70

}im,71 }u®lay,72 lu®,73 h∞,74 laœmma®75
kˆî,76 }∞sûer,77 the null
complementizer in wayyiqtol

hinne®, {atta®

                                                
65 My proposal in this chapter along with the pragmatic model laid out in chapter four directly addresses and

refutes Buth’s (1995) comments regarding an SVO analysis of BH: “Of course, one can postulate a basic SVO
pattern for Hebrew, list XVSO sentences, VSO, and SVO sentences, and then describe various occurrences of
each.  But such a methodology has no explanatory power.  It does not explain why XSVO is so rare as to be almost
non-existent outside of participial clauses.  Furthermore, an SVO theory is worse than a clumsy theory because it
hides the fact that SVO sentences have a specially pragmatically marked element” (81, fn. 2).

I have two responses to Buth’s assertion.  First, ‘XSVO’ is rare precisely because the movement of the subject
over the already raised verb indicates that the subject is, as Buth puts it, “a specially pragmatically marked
element.”  Second, few SVO clauses contain a specially pragmatically marked subject if there is no element
preceding the subject, i.e. if the clause is not X-SVO.  That is not to say that an SVO clause cannot have a
pragmatically marked subject; however, since SVO is the basic word order for BH, then to highlight a subject NP,
left-dislocation is more likely to be used.  See chapter four in this work and Holmstedt 2000 for further discussion
of these issues.

66 There was not always enough data in the book of Genesis; therefore, when necessary I moved beyond
Genesis in the following steps: first I checked the corpus of Genesis-2 Kings; then I checked the remainder of the
Hebrew Bible.

67 For representative examples, see Exod 15.1, 15; Lev 26.34, 41; Num 21.17; Deut 4.41; 29.19.  There are no
examples of }aœz followed by SV order in the Hebrew Bible.

68 For representative examples, see Gen 41.50; Exod 1.19; Lev 14.36; Judg 14.18; 1 Sam 3.7; 2 Kgs 6.32; Isa
7.16; 8.4; Jer 13.16; 47.1; Ezek 16.57; Zeph 2.2; Psa 58.10; 119.67; Ruth 3.14.  There are only two examples in
the Hebrew Bible of t√erem followed by SV order: Psa 90.2 and Prov 8.25.

69 See Exod 13.9; 20.12; 23.12; Lev 23.43; Num 27.20; 36.8; Deut 5.14, 16; 6.2; 11.21; 13.18; 14.29; 23.21;
24.19; 25.15; 30.19; 31.19; Josh 4.6; 1 Kgs 2.4; 8.43; Jer 36.3; Ezek 4.17; 12.19; 14.11; 19.9; 25.10; 31.14; Obad
1.9; Hab 2.2; Zech 12.7; Psa 60.7; 68.24; 78.6; 108.7; 125.3; 2 Chr 6.33.  There are no examples of l´ma{an
followed by SV order in the Hebrew Bible.

70 See Gen 19.19; 26.7; 38.11; 42.4; 45.11.

71 See Gen 24.8; 28.20; 32.9; 44.23; 47.18 for }im followed by VS order.  See Gen 35.10 for }im followed by
OVS order (i.e., a fronted object DP) and Gen 31.52 for the two occurrences of }im followed by SV order.

72 See Gen 18.28, 29, 30, 31, 32; 24.5, 39; 27.12; Num 23.3; 1 Sam 14.6; 2 Sam 14.15; 16.12; 2 Kgs 19.4; Isa
37.4; Jer 21.2; 36.3, 7; Jonah 1.6; Job 1.5.  There are no examples of }u®lay followed by SV order in the Hebrew
Bible.

73 See Gen 17.18; 50.15; Judg 13.23; 1 Sam 14.30. There are no examples of lu® followed by SV order in the
Hebrew Bible.
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3.4.1.3.  BH and the Pro-drop Parameter

As the final step in our analysis of BH verbal clause syntax, we must note that BH is a

prototypical example of a pro-drop language (see Naudé 1991, 1993).  The finite verbs are

inflected with morphologically rich affixes (i.e., the verbal affixes are portmanteau morphemes

[single morphemes that carry multiple syntactic or semantic bundles of information], carrying a

bundle of features such as person, number, and gender); hence, the subject pronouns are often

not overtly present—they are allowed to “drop.”  Rather, a covert, or null (i.e., phonologically

unrealized), subject, referred to as pro (read “small pro”), is present in these clauses in order to

match and eliminate the strong DP feature of I (see Ouhalla 1999:441; cf. Haegeman 1994:19-

25; 454-58; Haegeman and Guéron 1999:597-604, 636-37).

                                                                                                                                                          
74 h∞ is a complementizer which marks a clause as [+Q] (i.e., as a question).   See Gen 8.8; 18.14; 20.5; 41.38

for h∞ followed by VS word order; Gen 18.25 is the sole example of SV order following h∞.

75 laœmma® is representative of BH interrogatives/wh-words; it, along with ma®, bamma®, kamma®, {adma®, and
{alma®  all exhibit wh-movement like that of English wh-words.  Other BH wh-words are mˆî, }e®, }ayye®, }e®k ≈, and
}aœna®.  For representative examples of laœmma® followed by VS order, see Gen 4.6; 44.7; Exod 32.11, 12; Num 27.4;
Judg 6.13; 21.3; 1 Sam 1.8; 4.3; 6.3; 27.5; 2 Sam 14.31; 16.9; 19.36, 37.  I did not find one example of laœmma®
followed by SV order in the Pentateuch.

76 The data show that both kˆî as a complementizer and kˆî as a coordinator trigger verb raising (contra DeCaen
1995:241-45).

For  kˆî as a complementizer (i.e., ‘that’), in the book of Genesis, see Gen 3.1; 8.11; 14.14; 26.15, 28; 28.6;
31.22; 38.14; 44.27; 47.18; 48.17; 50.15.

For  kˆî as a coordinator (i.e., ‘because’ or ‘when’), or even when used as an interjection, ‘indeed’, in the book
of Genesis, see the following verses: ‘because’—Gen 2.5; 4.25; 6.12, 13; 13.6; 15.16; 16.11; 19.13; 21.10, 17;
27.20, 23; 28.11; 29.21, 32, 33; 32.12, 27; 33.11; 36.7; 41.51, 52, 57; 42.5; 43.30, 32; 47.4, 13, 20; ‘indeed’—Gen
30.13; ‘when’—Gen 31.49; 32.18.

For representative examples of kˆî in X-SVO clauses, see Gen 31.32; 43.5; 44.3; Exod 16.16, 29; Num 10.29;
16.28; Josh 17.18; Judg 16.20; 1 Sam 12.12; 2 Sam 3.18; 16.10; 1 Kgs 2.28; 14.11; 2 Kgs 2.2, 4, 6.  As with all of
the other function words, I argue that the subject DP in each of these clauses has been fronted to a position
between the function word kˆî and the raised verb for pragmatic reasons.

77 See chapter five.
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Note that in terms of word order phenomena, pro-drop languages tend to exhibit a

discrepency between basic word order and statistically dominant word order (Siewierska

1988:11).  In anticipation of the next chapter, in which I discuss pragmatic issues related to BH

word order, consider the following quote from Siewierska 1988 concerning pro-drop languages

and word order:

Analyses of both spoken and written discourse and particularly of impromptu speech reveal a
preponderance of pronominal forms, a phenomenon reflecting the reluctance of speakers to repeat
in full given informtion, i.e. information assumed to be currently in the consciousness of the
interlocutor.  It has been observed . . . that once a referent is established as given, it will tend to be
pronominalized or elided unless its identification is impeded by the presence of competing
discourse participants, or the nature of the referent warrants highlighting for reasons of contrast,
emphasis and the like.  Consequently, the basic word order may well not be the dominant order . .
. In [pro-drop] languages, full pronouns tend to be used to signal a change in discourse topic, to
express empathy with a given referent or in contrastive and emphatic contexts. (1988:11)

The pragmatic marking of overt subject pronouns present in finite verbal clauses is precisely

what we shall in see with regard to BH (see, for example, 4.2.2 below).

3.4.1.4.  Summary

In summary, three proposals, listed in (64)-(66), were made regarding the structure of

the BH finite verb clause:

(64)  BH is an SV language in pragmatically neutral clauses.

(65)  BH exhibits VS word order in clauses with any of the function words that have +strong V-features

listed in table 2.1 or a fronted phrasal constituent in [Spec, CP] (i.e., X-VSO).

(66)  BH is a pro-drop language.

Let us now proceed to an analysis of the BH participial clause within the architecture of

the Minimalist Program.
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3.4.2. A Minimalist Approach to Participial Clauses in BH

BH participles combine both nominal and verbal properties, both in their semantic and

syntactic functions.  On the one hand, they carry nominal inflection, illustrated in table 3.2:

Table 3.2
BH Participle and Noun Inflection
Participle Noun
koœt◊eb≈    (he is) writing (MS) naœb≈ˆî}    prophet (MS)

koœt◊´b≈aî    (she is) writing (FS) n´b≈ˆî}a®    prophetess (FS)

koœt◊´b≈ˆîm    (they are) writing (MP) n´b≈ˆî}ˆîm     prophets (MP)

koœt◊´b≈oît    (they are) writing (FP) n´b≈ˆî}o®t    prophetesses (FP)

On the other hand, participles may also carry an accusative Case feature which necessitates the

presence of an object (67).

(67)  hinne®    b≈en     be®t◊ˆî            yo®reœsû                     }oœt◊ î̂
behold  son.of  house-my  possess(MS PTCP)  ACC-me

‘See— a member of my household is inheriting m’’ (Gen 15.3)

The blurry line between verbal and agentive nominal characteristics that the participle

walks is demonstrated by both its ability to govern an object,78 as in (67), and its ability to

receive a nominal possessor clitic, as in (68).79

(68)  w´yaœrasû                                    yisíraœ}eœl  }et◊      yoœr´sûaœyw
and-possess(3MS PERF MOD)  Israel      ACC   possess(MP PTCP)-his

‘and Israel shall dispossess his dispossessors’ (Jer 49.2)

                                                
78 The participle’s ability to govern an object includes object clitics, as in Isa 47.10: }e®n   roœ}aœnˆî

                                             NEG see(MS PTCP)-me
                                                                      ‘no one sees me’

79 Rather than a dual character of a single “participle” form (i.e., serving as either noun/adjective or verb),
Shlonsky (1997), working on Modern Hebrew, suggests that there exists homophony between one form which is
the participle and a distinct nominal form which is an agentive noun.  This is an attractive perspective since it
moves away from the lack of clarity involved in positing one morphological form (the
“participle”) with functions which cross categorial boundaries.
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Furthermore, BH participles are often compared to adjectives with respect to the manner in

which they modify other substantives (69) (Waltke and O’Connor 1990:621; Joüon and

Muraoka 1993:409).

(69)  kˆî          yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ    }eœsû  }oœk≈´la®                     hu®}
because Yhwh  god-your  fire   consume(FS PTCP) he

‘because Yhwh your god—he is a consuming fire’ (Deut 4.24)

Although the participle is multifarious in nature, we are concerned only with the

predicative use for our syntactic analysis.  Even when the participle exists in a tensed clause

(i.e., the participle and a finite form of the verb ‘to be’ together create a complex, or

‘periphrastic’, clause), the form itself is essentially a tenseless verb; therefore, I shall proceed

assuming the following structure, given in (70), for a participial clause; the arc above the

highest participial node but below the IP indicates that extent to which the participle may raise

when motivated solely by syntax.
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(70) 

From this initial configuration in the computational system, both the participle and the

subject DP would be attracted to the head ptcp and the [Spec, ptcpP] respectively in order to

check agreement features between the DP and the participle.  From this point, the derivation

could proceed in two directions depending on the use of the participial clause.  The first option

is that the participial clause functions as the small clause complement of another matrix verb, as

  V'aux

    ptcpP

    ptcp'

         DP
      Subject

 PtcpP

   I

    PTCP
 Participle

  ptcp

   I'

  VPaux

Auxiliary Verb

   IP

   vP
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in (71).  In this case, the last relevant move is for the (null) subject DP to raise to match and

eliminate the accusative Case feature in [Spec, IP] of the matrix clause.

(71)   kˆî           sûaœma{tˆî                       }oœm´rˆîm          neœl´k≈a®
because  hear(1CS PERF)  pro   say(MP PTCP)  go(1CP IMPF)

‘Because I heard (them) saying: Let us go...’ (Gen 37.17)

The second option for the derivation is that the participial clause functions as the

complement of the auxiliary verb “to be.”  In this case, the subject DP must raise to the [Spec,

IP] to match and eliminate the strong D-feature of the head I, checking the nominative Case

feature of I and any agreement features.  Unlike the participle, which may never pass beyond

the ptcpP (illustrated by the arc), the tensed auxiliary verb is attracted to I by the ‘tense’ V-

feature and checks agreement features as well.  The resulting convergent derivation for a BH

past participle is given in (72).
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(72)   u®moœsûe®         haœya®              roœ{e®                         }et◊   sΩoœ}n       yit◊ro®   hΩoœt◊´no®
and-Moses be(3MS PERF) shepherd(MS PTCP) ACC flock.of Jethro father-in-law-his
‘and Moses was shepherding the flock of his father-in-law Jethro’ (Exod 3.1)

Notably, this structure suggests that the pragmatically neutral word order in a participial clause

is Subject-(Auxiliary)-Participle-(Object) (see 3.2.7).

This analysis is similar to that of Shlonsky 1997 regarding the Modern Hebrew

participle.  What is notable about the use of participles in Modern Hebrew is that the auxiliary

  V'aux

ptcpP

 ptcp'

         DP
        tmoœsûe®

  PtcpP

  I
haœya®

    PTCP
   troœ{e®

   ptcp
   roœ{e®

   I'

  VPaux

thaœya®

 IP

     tmoœsûe®

moœsûe®

   I'
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is always present in the past and future tenses, but never in the present, since there is no present

tense form of the auxiliary “to be” verb.  Traditionally, the grammars of Modern Hebrew have

concluded that the “participle” forms serves as the present tense verb (Glinert 1989:121-22,

458).  Shlonsky argues against this analysis (that this single verbal form functions both as a

participle and as a tensed verb) and proposes that in present tense clauses the auxiliary is there,

but phonologically null (1997:38-40).

In comparison to Modern Hebrew, BH is slightly more complicated.  The primary

difference is that in BH past and future participial clauses, the auxiliary is often not present.

Rather, it seems that participial clauses adopt the tense of the context, as established by

proximal finite verbs.  I propose that the auxiliary exists in these clauses as well, but is

phonologically null as in the present tense.  The phonological presence of the auxiliary is

necessary for past and future clauses when there exists either a tense shift in the narrative or

lack of adequate tense marking in the context.  Now that we have discussed the BH participial

clause, let us examine the single remaining clause type in BH: the verbless clause.

3.4.3. An Minimalist Approach to Verbless Clauses in BH

Chomsky (1995b:353-54) proposes the structure in (73) for predicate adjectives as they

enter the computational system. (A/AP stands for adjective/adjective phrase; a/aP stands for

the functional category adjective/adjective phrase, which is analogous to the light v(erb) in the

verbal clause.)
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(73) 

From this point, this part of a derivation could become a small clause complement of a verb

like consider, as in (74).  In this case, the subject DP is attracted to [Spec, aP] and the adjective

is attracted to a for the purpose of DP-adjective agreement.  Then the subject DP is further

attracted to [Spec, IP] in order to match and eliminate the accusative Case feature of I, which is

motivated by the governing verb consider.  This is reflected in the choice of personal pronouns:

only the accusative pronoun him allows the derivation to converge.

  aP

   a'

         DP
       John

   AP

     A
intelligent

   a
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(74)  Rob considers John/him/*he intelligent

 I

The other option besides functioning as a small clause complement of a verb like

consider is to function as the complement of a copular verb like English be.  In this case, the

subject DP is attracted to the [Spec, IP] of the matrix clause in order to match and eliminate the

nominative Case feature of I.  The resulting derivation is illustrated in (75).

      V
 consider

V'

 IP

    I'

  aP

   a'

   AP

   tintelligent

I

tJohn

  intelligent

tJohn

   IP

John
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(75)  John is intelligent

John

I shall assume that this is essentially the structure of both the predicate adjective and the

verbless clause in BH, as in (76), except that the copular verb selected from the lexicon is

phonologically null, as in many of the participial clauses analyzed above.80

                                                
80 See Naudé 1994 for a similar analysis of the verbless clause in Biblical Aramaic using the analysis of

Chomsky 1993 (=1995:chp. 3).

  V
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(76)   sû´loœsûa®  }eœlleh       b´ne®     noœahΩ

three    these  Ø   sons.of  Noah
‘these three (are) the sons of Noah’ (Gen 9.19)

       sû´loœsûa® }eœlleh

As with predicative adjectives, the subject DP and the predicate DP of the verbless clause must

raise to the higher shell for agreement checking.  Then the subject DP is attracted by the strong

D-feature of I, raising to [Spec, IP] of the matrix clause to match and eliminate that D-feature,

checking the nominative Case feature of I in the process.

A significant implication of this analysis is that the pragmatically neutral word order

within a BH verbless clause is subject-predicate (see 3.2.7); the order predicate-subject is

pragmatically marked due to discourse considerations (see 4.2.3 for further discussion).

IP

  V
  Ø

V'

  dP

   d'

   DP

   tb´ne® noœahΩ

tsû´loœsûa® }eœlleh

   b´ne® noœahΩ

tsû´loœsûa® }eœlleh
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3.5. SUMMARY

In this chapter I have examined BH word order and clause structure.  On the basis of the

data from the book of Genesis, I have concluded that BH is fundamentally an SV language, but

that the SV order in finite verbal clauses may be inverted to VS when triggered by an initial

function word or fronted phrase.  Such syntactically motivated  inversion does not take place in

either participial clauses or verbless clauses.  Furthermore, I proposed an explanation that

syntactically accounts for the position of the narrative wayyiqtol verb: the first y represents a

function word that triggers VS inversion.  I also noted that the word order in BH clauses is

affected by the modality of the verb: modal clauses exhibit VS order and indicative clauses

exhibit SV order.  Finally, I described all of these features of BH word order within the

linguistic framework of the Minimalist Program in order to illustrate both how the BH data can

be explained as a coherent system and how the Minimalist Program is uniquely able to provide

such an explanation.
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4. THE PRAGMATICS OF BIBLICAL HEBREW WORD ORDER

In her introductory essay in the 1995 collection of papers on the subject of word order

in discourse, Pamela Downing states that “ongoing work on word order in discourse has been

revolutionizing our understanding of the complex web of factors that determine the word order

that a particular speaker of a particular language is likely to use in a particular speech context”

(1995:5).  One page later, however, she also states that even these “very fruitful” discourse-

based approaches have exhibited shortcomings: “In the real world situations in which the texts

are produced, several potential determinants of word order may typically co-occur, making it

difficult to see exactly which is decisive in a particular instance” (1995:6).

In this chapter, I will continue the investigation of the word order of Biblical Hebrew,

taking into account that there may be determinants of word order that have not previously been

discussed.  In chapter three I provided an exclusively syntactic overview of BH clausal

architecture and word order within the framework of Chomsky’s Minimalist Program.  I

presented data that suggest that BH has SV basic word order; however, the SV order is inverted

to VS in modal clauses, negative clauses, and when a function word or a fronted phrase resides

at the beginning of the clause (see 3.2).  Though this analysis explains the majority of the

clauses in the Hebrew Bible, there remain many clauses that exhibit word order that does not

accord to the analysis given in chapter three.  This chapter will address such clauses and

present an argument for how the remaining word order variation found in the Hebrew Bible is

influenced by pragmatics.

What is pragmatics and how does it affect syntactic phenomena such as word order?  A

good starting point is the preliminary definition provided in Mey 1994:
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Pragmatics is the study of language in a human context of use.  Language use is the process by
which people communicate, for various purposes, using linguistic means.  This process is
governed by the conditions of society, inasmuch as these conditions determine the users’ access
to, and control of, those means.  Hence, pragmatics can also be described as a societally oriented
and societally bound linguistics. (1994:3268)

Pragmatics is also often defined by placing it in relation to syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.

For example, unlike syntax, which is the study of the relationship of linguistic expressions in a

clause or between clauses to each other, pragmatics incorporates the notion of the larger

linguistic and extra-linguistic context.  Also, unlike semantics, which is the study of the

relationship between linguistic expressions and the objects to which they refer, as well as the

conventional meaning and the truth or satisfaction conditions of utterances, pragmatics is the

study of non-conventional meaning, e.g., implicature, deixis, presupposition (see Levinson

1983:8-10; Horn 1988:113-122; Montague 1998:24).

Fillmore (1981) describes the relationship of pragmatics to the other linguistic fields as

a supplementary relationship rather than as a complementary relationship.  Thus, to Fillmore,

the three disciplines work together in the following way:

Syntax, in short, characterizes the grammatical forms that occur in a language, whereas
semantics pairs these forms with their potential communicative functions.  Pragmatics is
concerned with the three-termed relationship that unites (a) linguistic form and (b) the
communicative functions that these forms are capable of serving, with (c) the context or settings
in which those linguistic forms can have those communicative functions.  Diagrammatically,

Syntax [form]
Semantics [form, function]
Pragmatics [form, function, setting] (Fillmore 1981:144)

In summary, we may say that pragmatics is the study of how the relationship between

an utterance, the speaker, the addressee, and any other aspect of the context/discourse is

encoded in the structure of a language.1  As Yule (1998) states, “[Pragmatics has] more to do

                                                
1 See Malmkjær (1991:354-58) and Yule (1998:3-8) for brief introductions to the field of pragmatics; see

Levinson (1983:1-35) and Mey (1993:3-52) for detailed discussions of the definition and scope of pragmatics.
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with the analysis of what people mean by their utterances than what the words or phrases in

those utterances might mean by themselves” (1998:3).  The extent of the ‘utterances’ that the

field of pragmatics studies ranges from the level of the clause (i.e., how the syntax, or word

order, of constituents reflects pragmatic/communicative concerns) to the levels of discourse

beyond  the clause (i.e., how pragmatic concerns affect the structure of an entire

conversation/text).

In this chapter, I will proceed in three steps in order to investigate the influence of

pragmatics on BH word order.  In 4.1, I will introduce the area of pragmatics often called

information structure.  In 4.2, I will investigate how information structure concepts are

manifested in BH.  Finally, in 4.3 I will propose a unified model for the syntax and pragmatics

of the BH clause.

4.1. INFORMATION STRUCTURE

Information structure refers to the interface between the linguistic content of a

discourse/text and how the addressee/reader cognitively processes that linguistic information.

Information structure and the associated (and elusive) concepts referred to by the commonly

used terms topic, comment, and focus have for many years been the object of much linguistic

attention.  Although information structure is studied from many different theoretical

approaches, in this work, Lambrecht’s (1994) description of information structure is general

enough (and relatively theory neutral) to suffice as a starting point for further discussion:

The student of information structure is . . . concerned with . . . the discourse circumstances under which
given pieces of propositional information are expressed via one rather than another possible
morphosyntactic or prosodic form . . . . discourse pragmatics [≈ information structure] is concerned with
the question of why one and the same meaning may be expressed by two or more sentence forms.
(Lambrecht 1994:4-5)
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Information structure is thus concerned with both what a text or discourse communicates and

how the text or discourse communicates (in other words, the specific linguistic strategies by

which the information is presented, e.g., word order, prosody, or special grammatical markers)

(Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998:81; cf. Lambrecht 1994:6).

Of the central concepts to the study of information structure, the concept focus, more

than any other, has been problematic.  Intuitively, which element in a given clause is “focused,”

or “emphasized,” seems to be rather clear to a native speaker.  However, describing precisely

how or why a constituent is “focused” has proven to be a difficult task.  Moreover, the term has

been used in a variety of (often disparate) ways within phonology, syntax, semantics,

psycholinguistics, and other linguistically oriented fields.  Complicating the issue are the

differences among the general linguistic approaches, i.e., functional approaches versus formal

approaches.

One of the common criticisms directed towards generative linguistics, the formal

approach used in this work, has concerned the lack of attention it has given to issues beyond the

level of the sentence.  Fortunately, this shortcoming has begun to be addressed overtly in the

last decade.  In fact, generative linguists interested in the syntax-pragmatics interface have been

laboring for the last five years to articulate an approach, in keeping with the recent “minimalist

impulse,” that includes both semantic and pragmatic concepts (see Zubizarreta 1998; Culicover

and McNally 1998).2  Indeed, the move to include pragmatic issues within a generative model

can be seen in Chomsky’s latest works.  While Chomsky 1995b excludes any features from the

derivation which are not properties of items in the lexicon (1995b:225), in Chomsky 1998 he

                                                
2 This is not to say that generative linguists ignored pragmatic concerns before the nineteen-nineties; see, for

example, Rochemont 1986, a monograph dedicated to the issue of focus in generative linguistics.
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appears to allow for movement motivated by pragmatic features such as “force, topic, focus”

(1998:21-22).3

The following section of this work is by no means an attempt to sketch an entire

linguistic theory which incorporates both minimalist and pragmatic concerns, nor will a

comprehensive formulation of focus be given.  Rather, I will propose a working model of

information structure that complements the syntactic theory I sketched in chapter three and

describe how information structure concepts are manifested in the grammar of BH.  In 4.1.1,

4.1.2, and 4.1.3, I will provide further details of the information structure model which will be

used before moving on to 4.2, where I will illustrate the basic information structure of BH

discourse.

4.1.1. The  Basic Components of Information Structure

The primary pragmatic elements of a clause are variously referred to as theme/rheme or

topic/comment.  Theme and rheme are the terms coined by the Prague School of Linguistics to

describe the information presented by the syntactic constituents of a clause.  Within the Prague

School’s ‘Functional Sentence Perspective’ linguistic model, the theme is that element in the

sentence which carries the lowest degree of communicative dynamism (Firbas 1966:272; Firbas

1987; Firbas 1992:72-3; see also Lyons 1977:506-7; Halliday 1985:38).  In other words, the

theme of a sentence adds very little extra meaning to what has already by communicated by

previous sentences.  In contrast, the rheme is that element in the sentence which advances the

communication the most; for a given sentence, the rheme adds the largest amount of extra
                                                

3 “Indirect feature-driven movement (IFM) subdivides into types depending on the attracting head H in the
final stage: (I) A-movement when H has f-features (yielding the Case-agreement system), or (II) A’-movement
when H has P-features of the peripheral system (force, topic, focus...)” (Chomsky 1998:21-22; emphasis his).
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meaning to that stage of the discourse (Firbas 1966:278, note 18; Firbas 1992:72-3; see also

Lyons 1977:506-7; Halliday 1985:38).

Outside of the Prague school approach, the terms topic and comment seem to be

preferred over theme and rheme, particularly within American linguistics.  The topic is often

defined as the “constituent [which] presents the entity ‘about’ which the predication predicates

something in the given setting” (Dik 1980:16; Dik 1997a:313-15; Lyons 1977:501; Goutsos

1997:1; Lambrecht 1994:117-127).  The comment, then, is the predication, or ‘what’ is being

said (i.e., the predication) (Lyons 1977:501; Lambrecht 1994:121).

In addition to the choice of terminology, another issue within the study of word order

and pragmatics is whether there is a ‘universal’ basic ordering of pragmatic constituents, i.e.,

whether languages tend to present information in a particular linear order, such as ‘theme-to-

rheme’ order.  Many linguists working on the pragmatic structure of clauses (e.g., Firbas

1966:270; Firbas 1992:188; Greenberg 1966:100; Lyons 1977:508; Givón 1979:296, 299-300;

Mallinson and Blake 1981:151) have suggested that the theme-to-rheme (or ‘topic-comment’)

order is normal.

Other linguists have criticized this approach.  Lambrecht (1994), working with the

notion that the theme/topic position in a clause is typically an NP (see also Brown and Yule

1983:127), proposes that data from languages with the basic verb-initial (i.e., VOS or VSO)

order weighs against the theme-to-rheme analysis: “A theory according to which sentence-

initial position is a natural, cognitively based, requirement for topic NPs would not be able to

account for the fact that such [verb-initial] languages normally require a naturally non-topical

constituent, i.e. the verb, to appear in initial position” (1994:200).  Similarly, Mithun (1992)
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argues that the theme-to-rheme analysis also fails to account adequately for the pragmatically

motivated word order of languages with flexible word order:

A number of facts indicate that the interaction between basic word order and pragmatic theme-
rheme reordering principles is not constant from one language to the next.  Following work
initiated by Mathesius (1928), Thompson (1978) pointed out that languages can vary in the
relative effects of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic considerations on surface word order.  In
languages like English, the syntactic roles of constituents are the primary determinants of word
order, while in languages like Russian and Czech, pragmatic considerations have a stronger
effect.  When pragmatic factors do play a role, furthermore, it is not clear that all languages
follows the “natural” progression from theme to rheme.  Tomlin and Rhodes [1992] point out
that in Ojibwa, a VOS Algonquian language, the umarked distribution of thematic information is
reversed from the language-general tendency for thematic information to come earlier in a
sentence or clause.  Givón (1983:145) reports that Ute, “a mature SOV language with a high
degree of pragmatically-controlled word-order flexibility”, shows comment-topic order.
Similarly, Biblical Hebrew “is rigidly VO but shows a pragmatically-controlled VS/SV variation
(Givón 1983:28), also with the order comment-topic. (1992:17)

What is clear from both Lambrecht’s and Mithun’s comments is that languages tend to

have a distinct preference for a particular order; however, whether one order of pragmatic

constituents, theme-to-rheme (or vice versa), is universal is clearly a controversial issue.

Another controversial issue with respect to the pragmatic structure of clauses is the problematic

concept often labeled focus.

4.1.2. Focus

Focus is often defined as “relatively the most important or salient [piece of information]

in the given communicative setting” (Dik 1997a:326; see Comrie 1989:63; Halliday 1985:278;

cf. Vallduví and Engdahl 1996).  In slight contrast, a second approach to focus defines it as the

binary opposite of the presupposition: the presupposition is information in a clause which is

‘shared’ by the speaker/author and listener/reader; the focus is the information in a clause

which is ‘non-shared’ (and thus “new” or “added” for one of the participants) (see Lyons

1977:509; Rochemont 1986:9-10; Zubizarreta 1998; cf. Lambrecht 1994:206-18).  These two
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definitions of focus are similar in that they assign to focus the function of presenting

information which is being ‘added’ to the discourse in some way.  Let us start with this facet of

focus and consider the question-answer examples in (1)-(6).  Question-answer pairs are

commonly used to provide a context so that the focused elements are easier to identify;

subscript F marks the focused constituent:

(1)  What happened? Sentence-Focus
[F John [shut [the door]].

(2)  What did John do to the door? Predicate (Verb)-Focus
[John [[F shut] the door]].

(3)  What did John shut? Argument (Object)-Focus
[John shut [Fthe door]].

(4)  Who shut the door? Argument (Subject)-Focus
[F John] [shut [the door]]].

(5)  What did John do? Verb Phrase Focus
[John [F shut [the door]].

(6)  What happened to the door? ‘Subject + Verb’ Focus
[[F John] [[F shut] [the door]]].

Using the same answer clause in each example (in terms of lexical items and syntactic

structure), examples (1)-(5) illustrate the variety of options for presenting the focus: any one of

the constituents within a given clause may be the focus element, depending on the context.  In

addition, (6) illustrates that the focus may encompass material that does not constitute a single

syntactic constituent (since the subject and the (transitive) verb together without an object or

any adjuncts do not constitute a single constituent).4

                                                
4 Examples such as (6) as well as those which correspond to multiple wh-questions (e.g., Who bought what?)

present a problem for many theories on focus: most descriptions of focus assume that the focus of a clause must
correspond to a single constituent.  Zubizarreta’s (1998) assertion structure is a novel proposal by which we may
account for those propositions which have not one, but two open variables (thus two separate constituents marked
for focus): “The A[ssertion] S[tructure] contains two ordered assertions representing the focus-presupposition of a
statement; the first assertion is the existential presupposition provided by the context question; the second assertion
is the equative relation between a definite variable and a value” (1998:4-7).
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4.1.3. Focus Problems and a Solution

In the preceding section I presented a basic introduction to the pragmatic concept of

focus.  However, descriptions of focus as both “the most important or salient piece of

information” and “the new/added information” have contributed to considerable confusion in

the study of focus.  On the one hand, focus is new information; on the other hand, focus is the

most important piece of information.  While these two linguistic functions often overlap, it is

not obligatory that they do.  Certainly there is nothing intrinsic to “new/added” information that

binds it to being the most salient piece of information; vice versa, there is nothing inherently

“new/added” about whatever constituent is determined to be the most salient piece of

information.  The two approaches to defining focus have produced a rather tangled state of

affairs: the term ‘focus’ has come to be used for fundamentally different semantic and

pragmatic concepts.

The first use of focus to refer to information that is new or added to the discourse is

more often found in pragmatics literature and is similar in nature to the concept of rheme (see

4.1.1); this is the type of focus that stands in a binary relationship with presupposition.  The

second use of focus to refer to information in a clause that is somehow prominent or

“emphasized” is more often found in semantics literature and is related to the concept of

operators, constituents that affect the truth-conditional status of a statement.  This latter

‘focusing’ can happen to any constituent in the clause, regardless of whether that constituent is

the presupposed information or the non-presupposed/new information (i.e., the former type of

focus).  This second, or operator, type of focus is often qualified by adjectives describing its
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semantic effect, e.g., exhaustiveness focus, contrastiveness focus, and identification focus

(Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998:80-81).5

Clearly, these two types of focus (the one referring to a constituent that is new/added

information, the other referring to a specific type of “emphasis” placed on a constituent)

function differently in the semantico-pragmatic structure of a given discourse.  This confusion

has led some linguistics to eschew using the term ‘focus’ altogether.  That is the approach I will

be following in the remainder of this work: Vallduví and Vilkuna’s (1998) distinction between

the two formulations of what is often called ‘focus’ and their terminology will play a central

role in the model of BH information structure presented in this chapter.

In Table 4.1 I have provided the three information structure concepts which we will be

discussing and using.  Each concept, Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast,6 is given with the set of

instructions that each concept directs the listener/reader to undertake.

Table 4.1
Label Information Instruction
Theme
Rheme

Kontrast

“‘Anchor’ information”
“Add information” (i.e., Information Focus)

“Relate X to its alternatives” (i.e., Operator Focus)

The Theme is that piece of information which anchors the added information to the

existing information state; it is the presupposed information in a discourse.  Thus, the Theme is

                                                
5 Neither Zubizarreta 1998 nor Lambrecht 1994 adequately treat the type of “focus” which is associated with

contrast.  On the one hand, Zubizarreta purposefully sets the issue of contrastive focus aside in her study since she
is primarily concerned with the interaction of non-contrastive focus and prosody.  On the other hand, Lambrecht
actually dissolves contrastive focus, considering it an epiphenomenon which should not be considered a
grammatical category: “the impression of contrastiveness which we receive when we hear such sentences arises
from particular inferences which we draw on the basis of given conversational contexts.” (Lambrecht 1994:290).
However, I would argue that contrastive focus as a distinct category is justifiable on empirical grounds, which will
become clearer as we proceed.

6 Kontrast is spelled with a k in order to distinguish it from the more general notion of contrast.
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a known, active entity within the discourse and stands in contrast to the Rheme.

As the information counterpart to the Theme, the Rheme represents that information

which has been added to a discourse situation (i.e., it is the non-presupposed information),

often marked in languages by word order, prosody, or both.  Rhematicity is a relational notion

which applies to a constituent only by virtue of the discourse context, not by virtue of any

inherent linguistic (e.g., semantic) features of that constituent.  While the Rheme may often

mark “new” discourse items, it may also mark “old” discourse items which are, in some way,

satisfying an open parameter within the discourse (i.e., elements which are being “re-added” to

the discourse).  Consider again the contextualizing question-answer pairs from (1)-(6),

modified here in (7)-(12) (subscript R marks the Rheme; subscript T marks the Theme).

(7)  What happened? Sentence Rheme
R[John shut the door].

(8)  What did John do to the door? Predicate (Verb)-Rheme
[TJohn [[Rshut] the door]].

(9)  What did John shut? Argument (Object)-Rheme
[TJohn shut [Rthe door]].

(10)  Who shut the door? Argument (Subject)-Rheme
[RJohn] [Tshut the door]].

(11)  What did John do? Verb Phrase Rheme
[TJohn [Rshut the door]].

(12)  What happened to the door? ‘Subject + Verb’ Rheme
[[RJohn] [[Rshut] [Tthe door]]].

In (7)-(12), I have replaced the F(ocus) marking of (1)-(6) with T(heme) and R(heme)

in order to illustrate how these latter two information structure concepts are manifested within

the various contexts established in (7)-(12).  Each wh-question in (7)-(12) sets up the context in

which the corresponding utterances are felicitous.  However, while superficially useful, wh-

questions such as those in  (7)-(12) are inherently misleading: they are not the appropriate
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contextualization for rhematicity (Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998:85).  In certain utterances it is

clear that the rhematic constituents (i.e., added information) given in answers to the questions

are not the only pragmatically prominent constituents.  For example, in (13) the question is

preparing the way for a ‘verb phrase Rheme’ (see (11) above).  However, in this case I have

underlined the constituent Kathy to indicate that it is being stressed prosodically and thus

“emphasized” in some way (that is not rhematic).

(13)  What did John do at the party?
[TJohn [Rintroduced Kathy to me]].

On the basis of examples like (13) in which there is a constituent (the VP) that is the

Rheme as well as a separate constituent (the DP object Kathy) that is pragmatically prominent

in some other way, Vallduví and Vilkuna have proposed a third information structure concept:

Kontrast.  Kontrast can be represented by the following:  if an expression x is kontrastive, the

addressee is instructed to generate a membership set7 M = {x, y, z, . . . } and then to place x in

relation to the semantically related alternatives in set M (Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998:83).8  In

other words, the term Kontrast refers to the type of ‘focus’ which instructs the addressee to

consult a membership set, established either contextually or ontologically, to which the

“focused” item belongs.  Once the membership set is established, the kontrastive item is placed

in relation to the alternatives.

                                                
7 “A set is any collection of objects, which are described as its members.  We can specify a set by reference to

a property which all members share: for example, we can speak of a set of British towns with a population over 1
million, or a set of English sentences.  Alternatively, a set can be specified by listing its members: for example,
there is a three-membered set whose members are Margaret Thatcher, the number 7, and the city of San Francisco.
As this example indicates, the members of a set need not ‘belong together’ in any natural fashion” (Malmkjær
1991:401; see also van der Does 1994).

8 Although the notion of “contrast” is not a crucial element within the definition of Kontrast, a contrast is
often inferred in the context of a Kontrast when “alternative members of some salient set are evoked and, most
importantly, when there is felt to be a salient opposition in what is predicated of them” (Prince 1998:290-91).
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We can now see why wh-questions set up a Kontrast with the result that the constituent

corresponding to the wh-word is selected from and related to a membership set.  Consider (13)

again, modified and presented in (14).

(14) What did John do at the party?
[TJohn [Rintroduced [KKathy] to me]].
Kontrastive Set = {Kathy, Sue, Joyce, . . . }

In (14), the membership {Kathy, Sue, Joyce, . . . } is established either by appealing to

previously mentioned entities (i.e., a contextually established set – that is, Kathy is related to,

for instance, other women who were at the party) or to logically inferable entities (i.e., an

ontologically established set – that is, Kathy is related to other people [either women, men, or

both] who have not necessarily been mentioned but are logical alternatives).  Once the

addressee has established this membership set, Kontrast further instructs the addressee to place

Kathy in relation to the other comparable members in the set and, in English, to assign it

nuclear stress.  The effect of this structure is to communicate something like, “John introduced

Kathy (not Sue, Joyce, or any other alternative) to me.”  Note that in (14) the kontrastive

element Kathy is located within the rhematic VP.  Since the Theme and Rheme are the core

information structure concepts in the clause, any constituent that is also kontrastive will

necessarily be either a part of the Theme or Rheme; thus, kontrastive constituents fulfill two

roles within their respective clauses.

Adding the concept of Kontrast to our pragmatic model allows us to refine our

understanding of question-answer pairs, such as those given in (7)-(12), repeated below in (15)-

(20) with the Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast marked by subscripts.
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(15)  What happened? Sentence Kontrast
K,R[John shut the door].

(16)  What did John do to the door? Predicate (Verb)-Kontrast
[TJohn [[K,Rshut] the door]].

(17)  What did John shut? Argument (Object)-Kontrast
[TJohn shut [K,Rthe door]].

(18)  Who shut the door? Argument (Subject)-Kontrast
[K,RJohn] [Tshut [the door]]].

(19)  What did John do? Verb Phrase Kontrast
[TJohn [K,Rshut the door]].

(20)  What happened to the door? ‘Subject + Verb’ Kontrast
[[K,RJohn] [[K,Rshut] [Tthe door]]].

In (15)-(20) I have added the subscript K in the answers in order to illustrate that questions

such as these necessitate the presence of Kontrast in the answer. If the answers were given

without the kontrastive expectations established by the questions, the pragmatic structure of the

answer clauses would not include a Kontrast; the appropriate constituents would be marked

solely for Theme or Rheme, as in (7)-(12).  However, once they are in direct response to a

question, the element matching the variable introduced by the wh-word becomes kontrastive in

addition to being rhematic, as illustrated by (15)-(20): the marked constituents are both

new/added as well as “emphasized” such that they are set over against the items in their

respective membership sets (i.e., they function “konstrastively”).  As in (14), the Kontrast in

each of the answers in (15)-(20) serves both as the Kontrast and as part of the Rheme; however,

it is also possible that a Kontrastive constituent may be part of the Theme.

In summary, I have defined the two basic pragmatic elements of a clause: the Theme

and Rheme.  In addition, I introduced the concept of Kontrast to account for those constituents

which, regardless of whether they are thematic or rhematic, are presented with some sort of

emphasis in the clause.  Finally, I have argued that when question-answer pairs are used to
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establish the context and thus highlight the pragmatic contour of the statement in the answer,

the question always requires a kontrastive constituent in the answer.  In other words, answers to

direct questions can never be simply theme-rheme; they must always include a Kontrast.

4.2. MAPPING THE INTERFACE BETWEEN SYNTAX AND PRAGMATICS IN BH

Up to this point, I have outlined a approach to word order and focus based primarily on

the works of Lambrecht 1994, Zubizarreta 1998, and Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998.  To

summarize briefly, I have chosen to avoid using the problematic term focus and instead have

described the basic pragmatic structure of the clause using the pragmatic concepts of

Rheme/‘new or added information’ and Theme/‘anchoring information’.  Furthermore, I

suggested that the concept Kontrast adequately accounts for those elements in a clause that

appear to be particularly “emphasized.”  Discovering how these three communicative concepts

are packaged in BH syntax is the task of this section.

4.2.1. Theme and Rheme in BH Finite Verbal Clauses

As I argued in chapter three, the word order of the basic BH clause is SV unless VS

inversion is triggered (i.e., an element such as a complementizer stands before the subject DP

and verb and results in X-VS order).  A significant part of my conclusion was that there is no

syntactic motivation for movement beyond SV and X-VS orders; hence, clauses that exhibit

word order differing from SV/X-VS must represent additional, pragmatically motivated

movement.  In the following analysis I will investigate whether these claims are borne out by a

discourse analysis of specific Hebrew texts using the pragmatic model I have outlined above.
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To start with, if BH has SV order as its basic word order, then cross-linguistic word

order studies suggest that it should also exhibit a basic order of pragmatic constituents within

the clause (cf. Firbas 1966:270; Greenberg 1966:100; Lyons 1977:508; Givón 1979:296;

Mallinson and Blake 1981:151): thematic material should be nearer the beginning/left-edge of a

clause, and rhematic material should be nearer to the end/right-edge of a clause.  If BH is SV

(as I have argued) and it also exhibits a Theme-to-Rheme order, there are only three options for

the mapping of Theme and Rheme onto any given SVO clause in BH.  (Precisely which

mapping has taken place is distinguishable only by the full discourse context.)  (21)-(23)

provide the scheme of each of the three mapping options.

(21)  R[S V O]   ‘Sentence’ Rheme—entire clause presents added information (i.e., there is no Theme)

(22)  [TS [RV O]]  VP Rheme—the Subject DP is thematic; the VP is added information

(23)  [TS V [RO]]  Object Rheme—the Object DP is the only added information

(24)-(26) provide illustrative BH examples for each of the options in (21)-(23) (the Rheme is

marked in boldface in the word-for-word gloss; the Theme is italicized).

(24)   R[S V O]   ‘Sentence’ Rheme
14And Abram heard that his relative had been taken captive, he led forth his trained men, born in his
house, three hundred eighteen, and went in pursuit as far as Dan. 15He divided he and his servants
against them at night, and he smote them and pursued them as far as Hobah, north of Damascus.
16And he brought back all the goods, and he also brought back Lot, his relative with his goods, and
even the women and the people.  17And the king of Sodom went out to meet him after his return from
the smiting of Chedorlaomer and the kings who were with him, at the Valley of Shaveh (that is, the
King’s Valley). 18[And Melchizedek, the king of Salem, took out bread and wine.] He was priest of
God Most High, 19and he blessed Abram, saying, “Blessed be Abram by God Most High, Creator of
heaven and earth. 20And blessed be God Most High, who delivered your enemies into your hand.”
And (Abram) gave him a tenth of everything. 21And the king of Sodom said to Abram, “Give me the
people and keep the goods for yourself.”

R[u®malkˆî-sΩed≈eq      melek≈    sûaœleœm   [ho®sΩˆî}                               [lehΩem waœyaœyin]]]
and-Melchizedek king.of  Salem   go out(3MS PERF CAUS)  bread   and-wine
‘and Melchizedek, the king of Salem, took out bread and wine’ (Gen 14.18)
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In Genesis 14.18, there is nothing given in the initial clause (‘and Melchizedek, the king of

Salem, took out bread and wine’) to “anchor” the information to the existing information state

(i.e., the preceding discourse context).  Rather, all the elements, the subject DP Melchizedek,

the verb took out, and the object DPs bread and wine, are new to the discourse, hence there is

no syntactic motivation for a word order other than SVO, which is exactly what we find in this

clause.

Many commentaries suggest that there might be a “subtle contrast” being made with the

verbs went out (King of Sodom) and took out (Melchizedek) which both derive from the same

Hebrew root ys Ω} : the King of Sodom comes out and makes demands (cf. v. 21) while the King

of Salem, Melchizedek, comes out and provides bread and wine (Sarna 1989:109; see also

Wenham 1987:305; Hamilton 1990:410-11).  While this interpretation seems reasonable, such

a conclusion is not warranted by the syntactic-pragmatic structure of the clauses in Genesis

14.14-21.

Why is the SVO clause highlighted in (24) not contrastive?  First, based upon the

discourse context, all three of the primary constituents (the subject DP, the verb, and the object

DP) are discourse-new and hence rhematic.  Second, I have argued elsewhere that rhematic

entities are never topicalized (i.e., fronted to create a Kontrast) in BH (Holmstedt 2000).

Rather, if a constituent carries both rhematicity and kontrastiveness, the normal BH

construction is left-dislocation.  Thus, if Genesis 14.18 intended to set up a Kontrast, it would

most likely be structured as follows: u®malkˆî-s Ωed ≈eq melek ≈ sûaœleœm hu®} ho®s Ωˆî} leh Ωem waœyaœyin ‘and

Melchizedek, king of Salem—he brought out bread and wine’.

Because most Hebraists assume that VS is the normal word order for BH and that the

wayyiqtol form is used to carry narrative forward, the SVO clause in (25) often bewilders
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commentators—“the peculiar order of words is difficult to explain” (Skinner 1910:101, fn. 1;

cf. Sarna 1989:31).

(25)  [TS [RV O]]  VP Rheme
3.20And the man named his wife Eve, because she was the mother of all living. 21and Yhwh God made
garments of skins for the man and for his wife, and clothed them. 22and Yhwh God said, “See, the
man has become like one of us, by knowing good and evil; and now, lest he reach out his hand and
take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever . . .”—23and Yhwh God cast him out from the
garden of Eden, to till the ground from which he was taken. 24and he drove out the man; and at the
east of the garden of Eden he placed the cherubim, and a flaming and turning sword to guard the way
to the tree of life. 4.1[And the man knew Eve, his wife] and she conceived and bore Cain, saying, “I
have produced a man with the help of Yhwh.”

[Tw´haœ}aœd≈aœm [Ryaœd≈a{                   [}et◊   hΩawwa®   }isûto®]]]
and-the-man   know(3MS PERF)   ACC Eve        wife-his
‘and the man knew (i.e., sexually) Eve, his wife’ (Gen 4.1)

However, if BH is an SV language, the word order in Genesis 4.1 is not difficult to explain.  In

the case of Genesis 4.1, the subject DP, the man, is thematic while the VP, knew Eve, his wife,

is rhematic since this event is discourse-new.

There is an additional, secondary, reason for the SVO (and not wayyiqtol/X-VSO)

construction in Genesis 4.1: the verse represents a scene change (see Bandstra 1992; Niccacci

1995; Longacre 1996; Van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze 1999), from the episode in the

garden to the new life and family outside of paradise (see Cassuto 1961:197; cf. Coats 1983:64;

Sarna 1989:31-2).  Since the wayyiqtol form is the usual narrative verb form, it is avoided in

(25) to mark the transition from one scene to the next (see 3.2.4; cf. Wenham 1987:100;

Hamilton 1990:219; Westermann 1984:288).  However, this use of SVO order—to mark a

scene change—does not entail that the SVO order in (25) (or in any example) reflects

pragmatically motivated word order.

In (26) Genesis 4.18 provides easily recognizable examples of SVO clauses with only

the object DP marked as the Rheme.
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(26)  [TS V [RO]]  Object Rheme
16And Cain went away from the presence of Yhwh, and settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden.
17And Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch; and he built a city, and he called the
name of city after the name of his son Enoch. 18And to Enoch was born Irad; [and Irad begat
Mehujael, and Mehujael begat Methushael, and Methushael begat Lamech.]

[Tw´{ˆîraœd≈  yaœlad≈                     [R}et◊   m´hΩu®yaœ}eœl]
and- Irad  beget (3MS PERF)     ACC Mehujael

[Tu®m´hΩˆîyaœ}eœl    yaœlad≈                     [R}et◊  m´t◊u®sûaœ}eœl]
and- Mehujael beget (3MS PERF)     ACC Methushael

[Tu®m´t◊u®sûaœ}eœl        yaœlad≈                      [R}et◊   laœmek≈]
and-Methushael   beget (3MS PERF)     ACC Lamech
‘and Irad begat Mehujael; and Mehujael begat Methushael; and Methushael begat Lamech’ (Gen
4.18)

Clearly neither the subject DPs Irad, Mehujael, Methushael nor the verb begat are discourse-

new in any of the three clauses; only the object DPs Mehujael, Methushael, and Lamech,

respectively, are available as the Rheme.  The combination of this pragmatic structure and SV

order appears to be common for list-like narrative stretches, such as genealogies (e.g., Ruth

4.18-22; 1 Chronicles 1-2), due to the repetitive nature of such lists (i.e., the use of the same

verbs and DPs to create continuity; contra Wenham 1987:95, fn. 18b).

We have now examined three BH clauses which correspond to the three basic pragmatic

configurations for an SV clause.  For each of the SV examples in (24)-(26), I have explained

this pragmatic structure based upon their respective discourse contexts.  Significantly, (24)-(26)

support the proposal for BH that the rhematic material is always in contact with the end (or,

right edge) of the clause, whether the Rheme is the sentence (= IP), the VP, or simply the object

DP.

However, as I discussed in chapter three, such syntactically and pragmatically simple

clauses as those given in (24)-(26) are not statistically dominant in the Hebrew Bible: non-SV
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clauses, illustrated in (27)-(28), are frequently used precisely because a literary work such as

the Hebrew Bible is often rife with constituents conveying some sort of “emphasis.”  Examples

(27)-(28) illustrate the types of non-SV clauses in Genesis that are not preceded by a clause-

initial function word or fronted phrase (i.e., they are not X-VS).  (Note that in the rest of the

examples in this chapter, I have provided an initial notation that  summarizes the pragmatic

structure of the clause and the resulting word order.  In other words, the notation SOV < SRVO,

as in (27), means that the SOV word order that is found in the clause derives from an

underlying SVO word order in which the verb is rhematic and the subject DP and the object DP

are thematic.)

(27)  SOV < [TS [RV TO]] (i.e., thematic subject and object DPs and a rhematic verb)
1And Sarah lived one hundred twenty-seven years; this was the length of Sarah’s life. 2And Sarah
died at Kiriath-arba (that is, Hebron) in the land of Canaan; and Abraham went in to mourn for Sarah
and to weep for her. 3And Abraham rose up from beside his dead, and said to the Hittites, 4“I am a
stranger and an alien residing among you; give me property among you for a grave, so that I may
bury my dead out of my sight.” 5The Hittites answered Abraham, 6“Hear us, my lord; you are a
mighty prince among us. In the choicest of our graves, bury your dead; [No man among us will
withhold from you his grave] for burying your dead.”

[}ˆîsû       mimmennu® [}et◊   qib≈ro®i       [Rloœ}   yik≈le®                       [ti mimm´k≈aœ]]]]
 a man  from-us       ACC grave-his   NEG  withhold(3MS IMPF)   from-you’

‘a man among us will not withhold from you his grave’ (Gen 23.6)

Wenham (1994) proposes that the word order involved in Genesis 23.6 is stylistic: “[The

Hittites] echo [Abraham’s] own terminology exactly in their double reply: positively they say,

‘Bury your dead [A] in the pick of our graves [B]”’; negatively in chiastic opposition they add,

‘None of us would withhold his grave [B] from you to prevent you burying your dead [A].’”

(1994:127).  However, the word order in Genesis 23.6 is explicable apart from an appeal to
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stylistics.9  The only constituents within the clause that are not discourse-old are the verb with

its negative, not withhold, and the PP from you.

Moreover, if, as I have suggested, non-rhematic material moves leftward (i.e., to the

beginning of the clause) in order to allow the rhematic material to align with the end (right

edge) of the clause, the implication for (27) is that the object was forced to move left of the

verb, resulting in the SOV order.  The only difficulty with Genesis 23.6 is discerning the

pragmatic status of the PP from you.  Either it is included in the Rheme, or it is considered

transparent for pragmatic purposes.  In any case, the most salient details for this clause are that

the subject DP and the object DP are thematic and thus both are positioned to the left of the

rhematic verb.

The general acceptance of VS order in BH is the likely explanation for the lack of any

discussion about the word order of (28) in the commentaries on Genesis.  However, if my

proposal that BH is an SV language is correct, then the VSO clause in (28) must be explained

pragmatically.

                                                
9 Although Sternberg’s (1991) rhetorical reading of Genesis 23 is clearly a literary analysis rather than a

linguistic analysis, it offers insights into how the participants in the passage are using the full range of linguistic
devices in order to manipulate each other.  Sternberg’s work is a good example of how his type of literary analysis
and the linguistic approach of pragmatics share a common goal—to understand how language is being used in
order to achieve specific purposes—but approach the object of study (i.e., the text) from different directions.
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(28)  VSO < [RS [TV [RO]]] (i.e., a thematic verb and rhematic subject and object DPs)
9And Leah saw that she had ceased bearing children, and she took her maid Zilpah and gave her to
Jacob as a wife. 10And Leah’s maid Zilpah bore Jacob a son. 11And Leah said, “Good fortune!” and
she named him Gad. 12And Leah’s maid Zilpah bore Jacob a second son. 13And Leah said, “Happy
am I, because the women will call me happy”; and she named him Asher. 14And Reuben went out in
the days of wheat harvest and found mandrakes in the field, and brought them to his mother Leah.
And Rachel said to Leah, “Please give me some of your son’s mandrakes.” 15But she said to her, “Is
it a small matter that you have taken away my husband? Would you take away my son’s mandrakes
also?” Rachel said, “Therefore he may lie with you tonight in exchange for your son’s mandrakes.”
16And Jacob came from the field in the evening, and Leah went out to meet him, and said, “You must
come; because I have hired you with my son’s mandrakes.” And he lay with her that night. 17And
God listened to Leah, and she conceived and bore Jacob a fifth son. 18And Leah said, “[God has
provided my reward], (I) who gave my maid to my husband”; and she called his name Issachar.

[naœt◊ani                [R}§loœhˆîm [ti [Rsí´k≈aœr î̂]]]]
give(3MS PERF)    God            reward-my
‘God has provided my reward’ (Gen 30.18)

In fact, we have a string of these VS clauses beginning direct quotes in chapter 30 as the two

wives of Jacob, Leah and Rachel, continue to produce children and praise God as the source of

the blessing.  Genesis 30.6, 20, and 23 (e.g., 30.23 }aœsap ≈ }elohˆ îm }et ◊ h Ωerpaœt ◊ˆ î ‘God has removed

my shame’)10 all present VS clauses that bear some type of exclamation following childbirth.

For Genesis 30.18, given in example (28), I propose that VS order reflects the rhematic

marking on the subject DP ‘God’ and the object DP ‘my reward’.  From the perspective of the

character Leah, God has been re-introduced into the narrative at this point as the agent of her

pregnancy and delivery (note that the narrator explicitly tells the reader that Leah had stopped

bearing children back in v. 9).  In addition to the rhematic subject, the object, Leah’s reward, is

rhematic—she had bartered with Rachel, her rival-wife, for her husband’s sexual attention, and

she received from God her son Issachar as her much sought-after goal.

                                                
10 There are two logical possibilities for the pragmatic structure of the VS clauses in Genesis 30.6, 20, and 23:

either the verb is kontrastive (and thus has moved left), or the verb is merely thematic, resulting in the raising of
the verb over the rhematic subject (and object).  In both cases, the verb has raised, producing the VS order.  For
the clauses in Genesis 30.6, 20, and 23, I suggest that the VS order in each case reflects a kontrastive verb; see
below, example (31), for further discussion.
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The verb ‘give’ is the thematic constituent in Genesis 30.18; this verb has been used

throughout Genesis 30 in reference to the activity of Jacob’s two wives—both give their

maidservants to Jacob in order to have children in their names (Gen 30.4, 9).  Furthermore,

Rachel exclaims ‘God . . . has given me a son’ when her maid Bilhah bears a child from Jacob

(Gen 30.6).  Finally, Rachel requests that Leah’s son give her some of the mandrakes that found

in Genesis 30.14—this event sets the stage for God giving Leah another son.

I shall conclude our overview of BH clauses that contain only Themes and Rhemes with

the example in (29).  (29) illustrates one of the most common pragmatic structures that exists in

the Hebrew Bible: in this clause a function word (in particular, the function word within the

wayyiqtol verb; see above in 3.2.4, 3.4.1.2) triggers the raising of the verb.

(29)  X-VSO < X-RSVO (i.e., an entire rhematic clause)
7.24And the waters swelled on the earth for one hundred fifty days. 8.1And God remembered Noah and
all the wild animals and all the domestic animals that were with him in the ark. And God made a
wind blow over the earth, and the waters subsided; 2and the fountains of the deep and the windows of
the heavens were closed, and the rain from the heavens was restrained. 3And the waters gradually
receded from the earth. And the waters diminished at the end of one hundred fifty days; 4and the ark
came to rest in the seventh month, on the seventeenth day of the month, on the mountains of Ararat.
5Now, the waters continued to diminish until the tenth month; in the tenth month, on the first day of
the month, the tops of the mountains appeared. 6And it was at the end of forty days, [and Noah
opened the window of the ark that he had made] 7and sent out the raven; and it went to and fro until
the waters were dried up from the earth.

[wayyip≈tahΩi                  R[noahΩ [ti [}et◊    hΩallon          hatteœb≈aœh  }asûer   {aœsíaœh]]]]
and-open(3MS PAST)   Noah    ACC  window.of  the-ark    REL   make(3MS PERF)

‘and Noah opened the window of the ark that he had made’ (Gen 8.6)

Genesis 8.6 presents an example that illustrates the combination of ‘sentence’ rhematic

structure (which would normally result in SV order) and verb raising due to the phonologically

underspecified and semantically vacuous complementizer in the wayyiqtol form (see above in

3.2.4 and 3.4.1.2).  Noah, although a main character in the flood narrative of chapters six

through nine, has been noticeably quiet as an agent in the material preceding Genesis 8.6.  The
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clause in verse 6 reintroduces Noah and adds that he performed a new activity upon the

previously unmentioned window of the ark;11 thus, all of the constituents are rhematic and the

word order (on account of the use of the wayyiqtol form) is X-VSO.

This conclusion for Genesis 8.6 should not be taken to imply that all wayyiqtol clauses

will be solely rhematic.  In wayyiqtol clauses the syntactic raising of the verb overrides any

other pragmatically motivated movement.  Thus, any two wayyiqtol clauses may exhibit quite

diverse pragmatic structures; it is merely that the verb will always precede any other

constituents.  See 3.2.4 and 3.3.1 for discussion of the wayyiqtol† form.

In summary, the data provided in (24)-(29) strongly support the proposal that the SV

language BH exhibits rhematic material that aligns with the right-edge of the BH clause.

Furthermore, the examples given in (27) and (28) support the corollary that non-rhematic

material actually moves left in order to avoid being aligned with the right-edge of the clause

(i.e., the rhematic domain).  Let us now consider the more complex clauses in which a

constituent also functions as a Kontrast.

4.2.2  Kontrast in BH Finite Verbal Clauses

In the last section, I discussed only the syntactic manifestation of the Rheme and the

Theme in BH.  I demonstrated how rhematic constituents lines up with the right-edge of the

clause and how thematic constituents move leftward, if needed, in order to preserve this

alignment.  In this section, I shall present clauses with a kontrastive element added to the

                                                
11 It is possible that the window refers to the s Ωohar ‘skylight’(?) of 6.16 (cf. Wenham 1987; Sarna 1989;

Hamilton 1990); however, if not discourse-new, the item is certainly reintroduced into the discourse in 8.6 and is
thus rhematic.
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information structure.  Examples (30)-(33) illustrate BH clause types that include a Kontrast

and that are not preceded by a syntactic trigger such as a complementizer.  (The Rheme is

marked with boldface; the Theme is marked with italics; and the Kontrast is underlined.)12

(30)  OVS < [TS R[V[KO]]] (i.e., a thematic subject DP, a rhematic VP, and a kontrastive object DP)
36And Jacob became angry, and challenged Laban, and Jacob responded and said to Laban,  “What is
my offense? What is my sin, that you have hotly pursued me? 37Although you have felt through all
my goods, what have you found of all your household goods? Set it here before my kinsmen and
your kinsmen, that they may decide between us two. 38These twenty years I have been with you, your
ewes and your female goats did not miscarry, and I did not eat the rams of your flocks. 39The torn
carcass I did not bring to you; I bore the loss of it myself; of my hand you required it, whether stolen
by day or stolen by night. 40Thus I was; by day the heat consumed me, and the cold by night, and my
sleep fled from my eyes. 41These twenty years of mine in your house, I served you fourteen years for
your two daughters, and six years for your flock, and you have changed my wages ten times. 42If the
God of my father, the God of Abraham and the Fear of Isaac, had not been on my side, surely now
you would have sent me away empty-handed. [God has seen my affliction and the labor of my
hands], and rebuked you last night.”

[}et◊  {onyˆî               w´}et◊        y´g≈ˆîa{  kappay]i    [raœ}a®j               [T}§loœhˆîm R[tj [Kti]]]]
ACC affliction-my AND-ACC toil.of  hands-my  see(3MS PERF)   God

‘God has seen my affliction and the labor of my hands’ (Gen 31.42)

Although the object-initial word order of (30) is not discussed at any length in many

commentaries, this example exhibits wonderful word order complexity, initiated by the fronting

of the kontrastive object DP.  In (30) the subject DP }§loœhˆîm ‘God’ represents an entity that has

already been invoked (see v. 42) and is thus thematic.  The only entity that is available to

function as the Rheme/“added information” is the VP.  However, the kontrastive object DP

within the VP has raised leftward to the front of the clause; in turn, the presence of the fronted

object so high in the clause triggers the raising of the remainder of the Rheme,13 the verb raœ}a®,

                                                
12 There are many logical Kontrast configurations which do not occur in Genesis, but may occur elsewhere.

The examples given in this section represent the limited corpus of Genesis.  For instance, VOS which derives from
a kontrastive VP and a rhematic subject DP is a construction that may exist in the Hebrew Bible, but does not
appear in Genesis.

13 As I noted above in 4.1.3, kontrastive constituents are also part of either the Theme or Rheme.  In (30), the
kontrastive object DP is  also rhematic since it is part of the rhematic VP.  When the object DP is fronted,
however, it leaves behind the remaining elements of the Rheme (in the case of (30), only the verb remains).  It just
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over the Theme/subject DP.  Thus, the normal order of the Theme and Rheme in BH is inverted

due to the fronting of the object DP just as when the presence of a complementizer triggers VS

inversion (see chapter three).  Significantly, the end result is that the Rheme (the verb raœ}a® ‘(he)

has seen’) is no longer aligned with the right-edge of the clause due to the ‘X’ element (the

object DP }et ◊ {onyˆî w´}et ◊ y´g ≈ˆîa{ kappay ‘my affliction and the labor of my hands’) at the front of

the clause.

The function of the Kontrast in (30) is first to orient the reader to the fronted object DP

}et ◊ {onyˆî w´}et ◊ y´g ≈ˆîa{ kappay ‘my oppression and the toil of my hands’ and then to relate it to

the membership set which the reader must establish.  In this case, at least two logical

membership sets exist; the membership set could take its cues from the possessive pronoun and

be {my oppression/toil, your oppression/toil, their oppression/toil, . . .} or it could be built

upon the noun and be {my oppression/toil, my offense, . . .}.  The former set would highlight

who was being afflicted, whereas the latter set would highlight the difference between the two

men’s interpretations of what Jacob had done—whether Jacob was culpable (Laban’s

assumption) or not (Jacob’s assertion).  Perhaps both membership sets are intended.  In any

case, this fronting of the object DP is communicating something like the following: Though you

(Laban) have continually treated me unfairly, God has indeed noticed both my hard work as

well as this oppression of me by you.

As I mentioned above in the discussion of example (28) (see note 10 above in

particular), the clause in (31) as well as the VS clauses in Genesis 30.6 and 20 include

kontrastive verbs (i.e., the actions or events communicated by the verbs are the pieces of

                                                                                                                                                          
so happens that in (30), the only remaining part of the Rheme, the verb, is raised (due to Triggered Inversion on
account of the fronted object DP), leaving no part of the original Rheme located at the end/right-edge of the clause.
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information that are highlighted), which is the reason for the uncommon word order (i.e., VS

order without an initial ‘triggering’ constituent).

(31)  VSO < [TS [RKV [TO]]] (i.e., a kontrastive/rhematic verb, and thematic subject and object DPs)
1And Rachel saw that she did not bear (any children) for Jacob, and she envied her sister; and she
said to Jacob,  “Give me children—and if not, I shall die!” 2And Jacob’s anger was kindled against
Rachel, and he said,  “Am I in the place of God, who has withheld from you the fruit of the womb?”.
. . 22And God remembered Rachel, and God hearkened to her and opened her womb. 23And she
conceived and bore a son, and said,  [“God has removed my shame”]; 24and she called his name
Joseph, saying,  “May Yhwh add to me another son!”

[}aœsap≈i                    [T}§loœhˆîm [RKti [T}et◊     hΩerpaœt◊ˆî]]]]
remove(3MS PERF)    God              ACC  shame-my

‘God has removed my shame’ (Gen 30.23)

In the case of Genesis 30.23 (unlike Genesis 30.18 in example (28)) the motivating factor for

VS order is the kontrastive verb.  The subject DP in Genesis 30.23 (as well as in 30.6 and 20) is

God, but this constituent cannot be rhematic since the referent, God, is not a new discourse

item in the context of any of the examples; nor can we say that God is re-introduced in the

clauses since he is present throughout the narrative as a backgrounded agent.   Thus, the subject

DP God is thematic.

Given an SV analysis of BH, the only explanation in each of these cases for the VS

order is that God’s action as expressed in the rhematic verb is kontrastive and thus raised over

the subject.  For instance, in Genesis 30.6 Rachel says daœnannˆ î }elohˆ îm ‘God has vindicated

me’; the membership set for the verb is established ontologically: “either God vindicates me, or

he does not vindicate me/adds to my shame.”14  Likewise, in Genesis 30.23 neither God nor

Rachel’s shame are new/added discourse items (Rachel’s shame, i.e., her barrenness, has been a

                                                
14 Theoretically, any verb can be kontrastive since it with its possible negative counterpart easily create a

membership set.  However, this is true of most constituents: when I speak in the first person, the non-first person
(the second and third persons) readily creates a membership set.  Thus, it is the context of each utterance that
controls both which constituents are kontrastive as well as what other constituents make up the membership set.
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main theme of the narrative since Genesis 29.31 when God effectively shut her womb (cf.

30.2)).  What is both rhematic and kontrastive is the removal of Rachel’s shame in verse 23.

SVO order that does not represent pragmatically neutral word order is illustrated in

example (32).  Genesis 31.25 presents us with two clauses that illustrate that SVO order can

also be used to present a kontrastive subject DP.15

(32)  SVO < [TKS [RVO]] (i.e., the subject DP is kontrastive/thematic, and the VP is rhematic)
22And it was told Laban on the third day that Jacob had fled, 23and he took his kinsmen with him and
pursued him for seven days and followed close after him into the hill country of Gilead. 24And God
came to Laban the Aramean in a dream by night, and said to him,  “Be careful that you do not say a
word to Jacob, either good or bad.” 25And Laban overtook Jacob. [And Jacob pitched his tent in the
hill country,] [and Laban pitched (his tent) with his kinsmen in the hill country of Gilead.]

[Kw´ya{∞qoœb≈i [Rtaœqa{j [ti [tj        [}et◊    }oh•lo®     baœhaœr]]]  
and-Jacob      pitch(3MS PERF) ACC  tent-his in-the-hill country
‘and Jacob had pitched his tent in the hill country’ (Gen 31.25)

[Kw´laœb≈aœni   [taœqa{j [ti [tj        [R}et◊  }ehΩaœyw            b´har                             haggil{aœd≈]]]
and-Laban   pitch(3MS PERF)  with brothers-his  in-the-hill country.of  the-Gilead.
‘and Laban pitched (his tent) with his kinsmen in the hill country of Gilead’ (Gen 31.25)

The commentaries say nothing about the word order in Genesis 31.25; rather, most focus on the

semantics of the verb “pitched,” the lack of an object for the verb in the third clause of 31.25

“Laban pitched (his tent),” or the ambiguous reference “in the hill country” in the second clause

(cf. Skinner 1910:397; Sarna 1989:217; Hamilton 1995:296, note 3).  What has been noticeably

overlooked about these two clauses is that both contain a Kontrast and that the kontrastive

constituents actually establish the membership set for each other!

                                                
15 Note that the pragmatic structure of (32) differs from that of (24), for which I argued that the subject DP

could not be kontrastive.  In (24) the subject DP was rhematic and I have argued that rhematic constituents are
never fronted, or ‘topicalized’; rather, if a kontrastive and rhematic constituents is desired, left-dislocation is more
often used.  In the case of (32), the subject DP can be kontrastive and hence fronted because it is also thematic, not
rhematic.
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In both clauses in (32), the kontrastive constituents, Jacob and Laban, respectively,

refer to prominent characters in the narrative context; thus, they cannot be rhematic.  Laban is

the agent in the clause which initiates 31.25, “and Laban overtook Jacob.”   Hence, the switch

to Jacob as the agent in the second clause sets up the Kontrast, which in turn provides for the

second Kontrast in the third clause where Laban is again the agent.  The only pragmatic

difference between the second and third clauses of 31.25 is that the verb is rhematic in the first,

whereas it is not in the third.  The rhematic material in the third clause is the location where

Laban encamped, presumably in close vicinity to Jacob.

The use of SV word order to present a kontrastive subject DP, as in the two clauses in

(32), does not in any way challenge my proposal that BH has SV order as its basic word order.

There must be an order for presenting a kontrastive subject DP; this order is no different than

that used to present a kontrastive object DP, as in (30): the movement of the kontrastive

constituent to the left edge of its clause.  In clauses like (32), the raising of the kontrastive

subject DP would trigger the raising of the verb to the C position in the clause (see above in

3.4); however, since the raised subject DP would already reside higher than C (in [Spec, CP]),

the final word order would remain SV.  The syntactic-pragmatic model I have outlined in

chapter three and in this chapter enables us to identify a nuanced pragmatic structure such as

we have in Genesis 31.25.

Unlike the examples presented up to this point, and demonstrating the complexity

available in BH grammar, the SOV order in (33) illustrates constituent movement for multiple

pragmatic reasons.
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(33)  SOV < [TKS [RV[TO]]] (i.e., kontrastive/thematic subject DP, rhematic verb, thematic object DP)
1And Abram was ninety-nine years old and Yhwh appeared to Abram, and said to him,  “I am God
Almighty; walk before me, and be blameless. 2And I will make my covenant between me and you,
and will multiply you exceedingly.” 3And Abram fell on his face; and God said to him, 4“I—see!—
my covenant is with you, and you shall be the father of a multitude of nations. 5And no longer shall
your name be Abram, but your name shall be Abraham; because I have made you the father of a
multitude of nations. 6And I will make you exceedingly fruitful; and I will make nations of you, and
kings shall come forth from you. 7And I will establish my covenant between me and you and your
descendants after you throughout their generations for an everlasting covenant, to be God to you and
to your descendants after you. 8And I will give to you, and to your descendants after you, the land of
your sojournings, all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession; and I will be their God.” 9And
God said to Abraham,  [“and16 you shall keep my covenant], you and your descendants after you
throughout their generations.”

[Kw´}atta®j      [}et◊   b´rˆît◊ˆîi            [tj  [Rt◊isûmoœr [ti]]]]
and-you (MS) ACC covenant-my       keep(2MS IMPF)

‘and you shall keep my covenant’ (Gen 17.9)

First, we should notice that the referent of “you,” Abram/Abraham, is not discourse-new and

neither is the item “my covenant” (see vv. 2, 4, 7 in chp. 17).17  However, the verb t ◊isûmoœr

‘(you) shall keep’ has not been used previously in the context of this discussion between God

and Abram/Abraham; therefore, it is the rhematic element.  Since, as I have noted, b´rˆît ◊ˆî ‘my

covenant’ has been introduced previously (multiple times), it is thematic in 17.9 and thus

                                                
16 See Miller (1999b) for a discussion of the pragmatics of the conjunction wa/w´ when it is used in a speech-

initial position.  In particular, Miller argues that the w´ at the beginning of Genesis 17.9 “serves to link Abram’s
responsibilities with the previous quotation that enumerates God’s responsibilities.  In other words, the two linked
quotations describe the obligations of the speaker (God) and the addressee (Abram)” (1999b:183).

17 Naudé (1999) argues that post-verbal coordinate subjects with independent personal pronouns, like the
second subject phrase in Genesis 17.9, are adjuncts to the clause rather than the syntactic subjects of the clause.
He suggests that the syntactic subject of the clause is a covert/null subject pronoun that is coindexed either with
the personal pronoun in the adjunct or with the entire adjuncted phrase.  Furthermore, he proposes that the adjunct
phrase has the syntactic status of right-dislocation.

In the case of Genesis 17.9, there is an overt subject pronoun present as well as a coordinate subject phrase
adjunct.  The issue that arises is the pragmatic status of the adjunct phrase: where does it fit into the information
structure of Genesis 17.9?  If we combine Naudé’s (1997) proposal with a proposal that I have submitted
elsewhere (Holmstedt 2000), that right-dislocation in BH serves as a Kontrast, we may conclude that there are two
kontrastive elements in Genesis 17.9.  The initial subject pronoun in Genesis 17.9 initiates the Kontrast while the
adjunct coordinate phrase resumes the Kontrast at the end of the clause and serves to specify further the elements
of the membership (by adding the coordinated phrase ‘and your descendents after you’).
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moves left of the rhematic verb, thereby preserving the appropriate alignment for Theme and

Rheme.

Finally, the use of the independent person pronoun in Genesis 17.9, which is

unnecessary in BH verbal clauses because of BH’s pro-drop character (see 3.4.1.3),

immediately alerts the reader/listener to establish a Kontrast, i.e. Abram/Abraham (and by

extension his descendents) alone (not God, see 17.4, or anyone else) is responsible for keeping

his part in the covenantal agreement that God has been talking about (cf. the cursory notes on

the syntactic element of this clause in Skinner 1910:293; Sarna 1989:125; Hamilton 1990:468;

Wenham 1994:15).  This clause exhibits quite a bit of pragmatically motivated constituent

movement: the subject moves left because it is kontrastive and the thematic object moves left

precisely because it is not rhematic.  The result is the SOV word order exhibited in (33).

In (30)-(33), I have presented BH clauses that illustrate how BH word order is

influenced by a kontrastive constituent (i.e., a phrase fronted due to pragmatic concerns).  The

next example illustrates the type of clause that, in addition to a fronted kontrastive phrase,

includes an introductory function word.

(34)  X-Adv-VSO < [TS [RVO [KAdv]]] (i.e., thematic subject DP, rhematic VP, kontrastive
/rhematic adverb)

1And the whole earth had one language and few words. 2And as (men) migrated from the east, they
found a plain in the land of Shinar and settled there. . . 4And they said,  “Come, let us build ourselves
a city, and a tower and its top shall be in the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves, so that
we will not be scattered upon the face of the whole earth.”  5And Yhwh came down to see the city
and the tower, which the sons of men had built.  6And Yhwh said,  “See, they are one people, and
they have all one language; and this is the beginning of what they will do; and now nothing that they
intend to do will be impossible for them. 7Come, let us go down, and there confuse their language . . .
” 9Therefore its name was called Babel, [because there Yhwh confused the language of all the earth];
and from there Yhwh scattered them over the face of all the earth.

[kˆî           [sûaœmj  [baœlali                      [Tyhwh   R[ti [sí´p≈at◊           kol     haœ}aœresΩ [Ktj]]]]]]]
because   there    confuse(3MS PERF)  Yhwh      language.of   all.of  the-land
‘because there Yhwh confused the language of all the earth’ (Gen 11.9)
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Commentators tell us that Genesis 11.9 is an etiology for the name of the location Babel, using

a simple word-play between the name Babel, which may have originally meant ‘gate of the

god’, and the Hebrew verb baœlal ‘he confused’ (see Wenham 1987:241; Sarna 1989:84;

Hamilton 1990:357).  The text thus asserts that the tower built in Babel gained notoriety not as

the symbol of humanity’s unity and power, but as the source of fragmentation and alienation

from God.  The word order of the clause highlighted in (34) reinforces this interpretation.

The VSO order in (34) follows both an initial function word (the subordinating

conjunction kˆî ‘because’) and a fronted adverb phrase sûaœm ‘there’.  The kontrastive adverb

phrase instructs the reader/hearer to establish a deictic membership set such as {. . . there, here,

somewhere else, . . .} in order to communicate effectively that this place and no other was

where God confused the language of humankind and divided it into many different groups.  In

this type of clause, two elements (i.e., the fronted kontrastive adverb phrase and the initial

function word) stand at the left edge of the clause; either one is enough to trigger the raising of

the rhematic verb over the thematic subject DP, resulting in VS word order.

In summary, the data presented in (30)-(34) demonstrate that, in addition to rhematic

material being aligned with the right-edge of the BH clause (as I proposed above in 4.2.1),

kontrastive material moves left in order to be as close as possible to the left edge of the BH

clause.  This fronting of kontrastive material triggers the raising of the verb, producing VS

order (when the kontrastive DP is not the subject DP).  Now that I have discussed how Theme,

Rheme, and Kontrast are manifested in the syntax of finite verbal clauses, let us examine the

pragmatic structure of participial and verbless clauses.
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4.2.3. Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast in BH Participial and Verbless Clauses

In the last chapter, I noted that the word order of participial clauses (3.2) and verbless

clauses (3.2) differ from that of verbal clauses: in the former two (which have a basic Subject-

Predicate order) function words or fronted phrases do not trigger inversion (i.e., Predicate-

Subject order).  Thus, when Predicate-Subject order does occur in participial clauses and

verbless clauses, the motivation is entirely pragmatic.  For example, the participial clause in

(35) illustrates Subject-Predicate order and its context suggests that the entire clause is marked

for rhematicity: all three elements in the clause, the subject DP ‘the wind of God’, the verb

‘hovering’, and the PP ‘upon the surface of the waters’, are new information in the creation

narrative.

(35)  1In the beginning of God’s creating the heavens and the earth, 2and the earth was formless and void
and darkness was upon the surface of the deep [and the wind of God was hovering upon the surface
of the water]

[Rw´ru®ahΩ        }§loœhˆîm  [m´rahΩep≈et◊        [{al      p´ne®             hammaœyim]]]
and-wind.of   God       hover(FS PTCP)  upon  surface.of   the-water
‘and the wind of God was hovering upon the surface of the water’ (Gen 1.2)

In contrast, the Predicate-Subject example in (36) illustrates pragmatically affected

word order; in the context, the verb ‘knows’ is clearly kontrastive and thus it has been raised

over the subject.

(36)  1And the serpent was more crafty than any other wild animal that Yhwh God had made, and he said
to the woman, “Did God say, ‘You shall not eat from any tree in the garden’?” 2And the woman said
to the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the trees in the garden; 3but from the fruit of the tree in the
middle of the garden God said, ‘You shall not eat from it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.’” 4And
the serpent said to the woman, “You will certainly not die; 5[because God knows that on the day of
your eating from it], (and) your eyes will be opened and you will be like gods, who know good and
evil’

kˆî          [K,Ryoœd≈eœa{        [T}§loœhˆîm kˆî       b´yo®m      }∞k≈olk≈em        mimmennu®
because know(MS PTCP)  God    COMP  on-day.of eat(INF)-your from-it

‘because God knows that on the day of your eating from it’ (Gen 3.5)
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Genesis 3 opens by presenting the interaction of the Serpent and the Woman in the Garden of

Eden.  It is also clear from the context that God cannot be rhematic in (36); he has been

mentioned as an agent by the narrator and by both active characters within the narrative,

therefore the constituent ‘God’ must be thematic.  If the predicate is kontrastive and the subject

is thematic, the question arises: What element is the Rheme?  As I proposed above in 4.1.3, a

constituent can function as both Rheme and Kontrast; this is exactly the case for the predicate

‘knows’ in (36).

Previous to Genesis 3.5 there is no discussion of “God knowing” in any similar context;

thus the participle ‘knows’ is added information (i.e., rhematic).  However, though the

participle is rhematic, it has been raised higher than the normal rhematic position.  Its position

higher than the subject DP indicates that it also functions as a Kontrast.  Thus, in the case of

Genesis 3.5, the Predicate-Subject order of the second clause reflects the pragmatic roles of the

constituents in the clause; in particular, the rhematic verb is also kontrastive, which has resulted

in its position before the subject DP.

The dual pragmatic status of the predicate explains why it is not placed at the right edge

of the root/matrix clause, as rhematic material should be: the kontrastiveness takes precedence

and causes the predicate to move left over the subject towards the front of the clause.  The

kontrastive nature of the predicate in Genesis 3.5 requires the establishment of a membership

set such as {knows, does not know, . . . }.18  The Predicate-Subject word order in Genesis 3.5

suggests that the Serpent’s intent is to impute an ulterior motive to God for his command to

abstain from the tree in the garden.  According to the Serpent, God’s command is misleading

and self-interested: God knows the status available to the man and woman if they eat from ‘the
                                                

18 See above, note 14.
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tree of the knowledge of good and evil’ (2.17), so he forbids them access and declares death the

penalty for disobedience in this matter.

The facts that the serpent maintains are, in the narrator’s opinion, largely accurate.  It correctly
indicates the secret power of the tree.  Knowledge truly makes one like God (3:22).  It is also
true that people do not die immediately after eating.  At the same time, the serpent hints at an
elucidation of these facts: God may be jealous so that he begrudges people the great good.
(Gunkel [1910] 1997:17)

Much like participial clauses, such as those I presented in (35) and (36),

verbless/nominal clauses exhibit a base Subject-Predicate order and a pragmatically motivated

Predicate-Subject order. Subject-Predicate order is typically used to convey either that both the

subject and predicate are rhematic or that just the predicate is rhematic (and hence the subject is

thematic).  If we look again at Genesis 1.2 (given with Genesis 1.1) in (37), we see an example

of the first type: a Subject-Predicate clause in which all the elements are rhematic.  In other

words, in (37) the subject DP ‘darkness’ and the predicative PP ‘upon the surface of the deep’

are both new/added to the discourse.

(37)   1In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth, 2and the earth was formless and void,
and the earth was formless and void [and darkness (was) upon the surface of the deep] and the wind
of God was hovering upon the surface of the waters’

w´[RhΩoœsûek≈     [{al     p´ne®      t◊´ho®m]]
and-darkness upon face.of  deep
‘darkness (was) upon the surface of the deep’ (Gen 1.2)

Unlike the Subject-Predicate clause in (37), the Predicate-Subject example in (38)

exhibits a kontrastive predicative PP ‘to your husband’.  Both the subject DP ‘your longing’

and the predicative PP ‘to your husband’ are rhematic; as such, we expect Subject-Predicate

order.  However, the Predicate-Subject order in Genesis 3.16 indicates that the narrator is also

marking the predicate ‘to your husband’ as a Kontrast.  Thus, the predicative PP is both
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rhematic and kontrastive and the latter function motivates its placement at the left edge of its

clause.

(38)  14Yhwh God said to the serpent,  “Because you have done this, cursed are you more than all cattle,
and more than every beast of the field; On your belly you will go, and dust you will eat all the days
of your life. 15And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her
seed; he shall bruise you on the head, and you shall bruise him on the heel.” And to the woman he
said, “I will greatly increase your pain and your pregnancy; in pain you shall bear children, [and your
desire (shall be) for your husband] and he shall rule over you”

w´[K}el }ˆîsûeœk≈i        [Rt´sûu®qaœt◊eœk≈  ti]] w´hu®}   yimsûaœl               baœk≈
and-to   man-your  desire-your     and-he  rule(3MS IMPF)  in-you

‘and your desire (shall be) for your husband (and he shall rule over you)’ (Gen 3.16)

When scholars comment on this verse, they tend to focus on the last two clauses of the verse

that together deal with the woman-man relationship: and to your husband (shall be) your desire

and he shall rule over you (cf. Skinner 1910:82-83; Gunkel 1997:21; Hamilton 1990:201-202;

Sarna 1989:28).  The presence of the overt subject pronoun (see 3.4.1.3) in the clause ‘he shall

rule over you’ indicates that the woman will not have the power of self-rule or even co-

rulership in her relationship with man.  On this point, commentators have correctly recognized

that the curse on the woman in Genesis 3.16 indicates that there will be marital disharmony as a

consequence of the woman’s disobedience in the Garden of Eden.  What is rarely addressed is

the word order in the first half of this stich.

Why is the PP ‘to your husband’ fronted in (38)? There are at least two logical

explantions.  Either the fronted PP establishes a kontrastive set with an explicit constituent

from the previous clause, ‘sons’, or the fronted PP establishes a kontrastive set between ‘your

husband’ and ‘yourself’ (i.e., the wife).  In the first case, the answer is built upon the

relationship of the clause ‘to your husband shall be your desire’ with the clause preceding it (‘in

pain you shall bear children’), not necessarily with the clause following it (‘he shall rule over
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you’).  The the fronting of the PP (in order to indicate a Kontrast) creates a syntactically and

pragmatically explicit relationship between child-bearing and the marital relationship. The

kontrastive relationship between ‘husband’ and ‘children’ in this verse might indicate that, as a

result of the couple’s disobedience, tension will thereafter exist within the entire family, not

merely between the husband and wife.  The context explicitly provides the members of the

kontrastive set: {your husband, your children, yourself}.

The second possible explanation for the kontrastive PP ‘to your husband’ in (38) is that

the membership to be established is {your husband, yourself}, which does not necessarily have

anything to do with the preceding clause or the constituent ‘sons’.  In this case, the fronted PP

merely highlights the fact that the woman’s curse is the loss of self-rule.  The implication is that

the woman had self-rule before the curse and that the loss of self-rule was contrary to her

expectations, thus motivating the fronted, kontrastive PP.  The loss of self-rule, then, is

reinforced by the following clause, which serves to make clarify beyond doubt the meaning of

the first clause.

I have now discussed how the pragmatic concepts Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast are

mapped onto BH syntax to produce sundry possible pragmatic structures.  At this point I will

propose how we may integrate the pragmatic model that I have presented in this chapter with

the syntactic model for BH clause structure that I proposed in chapter three.
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4.3. PRAGMATICS AND BH CLAUSE STRUCTURE

Throughout the last two sections I have discussed syntax in rather basic terms,

focussing on word order and the right or left edges of the clause.  I argued that BH rhematic

material lines up with the right-edge of the clause, BH non-rhematic material moves left to

avoid the right-edge, and BH kontrastive material moves the furthest left.  The issue that now

arises is how we can fit this pragmatic analysis of the BH clause into the analysis of clause

structure that I presented in chapter three.  In this section I will return to the phrase structure

and feature checking components of Chomsky’s Minimalist Program, for which the basic BH

tree diagram is repeated in (39), to see how we might incorporate the pragmatic notions of

Rheme, Theme, and Kontrast.

(39) 
CP

 C'

 IP

   I'

  vP

   v'

   VP

         tVerb    Object

     tSubject

         I
     Verb

Subject
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4.3.1. The Recursive CP and Information Structure

The first and most significant point for melding our syntactic and pragmatics models is

that examples like (34) and (36), which each have multiple items at the front of the clause,

reinforce the proposal that BH allows the recursion of the CP domain (see above in 3.4.1.1.  In

other words, each of the examples have a function word in the [Spec, CP] (that is, the specifier

position of the Complementizer Phrase) and also have a kontrastive phrase that has been raised

to a position that is below the function word but above all the other constituents in the clause.

Consider example (40) (repeated from (34)).

(40) [kˆî           [sûaœmj  [baœlali                      [yhwh   [ti [sí´p≈at◊            kol     haœ}aœresΩ [tj]]]]]]]
because   there  confuse(3MS PERF)  Yhwh      language.of   all.of  the-land

‘because there Yhwh confused the language of all the earth’ (Gen 11.9)

In (40) the raising of the rhematic verb ‘confused’  was triggered by the ‘X’ element kˆî

‘because’ at the front of the clause; the only landing-site for the verb is C.  Hence, when the

kontrastive adverb sûaœm ‘there’ also raised, it can only raise above the C that holds the raised

verb, and the only phrasal position above C is [Spec, CP].  However, if the function word

‘because’ is in [Spec, CP] and the Kontrast raises to [Spec, CP], then it is obvious that two such

specifier positions are needed.  The best solution is to describe the phrase structure of BH as

one that fully employs a recursive, or multi-layered, CP.

In the last chapter (specifically in 3.4.), I introduced the concept of the recursive/multi-

layered CP and I indicated that multiple CPs in BH are used in cases of pragmatically

motivated constituent movement.  In a similar analysis of the multi-layered CP and its role in

the pragmatic structure of clauses, Haegeman and Guéron (1999) propose that for English “the

functional level dominating IP may contain a projection whose specifier hosts focalized
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material (FocP) and one or more functional projections whose specifiers host topicalized

material (TopP)” (1999:347; see also pp. 520-522).19

For BH, I propose that the IP (i.e., the ‘intonational phrase’) is the domain of the Theme

and Rheme, and that the multi-layered CP is the domain of any raised constituent, whether a

raised verb (triggered by an initial X constituent) or a fronted kontrastive phrase.  In the

terminology of the Minimalist Program, the pragmatic features associated with Theme, Rheme,

and Kontrast attract corresponding features (and their lexical items) in order to be checked; the

effect on constituent movement is that rhematic constituents follow thematic constituents in the

clause and that kontrastive constituents are attracted to the highest open [Spec, CP] position.

The domains of Kontrast, Theme, and Rheme are illustrated in (41) where the arc represents the

pragmatic division of the phrase structure, and the ** on the CP indicates that the CP can be

recursive.  (Note that the order of the subject and the verb in (41) represent untriggered, or

basic, order.   The parens around the fronted constituent in [Spec, CP] are present to indicate

that if a fronted constituent, or an introductory function word, exists in this position, the verb

would raise from I to C.)

                                                
19 Importantly, Haegeman and Guéron do not discuss splitting the notion of “focus” into two distinct

concepts; thus, their pragmatic model necessarily differs from mine, in which Kontrast and Rheme label two
significantly different pragmatic concepts.
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(41) 

When multiple elements (e.g., a complementizer and a fronted phrase) reside in the CP

domain, the ordering for BH will usually be 1) function words, 2) kontrastive constituents, and

3) syntactically triggered raised verbs.  The structure in (41) essentially indicates that

everything above the domain of the IP is thematic, unless a rhematic verb has been raised due

to a syntactic trigger.  (The highest arc separates constituents which are a part of the clause

proper from those that are not, e.g., left-dislocated items.)  Thus, BH is basically a Theme-

Rheme ordered language that exhibits a syntactically triggered inversion, to Rheme-Theme

(primarily when the narrative verb wayyiqtol is employed).

4.4. SUMMARY

In the previous chapter, I introduced Chomsky’s Minimalist Program as the guiding

linguistic methodology for this work and presented the basic BH clause types in the language

of this linguistic theory.  In this chapter I bridged the gap between syntax and pragmatics in BH

by sketching a working model for the relationship between the two in the BH clause.  I

introduced the pragmatic notion of information structure, i.e., the study of how language
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encodes the relationship between (in our case) a text, the author, the reader, and any other

aspects of the textual context.  In addition, I discussed the typical notion of focus and then

proposed a more refined understanding of the concept by dividing it into Rheme and Kontrast.

Finally, the notion of pragmatic movement was introduced in order to account for the various

word orders which are not motivated solely by syntax.  Two proposals, summarized in (42)-

(43), were outlined for the correspondence between BH word order and the pragmatic concepts

of Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast:

(42)  Basic BH word order is SV, but VS order is triggered by an initial function word.  All other word
order structures that deviate from (43) result from the pragmatically motivated movement of
constituents.

(43)  The basic pragmatic structure of the BH clause has rhematic material aligned with the right-edge of
the BH clause and kontrastive material aligned with the left-edge of the BH clause.20

With the syntactic analysis of chapter three and the two proposals given here in (42) and

(43), we have now laid an adequate foundation for a proper analysis of the relative clause in

BH, which I will undertake in chapter five.  There I will return to an analysis of the BH relative

clause and set it within the syntactic-pragmatic model sketched in chapters three and four.

                                                
20 An in-depth study of the interaction of specific ‘focus particles’ and word order is beyond the scope of the

present work.  However, a preliminary analysis of the most common BH focus operators, raq ‘only’, ’ak ‘only’,
and gam ‘even, also’, does show that most occurrences of these kontrastive operators are situated immediately
preceding the kontrastive constituent at the left-edge of the clause.  Enough examples exist in a clause medial
position, though, to suggest that Kontrast operators like these may remain in situ instead of moving left.  This
remains an issue for further research; in the meantime I direct the reader to the brief treatment provided in
Heimerdinger 1999:181-82.
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PART III: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

5. THE BH RELATIVE CLAUSE: PUTTING ALL THE PIECES TOGETHER

In this chapter I will return to the BH relative clause and examine its syntactic and

pragmatic features within the linguistic framework that I outlined in chapters three and four.

5.1 is an overview of the Chomskyan generative approach to restrictive relative clause

structure.  5.2 covers the linguistic properties of basic BH restrictive relative clauses.  5.3 is an

investigation of the role of resumptive elements in BH relative clauses in which I present both

syntactic and pragmatic explanations for resumption.  5.4 examines BH relative clause

extraposition.  Finally, 5.5 returns to the issue of restrictiveness in BH relatives.

5.1. THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF RESTRICTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSES WITHIN CHOMSKY’S
MINIMALIST FRAMEWORK

As I stated in chapter one, the precise structure of the relative clause has been, and will

continue to be, controversial within linguistics.1  Not only does the syntactic difference

between restrictive and non-restrictive relatives remain somewhat opaque, the superficial

simplicity of the restrictive relative conceals complexities of, for example, the relationship

between the head and the modifying clause.  In this section, I shall review proposals for the

structure of restrictive relatives and identify which one will serve as the foundation for the

following sections of this work.

In chapter two, I illustrated the semantic qualities of relative clauses by comparing them

                                                
1 Compare Fabb 1990, Borsley 1992, 1997, and Bianchi 2000; also see Ouhalla 1999:462-65 for a brief

comparison of the more standard analyses of relative clause structure with Kayne's (1994) analysis, which is
motivated by his Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA).  Finally, for an overview of the NP versus DP relative
clause structures, see Hoshi 1995:157-78.
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to the semantics of adjectives.  Similarly, there is a proposal that the syntactic structure of the

relative clause is the same as that of an adjective, in that both are adjuncts of N' (McCawley

1998:381-90).  The structure of noun being modified by both an adjective and a PP is

illustrated in (1).

(1)  the poor instruction of Hebrew in the class

In (1), the adjective poor and the PP in the class are taken to be adjoined to N' (see 2.2.2.), in

other words, they are adjoined to the projection(s) of the head noun instruction.  (In contrast,

the genitive phrase of Hebrew, is analyzed as a complement [i.e., a necessary constituent to

“complete” the noun] and therefore as the daughter of N' and the sister of N.)  Similarly, a

relative clause can be analyzed as in (2) (see McCawley 1998:381-90, 432-36).

N'

 N'

    PPN'

poor

the

instruction in the classof Hebrew

 NP
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(2)  the professor of Hebrew who taught us

In this analysis, the relative clause who taught us is adjoined to N' and thus contained within the

NP.  This analysis seems to explain coordinated heads and their relatives that share a

determiner, as in (3).

(3)   those [[seniors who study theology] and [juniors who study philosophy]] are presenting another
colloquium.

The example in (3) suggests that a head and its relative may form a constituent without the

determiner (which is positioned in the specifier, or highest, position within the NP; see above

3.3.4, particularly note 59).  Furthermore, the constituent test ‘one-replacement’, in which one

may replace a N' or NP in a conjoined phrase, also suggests that the head and its relative form a

constituent without a determiner (Hoshi 1995:164; McCawley 1998:382; cf. Freidin 1992:46-7;

Haegeman and Guéron 1999:76-7).  Consider the following example:

(4)   The book that was used that was autographed by the author was worth more than the one that was
not autographed.

The fact that the underlined head-relative combination (without determiner) is replaced by one

indicates that there is a syntactic constituent that includes the relative but excludes the

determiner.  However, analyzing (restrictive) relatives as adjunction to N' faces problems when

N'

   CP N'

the

 who taught us

NP

professor of Hebrew
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words such as someone, anything, and nobody are modified by relatives (5)-(7) (McCawley

1998:436).

(5)  I saw someone who I knew in college.

(6)  Did you see anything that you recognized?

(7)  Nobody who I met last night has called me.

Each of these words appears to be an NP by itself, since it cannot have a determiner (e.g. *the

anything) or be a modifier for another noun (e.g. *the nobody man).  This suggests, then, that

the relative clauses in (5)-(7) modify nothing less than the entire NP (including the determiner).

This fact has motivated other linguists to propose the structure for relative clause illustrated

below in (8), where the relative clause is adjoined to the entire NP, which itself consists of a D

and an N (Ross 1967; Cinque 1982; Andrews 1985; Safir 1986; Alsayed 1998; Haegeman and

Guéron 1999:187).

(8)  the professor who taught us

This structure indicates that the relative clause will always modify the entire NP; in other

words, the relative clause cannot modify anything less than the entire NP (including any

determiners, complements, or adjuncts), as in the examples above with someone, anything, and

nobody.

 CP NP

who taught us the professor

NP'
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In contrast, McCawley (1998) suggests that the words someone, anything, and nobody

can be decomposed into parts, a D (some-, any-, no-, every-, etc.) and an N' (-one, -thing, -body,

-where, -time, etc.) (1998:436-7).  In this way, McCawley is able to preserve his analysis of

restrictive relatives as adjuncts to N', as in (9).

(9)  nobody who has ever met John  (= his example (31))

The issue of relative clause structure is even more complex, though—the two options

that I have presented here have been situated only within the older NP framework of noun

phrase structure.  In chapter three, however, I adopted the DP framework for noun phrases (see

above in 3.3.2., particularly note 54).  Accordingly, if we look at the options for the relative

clause structure within the newer DP framework, there are seven logical possibilities, which

can be divided into two categories: NP-Internal and NP-External (Hoshi 1995:161).  The NP-

Internal analysis, illustrated in (10), includes four possible configurations.  In (10)a) the relative

clause is adjoined to the NP professor.  Thus, the relative clause is a sister of the entire NP and

both are dominated by a projection of the NP.

 CP

 D

who has ever
met John

no-

 NP

  N'

-body
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(10)  NP-Internal Analysis:
a) the professori whoi ti taught us

In (10)b), the relative clause is a sister to N', that is, the relative clause is a sister of a non-

maximal projection of the noun professor.  Both the N' and the relative CP are dominated by an

initial NP node, indicating that the relative CP is fully a constituent within the NP (unlike

(10)a) in which the relative CP, as an adjunction to NP, is not quite a full constituent of the

NP).

b) the professori whoi ti taught us

In (10)c) the relative clause is adjoined to an N' and also dominated by another N'.  In this

configuration, the relative clause is a sister of one projection of the noun professor and yet it is

also dominated by another non-maximal projection of the N.

NP

   CP N'

the

N
 professor t who taught us

DP

NP

   CPNP

the

       N
 professor t who taught us

DP

N'
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c) the professori whoi ti taught us

Finally, in (10)d), the relative clause is a sister of the head noun itself.  Furthermore, both the

head noun and the relative CP are immediately dominated by the NP.

d) the professori whoi ti taught us

In summary, all four of the structures in (10) illustrate that an analysis in which a

restrictive relative clause is contained within the NP and does not form a constituent with the

determiner (D) at any level.  In contrast to these NP-Internal options, the NP-External analysis

relates the relative CP to the D rather than to any projection of the head noun.  For the NP-

External analysis, there are three logical configurations, illustrated in (11).  The example in

(11)a) presents a restrictive relative CP adjoined to the entire DP, both being dominated by a

NP

   CP N

the

t who taught us

DP

professor

 N'

   CP N'

the

N
 professor t who taught us

DP

NP
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projection of the DP.  In this structure, the relative CP is a sister to the DP the professor.  In this

way, the relative CP is “contained” within the highest projection of the DP; however, the

relative CP is clearly not contained within any part of the head NP.

(11) NP-External Analysis:
a)  the professori whoi ti taught us

In (11)b) the relative CP is a sister to D', the projection of the determiner that includes the head

NP.  Both the D' and the CP are immediately dominated by the maximal projection DP.

b) the professori whoi ti taught us

Finally, in (11)c) the relative CP is adjoined to D', meaning that both the first D' and the

relative CP are dominated by another non-maximal projection, D'.

    CP

NP

 D'

   t who taught us

DP

professor

the

    CP

NP

DP

   t who taught us

DP

the

professor
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c)  the professori whoi ti taught us

On the one hand, the NP-Internal structures in (10) visually represent the analysis

wherein the relative CP is contained within the NP and that the NP and the relative CP

constitute a constituent apart from the D.  On the other hand, the NP-External structures in (11)

represent the analysis wherein the relative CP stands outside of the NP so that the D, NP, and

relative CP together (i.e., nothing less than all three combined) form a constituent.  The only

difference among the individual possibilities contained in (10) and (11), respectively, is the

attachment site of the relative CP—whether the relative CP is adjoined to the highest projection

of the NP/DP, respectively, or to some node lower in the clause.

With seven logical possible structures for the relative clause, we must resort to

empirical data to suggest which one we should use.  First, the NP-External configurations in

(11) fall short on the same grounds that the adjunction to NP (see example (8)) did in the pre-

DP hypothesis analysis above: coordination and one-replacement constituents tests as well as

the evidence of the complex words someone, anyone, etc., suggest that the relative clause and

the head form a constituent without the determiner.  This leaves the four NP-Internal

configurations given in (10).  Setting aside (10)a) for theoretical reasons (see Chomsky

    CP

NP

 D'

  t who taught us

 D'

 D
the

professor

DP
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1995b:330-4), Hoshi (1995) argues that all three of the relative clause structures in (10)b)-d)

are possible and the choice regarding which one is used depends on the structure of the overall

NP (see Hoshi 1995:165-78 for more discussion).  This accords well with Chomsky’s bare

phrase structure in that the relative clause is attached to whatever projection of the head noun

is necessitated by the overall structure of the entire NP.  For example, if the NP is simple, as

(12)a), the relative clause may be a sister of N.

(12)  NP-Internal Analysis:
a) the professori whoi ti taught us

However, if the head NP has a complement, as in (12)b), the relative CP is positioned as a

sister of N', under NP.

b)  the professor of Hebrewi whoi ti taught us

NP

     CPN'

the

N
 professor t who taught us

DP

NP

   CP N

the
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DP
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PP
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The complement PP that modifies the head noun necessitates that the N' node is projected in

order for the structure to contain a complement position for the PP of Hebrew.  Thus, the

restrictive relative CP in (12)b), as an adjunct, is located farther from the head noun than the

head’s complement.

Finally, if the NP is modified by an adjective (which is itself an inner adjunct), the

relative may be adjoined to a higher N', as in (12)c).

c) the young professori whoi ti taught us

In summary, the examples in (12) illustrate how the phrase structure of the NP adapts to

accommodate whatever modifying constituents are inserted from the lexicon. (12) provides a

progression of NP phrase structure that includes relative clause modification, from a simple NP

head, to a head NP with a complement, and finally to a head NP with an adjunct that is closer

than the relative CP.

Up to this point we have merely discussed the relationship between the relative clause

and its head.  Notice that in each case the head of the relative is also coindexed with the relative

word.  While on one level it is intuitive that the head and the relative word share the same

 N'

   CP  N'

the

 N
 professor t who taught us

DP

NP

 N'

AP
young
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reference, this fact is often given linguistic explanation in the form of the predication rule

(Safir 1986; Fabb 1990; Haegeman 1994:408-409; Alsayed 1998:48-49; cf. Hoshi 1995:181-

93).  The predication rule assumes that a subject and its predicate are sisters and share an index;

thus, since the relative clause modifies, or is ‘predicated of’ the head, it is also a sister and is

coindexed to the head.

The final crucial feature of the generative analysis of relative clauses is the movement

nature of relative clause formation.  Looking at examples (13) and (14), we can apply the

generative notion of constituent movement introduced in chapter three in order to explain the

gap/trace2 inside the relative clause.  (13) represents the base structure of the matrix clause and

the relative clause before any movement.  (Note that once the relative word which replaces the

dog  as the object of the second clause, these two clauses represent an incomplete

derivation—the second clause clearly cannot serve as a grammatical product without further

operations.)  In (14) we see that the movement of the relative word which (that has replaced the

object DP the dog) creates the gap/trace in the relative clause.  Movement of the object which

explains how the accusative Case of the transitive verb bought can be checked.

(13)  I love the dog.  I bought [the dog].

(14)  I love the dog which I bought twhich

In (14) the relativized (wh-word) object of the verb bought (which corresponds to the dog, as in

(13)) moves to the [Spec, CP] position.

                                                
2 Within the Minimalist Program, the copy theory of constituent movement has again been adopted: “. . . the

trace left behind [when a constituent moves] is a copy of the moved element, deleted by a principle of the
P[honological] F[orm] component in the case of overt movement.  But at L[ogical] F[orm] the copy remains,
providing the materials for ‘reconstruction’” (Chomsky 1995b:202).  In this approach, the relativized constituent
leaves a copy behind that is deleted when the derivation reaches the Phonological Form by virtue of Spell-Out.
However, the copy remains in the original position at the Logical Form for the purposes of interpretation.
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In summary, in this section I have presented the basic syntactic features of restrictive

relative clauses.  In particular, I have described the various analyses concerning the attachment

cite of the relative CP and have concluded that Hoshi’s (1995) proposal for the NP-Internal

position of the relative clause, set within the DP framework for noun phrases, is the most

appropriate.  With the general framework for relative clause structure that I have outlined in

this section, let us now examine the structure of BH relative clauses.

5.2. BASIC BH RELATIVE CLAUSES WITHIN THE MINIMALIST FRAMEWORK

In 5.1 I presented the basic issues of relative clause structure within Chomskyan

Generative linguistics.  We may now use this generative understanding of the relative clause as

we turn to our analysis of the BH relative clause.  By re-analyzing the BH relative clause data

presented in chapter two and building upon the BH clause structure proposed in chapter three, I

will demonstrate in the rest of this chapter that the generative analysis provides insights into the

structure of the BH relative clause that 1) need to be incorporated into our understanding of BH

grammar, and 2) lead to insightful exegetical results.  As a foundation for the ensuing

discussions of more complex issues (e.g., null heads, null relative words, resumption), the next

section will describe the basic headed restrictive relative, the headless restrictive relative, and

the unmarked/bare relative in BH.
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The structure of the basic headed restrictive relative in BH is slightly more complex

than the English example in (12) above.  The additional complexity is due both to the presence

of relative complementizers in BH (i.e., }∞sûer, sûe, and zeh/zu®/zo® are similar to that in English, as

opposed to the English relative pronouns, e.g., who, which) and to Triggered Inversion word

order (see chapter three).  This complexity requires that two C positions exist in the phrase

structure of BH relatives: one to accommodate the relative complementizer and one to

accommodate the raised verb (see 3.4.1.1 for further discussion of the recursive CP), as in (15).
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(15)  w´}isûsûa®            }∞sûer  yisûkab≈            }ˆîsû     }oœt◊a®h          sûik≈b≈at◊     zaœra{
and-woman Op REL   lie(3MS IMPF)  man  with-her3   lying.of  seed
‘(as for) a womani Opi who a man lies with heri (with regard to) copulation . . .’  (Lev 15.18)

                                                
3 Although the vocalization of }oœt ◊a®h suggests that it is the accusative marker }eœt ◊ with the 3FS suffix, in Lev

15.18 I analyze it as the preposition }eœt  ‘with’ with the 3FS suffix.  The confusion between these two homonymous
words in later BH is not uncommon (see Joüon and Muraoka 1993:343).

 CP
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Furthermore, even though BH does not use overt relative pronouns (i.e., relative words

that carry morphological features [e.g., Case, person, number, gender] that agree with either the

head of the relative or with the position that the relative word corresponds to within the relative

clause), it is proposed for theoretical reasons that a null relative pronoun, Op(erator), still

resides in [Spec, CP].  This Op is coindexed with both the head noun as well as with any

resumptive constituent (e.g., the object of the PP }oœt ◊a®h in (15)) or trace within the relative

clause.  Since (15) contains a resumptive pronoun within the PP that is inside the relative

clause, the null relative pronoun (Op) is selected from the lexicon and placed directly in [Spec,

CP].  Thus, there is no constituent movement that relates to the relativized DP.  (See below in

5.3 for further discussion of the syntactic structure of resumptive relative clauses.)

The arrows in (15) illustrate the Triggered Inversion of the verb yisûkab ≈, which must

raise from I (where it has already overtly raised to from V in order to check its agreement

features) to C to check its features against the head C.  That Triggered Inversion occurs in BH

relatives is supported by the statistical fact that out of the almost 1,200 BH }∞sûer relative clauses

with an overt subject in a finite verbal clause, only 2% exhibit SV word order;4 in other words,

an overwhelming 98% of BH }∞sûer relatives clauses with a finite verb exhibit VS word order

(see 3.2 for a discussion of the word order in finite verbal clauses versus that of participial and

verbless clauses).

The basic recursive structure of the CP within BH relative clauses extends beyond the

two layers needed for the relative complementizer and the raised verb.  Although the typical

order of constituents in BH relatives is complementizer-VS, the fact that a few relatives clauses

                                                
4 See, for example, Lev 4.22; Deut 9.2; 2 Kgs 22.13; Isa 62.2; 66.13; Jer 1.17; 22.25; 29.25; 31.32; 39.17; Mic

6.12; Zech 1.15; 11.2; Mal 2.14; Psa 1.3; 104.17; 144.8, 11; Job 3.23; 5.5; 15.18; 19.27; Qoh 6.12; 7.22; Dan 1.10.
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(e.g., just 2% of }∞sûer relatives) with different orders exist, necessitates that our syntactic

explanation of BH be able to describe this diversity.  First, examples of SV order following the

relative complementizer, as in (16), suggest that the recursive CP is able to account for the

fronted subject DP.

(16)   w´qoœraœ}                                    laœk≈      sûeœm   hΩaœd≈aœsû      }∞sûer  pˆî            yhwh   yiqq•b≈ennu®
and-call(3MS PERF MOD PASS) to-you name new   Op  REL   mouth.of Yhwh  designate(3MS IMPF)-it

‘and to you shall be called a new namei Opi which the mouth of Yhwh shall designate iti’ (Isa

62.2)

In addition to the fronting of a subject DP, there are a few relative clauses, as in (17),

that exhibit multiple embedding, necessitating a recursive CP structure.  In (17), the relative

 CP

 C'

   IP

   I' tpˆî

       C1
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sûeœm hΩaœd≈aœsûi
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clause contains within it another level of embedding: a interrogative clause headed by a wh-

word, laœmma®.

(17)  yaœreœ} }∞nˆî }et◊  }∞d≈oœnˆî     hammelek≈ . . .}∞sûer laœmma® yir}e®               }et◊    p´ne®k≈em   zoœ{∞p≈ˆîm
afraid I   ACC  lord-my  the-king   Op  REL  why      see(3MS IMPF) ACC  faces-your dejected(MP PTCP)
‘I am afraid of my lord the kingi . . . Opi who why should ti (he) see your faces dejected . . .?’ (Dan
1.10)

In addition to rare examples like (17) (which exhibits only syntactically motivated

constituent movement), there are examples of BH relatives in which movement is also

pragmatically motivated (example (16) above is one).  In chapter four (see especially 4.3), I

 CP

 C'
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proposed that the BH word order data are best explained by the basic principle that rhematic

material remains near the right edge of the clause while thematic and kontrastive material

moves to a position near the left edge of the clause.  If we apply this proposal to the relative

clause, we see that the recursive CP can accommodate BH relative clauses that exhibit both

typical verb raising (i.e., Triggered Inversion) as well as the raising of non-rhematic

constituents, such as the PP in (18).

(18)  w´hakkoœheœn haggaœd≈o®l meœ}ehΩaœyw                 }∞sûer yu®sΩaq                {al   roœ}sûo®    sûemen
and-the-priest the-great from-brothers-his Op REL  pour(3MS IMPF PASS) upon  head-his oil.of
hammisûhΩa®
anointing
‘and the priesti greater than his brothers, Opi who upon hisi head is poured the oil of anointing’
(Lev 21.10)

 CP
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In the relative clause in Leviticus 21.10, the verb yu®s Ωaq ‘is poured’ is attracted to a C position

by the feature that is associated with the relative word }∞sûer in the higher C.  In addition, we see

the raising of the PP {al roœ}sûo® ‘upon his head’ over the subject DP sûemen hammisûh Ωa ‘the oil of

anointing’.  Clearly, the raised PP cannot be kontrastive since it has not been raised higher than

the verb in C (i.e., if the PP or any constituent within the PP were kontrastive, we would see a

PP-V-S order inside the relative clause).  A possible explanation for the position of the raised

PP, higher than the subject but lower than the raised verb, is that it carries thematic status.  The

PP contains an NP-internal resumptive constituent, indicating the NP object of the preposition

is in some way coreferential with the head NP, thus the entire PP must be assigned thematic

status by virtue of being linked to a previously mentioned item in the discourse.

There are even a few BH relative clauses in which the constituent that is fronted for

pragmatic reasons lands in a site higher than that of the raised verb (such as example (16)

above; see Peretz 1967:97).  Examples (19) and (20) illustrate the positioning of a constituent

after the complementizer but before the raised verb.  In (19) the fronted PP bˆî ‘by me’ functions

as a Kontrast, highlighting the olive tree’s claim that it is only by it that gods and men are

honored.
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(19)   wayyoœ}mer            laœhem    hazzayit◊         hehΩ•d≈altˆî                    }et◊   disûnˆî               }∞sûer  bˆî
and-say(3MS PAST) to-them the-olive tree  WH-cease(1CS PERF) ACC fatness-my Op REL   in-me
y´k≈abb´d≈u®          }§loœhˆîm  wa}∞naœsûˆîm
honor(3MP IMPF)  gods       and-men

‘and the olive tree said to them: Should (I) cease (producing) myi fatness Opi which by mei gods and
men are honored’  (Judg 9.9)
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Similarly in (20), the object DP s Ω´d ≈aœqa® ‘righteousness’ is fronted (indicating its

kontrastiveness) in order to highlight the sarcasm of the prophet’s description: sinful Israel

continues to seek God as if it was ‘like a nation that has done [any] righteousness’.

(20)  k´g≈o®y              }∞sûer  sΩ´d≈aœqa®            {aœsíaœ
like-nation Op REL    righteousness  do(3MS PERF)
‘like a nationi Opi that ti has done righteousness’ (Isa 58.2)
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 C'
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Besides the basic BH relative clause that is introduced by a relative complementizer, I

have also claimed (in 2.4) that the morpheme haC- (which also functions as the Hebrew

definite article) serves as a relative word.  Following Siloni 1995, I claimed that, as in Modern

Hebrew, this type of BH relative is restricted to subject relatives (i.e., the head of the relative

must also be the subject within the relative).  According to Siloni, the structure of haC-

relatives does not differ significantly from normal DPs, apart from that fact that the D (i.e.,

haC-) in haC- relatives takes a clausal complement, as in (21).  (See 3.4.2 for a discussion of

the structure of BH participial clauses.)

(21)  limsilla®        haœ{oœla®                       mibbe®t◊ }eœl    sû´k≈ema®
to-highway Op REL-ascend(FS PTCP)  from-Bethel   Shechem-to

‘of a highwayi Opi that ti goes up from Bethel to Shechem’ (Judg 21.19)

 DP
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In this section I have described the basic syntactic structure of BH restrictive relative

clauses.  I have discussed how the presence of a relative word triggers VS order in the vast

majority of BH relative clauses.  I have also presented a few of the rare non-VS BH relative

clauses to illustrate how pragmatic concerns (e.g., kontrastiveness) influence the word order.

However, all of the relative clauses that we have examined up to this point have been overtly

headed.  Next I will investigate how we may describe the syntax of those BH relatives that have

covert/null heads.

The structure of null head BH relatives (i.e., relatives without an overt head) does not

differ at all from the more common overtly headed relatives.  Null head BH relatives contain a

null relative pronoun (Op) and a relative complementizer (e.g., }∞sûer).  Since relatives constitute

a CP, and CPs function syntactically as the clausal equivalent to a noun, null head relatives

(like overtly headed relatives) may be in the subject, object, or oblique position.  The null head

(pro) is licensed by whatever head governs it (V, I, or P are all able to license pro in BH).  Two

factors determine the interpretation of the null head: the position of the trace within the relative

clause and the discourse context (see Haegeman and Guéron 1999:604-9).  For instance, in (22)

the position of the trace within the clause indicates that the referent of the null head pro is the

object of the verb {aœsía®, a verb that selects an inanimate object.  Furthermore, the prior context

suggests that the referent of the null head is the event of Noah’s youngest son, Ham, “seeing his

father’s nakedness” (Gen 9.22).
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(22)  wayyeœd≈a{                      }eœt◊                   }∞sûer {aœsía®                   lo®           b´no®      haqqaœt√aœn
and-know(3MS PAST)  ACC proi  Opi  REL   do(3MS PERF) ti  to-him   son-his   the-young
 ‘and he knew proi (the thing/offense) Opi that his youngest son had done ti  to him’ (Gen 9.24)

 CP

 C'
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Although null head relative clauses are fairly common in the Hebrew Bible, they are

often misinterpreted (see below, 5.4).  For instance, Exodus 14.13 has been analyzed and

translated in various ways, sometimes as a relative clause (with the antecedent inside the

relative!; see the NRSV, NIV, NAS95, JPS, Durham 1987), other times as the “modal” use of

}∞sûer ‘just as’ (equivalent to ka}∞sûer) (Childs 1974; Clements 1972).  Consider Exodus 14.13

given with its context in (23).

(23)  10And Pharaoh drew near, and the Israelites lifted their eyes, and behold, the Egyptians were coming
after them.  And the Israelites feared greatly and cried out to Yhwh. 11And they said to Moses, “Was
it because there were no graves in Egypt that you have taken us away to die in the wilderness? What
is this that have you done to us by bringing us out of Egypt? 12Is this not the thing that we told you in
Egypt, ‘Let us alone and let us serve the Egyptians’? Because serving the Egyptians is better than
dying in the wilderness.” 13And Moses said to the people, “Do not be afraid, stand firm, and see the
deliverance that Yhwh will accomplish for you today; [because you who see the Egyptians
today—you shall never see them again]. 14Yhwh will fight for you, and you shall keep silent.”

kˆî                       }∞sûer   r´}ˆît◊em             }et◊    misΩrayim hayyo®m loœ}    t◊oœsˆîp≈u®                lir}oœt◊aœm
because pro  OP  REL   see(2MP PERF)  ACC  Egypt       the-day NEG  add(2MP IMPF)  to-see(INF)-them

{o®d≈    {ad≈   {o®laœm
again until ever

‘because proi(you) Opi who ti see the Egyptians today—you shall never see them again’ (Exod 14.13)

Clearly, the first option I described above, that the second  }∞sûer clause in Exodus 14.13 is an

internally-headed relative, reflects a misunderstanding of BH grammar: BH only uses an

externally-headed relative clause formation (see 2.1-2).  Furthermore, the second option, that

the }∞sûer clause in Exodus 14.13 is analogous to a ka}∞sûer clause (see 2.2.2) ‘(just) as/when’,

avoids directly addressing the structure and function of the simple }∞sûer clause.  On the basis of

these similar observations, Vervenne (1995) examines the function of the second }∞sûer clause in

Exodus 14.13 and proposes a third option.  Vervenne suggests that the }∞sûer clause in (23) is a

“initial superordinate clause,” i.e., a null head relative (1995:197).  This conclusion is at once

the simplest analysis, since it avoids treating the }∞sûer clause as a more complex  ka}∞sûer clause,
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and a grammatically accurate analysis, since it avoids implicitly claiming that BH employs

internally-headed relatives.

The final basic variety of BH relatives is the unmarked, or bare, relative clause (see

2.6).  These clauses may have either an overt or a null head; what distinguishes them from

other relatives is the absence of a relative complementizer, such as }∞sûer.  In the examples

below, it is assumed that these bare relative clauses still have a null relative pronoun, Op; the

absence of the relative complementizer is marked by the Ø).

(24)  {∞d≈aœt◊´k≈aœ                            qaœnˆît◊aœ                    qed≈em
congregation-your Op Ø acquire(2MS PERF) ancient t

‘your congregation Opi Ø(which) you acquired ti long ago’ (Psa 74.2)

 CP
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In this section, I examined the basic structure of BH relative clauses within the

linguistic framework of the Minimalist Program.  I presented BH data from overtly headed

relative clauses, covertly/null headed relative clauses, and unmarked/bare relative clauses.  I

connected the overwhelmingly VS word order of BH relatives to the phenomenon of Triggered

Inversion, which I introduced in chapter three.  Finally, I illustrated how we can explain the

rare non-VS examples by means of the pragmatic model I outlined in chapter four.  In the next

section, I will reexamine the issue of resumption within relative clauses (see above in 2.5) and

submit a proposal for i) the syntactic differences between resumptive and non-resumptive

relative clauses, and ii) the semantic/pragmatic function of resumption or the lack of

resumption within BH relatives.

5.3. RESUMPTION AND BH RELATIVES WITHIN THE MINIMALIST FRAMEWORK

In 2.5 I introduced and surveyed the phenomenon of resumption in BH relative clauses.

There I suggested that there are constraints on when resumption is used.  In this section we

shall investigate current proposals for resumption cross-linguistically to discern whether they

illuminate the BH phenomenon of resumption in relative clauses.

The phenomenon of resumption in relative clauses has engendered hundreds, if not

thousands, of pages in the linguistic literature in the attempt to solve two questions: 1) how

does the syntax of resumptive relative clauses relate to that of non-resumptive relative clauses?;

and 2) what motivates the choice between resumption or the lack of resumption—syntax,

semantics, or pragmatics (see Sells 1984; Prince 1990; Demirdache 1991; Shlonsky 1992;

Prince 1997; Suñer 1998; Sharvit 1999a)?  The following discussion shall address both issues.
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5.3.1. Structure of Resumptive Restrictive Relatives

Above, in 5.1.1, I briefly described the various possibilities for the restrictive relative

clause and concluded that the structure in (25) (see (12)a-c)) best accounts for the relationship

between the relative clause proper, the relative word, and the modified head.

(25)  The man who we saw

The relative clause structure in (25) illustrates the formation of a relative clause by the

movement of a constituent within the relative to [Spec, CP].  A trace (or a copy of the moved

constituent that is later deleted at the Logical Form interface; see Chomsky 1995b) is left in the

position from which the constituent is raised.  Hence, typical relative clauses in English, as in

(25), lack overt resumption of their head.

In a similar fashion, in typical BH relative clauses, which are non-resumptive,

illustrated in (26), the moved constituent is attracted to the highest [Spec, CP] because the head

C2 (i.e., the higher C, which contains the complementizer }∞sûer) has features that must (and can

only) be checked and eliminated by the relativized constituent.

NP

CP    N
 mani

DP

 whoi IP

     D
  The

we saw ti
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(26)   }eœt◊   kol    hadd´b≈aœrˆîm    }∞sûer  dibber             yhwh  }el  moœsûeh
ACC  all.of    the-words   Op   REL    speak(3MS PERF)  t  Yhwh    to    Moses
‘all of the wordsi Opi which Yhwh said ti  to Moses’ (Exod 4.30)

In relative clauses such as the one presented in (26), the feature that is associated with C

must be a strong feature to motivate overt movement in this type of relative.  Suñer (1998)

CP'

 CP
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  VP
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tdibber DP
 ti

tyhwh
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   C1
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suggests that we label this feature of C [+pronominal] (1998:344); as such, the [+pronominal]

feature attracts the relative pronoun (which is a null operator in BH, represented by Op) from

its position of origin to [Spec, CP] in order that the features on both may be checked via Spec-

Head agreement.

In contrast to relative clauses that leave a trace/copy and thus follow the pattern

illustrated in (26), many BH relatives (and relatives in numerous other languages, e.g., Standard

Arabic, Yiddish, Irish, Spanish; see Demirdache 1991; Suñer 1998) contain resumption of the

head noun by means of an overt constituent within the relative clause that is coreferential with

the head.  The structure of such relative clauses cannot be the product of movement since the

resumptive pronoun has not moved from its position within the relative clause.  In other words,

there is no gap/trace in the relative clause that indicates that a constituent has moved.  Rather,

in BH resumptive relative clauses the head C does not have a feature that attracts the raising of

the resumptive pronoun from within the relative clause.  Using Suñer’s analysis, the C of

resumptive relatives must carry the feature [– pronominal], indicating that the feature is not

strong and thus does not motivate movement in the overt syntax (1998:344).  In resumptive

relative clauses, since the pronoun within the relative clauses that corresponds to the head of

the relative clause remains in situ (i.e., it is not raised to function as the relative pronoun), then

a null relative operator (Op) must be directly inserted into [Spec,CP] from the lexicon at the

initial stages of the derivation.  The structure of BH resumptive restrictive relatives is

illustrated in (27).
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(27)  zoœ}t◊   haœ}aœresΩ       }∞sûer    tit◊nahΩ∞lu®               }oœt◊a®h    b´g≈o®raœl
this    the-land Op REL     inherit(2MP IMPF)  ACC-it   in-lot
‘this is the landi Opi that you shall inherit iti by lot’ (Num 34.13)

In (27) the head of the relative clause, haœ}aœres Ω ‘the land’, is resumed within the relative

by the coreferential 3FS pronominal suffix attached to the accusative marker, }oœt ◊a®h ‘ACC-it’.

This resumptive constituent serves as the object within the relative clause; thus there is no

CP
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tpro
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empty position (i.e., gap) within the relative from which the relative pronoun could have

moved.  The result is insertion of the relative pronoun Op directly from the lexicon; without

such insertion, the formation of the relative clause would not be complete.

In summary, BH has two syntactic strategies for relative clause formation.  In one

strategy, the computational system selects from the lexicon a C that carries the feature [+

pronominal]; this strong feature attracts the null relative pronoun (Op) to [Spec, CP] in overt

syntax.  Thus, there is a gap/trace left within the relative clause from which the moved

constituent raised.  In the other strategy, the computational system selects from the lexicon a C

that carries the weak feature [–pronominal]; in this case, the constituent is not attracted to

[Spec, CP] in overt syntax.  Thus, the constituent remains in situ in the form of a resumptive

element (e.g., the accusative marker }et◊ plus a pronominal suffix, as in (27)).

5.3.2. Resumption – Why?

Although it is well-known that Biblical Hebrew has two syntactic ways to form relative

clauses, the question of why each is used in a given context has yet to be addressed (see 1.1.4

for an overview of previous studies).  In the linguistic studies of resumption in other languages,

there have been three basic types of proposals: those that attempt to describe the difference in

purely syntactic terms (Shlonsky 1992; Doron and Heycock 1999); those that suggest a

semantic solution (Doron 1982; Sells 1984); and finally, those that find the answer in

pragmatics (Prince 1990, 1997; Suñer 1998).  In this section I briefly describe each approach

and comment on the applicability of each to Biblical Hebrew; I will start with the syntax-based

approach.
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Shlonsky (1992) suggests that resumption in Modern Hebrew is a ‘last resort’ strategy,

that is, it is required to overcome what would otherwise be a failure to meet grammaticality

(see also Chomsky 1995b:28, 257, 261, 280).  He begins his analysis by examining the

environments in which resumption is obligatory in Modern Hebrew relative clauses.  The first

is when the head noun corresponds to an NP-internal position within the relative, as in (28) (see

also Sells 1984:65; Glinert 1989:364).

(28)  haœ}ˆîs¥       s¥eraœ}ˆît◊ˆî                     }et◊    }is¥to®/*}is¥t- (Shlonsky 1992:445)5

 the-man that-see(1CS PERF)   ACC  wife-his

‘the man who I saw his wife’

In (28) the resumptive constituent is a cliticized possessive pronoun.  As such, it resides within

the structure of the DP that hosts it, a structure which is morphologically and syntactically

ungrammatical without the attached pronoun.  The second environment in Modern Hebrew in

which resumption is obligatory is when the head of the relative corresponds to the object of a

preposition within the relative, as in (29) (see also Cole 1976; Borer 1984:220, fn. 1; Glinert

1989:362).

(29)  haœ}ˆîs¥       s¥ehΩaœs¥ab≈tˆî                    {aœlaœyw/*{aœl- (Shlonsky 1992:445)
 the-man that-think(1CS PERF)   about-him

‘the man that I thought about him’

In (29) the resumptive constituent within the relative is the object of the preposition {aœl ‘about’.

As I mentioned in 2.5.2, Hebrew does not allow prepositions to be stranded, i.e., to be left

without an overt object (cf. English any object that he sits upon).  Shlonsky suggests that this

preposition stranding constraint in Hebrew is essentially a consequence of the Empty Category

                                                
5 I have regularized Shlonsky’s (1992) transcription in these examples in accordance with the transcription

system of the present work.
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Principle (Shlonsky 1992:446; see Hornstein and Weinberg 1995; Reintges 1996).  The

implication of this analysis is that the trace (i.e., the empty category) left by a moved (i.e.,

relativized) DP is not licensed by a preposition; thus, in Hebrew a ‘preposition-trace’

construction is ungrammatical.  In order to save such a construction, Hebrew, according to

Shlonsky, employs resumption as a last resort strategy: an overt DP (coindexed with the head

of the relative) is licensed by the preposition making the structure grammatical.

Building upon this proposal—that resumption within NP-internal arguments and

oblique (i.e., PP) objects is obligatory due to the Empty Category Principle, Shlonsky argues

that “not only do relativized oblique objects and NP-internal arguments utilize resumptive

pronouns to circumvent ungrammaticality, but in fact the full distributional paradigm of

resumptive pronouns in Hebrew . . . can be assimilated to the last resort strategy” (1992:444).

In order to support this claim, he reexamines the three cases in Modern Hebrew where a

resumptive element is often considered to be “optional”: in the direct object position (30) and

(31), and in the embedded subject position (32) (1992:444).

(30)   haœ}ˆîs¥        s¥eraœ}ˆît◊ˆî                    (}oœt◊o®)
the-man  that-see(1CS PERF)  (him)

‘the man that I saw (him)’

(31)   haœ}ˆîs¥       s¥ehΩaœs¥ab ≈t                     s¥ed≈aœnˆî       paœg≈as¥                   (}oœt◊o®)
the-man that-think(2FS PERF)   that-Dani  meet(3MS PERF)   (him)

‘the man that you thought that Dani met (her)’

(32)   haœ}ˆîs¥       s¥ehΩaœs¥ab ≈t                     s¥e(hu ®})     m´lameœd≈                }anglˆît ◊
the-man  that-think(2FS PERF)   that-(he)  teaches(MS PTCP)    English
‘the man that you thought that (he) teaches English’

Often clauses such as those in (30)-(32) are used to illustrate the ‘free variation’ of

resumption in Hebrew (see Hayon 1973; Glinert 1989; Borer 1984), but Shlonsky argues that

resumption is obligatory in these environments in the same way that resumption in obligatory
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in oblique or NP-internal positions.  In order to account for the differences between resumption

and non-resumption, Shlonsky proposes that “[Modern] Hebrew has two morphologically

nondistinct complementizers” which he labels s¥eArg and s¥eAŒrg.  The first complementizer, s¥eArg,

identifies its specifier as an Argument-position, that is, a canonical grammatical positition to

which Case is assigned (see Haegeman and Guéron 1999:218, 268).   However, movement

from the direct object (an Argument-position) within the relative to [Spec, CP] (identified by

s¥eArg as an Argument-position) is blocked by an intervening Argument-position (the position of

the subject, [Spec, IP]) (Shlonsky formulates this in terms of the Specified Subject Condition,

1992:451-53).6  (33) illustrates resumption as a last resort phenomenon.

(33)  haœ}ˆîs¥i Opi  s¥eraœ}ˆît◊ˆî  ti    Æ    haœ}ˆîs¥i Opi s¥eraœ}ˆît◊ˆî  }oœt◊o®i

          [Lexicon]

In (33) the [Spec CP] position (occupied by the null relative operator) is an argument position;

thus, it cannot serve as a landing site for the relativized object NP (which is corefential with the

head of the relative, haœ}ˆîs¥ ‘the man’).  The result is a relative clause formed without the

movement of the relativized constituent.  However, without a trace at the object position within

the relative clause, the transitive verb raœ}ˆît◊ˆî ‘I saw’ is incomplete.  In order to preserve this

structure, Modern Hebrew inserts at the object position a pronoun that is coreferential with the

head of the relative, thus fulfilling the requirements of the transitive verb.

In contrast to resumptive relative clauses, Shlonsky’s second complementizer, s¥eAŒrg,

identifies its specifier, [Spec, CP], as an A Œrgument-position, that is, a position neither

associated with canonical grammatical functions nor with an assigned Case (see Haegeman and
                                                

6 Movement of the direct object from an Argument-position to another Argument-position would also seem to
violate the Case filter (i.e., the direct object would be assigned Case twice), thus suggesting another motivation for
the ungrammaticality of relative movement with this type of complementizer.
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Guéron 1999:218, 268).  As an AŒrgument-position, the specifier of s¥eAŒrg can serve as the

landing site for the movement of the relativized DP without violating any grammatical

conditions, as in (34).

(34)  haœ}ˆîs¥i  Opi   s¥eraœ}ˆît◊ˆî  ti

In summary, Shlonsky proposes that the apparently free variation of resumptive

elements within Hebrew relatives is to be attributed to the two homophonous relative

complementizers, s¥eArg and s¥eAŒrg.  When the former is used, resumption is obligatory; when the

latter is used, resumption is prohibited.  Thus, Shlonsky can economically account for

resumption in Modern Hebrew by analyzing all instances (e.g., resumption within an oblique

object position or within an NP-internal position) as a last resort strategy.

The last resort analysis is attractive as the general explanation for the syntactic

motivation of resumption or lack of resumption in BH (see 2.5).  However, BH employs other

relative words in both resumptive and non-resumptive relative clauses.  Indeed, BH uses the

relative }∞sûer much more than the relative sûeC—just the opposite of Modern Hebrew.

Therefore, instead of proposing that each of the Hebrew relatives (}∞sûer, sûeC-, and zeh/zu®/zo®)

has (phonologically) nondistinct counterparts, it might be more economical to associate the

distinguishing feature with the head C rather than with the lexical items serving as the relative

words.  In other words, if we combine Shlonsky’s proposal with that of Suñer (see above

5.3.1), the computational system for BH must select a head C that has either the feature

[+pronominal] or [-pronominal] and that selects its own specifier as either an A-position or an

A Œ-position.  If C is [+pronominal] and selects an A Œ-specifier, the result is a non-resumptive BH
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relative.  If C is [-pronominal] and selects an A-specifier, the result is a resumptive BH relative.

Any other combination of these features must necessarily crash at Spell-Out since the features

require opposing results.7

As a final note, it is clear that syntax-based proposals provide no motivation for the use

of the different complementizers (e.g., Shlonsky’s s¥eArg and s¥eAŒrg) or for different relative

clause structures (i.e., resumptive or non-resumptive).   In other words, such proposals do not

address whether we can answer the the question “why?”8

In contrast to Shlonsky’s syntax-based proposal, Doron (1982) offers a semantic

assessment of the difference between resumption and the lack of resumption in Modern

Hebrew relatives (see also Sells 1984).  She argues that the difference is fundamentally an issue

of scope.  She illustrates her argument by using the two clauses given in (35) and (36)

(1982:18).  In both examples there are two available constituents (i.e., the object, either as a

trace or as a resumptive pronoun, and the object of the PP ‘to’) that are available for the head of

the relative to bind (indicated by the coindexation).  The example in (35) includes a relative

without resumption of the head noun, while the relative in (36) includes resumption.

(35)   haœ}isûsûa®i               sûedaœnˆî       her}aœ                   laœh        ti
the-woman  Op  REL-Dani  show(3MS PERF) to-her

‘the womani Opi that Dani showed ti to her’

                                                
7 Regardless of the features associated with C, the computational system must also be able to insert any of the

overt relative words into C.  Thus, the lexical items that serve to introduce relative clauses in BH are not
necessarily directly associated with the abstract morphological features that the head C carries and that either
effect resumption or prohibit it.   

8 See Doron and Heycock 1999 for another syntax-based proposal that, while it does not directly address the
issue of relative clause resumption, does contain signficant implications for the syntactic analysis of resumption.
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(36)   haœ}isûsûa®              sûedaœnˆî      her}aœ                    laœh      }oœt◊aœh
the-woman Op REL Dani  show(3MS PERF)  to-her  ACC-her
‘the womani Opi that Dani showed heri to her’ (same meaning as (35))

or ‘the womani Opi that Dani showed her to heri’

Doron claims that the difference between the two relatives in (35) and (36) is an issue of

binding:9 in example (35), which lacks resumption, the gap (i.e., trace) is bound by the head of

the relative; in example (36), which contains resumption, the head can bind either the

resumptive direct object pronoun her or the object within the PP to her.  Thus, the lack of

resumption (i.e., the presence of a gap) unambiguously indicates which constituent (i.e., the

trace) is bound by the head, whereas the presence of resumption allows for two possibilities and

is thus ambiguous.  Doron suggests that this syntactic difference between traces and resumptive

pronouns creates different possibilities for the way that the two types of relative clauses are

assigned semantic readings.  Consider the additional data from Doron, given in (37) and (38).

(37)   daœnˆî  yimsΩaœ}                eœt◊    haœ}isûsûa®i             sûehu®}     m´h Ωappeœsí         ti

Dani  find(3MS IMPF) ACC the-woman Op REL-he   seek(MS PTCP)

‘Dani will find the womani Opi that he seeks ti’

(38)   daœnˆî   yimsΩaœ}               eœt◊     haœ}isûsûa®i             sûehu®}     m´h Ωappeœsí        }oœt ◊aœhi
Dani  find(3MS IMPF) ACC  the-woman Op REL-he   seek(MS PTCP)  ACC-her

‘Dani will find the womani Opi that he seeks heri’

On the basis of the relative clauses in (37) and (38), Doron claims that Modern Hebrew

relatives without direct object resumption (37) may have either a de dicto reading (that is, a

reading in which the direct object is assigned a non-specific interpretation), or a de re reading

(that is, a reading in which the direct object is assigned a specific/individual interpretation).  In
                                                

9 Binding is a term used to describe the relationship between antecedents and the anaphors or pronouns that
share the same reference.  See Haegeman 1994 and Ouhalla 1999 for clear introductions to the concept of binding
in generative grammar
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contrast, she claims that Modern Hebrew relatives with resumption (38) only have a de re

reading.  Thus, (37) can be interpreted to mean something like ‘Dani will find the type of

woman that he is looking for’ (i.e., a de dicto reading) or ‘Dani will find the woman (e.g., his

wife Rachel) that he is looking for’ (i.e., a de re reading).  In contrast, (38) can only have the

latter, de re, interpretation.10

In summary, Doron suggests that when the syntax is ambiguous, i.e., when there are

two constituents within the relative clause that can be bound by the head, the semantic reading

is also ambiguous.  However, when the syntax is unambiguous, so are the semantics.

Unfortunately, if Doron’s proposal were the case in Biblical Hebrew, the fact is that we simply

cannot access the semantic judgment necessary to validate the claim; this type of analysis is

predicated upon the ability to elicit both native speaker examples and judgments. (In any case,

the proposed semantic differences between resumption and non-resumption in Modern Hebrew

may not be accurate [see Prince 1990 for a brief discussion], and Doron herself has recently

proposed a different analysis for resumption [Doron and Heycock 1999].)

In place of syntax- or semantics-based solutions, Prince 1990, 1997 offers a

pragmatically-based solution to the phenomenon of resumption (see also Suñer 1998; Sharvit

1999a); in both works, Prince suggests that the presence or absence of resumption is connected

to discourse-pragmatic concerns.  She observes a correlation between the presence of

resumption and whether the relative is either a non-restrictive relative or an indefinite

restrictive relative.  In other words, non-restrictive and indefinite restrictive relatives exhibit a

much higher frequency of resumptive elements than do definite restrictive relatives.  Why the

                                                
10 Cf. Sells (1984), who builds upon Doron’s basic semantic assessment and analyzes the interpretation of

resumptive pronouns by using Kamp’s Discourse Representation Theory.
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difference?  Prince suggests that the relationship among the definiteness of the head, the

restrictiveness of the relative, and resumption is the result of the information status of the head

of the relative within the “hearer’s knowledge-store” (1990:491).

Prince’s basic approach to the information status of restrictive relative clauses can be

briefly summarized as follows.  Definite nouns represent entities that are already known to the

hearer (i.e., they have already been invoked in the discourse, or they are implicit within it);

thus, when definite nouns are used again in a discourse, the hearer is instructed to activate the

referent of the definite noun.  When definite nouns are modified by restrictive relatives, the

relative is not merely additional information; the relative presents information necessary for the

proper identification of the definite noun’s discourse referent.  Thus, the information within the

relative must already by known to the hearer as well, since the definite noun and its relative are

considered to work together in order to refer to their referent (1990:491).

Prince describes the information status of resumption in relatives in terms of Heim’s

metaphor of a file cabinet and file cards on which information is stored.  Consider Prince’s

English examples in (39).  (The English examples are illustrative in terms of the types of heads

and relatives, but they do not illustrate the issue of resumption since English does not employ

the same type of relative clause resumption that appears in Hebrew, Palestinian Arabic,

Yiddish, Irish, Spanish, etc.; see Sells 1984)

(39) 
a)  He bought a house in Society Hill and a house down the shore.
b)  The house that’s in Society Hill is a colonial
c)  The First Lady who introduced ice cream in America lived in it for three years.
d)  But the part of the roof that’s over the dormer is shot.

In the typical case, if the NP is indefinite, it represents a ‘Brand-new’ entity, as in [(39)a)], and
the hearer must add that entity, or construct a new file card . . . . And typically, if the NP is
definite, it represents something already invoked in the discourse model, as in [(39)b)], or
something assumed to be present in the hearer’s knowledge-store, as in [(39)c)], in which case
the hearer must activate the appropriate existing file card, or else it represents an entity which
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the hearer is assumed to be able to infer on the basis of prior knowledge s/he is assume to have,
as in [(39)d)], in which case the hearer must construct a file card out of existing material.
(1990:491)

In contrast to definite nouns with restrictive relatives, indefinite nouns with restrictive

relatives represent brand-new discourse entities, as in (40).  Although both the head and the

information within the relative are discourse-new, according to Prince, they are given separate

entries in the hearer’s knowledge-store even though they are associated with each other

(1990:492).

(40) 
a)  He bought a house which he’ll move into in June.
b)  A realtor that I had recommended found it for him.

Regarding both the relative clauses in (40), Prince argues that “the hearer has to add a new file

card, as signaled by the indefiniteness of the [head] NPs.  And, in each case, the file card to be

added need represent only the entity described by the head, the information in the relative

clause simply being an additional property of that entity to be noted on the independently

constructed file card” (1990:492).  Similarly, non-restrictive relatives, as in (41), provide

discourse-new information; even if the referential heads they modify are not discourse-new.

(41) 
a)  He bought a house, which, by the way, I had found, and a car.
b)  The house, which is in Society Hill, is a colonial.
c)  Dolly Madison, who he always admired, lived in it for three years.
d)  But the roof, which is slate, is shot.

For the non-restrictive relatives in (41), Prince argues that file cards must be constructed based

solely upon the head and that the non-restrictive clauses represent information “that presumably

does not yet exist on those file cards and which must be added to them” (1990:491).
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So how does the definiteness of the head and the restrictivness of the relative clause

relate to the use of resumption?  Prince suggests that resumptive pronouns may be used in

English and Yiddish relative clauses when “the entity evoked by the whole NP is in fact evoked

by the head, the relative clause serving simply to predicate some property of that entity”

(1990:492), as in (42).

(42)  He bought a house which he’ll move into it in June.

Prince also claims that her file card account “means that resumptive pronouns work exactly like

ordinary discourse pronouns” and also explains “why one finds other anaphoric expressions in

the place of resumptive pronouns, e.g., demonstratives, as in [(43)a)], coreferential full NPs, as

in [(43)b)], and even referentially relative but non-coreferential pronouns, as in [(43)c)], and

full NPs, as in [(43)d)]” (1990:492).

(43) 

a) I had a handout and notes from her talk that that was lost too.

b)  He’s go this lifelong friend who he takes money from the parish to give to this lifelong friend.
c)  I have a manager, Joe Scandolo, who we’ve been together over twenty years.

d)  You assigned me to a paper which I don’t know anything about the subject.

Prince’s analysis of English and Yiddish suggests that resumption may have a

pragmatic cause and function, even if the specific cause and the specific function differ from

language to language.11  Even so, the precise function for resumption that Prince has identified

with regard to restrictiveness and the definiteness of the head does not adequately explain the

BH data.  Simply, we have clear non-restrictive relatives with (44) and without (45)

resumption.
                                                

11 Interestingly, Prince admits that her discourse/pragmatic analysis of resumptive pronouns in relative
clauses does not explain the Modern Hebrew or Arabic data, since Semitic resumptive pronouns seem to exhibit
different pragmatic functions than in English and Yiddish (1997:231-34).
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(44)   l´ma{an     daœwid≈ {ab≈dˆî           }∞sûer  baœhΩartˆî           }oœt◊o®         }∞sûer   sûaœmar
for-sake.of David  servant-my  Op  REL   choose(1CS PERF)  ACC-him  REL    keep(3MS PERF)
misΩwoœt◊ay                 w´hΩuqqoœt◊aœy
commandments-my and-statutes-my

‘for the sake of David, my servanti, Opiwho I chose himi, who has kept my commandments and my
statutes’ (1 Kgs 11.34)

(45)   sûeœb≈et√  }ehΩaœd≈  }etteœn                 lib≈nek≈aœ         l´ma{an       daœwid≈  {ab≈dˆî            u®l´ma{an
tribe   one     give(1CS IMPF)  to-son-your  for-sake.of  David   servant-my  and-for-sake.of

y´ru®sûaœlayim    }∞sûer  baœhΩaœrtˆî      t
Jerusalem    Op   REL    choose(1CS PERF)
‘one tribe I will give to your son, for the sake of David my servant and for the sake of Jerusalemi,
Opi which I chose ti’ (1 Kgs 11.13)12

In 2.6 I argued that in the great majority of BH relative clauses with resumption, the

resumptive constituent was either syntactically or semantically obligatory.  In those cases, if the

resumption did not occur, the relative clause would crash, either at the phonological form

interface or at the logical form interface.  This type of resumption in BH accords well with

Shlonsky’s (1992) claim that resumption in Modern Hebrew is a ‘last resort’ strategy.  Thus,

we might say that the normal structure for BH relative clauses is one in which the C is

[+pronominal] and selects an A Œ-specifier, and the result is a non-resumptive BH relative.  For

those relative clauses, though, that require resumption for grammaticality or interpretability, the

                                                
12 As I noted above in 2.5 (fn. 52), the verb [b-hΩ-r] ‘to choose’ exhibits resumption with b and with }et ◊ as well

as the lack of resumption.  Since resumption with this verb cannot be obligatory, given that it takes two
complements and yet can stand the lack of resumption (in any case, there is no discernible semantic difference
between the two complements), I suggest that the presence of a resumptive constituent is needed to disambiguate
the head (e.g., Num 16.5; 1 Sam 10.24; 1 Kgs 11.32 [cf. 1 Kgs 11.36]; 1 Kgs 11.34) or is pragmatically motivated
(e.g., Judg 10.14; Isa 41.8 [cf. Isa 43.10]; Jer 33.24).

With that said, it must be admitted that with this particular verb, there 23 specific cases—when a [b-h Ω-r]
relative clause modifies the noun maœqoœm ‘place’ when the head refers to the ‘designated place of sacrifice’ (see
Deut 12.5, 11, 14, 18, 21, 26; 14.23, 24, 25; 15.20; 16.2, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16; 17.8; 18.6; 23.17; 26.2; 31.11; Josh 9.27;
Neh 1.9)—when it is difficult to determine a rhyme or reason for the presence or absence of resumption.  The
pragmatic motivation in these cases with resumption may be rather subtle and possible theologically nuanced.
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C is [-pronominal] and selects an A-specifier, and the result is a resumptive BH relative (see

above for more discussion on the two structures).

I also noted, though, that there was a small number of relative clauses with resumption

that does not appear to be obligatory.  In 2.6 I suggested that the motivation might be

pragmatic, but did not provide an analysis.  It is possible, as Prince 1990 suggests for Yiddish

and English, that Biblical Hebrew allows the use of unnecessary resumptive pronouns in order

to influence the shape of the information structure of the discourse (cf. Tsujita 1991; Parunak

1996).   In fact, a plausible explanation for many, if not all, of the cases of non-obligatory

resumption that the resumptive constituents are kontrastive.

In the 32 cases of non-obligatory resumption in verbless relative clauses, I propose that

resumptive pronouns may fulfill a pragmatic role in one of two ways.  Either the resumptive

pronoun indicates that the head is kontrastive or the resumptive pronoun is necessary in order

for the word order to indicate that the predicate is kontrastive.13  An example of the former type

is given in (46).

(46)   w´naœt◊atta®                          }el  hakkoœh∞nˆîm  halwˆîyˆîm           }∞sûer  heœm   mizzera{        sΩaœd≈o®q
and-give(2MS PERF MOD)  to  the-priests      the-Levites  Op  REL    they   from-seed.of  Zadok

haqq´roœb≈ˆîm            }eœlay   n´}um             }∞d≈oœnaœy   yhwh  l´sûaœr´t◊eœnˆî             par   ben     baœqaœr
the-near(MP PTCP)  to-me  declaration.of  lord       Yhwh  to-serve(INF)-me bull  son.of cattle

l´hΩat√t√aœ}t◊
for-sin offering

‘and you shall give to the Levitical priestsi Opi who theyi (are) from the seed of Zadok, those who
draw near to me—a declaration of the Lord Yhwh—to serve me a bull, a son of cattle, for a sin-
offering’ (Ezek 43.19)

                                                
13 See also Gen 7.8; 9.3; 17.12; 30.33; Lev 11.29, 39; Num 9.13; 17.5; 35.31; Deut 17.15; 20.15; 29.14; 1 Kgs

8.41; 9.20; 2 Kgs 25.19; Jer 40.7; Ezek 12.10; 20.9; 43.19; Hag 1.9; Psa 16.3; Song 1.6; Ruth 4.15; Qoh 4.2; 7.26;
Neh 2.13, 18; 2 Chr 6.32; 8.7
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For (46) the multiple modifiers for priests indicates how specific the passage is: it is only to the

precise Levitical Zadokite near-to-God priests that an offering should be given.  In this case,

the resumptive pronoun indicates how strong the instruction is—that the offering should be

brought to none other than the specified priests; the non-obligatory pronoun helps in this by

focusing the head within the relative.

(47) is an example of non-obligatory resumption in verbless relative clauses in which

the resumptive constituent is necessary in order for the word order to indicate that the predicate

is kontrastive.

(47)   mikkoœl         habb´heœma® hat√t√´ho®ra®  tiqqahΩ                 l´k≈aœ       sûib≈{a®   sûib≈{a®     }ˆîsû     w´}isûto®
from-all.of   the-animal  the-clean  take(2MS IMPF)  for-you  seven  seven   man   and-woman-his

u®min        habb´heœma®    }∞sûer  loœ}   t√´hoœra®  hˆî}  sû´nayim  }ˆîsû     w´}isûto®
and-from the-animal  Op    REL    NEG   clean       it    two         man  and-woman-his
‘from every clean animal you shall take for yourself seven pairs, a male and its mate, and from the
animali Opi which iti (is) not clean, two, a male and its mate’ (Gen 7.2)

In the context of the Hebrew Bible, it is surprising and contrary to theological expectations that

Israel’s God would require Noah to take both clean and unclean animals into the ark.  Thus, the

resumptive subject pronoun in Gen 7.2 provides the minimum number of constituents in the

verbless clause (i.e., two) so that the word order can indicate that the predicate loœ} t √´hoœra® ‘not

clean’ is kontrastive.

In verbal clauses the function of unneccessary resumption serves simply to mark the

resumptive constituent, and thus also the head, as konstrastive.  The clauses provided in (48)

and (49)14 (note the the translations) illustrate how object resumption is mark the head as a

Kontrast.

                                                
14 See also Lev 24.55; Deut 4.19; 1 Kgs 11.34; Ezek 15.6.
The following five examples do not seem, at this time, to fit any of the categories given: Num 13.32; Deut

18.14; 1 Kgs 11.34; Psa 1.4; 94.12.
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(48)   kˆî            {∞b≈aœd≈ay          heœm       }∞sûer  ho®sΩeœ}t◊ˆî              }oœt◊aœm   meœ}eresΩ          misΩraœyim  loœ}
because  servants-my  they    Op    REL    bring out(1CS PERF)   them    from-land.of  Egypt       NEG

yimmaœk≈ru®                 mimkeret◊  {aœb≈ed≈
sell(3MP IMPF PASS)  sale.of       slave

‘because my servants are theyi Opi who I brought themi [not just you slave-owners] out from the
land of Egypt, they will not be sold (at) a slave sale’ (Lev 25.42)15

In Leviticus 25.42, the relative clause exists in the middle of a discourse about the social

implications of the Jubilee year among Israelite society.  Because God had delivered all of the

Israelites from slavery in Egypt; thus, Israelite slaveowners are required to remember the slave

history they share with their indentured servants and to be merciful to them in the Jubilee year,

as God was merciful to all of them in the Exodus event.  The resumptive pronoun in (49) is

used similarly.

(49)  zoœ}t◊  haœ}aœresΩ      }∞sûer  tit◊nahΩ∞lu®          }oœt◊a®h    b´g≈o®raœl
this  the-land  Op   REL    inherit(2MP IMPF)   ACC-it   in-lot

‘this is the landi Opi which you shall inherit iti [no more, no less] by lot’ (Num 34.13)

The extent of Canaan within the theology of the Hebrew Bible is delineated in Numbers 34.3-

12.  However, from both biblical and extra-biblical references it is clear that the boundaries of

the geographical area referred to by the name ‘Canaan’ changed over time (see Schmitz

1992:828-831).  Thus, the kontrastive resumptive pronoun in (49) serves to inform the

reader/listener that the precise extent of the land described in the preceding geographical list,

nothing more, nothing less, constitutes their inheritance from God.

Finally, we arrive at the last type of pragmatically motivated resumption: resumption at

the subject position within the relative clause.  Because BH is a pro-drop language (see

3.4.1.3), i.e., the verbs are fully inflected for agreement features, subject pronouns are not
                                                

15 See also Lev 25.55.
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required.  Even so, there are a very few number of Biblical Hebrew relative clauses that exhibit

resumption at the subject position, a type of resumption that is clearly not syntactically or

semantically required.16  There are five examples of this subject/nominative resumption with a

participial predicate, as in (50).17  Compare (50) to the more common lack of resumption in

participial predicates illustrated in (51).

(50)  }et◊     }§loœhe®k≈em        }∞sûer  hu®}  mo®sûˆî∞{                 laœk≈em
ACC  god-your   Op   REL   he    saves(MS PTCP)  to-you

‘your godi Opi who hei saves you’ (1 Sam 10.19)18

(51)   }eœt◊     sˆîhΩoœn melek≈   haœ}§moœrˆî              }∞sûer    t    yo®sûeœb≈                  b´hΩesûbo®n
ACC  Sihon  king.of   the-Amorites  Op   REL              dwell(MS PTCP)  in-Heshbon

‘Sihon, king of the Amoritesi, Opi who ti is dwelling in Heshbon’ (Deut 1.4)19

In example (50), the presence of the independent personal pronoun serves to indicate that the

referent of the pronoun hu®} ‘he’ is kontrastive.  Indeed, the entire verse of 1 Samuel 10.19 sums

up the contrast that underlies the larger discourse:

“But today you have rejected your God, who he saves you from all your calamities and your
distresses; and you have said, ‘No! but set a king over us.’ Now therefore present yourselves
before Yhwh by your tribes and by your clans.”

                                                
16 For example, the following is a list of relative clauses in which there is a trace at the subject position,

indicating the resumption could have occurred, but did not: Gen 7.8; Num 21.34; Deut 1.4; 3.2; 4.46; 1Kgs 5.13;
Isa 11.10; 24.2; 49.7; Jer 38.16; Ezek 9.2; 13.3; 43.1; Zech 11.5; Psa 115.8; 135.18; Qoh 4.1; 8.12; Esth 8.8; Neh
5.2, 3, 4; 2 Chr 34.10.

17 See also Exod 5.8; Num 14.8; Deut 20.20; Neh 2.13 (reading the qere).  In 2 Kgs 22.13 there is what
appears to be the sole example of subject resumption with a finite verb; however, this form can easily be repointed
as a participle.  Given that there are no other examples of subject resumption in a finite verbal relative clause, it is
possible that we should analyze 2 Kgs 22.13 as a participial relative clause.

18 See also Exod 5.8; Deut 20.20.

19 See also Gen 7.8; 39.22; 40.5; Num 21.34; Deut 3.2; 4.46; 28.61; Judg 18.7; 1 Sam 22.2; 1 Kgs 5.13; Isa
11.10; Jer 38.16; Ezek 9.2; 13.3; 43.1; Psa 115.8; 135.18; Qoh 8.14; 2 Chr 34.10.
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In the context of the larger discourse of 1 Samuel 8-11, it is clear that the Israelites’ wish for a

king is contrary to the wish of their god, Yhwh.  The rare presence of the personal pronoun in

the highest subject position within the relative clause, as in 1 Samuel 10.19, instructs the

listener/reader to establish a membership set based on the referent of the pronoun, e.g., for 1

Samuel 10.19 the set might be composed of {he/God, me/Samuel, a (human) king, . . . }.  The

kontrast that the pronoun in 1 Samuel 10.19 establishes is meant to highlight that the people are

rejecting God (the only character who has the ability to deliver them from their calamities) in

favor of a king—a mere human and an unknown quantity.

It appears from the data, illustrated by the contrast between (51) and (50), that

phonologically null constituents (e.g., traces left by relativization) in BH cannot be kontrastive.

It is not altogether clear whether this requirement has to do with the kontrastive feature or with

clausal position: in other words, does the kontrastive feature within the derivation require an

overt constituent, or does the position to which kontrastive constituents move somehow restrict

the type of resumptive constituents (e.g., overt versus covert) that may be used?  Whatever the

answer, a constituent within a BH relative that is pragmatically marked for Kontrast must be

spelled out overtly.

In summary, I have described three general linguistic approaches to the issue of

resumption.  In each case, I have demonstrated how the semantic and pragmatic proposals do

not aid us in the study of resumption in BH relative clauses.  The semantic proposal submitted

by Doron 1982 cannot be either validated or invalidated since we do not have access to the

necessary semantic judgments of the BH data.  In addition, Prince’s (1990) information

structure solution simply does not describe the variation present in BH relative clauses.
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I have proposed that resumption exists in Biblical Hebrew in order to fulfill number of

specific functions.  The one question that remains, then, is whether there is a unified

explanation for all of these functions.  I believe that we can at least reduce the number of

functions to two general ones.  First, resumption (or perhaps more accurately, the resumptive

relative clause structure) is employed in Biblical Hebrew as a device by which ungrammatical

sentences are “saved”.  When the more common non-resumptive relative clause structure

would result in an ungrammatical derivation (that is, the clause is either syntactically

ungrammatical or semantically uninterpretable), the resumptive relative clause structure, as a

type of last resort phenomenon, is used in order to produce a grammatical clause.  So, when a

one part verbless clause would produce a semantically uninterpretable clause, a resumptive

constituent is used.  Or when a complex noun phrase serves as the antecedent and the precise

head of the relative clause is unclear, a resumptive pronoun is used for clarification.

Secondly, resumption that is not obligatory for grammaticality is used for a pragmatic

purpose.  A non-obligatory resumptive pronoun is kontrastive; in other words, the referent of

the head DP is kontrastive within the relative clause.

Now that we have examined the structure and function of resumption within BH

relatives, let us investigate the phenomenon within BH relatives that Goshen-Gottstein labeled

‘afterthought’ (see 1.2).
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5.4 EXTRAPOSITION AND BH RELATIVE CLAUSES

Extraposition describes the placement of a constituent near the end of a clause (Ouhalla

1999:87; Crystal 1997:146; cf. Haegeman 1994:60-63).20  More specifically, it describes the

separation of a modifying constituent (such as a relative clause) from its head, with the

modifier placed somewhere farther to the right of the head (Mallinson and Blake 1981:316).

The English examples in (52)-(53) serve to illustrate the placement of constituents at the end of

a clause; the extraposed clause is in brackets and its “normal” position is marked with a

coindexed t(race) (from Mallinson and Blake 1981:316):

(52)  [Some friends whom we hadn’t seen for years] came to stay last week.
(53)  [Some friends ti] came to stay last week [whom we hadn’t seen for years]i.

In (52), the relative clause modifies the DP some friends and, according to the typical relative

clause construction in English, it follows immediately after its head.  However, (53) exhibits

discontinuity between the head some friends and its relative whom we hadn’t seen for years: a

VP intervenes.

Typically, extraposition has been considered an example of rightward movement, or

movement towards the end of the clause.21  (54)-(55) illustrate extraposition as rightward

movement, from the subject and object positions respectively.

                                                
20 There was a time in the field of linguistics when the term extraposition was used for the general movement

of constituents, either towards the front or the rear of a clause.  It is possible that this broad definition of
extraposition can be assigned to Jespersen’s 1920’s work on English syntax in which he defines extraposition as
the case in which “a word, or a group of word, is placed, as it were, outside of the sentence as if it had nothing to
do there” (1969:35; cf. 1964:95; 1949(3):72, 357; 1949(7):223).  Also see Mallinson (1986) for a survey of usage
of the term extraposition in linguistics leading up to the mid-1980s.

Within the field of Biblical Hebrew linguistics, current linguistic conventions have often been overlooked and
the older usage of extraposition has been adopted by a few prolific scholars (e.g., Khan 1988 and Zewi 1996a,
1996b), a move which has resulted in much terminological confusion.

21 For an early Government and Binding analysis, see Baltin 1984; for discussion of how a rightward analysis
fits within more recent trends within generative grammar, see the volume of papers edited by Beerman, LeBlanc,
and Van Riemsdijk (1997).
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(54)  Some friends ti came to stay last week [whom we hadn’t seen for years]i

(55)  We saw some friends ti last week [whom we hadn’t seen for years]i

 CP

VP'

   VP

came to stay last week

  IP

     Some friends
twhom we hadn’t seen for years

   CP

whom we hadn’t seen for years

CP

VP'

   VP

saw

  IP

     some friends
twhom we hadn’t seen for years

   CP

whom we hadn’t seen for years
    V'

We

last week
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With the works of Kayne (1994) and Chomsky (1995b), however, the study of

extraposition shifted to a leftward movement analysis.  This shift was necessary since both

Kayne’s and Chomsky’s linguistic theories prohibit rightward movement altogether.22  A

possible leftward account for extraposition is illustrated in (56).

(56) 

In (56) the relative clause actually remains in its base position (i.e., the position into which it

was introduced from the lexicon); the constituents that move are the 1) the head some friend

and 2) the PP, on the street, that followed the relative.  This leftward movement of the head and

the PP gives the illusion that the relative has actually moved right.  Whether this leftward

movement account is correct is still a matter of vigorous debate, regardless of whether it is

formulated based upon the principle of Kayne’s Linear Correspondence Axiom or upon

Chomsky’s Minimalist Program (see the edited volume of Beerman, LeBlanc et al. 1997 for a

number of articles exploring the phenomenon of ‘rightward movement’ and possible analyses

within recent linguistic frameworks).  However, for our purposes, it is not critical whether

relative clause ‘extraposition’ is in fact extraposition (i.e., rightward movement) or the leftward

movement of surrounding non-relative constituents.  The fact remains that a relative clause may

be separated from its head and this phenomenon has often been overlooked in BH studies.

                                                
22 Specifically, Kayne’s Linear Correspondence Axiom prohibits rightward movement outright and

Chomsky’s Checking Theory provides syntactic motivation only for leftward movement.  See Beerman, LeBlanc,
and Van Riemsdijk 1997 for a collection of papers dealing with the issue of rightward movement within both
Kayne’s and Chomsky’s theories.

metwe [some friends][on the street][tsome friends whom we hadn’t seen for years]ton the street
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In the next section we shall investigate the many functions of the word }∞sûer in order to

discern whether all of the functions typically assigned to this word by grammars are

linguistically justifiable.  In the end, we shall see that the phenomenon of relative clause

‘extraposition’ considerably affects how we analyze the function of }∞sûer.

5.4.1. The Multiple Meanings of }∞sûer

BH reference grammars typically analyze the majority of }∞sûer clauses as either relative

or complement clauses.  However, often grammars, commentaries, and translations also treat

}∞sûer as a subordinating conjunction which introduces causal, purpose, result, and conditional

clauses, illustrated by the “result” use of }∞sûer in (57).

(57)  hinne®    naœt◊attˆî                        l´k≈aœi       leœb≈     hΩaœk≈aœm w´naœb≈o®n                 }∞sûer kaœmo®k≈aœ  loœ}
behold  give(1CS PERF MOD)   to-you   heart  wise     and-understanding REL   like-you NEG

haœya                l´p≈aœne®k≈aœ     w´}ahΩ∞re®k≈aœ       loœ}     yaœqu®m              kaœmo®k≈aœ
be(3MS PERF)  before-you  and-after-you  NEG   rise(3MS IMPF)  like-you

‘I will give you a wise and discerning heart, so that there will never have been anyone like you, nor
will there ever be.’ (1 Kgs 3.12 NIV; see also NAS, RSV, KJV; cf. NRSV)23

As I have indicated in (57), many English translations interpret the }∞sûer in 1 Kings 3.12 as a

function word introducing a result clause. Many commentators as well understand the }∞sûer in 1

Kings 3.12 to be introducing a result clause (Keil 1877:42; see also Mulder (1998:148-149),

who takes the }∞sûer in verse 12 to refer to leœb ≈ but the }∞sûer in verse 13 as a result clause).

However, I will argue in the remainder of this section that such an understanding of }∞sûer

clauses (i.e., that the word }∞sûer introduces result, purpose, causal, or conditional clauses) is

                                                
23 DeVries (1985:46) takes the }∞sûer in v. 12 to refer to leœb ≈ and the }∞sûer in v. 13 to refer to gam  {oœsûer gam

kaœb≈o®d≈.
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mistaken; rather, such }∞sûer clauses are either complement clauses, null head relatives, or

extraposed relative clauses.

5.4.1.1. }∞sûer as an Object Clause Complementizer

After the use of }∞sûer to introduce relative clauses, the second most common use of }∞sûer

is to introduce the clausal complement of a verb.24  As a complementizer marking an object

clause, }∞sûer operates much like the Hebrew word kˆî when kˆî introduces an object clause.  The

following is a minimal pair using the same verb and complementizer combination: (58)

presents }∞sûer introducing an object clause, and (59) presents kˆî introducing an object clause.25

(58)  u®b≈ammid≈baœr                 }∞sûer  raœ}ˆît◊aœ                }∞sûer   n´síaœ}∞k≈aœ                      yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ
and-in-the-wilderness   REL  see(2MS PERF)  COMP  carry(3MS PERF)-you  Yhwh  god-your

‘and in the wilderness where you saw that Yahweh, your god, carried you’ (Deut 1.31)

(59)  wayyoœ}mru®              raœ}o®         raœ}ˆînu®              kˆî       haœya®                yhwh   {immaœk≈
and-say(3MP PAST)  see(INF)   see(1CP PERF) COMP  be(3MS PERF)  Yhwh  with-you

‘then they said: We saw clearly that Yahweh was with you’ (Gen 26.28)

We cannot understand the }∞sûer in (58) and (59) as a relative word.  Within relative

clauses there is a position that corresponds to the head (whether the head is overt or covert).  In

                                                
24 }∞sûer complement clauses should not be confused with }∞sûer clauses preceded by the particle }et◊ (which often

marks the direct object).  The latter type of clause is more accurately a null head relative which stands in the object
position; this is distinct from the use of }∞sûer to introduce object clauses.  See 2.2.2 for further discussion.

25 For other }∞sûer complement clauses, see Exod 11.7; Lev 5.5; 26.40; Num 32.23; Deut 1.31; 3.24; Josh 4.7; 1
Sam 15.20; 18.15; 24.19; 2 Sam 1.4; 2.4; 14.15; 1 Kgs 22.16; Isa 37.21; 38.7; Jer 28.9; Ezek 20.26; Zech 8.20;
8.23; Psa 10.6; 89.52 (2x); Job 9.5; Qoh 3.22; 5.4, 17; 6.10;. 7.18; 7.22, 29; 8.3, 12, 14; 9.1; Esth 1.19; 2.10; 3.4;
4.11; 6.2; 8.11; Dan 1.8; Ezra 2.5, 63; Neh 2.10; 7.65; 8.14-15; 10.31; 13.1, 19, 22; 1 Chr 21.8; 2 Chr 2.7; 18.15.

The function word sûe, which primarily serves as a relative word, is similar to the word }∞sûer in that it also
occasionally introduces complement clauses; see Job 19.29; Song 5.8; Qoh 1.17; 2.14, 15; 3.18; 7.10; 8.14; 9.5.

See Rooker (1990:111-12, 123) for an argument that the use of }∞sûer in complement clauses increased in
frequency in Late Biblical Hebrew.
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Biblical Hebrew that position is often marked by a resumptive pronoun or resumptive adverb

(such as the Hebrew word sûaœm ‘there’); however, the position may also be left as a trace (or

gap) within the relative clause (see above 2.5, 5.3).  What is significantly different about }∞sûer

complement clauses, as in (58) and (59), is that there is no such open or resumed position

within the clause.  The lack of either a trace or resumption syntactically distinguishes relative

clauses from complement clauses when both are introduced by the same lexical item.

5.4.1.2. Non-Relative, Non-Complement Uses of }∞sûer

In the last section I briefly presented data that suggest that the BH word }∞sûer is used to

introduce complement clauses in addition to relative clauses.  However, the functions of this

word do not end with complement and relative clauses, at least according to most reference

grammars.  For example, the popular BH grammars of Kautzsch 1910, Waltke and O’Connor

1990, Joüon and Muraoka 1993, and van der Merwe, Naudé, and Kroeze 1999 as well as the

lexicons of Brown, Driver, and Briggs [1906] 1979 [=BDB], Clines 1993-2000 [=DCH], and

Koehler, Baumgartner et al. 1994-2000 [=HALOT] list a combined sixty-four examples of }∞sûer

used to introduce non-relative and non-complement clauses.  The following is a brief summary

of these other uses of }∞sûer.  Contextually, some }∞sûer clauses appear to provide the cause for the

preceding event, as in (60)-(62).26

(60)  wayyaœmot◊               ben       haœ}isûsûa®         hazzoœ}t◊   laœyla®  }∞sûer  sûaœk≈´b≈a®             {aœlaœyw
and-die(3MS PAST)   son-of  the-woman   the-this  night  REL   lie(3FS PERF)   upon-him
‘during the night this woman’s son died because she lay on him’ (1Kgs 3.19 NIV)

                                                
26 Cf. Gen 30.18; 31.49; 34.13, 27; 42.21; Num 20.13; Deut 3.24; Josh 4.7, 23; 22.31; Judg 9.17; 1 Sam 2.23;

15.15; 20.42; 25.26, 26.23; 2 Sam 2.5; 1 Kgs 3.19; 15.5; 2 Kgs 12.3; 17.4; 23.26; Jer 16.13; Job 34.27; Qoh 8.11,
12; Dan 1.10.
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(61)  wattoœ}mer                leœ}a®    naœt◊an                 }§loœhˆîm   sí´k≈aœrˆî          }∞sûer  naœt◊attˆî

and-say(3FS PAST)   Leah  give(3MS PERF)  God       reward-my   REL   give(1CS PERF)

sûip≈hΩaœt◊ˆî                   l´}ˆîsûˆî
maidservant-my   to-man-my

‘Leah said: God has given me my hire because I gave my maid to my husband’ (Gen 30.18 NRSV)

(62)  wayya{∞nu®                      b≈´ne®      ya{∞qoœb≈    }et◊    sû´k≈em      w´}et◊      hΩ∞mo®r    }aœb≈ˆîw
and-answer(3MP PAST)   sons-of  Jacob       ACC Shechem  and-ACC Hamor   father-his

b´mirma®    way´d≈abbeœru®                }∞sûer  t√immeœ}                 }eœt◊    dˆîna®   }∞hΩoœt◊aœm
in-deceit     and-speak(3MP PAST)   REL   defile(3MS PERF)  ACC Dinah sister-their
‘the sons of Jacob answered Shechem and his father Hamor deceitfully, because he had defiled their
sister Dinah’ (Gen 34.13 NRSV)

Alternatively, some }∞sûer clauses seem to describe the purpose of a preceding event (63)-(65).27

(63)  w´loœ}       t◊a{∞le®                    b≈´ma{∞loœt◊   {al     mizb´hΩˆî   }∞sûer   loœ}   t◊iggaœle®
and-NEG  go up(2MS IMPF)  on-steps     upon  altar-my  REL    NEG  reveal(3FS IMPF PASS)
{erwaœt◊´k≈aœ            {aœlaœyw
nakedness-your   upon-it
‘you shall not go up by steps to my altar, so that [= in order that] your nakedness may not be
exposed on it’ (Exod 20.26 NRSV)

(64)  haqhel                                lˆî           }et◊    haœ{aœm         w´}asûmi{eœm                                  }et◊
assemble(2MS IMV CAUS)  for-me  ACC  the-people  and-hear(1CS IMPF CAUS)-them   ACC

d´b≈aœraœy      }∞sûer  yilm´d≈u®n             l´yir}a®          }oœt◊ˆî         kol     hayyaœmˆîm }∞sûer  heœm
words-my  REL    learn(3MP IMPF)  to-fear(INF)  ACC-me  all-of  the-days     REL   they (are)

hΩayyˆîm   {al      haœ}∞d≈aœma®
alive       upon   the-land
‘assemble the people for me, and I will let them hear my words, so that [= in order that] they may
learn to fear me as long as they live on the earth’ (Deut 4.10 NRSV)

(65)  wayyoœ}mer              yhwh  }el  y´ho®sûua{  hayyo®m  hazze®    }aœhΩeœl                  gaddelk≈aœ
and-say(3MS PAST)  Yhwh  to  Joshua     the-day   the-this begin(1CS IMPF) great(INF CAUS)-you

b´{e®ne®        kol     yisíraœ}eœl  }∞sûer  yeœd≈´{u®n               kˆî        ka}∞sûer haœyˆît◊ˆî             {im   moœsûe®
in-eyes.of   all.of  Israel     REL   know(3MP IMPF) COMP   as-REL be(1CS PERF)  with Moses

}ehye®             {immaœk≈
be(1CS IMPF)  with-you
‘and the LORD [Yhwh] said to Joshua, “Today I will begin to exalt you in the eyes of all Israel, so
[= in order that] they may know that I am with you as I was with Moses’ (Josh 3.7 NIV)

                                                
27 See also Gen 11.7; 24.3; Exod 20.26; Deut 4.10, 40; 6.3(2x); 32.46; Josh 3.7; 1 Kgs 22.16; Neh 8.14f.
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Other }∞sûer clauses seem to provide the result of the circumstances described in the preceding

clause, as in (66)-(68).28

(66)  w´síamtˆî                        }et◊    zar{∞k≈aœ     ka{∞p≈ar        haœ}aœresΩ   }∞sûer }im     yu®k≈al                }ˆîsû
and-set(1CS PERF MOD) ACC seed-your like-dust.of the-earth REL  COND able(3MS IMPF) man
limno®t◊             }et◊   {∞p≈ar      haœ}aœresΩ   gam zar{∞k≈aœ      yimmaœne®
to-count(INF) ACC  dust.of  the-earth also seed-your count(3MS IMPF PASS)
 ‘I shall make your offspring like the dust of the earth; so that [= with the result that] if one can
count the dust of the earth, your offspring also can be counted’ (Gen 13.16 NRSV)

(67)  w´haœy´t◊aœQr                     nib≈lat◊         }ˆîzeb≈el    k´d≈oœmen    {al       p´ne®      hasísíaœd≈e®    b´hΩeœleq
and-be(3FS PERF MOD)   corpse-of   Jezebel   like-dung    upon   face-of   the-field  in-district-of
yizr´{e}l  }∞sûer  loœ}    yoœ}mru®             zoœ}t◊   }ˆîzaœb≈el
Jezreel    REL    NEG   say(3MP IMPF)  this   Jezebel

‘the corpse of Jezebel shall be like dung on the field in the territory of Jezreel, so that [= with the
result that] no one can say, This is Jezebel’ (2 Kgs 9.37 NRSV)

(68)  w´lihat√                                }oœt◊aœm         hayyo®m   habbaœ}                         }aœmar                 yhwh
and-burn(3MS PERF MOD)   ACC-them   the-day    the-coming(MS PTCP)  say(3MS PERF)  Yhwh

sΩ´b≈aœ}o®t◊ }∞sûer  loœ}     ya{∞zoœb≈                laœhem     sûoœresû   w´{aœnaœp≈
hosts     REL   NEG   leave(3MS IMPF)  for-them  root    and-branch

‘“and the day that is coming will set them ablaze,” says the LORD [Yhwh] of hosts,  “so that [= with
the result that] it will leave them neither root nor branch”’ (Mal 3.19 NAS95)

Finally, many grammarians have noted that }∞sûer occasionally introduces a conditional clause,

as in (69)-(71), serving to mark the protasis in a manner similar to the words }im and kˆî.29

                                                
28 See also Gen 13.16; 22.14; Deut 28.27, 35, 51; 1 Kgs 3.8, 12, 13; 2 Kgs 9.37; Mal 3.19.

29 See also Lev 4.22; 25.33; Num 5.29; Deut 11.26-28; 18.22; Josh 4.21; 1 Sam 16.7; 1 Kgs 8.31, 33; Isa 31.4.
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(69) 26r´}e® }              aœnoœk≈ˆî  noœt◊eœn                 lip≈ne®k≈em    hayyo®m   b´raœk≈a®     u®q´laœla®     27}et◊
 see(2MP IMV)   I         give(MS PTCP)  before-you  the-day    blessing  and-curse   ACC

habb´raœk≈a®      }∞sûer   tisûm´{u®               }el  misΩwoœt◊                      yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈em  }∞sûer  }aœnoœk≈ˆî
the-blessing   COND  listen(2MP IMPF)  to  commandments-of   Yhwh  god-your    REL   I

m´sΩawwe®                  }et◊k≈em     hayyo®m  28w´haqq´laœla®      }im   loœ}   t◊isûm´{u®               }el
command(MS PTCP)   ACC-you  the-day      and-the-curse  COND NEG listen(2MP IMPF) to

misΩwoœt◊                     yhwh   }§loœhe®k≈em  w´sartem                       min  hadderek≈   }∞sûer   }aœnoœk≈ˆî
commandments-of   Yhwh  god-your   and-depart(2MP PERF)   from the-way     REL      I
m´sΩawwe®                 }et◊k≈em       hayyo®m   laœlek≈et◊          }ahΩ∞re®  }§loœhˆîm  }∞hΩeœrˆîm  }∞sûer  loœ}
command(MS PTCP)  ACC-you   the-day    to-walk(INF)  after   gods      other      REL  NEG

y´d≈a{tem
know(2MP PERF)

26‘see—I am setting before you today a blessing and a curse:
27the blessing if you obey the commands of the LORD your God that I am giving you today;
28the curse if you disobey the commands of the LORD your God and turn from the way that I
command you today by following other gods, which you have not known’ (Deut 11.26-28 NIV)

(70)  }∞sûer  naœsíˆî}  yehΩ§t√aœ}             w´{aœsía®                           }ahΩat◊  mikkol         misΩwoœt◊                     yhwh
 REL    ruler   sin(3MS IMPF)  and-do(3MS PERF MOD)  one   from-all-of  commandments-of   Yhwh
}§loœhaœyw  }∞sûer  loœ}    t◊eœ{aœsíe®na®                  bisûg≈aœg≈a®  w´}aœsûeœm
god-his     REL  NEG  do(3FS IMPF PASS)  in-error   and-be guilty(3MS PERF)

‘if a ruler sins and inadvertently does one of any of the commands of Yhwh, his god, which should
not be done, and he incurs guilt’ (Lev 4.22; see DCH:433; HALOT:99)

(71)  wayyoœ}mer               }el  b´ne®      yisíraœ}eœl  leœ}moœr   }∞sûer  yisû}aœlu®n             b´ne®k≈em
and-say(3MS PAST)   to  sons-of  Israel     say(INF) REL    ask(3MP IMPF)  sons-your

maœhΩaœr        }et◊    }∞b≈o®t◊aœm            leœ}moœr    ma®  haœ}∞b≈aœnˆîm  haœ}eœlle®
tomorrow  ACC  fathers-them    say(INF) WH  the-stones  the-these

‘then he said to the Israelites: If your children ask their fathers in the future, “What are these
stones?”’ (Josh 4.21; see GKC §159cc; HALOT:99)

These last four functions of }∞sûer beg the question: Is it syntactically justifiable for  }∞sûer

to be assigned a causal, purpose, result, or conditional function?  Or are some of these

purported syntactic functions perhaps motivated by the pragmatically implied relationship of

the }∞sûer clause to the antecedent (or further, might translation into a target language have been

an influence)?  Clearly, }∞sûer marks both relative and complement clauses, and the two are
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syntactically distinct and relatively simple to distinguish from one another.  As for the rest of

the purported functions of }∞sûer, I suggest that the vast majority of the examples listed in the

previous section under causal, purpose, result, or conditional should be treated as the relative

use of }∞sûer.  Some of them, like the examples in (63) and (66) can simply be reanalyzed as

typical relative clauses modifying the nearest antecedent, repeated in (72)-(73)—there is no

syntactic justification for an alternate analysis.

(72)  w´loœ}      t◊a{∞le®                    b≈´ma{∞loœt◊   {al      mizb´hΩˆî   }∞sûer   loœ}   t◊iggaœle®
and-NEG  go up(2MS IMPF)  on-steps     upon  altar-my  REL    NEG  reveal(3FS IMPF PASS)

{erwaœt◊´k≈aœ            {aœlaœyw
nakedness-your   upon-it

‘you shall not go up by steps to my altar which your nakedness may not be exposed on it’ (i.e., upon
which your nakedness may not be exposed; Exod 20.26)

(73)  w´síamtˆî                         }et◊    zar{∞k≈aœ      ka{∞p≈ar        haœ}aœresΩ  }∞sûer   }im    yu®k≈al                }ˆîsû
and-set(1CS PERF MOD) ACC seed-your like-dust.of the-earth REL   COND able(3MS IMPF) man

limno®t◊             }et◊   {∞p≈ar      haœ}aœresΩ   gam zar{∞k≈aœ      yimmaœne®
to-count(INF) ACC  dust.of  the-earth also seed-your count(3MS IMPF PASS)

 ‘I will make your offspring like the dust of the earth which if one can count the dust of the earth,
your offspring also can be counted’ (Gen 13.16)

Other examples are more problematic, especially those with no appropriate antecedent

immediately preceding the }∞sûer clause.  However, even these examples can be analyzed as

relative clauses by recognizing that the relative clause has a null head.  In the case of the

example in (74), it is not that the }∞sûer introduces a conditional; rather, the example is a relative

without an overt antecedent—a null head relative.

(74)  wayyoœ}mer            }el b´ne®      yisíraœ}eœl    leœ}moœr proi }∞sûeri   yisû}aœlu®n           b´ne®k≈em   maœhΩaœri

and-say(3MS PAST) to  sons.of  Israel      COMP            REL    ask(3MP IMPF) sons-your  tomorrow
}et◊     }∞b≈o®t◊aœm         leœ}moœr  ma®    haœ}∞b≈aœnˆîm   haœ}eœlle®
ACC   fathers-their  COMP   what  the-stones   the-these

‘then he said to the Israelites, “Øi Wheni your children ask their fathers (in the) futurei: What are
these stones?’ (Josh 4.21)
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An overtly headed }∞sûer relative clause that is similar to the example in (74) is given in (75) for

comparison.

(75)  10yo®mi  }∞sûeri  {aœmad≈taœ                lip≈ne®    yhwh }§loœhe®k≈aœ    b´hΩoœreœb≈ . . .   11wattiqr´b≈u®n
   day      REL    stand(2MS PERF) before Yhwh  god-your  in-Horeb        and-draw near(2MP PAST)
watta{amd≈u®n                tahΩat◊   haœhaœr
and-stand(2MP PAST)   under  the-mountain

‘(on the) dayi wheni you stood before Yhwh, your god, at Horeb . . . you drew near and you stood at
the foot of the mountain’ (Deut 4.10-11)

In (75) the noun phrase yo®m ‘day’ serves as the head of the relative; the head and its relative as

a whole function as a temporal modifier for the main clause in Deut 4.11.  Likewise, in (74) the

null head relative functions as a temporal modifier to the verb “ask.” In fact, the covert head

(Ø ) is resumed by the adverb maœh Ωaœr ‘tomorrow’ within the }∞sûer clause.  The clearest

explanation of (74) is achieved by comparing a non-relativized version with the relativized

version that we have: Your children shall ask you tomorrow/in the future vs. Tomorrow when

your children ask you (tomorrow/in the future).  While resumption in the relative clause is not

acceptable in English, it is a well-known phenomenon in Biblical Hebrew (e.g. it is

syntactically analogous to the BH constructions in which we find phrases such as the place

which he put his tent there).30

The concept of null head, or covertly headed, relative clauses provides a satisfactory

solution for only a small number of “problematic” BH relatives.  Now that we have discussed

one solution for retaining a relative analysis of }∞sûer clauses, let us move on to the second, and

in many ways, the more significant proposal: extraposition.

                                                
30 For example, see Gen 3.23; Num 35.26; Jer 16.15.
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5.4.2. BH Relative Clause Extraposition

When we return to the issue of extraposition of the BH }∞sûer clauses, we see that the

data, represented by (76)-(78), exhibit the same type of movement as the English examples

given above in (54)-(55).31  (I have positioned the traces in each example below in accordance

with a leftward movement analysis.)

(76)   u®r´}u®                         kˆî         raœ{at◊k≈emi   rabba®   [ti }∞sûer   {∞síˆît◊em]                    b´{e®ne®         yhwh
and-see(2MP IMV)    COMP    evil-your     great          REL    do(2MP PERF)   in-eyes-of   Yhwh

‘and see that your evili (is) great [ti which you did] in the eyes of Yhwh’ (1 Sam 12:17)

(77)   w´hinne®      rib≈qa®i      yoœsΩeœ}t◊                 [ti }∞sûer  yull´d≈a®                       lib≈t◊u®}eœl      ben     milka®
and-behold  Rebekah  go out(FS PTCP)       REL   bear(3FS PERF PASS)  to-Bethuel son.of Milcah

}eœsûet◊      naœhΩo®r   }∞hΩˆî            }ab≈raœhaœm]
wife.of  Nahor  brother.of  Abraham

‘and behold, Rebekahi was coming out [ti who was born to Bethuel, son of Micah wife of Nahor,
brother of Abraham]’  (Gen 24.15)

(78)   u®l´yo®seœp≈           yullad≈                          sû´ne®     b≈aœnˆîmi   b´t√erem  taœb≈o®}                    sû´nat◊
and-to-Joseph   bear(3MS PERF PASS)  two-of  sons        in-yet     come(3FS IMPF)  year-of

haœraœ{aœb≈       [ti }∞sûer  yaœl´d≈a®                lo®         }aœs´nat◊]
the-famine       REL    bear(3FS PERF)   to-him   Asenath

‘and to Joseph, two sonsi were born before the two famine years came, [ti who Asenath bore for
him]’ (Gen 41.50)

(76) represents a case of }∞sûer relative clause extraposition with an intervening verbless clause;

(77) is an example of }∞sûer relative clause extraposition with an intervening predicative

                                                
31 For other examples of BH relative clause extraposition, see Gen 1.11; 22.14; 30.2; 33.18; 34.13; 35.14;

48.9, 22; Exod 1.8; 4.17; 5.21; 13.5; 20.2; 29.42; 32.4; Lev 1.5; Deut 4.19, 28; 8.16; 11.10(2x); 19.9; 23.16; Josh
1.15; 6.26; Judg 9.17; 10.4; 18.16; 21.19; 1 Sam 3.11; 10.16; 14.21, 45; 15.2; 24.20; 2 Sam 2.5, 6; 3.8; 7.12, 23; 1
Kgs 5.21; 6.12; 8.24, 33; 10.3, 9, 10; 12.31; 13.14; 15.13; 2 Kgs 9.36, 37; 10.10; 12.3; 17.4; 21.12; Isa 28.4; 29.22;
30.24; 31.4; 54.9; 56.5; 63.7; 65.7; Jer 5.22; 13.25; 19.3; 24.3; 29.19; 37.1; 42.14; 43.1; Ezek 5.16; 6.9; 11.12;
12.2; 14.5; 15.6; 16.17, 45; 17.16; 20.11, 13, 21, 32; 47.14, 22; Mal 3.19; Psa 1.3; 26.9-10; 55.20; 58.5-6; 71.19;
78.5; 84.4; 119.49, 158; 132.2; 139.20; 140.3, 5; Ruth 4.1; Job 6.4; 12.10; 22.15; 30.1; 34.19; 36.28; 38.23; 39.6;
Ruth 4.15; Qoh 2.3; 4.9; 7.20, 22, 29; 8.13; 10.15; Lam 1.10; 4.20; Esth 1.19; 2.6; 4.5, 6; Dan 9.1, 8; Ezra 2.2;
9.11; Neh 2.8; 6.11; 9.26; 1 Chr 16.16; 21.17; 2 Chr 1.6; 9.2, 8; 15.16; 22.9; 36.13.
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participle; and (78) illustrates }∞sûer relative clause extraposition with an intervening temporal

clause containing a finite verb.

Recognizing the concept of extraposition allows us to analyze many more }∞sûer clauses

as relative clauses.  Let us look at two in particular: (79), which I introduced above as a causal

}∞sûer clause in (60), and (80), which I presented in (57) and is typically treated as a result }∞sûer

clause.  Such conclusions may seem warranted upon first glance; neither }∞sûer clause is adjacent

to an available antecedent.  However, it would be more economical to analyze each clause as

extraposition—it resorts to a type of movement which is well-attested in Biblical Hebrew (as

illustrated in (76)-(78)) and cross-linguistically32 and it preserves the basic two-fold function of

}∞sûer as well.

(79)  wayyaœmot◊                beni        haœ}isûsûa®        hazzoœ}t◊     laœyla®  [ti }∞sûer      sûaœk≈´b≈a®           {aœlaœyw]
and-die(3MS PAST) son.of  the-woman the-this     night      REL pro lay(3FS PERF) upon-him

’then the soni of this woman died (at) night, [ti who (she) laid upon him]’ (1Kgs 3.19)33

(80)  hinne®    naœt◊attˆî              l´k≈aœi      leœb≈     hΩaœk≈aœm w´naœb≈o®n             [ti }∞sûer  kaœmo®k≈aœ   loœ}  haœya®
behold give(1CS PERF) to-you   heart  wise     and-understanding   REL   like-you NEG be(3MS PERF)

l´p≈aœne®k≈aœ     w´}ahΩ∞re®k≈aœ      loœ}     yaœqu®m             kaœmo®k≈aœ]
before-you  and-after-you  NEG  rise(3MS IMPF) like-you

‘see—I give to youi a wise and discerning mind, [ti who there has been none like you before you and
after you none will rise like you]’ (1 Kgs 3.12)

                                                
32 For example, see Bayer (1997), who presents extraposition data from Bengali, Marathi, Hindi, Italian, and

German.

33 There are two possible heads for this extraposed relative: ‘the son of this woman’ or just ‘this woman’.
‘The son’ is the subject of the clause and the initial logical choice for the head of the relative.  If we analyze the
relative clause as modifying ‘the son’, the non-restrictive (and extraposed) relative provides further information
about the son that would appear to be necessary in order to place blame upon the boy’s mother for his death.
Although it is possible to analyze the relative as modifying the second half of the larger construct phrase, ‘this
woman’, this is rather awkward in that the relative clause would modify a DP-internal, non-argument constituent
and would split the information structure of the clause so that the predicate is modifying the subject, while the
extraposed relative is modifying a modifier of the subject.  In the example in (79), I have identified ‘the son’ as the
head of the relative and in order to indicate this clearly, I have placed the coindexation marker (subscript i) on the
NP ‘the son’ rather than on the entire DP ‘the son of this woman’ even though the larger constituent (i.e., the entire
DP) is technically the antecedent.
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In (79), the head that the extraposed relative modifies is the DP ben haœ}isûsûa® hazzoœ}t ◊ ‘the son of

this woman’.  The extraposed relative appears to non-restrictively modify the head in that it

provides additional information which is unnecessary for identifying the referent of ‘the son’

(the head ‘the son’ is already identified by virtue of the construct relationship with ‘this

woman’).  The relative clause is in fact providing the cause of death; the point is, however, that

syntactically it is more economical to analyze the }∞sûer clause as a relative even if we render it

as a causal clause in translation.  The second example, (80), is not so ambiguous.  Though it is

often categorized as a result clause, the }∞sûer clause should be understood as an extraposed

relative non-restrictively modifying the 2MS object of the preposition in the phrase l´k ≈aœ ‘to

you’.34

Now that I have described the presence and syntax of extraposition in BH relative

clauses, the question remains: is there a functional or pragmatic explanation?  A solution might

be found by looking to other types of rightward movement such as heavy NP-shift, illustrated in

(81) and (82) (modified from Haegeman 1994:419).

(81) 
a) Jeeves introduced the detective to the guests.

b) Jeeves introduced ti to the guests [NP the famous detective from Belgium]i.

(82) 
a)  My doctor told me to drink two glasses of water every night.
b)  My doctor told me to drink ti every night [NP two glasses of mineral water with a slice of lemon]i.

                                                
34 The extraposition from a prepositional phrase in which the preposition and the head are both moved up,

stranding the remaining material, also occurs in English, e.g. I was talking to a woman yesterday in the store who
had red hair.  See above in 2.2 where I present other examples of pronominal suffixes that serve as the head of a
relative clause.
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The clauses in (81)a) and (82)a) represent the normal order of constituents in English, with the

complement (i.e., the detective and two glasses of water) directly following the verb and

preceding any adjuncts (i.e., to the guests and every night).  In contrast, (81)b) and (82)b)

exhibit a different order, with the complement of the verb actually following the adjuncts.  The

difference between the two sets of clauses has been attributed to the “heaviness” of the

complements in (81)b) and (82)b) (see Haegeman 1994:421; Haegeman and Guéron 1999:222).

Haegeman and Guéron (1999) conjecture that “the heavy NP moves rightward because

it is informationally heavy . . . to focalize them, that is, to put them in a prominent position in

the sentence” (1999:223).  It is possible to work out a similar explanation for BH extraposition.

Although focused (or kontrastive; see above 4.1) constituents in BH are usually moved towards

the front of the clause, such movement is impossible for the material inside of a relative

clause—the relative clause cannot move over its head.  Thus, it is possible that extraposition is

the strategy by which a relative clause (excluding its head) is marked as kontrastive.  Consider

the examples of BH relative clause extraposition in (83).

(83)   w´hinne®      rib≈qa®i      yoœsΩeœ}t◊                 [ti }∞sûer  yull´d≈a®                       lib≈t◊u®}eœl ben milka®
and-behold  Rebekah  go out(FS PTCP)       REL   bear(3FS PERF PASS)  to-Bethuel son.of Milcah

}eœsûet◊      naœhΩo®r   }∞hΩˆî            }ab≈raœhaœm]
wife.of  Nahor  brother.of  Abraham

‘and behold, Rebekahi was coming out [ti who was born to Bethuel son of Milcah wife of Nahor,
brother of Abraham]’  (Gen 24.15)

It could be argued that the relative clause material in (83), }∞sûer yull´d ≈a® lib ≈t ◊u®}eœl ben milka® }eœsûet ◊

naœh Ωo®r }∞h Ωˆî }ab ≈raœhaœm ‘who was born to Bethuel son of Milcah wife of Nahor, brother of

Abraham’ has been moved to the extreme right of the clause in order to present it as

kontrastive.  In other words, within the narrative what is most important about Rebekah is not
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that she is coming out, but that she is one of Abraham’s people—she fulfills the requirement

that Abraham had set for servant, to find a wife for his son Isaac from his own people.

Similar explanations such as I have provided for (83) can be given for the extraposition

above in examples (79) and (80).  Unfortunately, there are too many examples of BH

extraposition for which such an analysis is unsatisfactory.  One would be hard-pressed to

explain the examples of extraposition above in (76) and (78) in the same way.  Where does that

leave us regarding a functional analysis of BH extraposition?  It is possible that, like many

analyses of heavy NP-shift, extraposition is rightward movement that is done in order to

facilitate the processing of the sentence.  “Heavier” material tends to obscure the syntax of a

clause and is inhibits the ability of the reader/listener to understand the communicative content

of the clause easily.  Clearly, more works needs to be done on the function of extraposition,

both in BH and in language in general.

5.4.3. Summary

The grammatical implications of re-analyzing problematic }∞sûer relative clauses are

clear: we preserve the economy of the function of }∞sûer, and we are left with only a handful of

examples which remain truly exceptional.  The exegetical implications are also forthcoming.

Let us return to the description of Solomon in 1 Kings 3.12-13, provided in full in (84).
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(84) 12hinne®  {aœsíˆît◊ˆî               kid≈b≈aœre®k≈aœ           hinne®   naœt◊attˆî               l´k≈aœi      leœb≈     hΩaœk≈aœm
behold   do(1CS PERF) like-words-your behold give(1CS PERF) to-you   heart  wise

w´naœb≈o®n                [ti }∞sûer   kaœmo®k≈aœ   loœ}   haœya®               l´p≈aœne®k≈aœ     w´}ahΩ∞re®k≈aœ      loœ}
and-understanding      REL    like-you  NEG be(3MS PERF) before-you  and-after-you NEG

yaœqu®m              kaœmo®k≈aœ]  13w´g≈am    }∞sûer  loœ}    sûaœ}altaœ              naœt◊attˆî                laœk≈i       gam  {oœsûer
rise(3MS IMPF)  like-you      and-also  REL  NEG  ask(2MS PERF) give(1CS PERF)  to-you  also   riches

gam  kaœb≈o®d≈  [tj }∞sûer  loœ}    haœya®               k≈aœmo®k≈aœ  }ˆîsû     bamm´laœk≈ˆîm  kol      yaœme®k≈aœ]
also  glory           REL   NEG  be(3MS PERF) like-you  man  in-the-kings   all.of  days-your

12see—I am acting according to your words; behold, I am giving to youi a wise and understanding
heart, [ti  who there was none like you before you and there will be none like you after you].  13Even
what you have not requested I am giving to youj—even riches and honor— [tj  who there was no man
like you among the kings all your days]. (1 Kgs 3.12-13)

If the bracketed }∞sûer clauses in verses 12 and 13 are understood as result clauses, the

passage indicates that Solomon becomes unique only after God endows him with a wise and

discerning mind, i.e. God is about to give Solomon wisdom and riches with the result that he

will become unique.

Semantically, there is nothing inherently wrong with this analysis—it is a logical

possibility.  However, if non-complement }∞sûer clauses are to be understood syntactically only

as relative clauses (which are extraposed in these two verse), then BH grammar does not allow

us to analyze the }∞sûer clause as a result clause.  Rather, the grammar suggests that God already

considered Solomon unique among men (note the tense of the verbs within the relatives), i.e.

Solomon alone has shown himself, by his humble request, worthy among kings and God is in

the process of blessing him for the character he has demonstrated.  The difference between the

two interpretations, based upon differing syntactic analyses, is subtle yet significant.

In this section I have addressed the phenomenon of extraposition in BH relative clauses.

I have argued that extraposition (and null head relatives) allows us to maintain an analysis of

}∞sûer that is essentially binary: }∞sûer marks relative clauses or complement clauses.  Recognizing
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the two concepts of extraposition and null head relatives allows us to avoid a more complex

analysis of }∞sûer where we add four additional functions to this single functional word: causal,

purpose, result, and conditional.  We have examined the issues of resumption and extraposition

within BH relative clauses.  In the next section, we shall complete our investigation our the BH

relative clause by returning to the issue of restrictiveness.

5.5. RESTRICTIVENESS AND BH RELATIVES WITHIN THE MINIMALIST FRAMEWORK

In 2.1 and 2.7 I introduced the issue of restrictiveness in relative clauses and how it is

manifested in BH.  The basic semantic difference between restrictive and non-restrictive

relatives is that the former supplies information necessary for identifying the referent of the

head, while the latter does not.  However, describing this difference in explicit linguistic terms

has not been an easy task.  In this section I return to that discussion in order to describe the

syntax and semantics of restrictiveness in BH within the minimalist framework.  First,

however, I shall summarize the information I presented in chapter two that concerns

restrictiveness in BH.

Non-restrictive relatives are rarely separated from their heads, e.g., by extraposition, as

in (85) (Emonds 1979:234-35; Mallinson and Blake 1981; McCawley 1998:447).35

(85)   *My father came in, who runs his own business
vs. My father, who runs his own business, came in

Proper names can only be modified by non-restrictive relatives, as in (86) (1981:359-66).

(86)   I saw John, who studies daily

vs. *I saw John who studies daily

                                                
35 There are occasionally non-restrictive relatives that exhibit extraposition and that appear to be grammatical;

Fabb presents the following as such an example (1990:59): I met John yesterday, who I like a lot.
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Restrictive relatives can only modify NPs (87)a), whereas non-restrictive relatives can modify

any XP, e.g., NPs, VPs, PPs, and CP, as in (87)b), (88), (89), and (90), respectively (Fabb

1990:60; Demirdache 1991:108-9; McCawley 1998:447).

(87)  Relative Clause Modifying an NP
a)  I called a friend that was working.

b)  I called Rachel, who was working.

(88)  Relative Clause Modifying a VP
a) John weightlifted, which I was having a problem doing.

b) *John weightlifted that I was having a problem doing.

(89)  Relative Clause Modifying a PP
a) Rachel put the box in the car, where I had put the others.

b) *Rachel put the box in the car that I had put the others.

(90)  Relative Clause Modifying a CP
a) John angered his wife, which was not a good idea.

b) *John angered his wife that was not a good idea.

Examples (85)-(90) illustrate the various different uses of restrictive relatives and non-

restrictive relatives.  In addition, (91) demonstrates that null head relatives are, by nature,

restrictive since the semantic content of the null head cannot be recovered without, minimally,

the information contained in the following relative clause (in many cases, the discourse context

is also necessary in order to determine what the null head represents).

(91)  Null Head Relative
a)   Rachel saw what I did to the car.

b)  *Rachel saw what, I did to the car.
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(85)-(91) accurately represent the characteristics of restrictiveness.  However, we must

still examine the syntax of non-restrictive relatives in order to see if we can isolate any

linguistic features that distinguish non-restrictive relatives from restrictive relatives.

5.5.1. The Structure of Non-restrictive Relatives

While there remains some debate about the structure of restrictive relatives, particularly

regarding where the relative clause proper is attached to the head constituent (see 5.1), non-

restrictive relatives pose a different set of problems.  For instance, since non-restrictive

relatives are not really a part of the larger clause in terms of syntactic relationships (i.e., their

syntactic status is similar to interjections, exclamations, or parentheticals), the challenge is to

identify how they can be incorporated into the phrase structure the their head, or even of the

larger clause.

Emonds (1979) examines appositive/non-restricive relatives and proposes that his Main

Clause Hypothesis can account for the syntactic characteristics of these relatives.  The essence

of the Main Clause Hypothesis is that non-restrictive relatives “are derived from [main] clauses

which are deep structure coordinate right sisters to the [main] clause containing the modified

antecedent” (1979:212).  It is through two transformations that the second main clause becomes

a non-restrictive relative, illustrated in (92) (1979:211-15). (The symbol E stands for

Expression which Emonds uses for the highest category in a sentence.)
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(92)  Emonds’ Transformation from Main Clause to Non-restrictive Relative
a)  Too much sun made these tomatoes rot on the vine, and we paid a lot for them.

The first transformation (“Parenthetical Formation”) serves to move any constituent (the VP in

(92)b)) from the left main clause and attach it to the right of the right main clause.

b)  Too much sun made these tomatoes, and we paid a lot for them, rot on the vine.

The second transformation (“S Œ-Attachment”) deletes the coordinating conjunction between the

two clauses and attaches the right main clause to the left main clause.

  E

  E   E

  and

  SŒ

 we paid . . .

  SŒ

Too much sun . . .

  E

  E   E

  and

  SŒ

 we paid a
lot for them

  SŒ

Too much sun made
these tomatoes ti

VP

 rot on the vine
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c) Too much sun made these tomatoes, which we paid a lot for, rot on the vine.

Significantly, in this analysis non-restrictive relatives and their antecedents do not form a single

constituent at any stage in the derivation.

Demirdache (1991) builds upon Emonds’ earlier analysis, but contra Emonds she argues

that syntactically non-restrictive relatives are subordinate clauses (thus, they do not differ

syntactically from restrictive relatives).  In order to identify the structural differences between

restrictive and non-restrictive relatives (since both are syntactically subordinate), Demirdache

returns to the distinguishing features I presented above: restrictive relatives can only modify

NPs while non-restrictive relatives can modify NPs, APs, VPs, PPs, CPs, etc.; restrictive

relatives modify nonreferential NPs while non-restrictive relatives can modify referential NPs

(e.g., proper nouns).  Therefore, Demirdache concludes that non-restrictive relatives are

inserted from the lexicon into a position that is adjoined to their antecedent, illustrated in (93).

(93)a) provides Demirdache’s basic structure for non-restrictives (where the XP stands for any

type of phrasal constituent), while (93)b)-(93)e) illustrate how non-restrictives syntactically

modify various types of heads.

  E

  E

  SŒ

whichj we paid
a lot for tj

  SŒ

Too much sun made
these tomatoes ti,

VP

 rot on the vine
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(93)  Syntactic Structure on Non-restrictive Relatives
a) 

In (93)b), the antecedent is the DP Rachel.  Thus, the non-restrictive relative CP is adjoined to

the DP, necessitating that a higher DP is projected.  The entire structure remains a DP.

b) I called Rachel, who was working

In (91)c), the non-restrictive relative CP is adjoined to the VP weightlifted, creating the larger

VP that includes both the lower VP and the relative CP.

c)  John weightlifted, which I was having a problem doing.

In (91)d), the relative CP is adjoined to the PP in the car.  The result is a larger PP, in the car,

where I had put the others, that includes both the lower PP and the relative CP.

XP

XP CP

DP

DP CP

who was working Rachel

VP

 VP CP

which I was having
a problem doing

 weightlifted
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d) Rachel put the box in the car, where I had put the others.

Finally, in (91)e) we have a relative CP that modifies and is adjoined to another CP John

angered his wife.  The adjunction of the relative CP causes the main CP to project, creating the

higher CP that includes both the lower, main CP and the relative CP.

e)  John angered his wife, which was not a good idea.

The fundamental difference between the non-restrictive relative modifying the DP in

(93)b) and a restrictive relative that modifies a DP is where the relative attachment site is.

Demirdache provides (94)a) and (94)b) as illustration.

(94) a) Non-restrictive Relative b) Restrictive Relative

PP

PP CP

where I had put
the others

in the car

CP

CP CP

which was not a
good idea

John angered his wife

DP

DP CP

 D NP

DP

NP

D'

D

NP CP
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 “The primary difference between these two types of modification is that non-restrictives can
modify referential expressions like proper names, whereas restrictives cannot. . . . [U]nder the
DP hypothesis (Abney 1987), DPs are referential categories, NPs are not (they are predicates).
Since a non-restrictive relative can be adjoined to any XP, its head can be a referential category
(DP) or any predicate including NP (i.e., it can modify an indefinite).  In contrast, a restrictive
relative always attaches to NP.  Thus, its head will never be referential.”  (Demirdache
1991:111)

Demirdache also notes that the distinction she makes in (94) between restrictive and non-

restrictive relatives correctly predicts that non-restrictive relatives follow the complements and

modifiers of a noun, as in (95)a).  Thus, the non-restrictive cannot precede the restrictive

relative in (95)b).

(95) 
a)  The girl that I like, who John dislikes.

b) *The girl, who I saw, that John dislikes.

In (93)a) the restrictive relative, being a constituent within the NP, is positioned after the head

and before the non-restrictive relative, which is not a constituent within the NP (but a

constituent within the DP).  (93)b) illustrates that the non-restrictive, since it is constituent of

the larger DP structure, cannot precede the restrictive relative, which is constituent of the

smaller NP structure.

Demirdache does not follow Emonds’ syntactic analysis of non-restrictive relatives by

analyzing them and their antecedents as a single constituent.  However, she does follow

Emonds in proposing that non-restrictive relatives are interpreted as independent clauses.  Non-

restrictive relatives “are lifted out of the clause in which they were base-generated and adjoined

to the root clause at L[ogical] F[orm]” (1991:113).  Thus, the non-restrictive, which is

syntactically adjoined to the DP in (96) is converted into the structure in (97) at Logical Form

in order to receive an interpretation.
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(96)  A Non-restrictive Relative before Logical Form

(97)   A Non-restrictive Relative at Logical Form

In summary, Demirdache combines Emonds’ basic proposal that non-restrictive

relatives receive an independent clause interpretation with the position that non-restrictive

relatives do not differ from restrictive relatives in their syntactic relationship to their

antecedent: they are both subordinate modifiers that form a single constituent with their heads.

Now let us examine how well this analysis of non-restrictive relative clauses explains the BH

data.

 IP

DP

CP

CPLisa

 VP

whoi ti is my friend

is late

 IP

DP

CP CPj

Lisa

 VP

whoi ti is my friend

is late

CP

tj
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5.5.2. BH Relatives and Restrictiveness

To review, in 2.7 I identified two linguistic features that aid us in distinguishing

restrictive relatives from non-restrictive relatives in BH.  First, non-restrictive relatives may

modify more than just NPs (see 2.3); thus, whenever we have a BH relative modifying, e.g., a

PP (98), or even an entire CP (99), it must be a non-restrictive relative.

(98)  wayyaœsíem               }et◊    pesel       haœ}∞sûeœra®      }∞sûer {aœsía®                  babbayit◊       }∞sûer
and-set(3MS PAST) ACC  image.of the-Ashera REL   do(3MS PERF)  in-the-house REL

}aœmar              yhwh  }el  daœwid≈  w´}el   sû´loœmoœ   b≈´no®
say(3MS PERF) Yhwh to  David  and-to  Solomon son-his

‘and he set the image of Ashera that he made in the Temple, where Yhwh had said to David and to
Solomon his son: . . . ’ (2 Kgs 21.7)

(99)   u®maœl´}u®                          b≈aœtte®k≈aœ          u®b≈aœtte®               k≈ol    {∞b≈aœd≈e®k≈aœ           u®b≈aœtte®                k≈ol
and-fill(3CP PERF MOD)  houses-your  and-houses.of   all.of servants-your  and-houses.of   all.of

misΩrayim }∞sûer loœ}   raœ}u®                 }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ        wa}∞b≈o®t◊             }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ        miyyo®m
Egypt       REL  NEG see(3CP PERF)  fathers-your and-fathers.of   fathers-your  from-day.of
h´yo®t◊aœm              {al      haœ}∞d≈aœma®  {ad≈      hayyo®m hazzeh
being(INF)-their  upon  the-land     until  the-day   the-this
‘and your houses and the houses of all of your servants and the houses of all of Egypt shall be filled
[with locusts, v.4]—which your fathers and your ancestors have never seen from the day you came
to exist upon the land until this day.’ (Exod 10.6)

However, since most BH relatives modify NPs regardless of restrictiveness, this

criterion is minimally helpful.  The remaining feature I identified in 2.7 is the use of the

PP

PP CP

}∞sûer }aœmar yhwh }el
daœwid≈ w´}el sû´loœmoœ b≈´no®

babbayit◊

CP

CP CP

}∞sûer loœ} raœ}u® }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ . . .u®maœl´}u b≈aœtte®k≈aœ . . .
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construct relationship (i.e., the head noun is in construct with the relative clause).  The

construct state is only used in restrictive relatives (100), but not all restrictive relatives use the

construct (101).

(100)  m´qo®m   }∞sûer   }∞su®re® (Kt)                            hammelek≈  }∞su®rˆîm
place.of  REL    prisoners(MP PTCP PASS).of  the-king     confine(MP PTCP PASS)
 ‘the place where the prisoners of the king (were) confined’ (Gen 39.20)

(101)  wayyab≈deœl                  be®n         hammayim }∞sûer mittahΩat◊      laœraœqˆîa{                 u®b≈e®n
and-divide(3MS PAST) between the-waters REL    from-below to-the-firmament and-between
hammayim }∞sûer meœ{al           laœraœqˆîa{
the-waters   REL  from-above to-the-firmament

‘and he divided between the waters that were below the firmament and the waters that were above
the firmament’ (Gen 1.7)

In summary, BH certainly exhibits the use of both restrictive and non-restrictive relative

clauses.  The differences between the two types do not provide us with any single criterion for

distinguishing restrictive from non-restrictive relatives in any absolute way.  Rather, the

differences exhibit patterns which we can then use to identify the restrictiveness of the majority

of relative clauses.  If the construct state is used in a BH relative clause construction, the

relative clause is restrictive.  If there is no resumption within the relative (that is, resumption

that is not obligatory; see 5.3), it is a restrictive relative.  If the relative clause modifies a head

that is not an NP, the relative is non-restrictive.  For those relative clauses that are not

disambiguated by these criteria, we can only resort to the discourse context in order to make a

judgment regarding the relative clause’s restrictiveness.
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6. SUMMARY

This thesis has been an investigation of all the various syntactic and pragmatic features

of the BH relative clause.  At the end of a long day’s work on the relative clause in BH, what

have we learned?  First, we have learned that there was much to discover about the BH relative

clause from both a traditional grammatical (chapter two) and a modern linguistic (chapter five)

perspective.  Second, we have learned that generative grammar (in this case, the model of the

Minimalist Program) can provide linguistic insight into even ancient, unspoken languages (an

argument that I introduced in chapter one).  Let us briefly consider the various features of the

BH and particularly the BH relative clause that I have discussed in chapters two through five of

this study.

In chapter two I presented an overview of the BH relative without adopting any

particular linguistic theory (although I did accept the existence of linguistic phenomena such as

null heads and null relative words).  I addressed the issues of the headedness of relatives

clauses (i.e., what type of constituent is modified by the relative), what type of function word

introduces the relatives (i.e., }∞sûer, sûeC-, zeh/zu®//zo®, haC-, or Ø), resumption (or the lack of it) in

relative clauses, and restrictiveness.

In terms of headedness, BH relative clauses are no different than the relative clauses in

many Indo-European languages.  BH relative clauses follow their heads and may modify many

different types of heads, e.g., Noun Phrases (1), Determiner Phrases (2), Prepositional Phrases

(3), and entire clauses (4).
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(1)  sûeqer     }∞sûer lo®}    sΩiwwˆît◊im
falsehood REL   NEG   command(1CS PERF)-them
‘a falsehood that I did not command them’ (Jer 29.23)

(2)  yhwh  }∞sûer hit◊hallak≈tˆî          l´p≈aœnaœyw    yisûlahΩ                 mal}aœk≈o®   }ittaœk≈
Yhwh  REL  walk(1CS PERF)  to-face-his  send(3MS IMPF)  angel-his  with-you

‘Yhwh, who I walked before him, will send his angel with you’ (Gen 24.40)

(3)  wayyaœsíem              }et◊    pesel       haœ}∞sûeœra®     }∞sûer {aœsía®                       babbayit◊     }∞sûer
and-set(3MS PAST) ACC  image.of the-Ashera REL   make(3MS PERF)  in-the-house REL

}aœmar              yhwh  }el  daœwid≈  w´}el   sû´loœmoœ   b≈´no®
say(3MS PERF) Yhwh to  David  and-to  Solomon son-his

‘and he set the image of Ashera that he made in the Temple, where Yhwh had said to David and to
Solomon his son: . . . ’ (2 Kgs 21.7)

(4)  u®maœl´}u®                b≈aœtte®k≈aœ     u®b≈aœtte®          k≈ol   {∞b≈aœd≈e®k≈aœ     u®b≈aœtte®          k≈ol
and-fill(3CP PERF MOD)  houses-your  and-houses.of   all.of  servants-your  and-houses.of   all.of
misΩrayim  }∞sûer loœ}   raœ}u®                 }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ        wa}∞b≈o®t◊             }∞b≈oœt◊e®k≈aœ         miyyo®m
Egypt        REL  NEG see(3CP PERF)  fathers-your and-fathers.of   fathers-your  from-day.of

h´yo®t◊aœm              {al      haœ}∞d≈aœma®  {ad≈      hayyo®m hazze®
being(INF)-their  upon  the-land     until  the-day   the-this

‘and your houses and the houses of all of your servants and the houses of all of Egypt shall be filled
[with locusts, v.4]—which your fathers and your ancestors have never seen from the day you came to
exist upon the land until this day.’ (Exod 10.6)

It is well known that, in addition to the most common relative word, }∞sûer, BH also

employs sûeC-, and zeh/zu®//zo® to introduce relative clauses.  The syntactic features of relative

clauses introduced by these less common relative words are the same as those of }∞sûer relative

clauses.  What is not common within BH studies is the analysis of haC- (the morpheme that

functions as the definite article) as a full-fledged relative word.  In 2.4, I proposed that haC-

introduces a particular type of relatives, which I have called semi-relatives, as in (5).

(5)   mizr´hΩa® hasûsûemesû  limsilla®       haœ{oœla®                        mibbe®t◊ }eœl      sû´k≈ema®
east-to   the-sun     to-highway REL-ascend(FS PTCP)   from-Bethel  Shechem-to

‘on the east of a highway that goes up from Bethel to Shechem’ (Judg 21.19)
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The constraint on these semi-relatives is that the head of the relative may only correspond to

the subject position within the relative; furthermore, the fact that the relative word is prefixed to

the predicate (whether verbal, participial, or nominal) means that these relatives never contain

overt resumption of the head.

In addition to the type of head modified and the type of relative word used, I also

addressed the phenomenon of resumption in 2.5.  I proposed that resumption in BH relatives

has both a syntactic and a pragmatic explanation.  Syntactically, resumption is obligatory when

the resumptive constituent is a possessive pronoun (6) or the object of a preposition (7).

(6)   }aœhΩˆînu®          }∞sûer  raœ}ˆînu®              sΩaœrat◊           nap≈sûo®/*nap≈sû-
brother-our REL   see(1CP PERF)  distress.of  life-his

‘our brother, who we saw the distress of his life/*Ø life’ (Gen 42.21)

(7)   k≈ol        hakk´lˆî      }∞sûer   yeœsûeœb≈             {aœlaœyw/*{aœl-
any.of  the-object   REL   sit(3MS IMPF)  upon-it

‘any object that he sits upon it/*upon Ø’ (Lev 15.4)

In (6), without the possessive (and resumptive) pronoun ‘his’, the Noun Phrase ‘life’ would not

refer back to the head ‘our brother’; the lack of the pronoun would render the clause ambiguous

at best, if not uninterpretable.  In (7) the verb ‘to sit’ requires Prepositional Phrase

complements; thus, if the Prepositional Phrase were not present, the verb would not have its

complement, that is, the grammar of the clause would be incomplete.  Furthermore, since BH

does not allow a bare preposition to be left behind (or ‘stranded’) within a relative clause, an

object for a preposition is always present, and when this prepositional object refers back to the

head noun, as in (7), the result is resumption of the head.

There are a number of environments, though, in which BH uses a resumptive

constituent (e.g., a subject pronoun, cliticized pronoun attached to a PP, or Adverb) in order to
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“save” a relative clause from being semantically ungrammatical.  Consider the examples in (8)

and (9).

(8)  loœ}    nu®k≈al                la{∞sío®t◊       haddaœb≈aœr hazzeh  laœt◊eœt◊             }et◊    }∞hΩoœt◊eœnu®   l´}ˆîsû   }∞sûer lo®
NEG able(1CP IMPF)  to-do(INF) the-thing the-this to-give(INF) ACC  sister-our to-man REL  NEG

{orla®
foreskin
‘we are not able to do this thing, to give our sister to a mani whoi there is a foreskin to himi’ (Gen
34.14)

In (8), the resumptive constituent must be present in order to avoid interpreting the relationship

between the head and the relative as a subject and predicate relationship (i.e., in order to avoid

interpreting the relative clause as ‘a man who is a foreskin’).  The presence of the resumptive

Prepositional Phrase allows ‘the foreskin’ to function as the subject of the verbless clause, i.e.,

‘a foreskin is to him’, rather than as the predicate of the head, i.e., ‘a man who is a foreskin’.

Example (9) presents a verb that can select different prepositional complements.  The

presence of the Prepositional Phrases (which are often resumptive) is necessary; they must both

function as complements of their respective verbs and specify the semantics of their verbs.

Without prepositional complements in verbs that take different complements, the semantic

nuance of the verb would be ambiguous.  (Note that only (9)a) includes resumption of the head;

(9)b) is present only for the sake of comparison with regard to the semantics of the verb.)

(9)  [y-r-}] ‘to fear/revere’
a)    keœn    ya{∞síe®             yhwh   }§loœhe®k≈aœ    l´k≈ol    haœ{ammˆîm }∞sûer  }atta®  yaœreœ}

thus   do(3MS IMPF) Yhwh  god-your  to-all.of  the-peoples   REL    you    fear(MS PTCP)

mipp´ne®hem
from-face-their

‘thus Yhwh your God will do to all the peoplesi thati you are afraid of themi’ (Deut 7.19)

b)   hΩaœb≈eœr }aœnˆî   l´k≈ol    }∞sûer y´reœ}u®k≈aœ                 u®l´sûoœm´re®                         piqqu®d≈e®k≈aœ
friend  I     to-all.of  REL   fear(3CP PERF)-you  and-to-keep(MP PTCP).of  precepts-your

‘I am a friend to everyone that reveres you and to those who keep your precepts’ (Psa 119.63)
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In addition, resumption is used pragmatically to help the reader/listener identify

precisely which constituent among multiple possible antecedents is the head of the relative.

(10)  w´{al       yet◊er              hakkeœlˆîm   hanno®t◊aœrˆîm          baœ{ˆîr           hazzoœ}t◊ 20}∞sûer  loœ}
and-upon remainder.of the-vessels REL-left(MP PTCP) in-the-city  the-this    REL  NEG

l´qaœhΩaœm                      neb≈u®k≈ad≈ne}sΩsΩar    melek≈   baœb≈el
take(3MS PERF)-them  Nebuchadnezzar  king.of  Babylon
‘and concerning the remainder of the vesselsi left in this city thati Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon,
had not taken themi’ (Jer 27.19-20)

In (10), the nearest antecedent for the relative is the feminine singular Noun Phrase ‘this city’.

However, the masculine plural object pronoun suffixed to the verb indicates that the intended

antecedent is actually the more distant masculine plural Noun Phrase ‘the vessels’.

Similarly, resumption may serve to disambiguate the syntactic function of the head

within the relative clause.  Without resumption in relatives such as the example in (11), it

would not be clear whether the head of the relative was serving as the subject of the clause

within the relative or as the object.

(11)  w´k≈ipper                             hakkoœheœn }∞sûer yimsûahΩ           }oœt◊o®
and-atone(3MS PERF MOD)  the-priest    REL   anoint(3MS IMPF)  ACC-him

‘and the priesti whoi one anointed himi shall make atonement’ (Lev 16.32)

In (11) if the resumptive accusative object was not present, then it would be possible, if not

most natural, to interpret the head of the relative as the subject within the relative, producing

‘the priest who anoints’ rather than ‘the priest who is anointed’.  However, the 3MS resumptive

pronoun attached to the accusative function word specifies that the constituent ‘the priest’ fills

the object role within the relative clause.
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In 2.6 I discussed those relative clauses in BH that are introduced by a null relative

word, what are often called “reduced” or “bare” relative clauses, illustrated in (12).  The null

head is represented by Ø.

(12)   g≈eœr           yihye®              zar{∞k≈aœ        b´}eresΩ        loœ}   laœhem
sojourner be(3MS IMPF)  seed-your   in-landi  Øi ti   NEG   to-them

‘your seed will be a sojourner in a landi Ø(that)i ti (is) not theirs’ (Gen 15.13)

The clause in (12) is a clear example of a bare relative clause.  First, the head }eres Ω ‘land’ is the

object of a preposition and thus itself cannot syntactically fill an additional role.  This means

that we are forced to find a way to explain the syntactic roles of the remaining material, the

one-part verbless clause loœ} laœhem ‘not to them’.  In order to be interpretable, this verbless

clause needs a subject, which, based upon the context, is clearly ‘land’, producing ‘a land is not

theirs’.  However, the Noun Phrase ‘land’ cannot be the overt subject of the verbless clause

since it is already filling a role, that of the object of a preposition.  The solution is to analyze

the construction as a relative clause.  Thus, the gap/trace left by the relativized subject of the

verbless clause is coreferential with the Noun Phrase ‘land’, producing the relative clause ‘a

land that is not theirs’.

Restrictiveness of relative clauses is the final issue that I discussed at length in chapter

two.  In 2.7 I argued that BH grammar employs few linguistic features whereby BH

distinguishes between restrictive and non-restrictive relatives.  First, we can occasionally

identify restrictiveness based upon the type of Noun Phrase that is modified as the head.  If a

relative clause modifies a proper noun, as in (13), then the relative is unambiguously non-

restrictive.
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(13)   hisûsûaœmer                     l´k≈aœ      pen  tisûkahΩ                  }et◊    yhwh  }∞sûer
keep(2MS IMV REFL)  for-you lest  forget(2MS IMPF) ACC Yhwh  REL

ho®sΩˆî}∞k≈aœ                                       meœ}eres          misΩrayim
come out(3MS PERF CAUS)-you   from-land.of  Egypt

‘watch yourself lest you forget Yhwh, who brought you out of the land of Egypt’ (Deut 6.12)

Otherwise, common Noun Phrases are overwhelmingly modified by restrictive relative clauses,

as in (14).

(14)  wayya{así                    }§loœhˆîm  }et◊    haœraœqˆîa{          wayyab≈deœl                   be®n      hammayim
and-make(3MS PAST) God      ACC the-firmament and-divide(3MS PAST) between the-waters

}∞sûer mittahΩat◊      laœraœqˆîa{                 u®b≈e®n              hammayim }∞sûer  meœ{al           laœraœqˆîa{
REL   from-below to-the-firmament and-between the-waters    REL   from-above to-the-firmamant
‘and God made the firmament; and he divided between the waters that were below the firmament
and the waters that were above the firmament’ (Gen 1.7)

This second feature that is sometimes used to unambiguously indicate the

restrictiveness of a BH relative clause is the use of the construct state: the head of a relative

may be in construct with the relative clause itself (regardless of which function word introduces

the relative, or even if the relative is bare).  When the construct state is used in BH relative

clauses formation, the relative is restrictive, as in (15).

(15)  wayyitt´ne®hu®                     }el  be®t◊           hassoœhar   m´qo®m   }∞sûer  }∞su®re® (Kt)
and-give(3MS PAST)-him  to   house.of  the-round  place.of  REL    prisoners(MP PTCP PASS).of

hammelek≈ }∞su®rˆîm
the-king     confine(MP PTCP PASS)
‘and he put him into the round house, the place that the prisoners of the king were confined’ (Gen
39.20)

The relationship between the construct state and restrictiveness is privative: when the head is in

construct with the relative clause, the relative is restrictive; however, when the head is not in

construct with the relative, the relative may be either restrictive or non-restrictive.
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Finally, I argued in 2.6 and 2.7 that bare relative clauses in BH always provide

restrictive modification, as in (16).

(16)   bo®r        kaœra®                  wayyahΩp´re®hu®            wayyippoœl                b´sûahΩat◊       yip≈{aœl
cistern  dig(3MS PERF)   and-dig(3MS PAST)-it  and-fall(3MS PAST)  in-pit    Ø    make(3MS IMPF)

‘he has made a cistern and dug it out and he has fallen into the piti Ø(that)i he made’ (Psa 7.16)

In chapters three and four, I introduced the linguistic theory that would underlie the

analysis of the BH relative clause data in chapter five.  Chapters three and four together

represent an outline for the interaction between word order and pragmatics in BH.  Specifically,

I presented data from the book of Genesis in support of a Subject-Verb analysis for basic word

order in BH.  I then illustrated in 3.3 how the data can be coherently and economically

explained by using Chomsky’s Minimalist Program.  In chapter four, I developed a model of

the pragmatic structure of the BH clause.  The following account summarizes my conclusions

for chapters three and four.

In 3.2 I investigated the BH data from the book of Genesis in order to evaluate whether

the prevailing Verb-Subject analysis of BH was accurate.  I concluded that BH is

fundamentally an Subject-Verb language (17), but that the Subject-Verb order in finite verbal

clauses may be inverted to Verb-Subject when triggered by a fronted phrase or an initial

function word, such as the relative word in (18).

(17)  w´haœ}aœd≈aœm    yaœd≈a{                  }et◊     hΩawwa®   }isûto®
and-the-man  know(3MS PERF) ACC   Eve         wife-his
‘and the man knew (i.e., sexually) Eve, his wife’ (Gen 4.1)

(18)   hΩayyat◊       hasísíaœd≈e®  }∞sûer  {aœsía®                    yhwh  }§loœhˆîm
animal.of  the-field  REL  make(3MS PERF) Yhwh   God
‘. . . animal of the field that Yhwh God had made’ (Gen 3.1)
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Similarly, I proposed that the wayyiqtol verb can also be explained as an example of

Triggered Inversion.  The doubling of the prefix consonant (e.g., the y in wayyiqtol) is the

remnant of a function word, the presence of which triggers Verb-Subject inversion.  In the case

of the wayyiqtol, the conjunction, the function word, and the prefix verb became fused in a

stage previous to BH; thus, we have an explanation for the absolute Verb-Subject order of

clauses with this wayyiqtol ‘narrative’ verb.

In 3.2 I also noted that the word order in BH clauses is affected by the modality of the

verb: modal clauses typically exhibit Verb-Subject order (19) and indicative clauses typically

exhibit Subject-Verb order (20).

(19)  ya{ab≈d≈u®k≈aœ         {ammˆîm   w´yisûtahΩu®                            l´k≈aœ      l´}ummˆîm
 serve(3MP MOD)  peoples     and-bow down(3MP MOD)  to-you  nations

‘let the peoples serve you and let the nations bow down to you’ (Gen 27.29)

(20)  w´rab≈        ya{∞b≈oœd≈               sΩaœ{ˆîr
 and-great  serve(3MS IMPF)   young

‘and the greater will serve the younger’ (Gen 25.23)

Significantly, I also proposed that the so-called “w´qatal” form is best analyzed as the

modal use of the qatal.  Thus, the modal qatal, like other modal verbs, exhibits Verb-Subject

order.

(21)   }im      koœ   yoœ}mar             n´quddˆîm yihye®              sí´k≈aœrek≈aœ    w´yaœl´d≈u®                         k≈ol
COND thus say(3MS IMPF)  speckled   be(3MS IMPF) wage-your and-bear(3CP PERF MOD) all.of

hasΩsΩoœ}n   n´quddˆîm
the-flock  speckled
‘if he would say thus, ‘Speckled will be your wage,’ then all of the flock would bear speckled’ (Gen
31.8)

Finally, I proposed that unlike the case with finite verbal clauses, Triggered Inversion

does not take place in either participial clauses or verbless clauses.  Rather, both types of
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clauses exhibit a basic Subject-Predicate order; when the word order deviates from this, the

motivation is pragmatic in nature.  Compare the Relative Word-Verb-Subject finite verbal

clause in (22) with the Relative Word-Subject-Participle clause in (23)

(22)  w´}aœk≈altaœ                       }et◊    sû´lal      }oœy´b≈e®k≈aœ       }∞sûer  naœt◊an                 yhwh  }§loœhe®k≈aœ   laœk≈
and-eat(2MS PERF MOD) ACC  booty.of enemies-your REL  give(3MS PERF) Yhwh god-your  to-you

‘and you may eat the booty of your enemies that Yhwh your God has given to you’ (Deut 20.14)

(23)  raq   meœ{aœre®             haœ{ammˆîm haœ}eœlleh  }∞sûer yhwh }§loœhe®k≈aœ   noœt◊eœn                l´k≈aœ    nahΩ∞la®
only  from-cities.of the-peoples the-these REL  Yhwh god-your give(MS PTCP)   to you inheritance

loœ}    t◊´hΩayyeh               kol       n´sûaœma®
NEG  let live(3MS IMPF) all.of   breath

‘only from the cities of these peoples that Yhwh your God is giving to you (as) an inheritance, you
must let any breathing thing live’ (Deut 20.16)

In chapter four I introduced the basic concepts of information structure, i.e., the study

of how language encodes the relationship between (in our case) a text, the author, the reader,

and any other aspects of the textual context.  Significantly, in 4.1.3 I proposed a refinement of

the concept of ‘focus’ by dividing it into Rheme and Kontrast.  Using these two concepts, in 4.2

I investigated the pragmatic structure of BH clauses based upon an Subject-Verb analysis of

basic BH word order.  I concluded that the notion of pragmatic movement could account for the

various word orders that did not accord with the word order conclusions I arrived at in chapter

three.  (24)-(25) summarize my proposals for the correspondence between BH word order and

the pragmatic concepts of Theme, Rheme, and Kontrast:

(24)  Basic BH word order is Subject-Verb, but Verb-Subject order is triggered by an initial function
word.  All other word orders that deviate from this order are the result of the pragmatically motivated
movement of constituents.

(25)  The basic pragmatic structure of the BH clause has rhematic material aligned with the right-edge of
the BH clause and kontrastive material aligned with the left-edge of the BH clause.
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With the syntactic and pragmatic models outlined in chapters three and four, I returned to the

BH relative clause as the object of analysis in chapter five.  In 5.1 I described the various

possibilities for relative clause structure within the theoretical framework of Chomsky’s

Minimalist Program.  I argued for the basic structure in (26), which accounts for whatever

projection of the head noun is necessitated by the overall structure of the entire head Noun

Phrase.

(26)  the professori whoi ti taught us

The phrase structure of the Noun Phrase in (26) changes to accommodate whatever

modifying constituents are inserted from the lexicon, whether the relative clause modifies a

simple Noun Phrase head, a head Noun Phrase with a complement, or a head Noun Phrase with

an adjunct that is closer than the relative clause itself.

In 5.2 I applied this relative clause structure to BH relative clauses.  The structure of the

basic headed restrictive relative in BH is illustrated in (27) (I also discussed null head and bare

BH relative clauses within the Minimalist framework).  I argued that due both to the presence

of relative complementizers in BH (i.e., }∞sûer, sûeC-, and zeh/zu®/zo® are similar to that in English,

as opposed to the English relative pronouns, e.g., who, which) and to Triggered Inversion word

NP

   CP N

the

t  who taught us

DP

professor
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order, there are two syntactic positions in the structure of BH relatives that precede the normal

Subject-Verb word order of BH: one to accommodate the relative complementizer and one to

accommodate the raised verb (i.e., the verb that is triggered to raise  by the preceding relative

complementizer).  In the tree diagram in (27), these two positions are represented by the

notations C1 and C2.

(27)  w´}isûsûa®        }∞sûer  yisûkab≈            }ˆîsû     }oœt◊a®h         sûik≈b≈at◊     zaœra{
and-woman REL   lie(3MS IMPF)  man  with-her   lying.of  seed

‘(as for) a womani whoi a man lies with heri (with regard to) copulation . . .’  (Lev 15.18)
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In 5.3 I returned to the issue of resumption in BH relative clauses.  First, I addressed the

structural differences between non-resumptive and resumptive relative clauses.   Example (27)

above illustrates a resumptive relative clause in BH.  The presence of resumption indicates that

there is no constituent movement that is related to the head of the relative or to the relative

word; thus, the null relative pronoun (Op) is inserted directly from the lexicon in relative

clauses like the one in (27).  In contrast, in non-resumptive relative clauses, illustrated in (28),

the constituents that are coreferential with the head of relative exhibit movement.

(28)   }eœt◊   kol    hadd´b≈aœrˆîm    }∞sûer  dibber            yhwh  t }el  moœsûeh
ACC  all.of   the-words   Op    REL     speak(3MS PERF)   Yhwh      to    Moses

‘all of the wordsi Opi that Yhwh said ti  to Moses’ (Exod 4.30)

In addition to discussing the structural differences between resumptive and non-

resumptive relative clauses in BH, I addressed the issue of function.  In 2.5 I suggested that

non-obligatory resumption had a pragmatic motivation.  In 5.3 I proposed that this pragmatic

motivation had its explanation in terms of the information structure of BH discourse.  In

particular, using the information structure model that I proposed in chapter four I argued that

resumptive constituents that are not necessary for the grammaticality of the relative clause

serve to mark the referent of the resumptive constituent—the head of the relative—as

kontrastive, as in (29).

(29)  }et◊     }§loœhe®k≈em }∞sûer  hu®}  mo®sûˆî∞{                laœk≈em
ACC  god-your   REL  he    saves(MS PTCP)  to-you

‘‘your godi whoi hei saves you’ (1 Sam 10.19)

In example (29), the presence of the independent personal pronoun serves to indicate that the

referent of the pronoun hu®} ‘he’ is kontrastive.  The Kontrast in (29) is meant to highlight that
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the people are rejecting God (the only character who has the ability to deliver them from their

calamities) in favor of a human king.

In 5.4 I moved on to address BH relative clauses in which the relative clauses are

located at a distance from their head.  This phenomenon, whereby a relative clause is

sometimes removed from its head, is often given the label relative clause ‘extraposition’ and is

illustrated in  (30).

(30)  w´hinne®      rib≈qa®         yoœsΩeœ}t◊                     }∞sûer   yull´d≈a®                       lib≈t◊u®}eœl
and-behold  Rebekahi  go out(FS PTCP)  ti     REL    bear(3FS PERF PASS)   to-Bethuel

‘and behold, Rebekahi (was) coming out ti who was born to Bethuel’  (Gen 24.15)

In (30) the head of the relative clause, rib ≈qa® ‘Rebekah’, is separated from its relative clause by

an intervening predicative participle yoœs Ωeœ}t ◊ ‘(was) coming out’.  In terms of function, I

proposed that the phenomenon of extraposition in BH relative clauses may be a processing

issue.  In other words, extraposed relative clauses present “heavier” material than other

constituents in the clause and are thus moved towards the end of the clause, enabling the

reader/listener to better process the syntax.

Recognizing the presence of extraposed relative clauses in BH allows us to reconsider

the nature of the relative word }∞sûer.  In fact, I argued that recognizing extraposed relatives (as

well as a greater occurrence of  null head relatives) paves the way for a much more economical

analysis of }∞sûer: rather than introducing at least seven types of subordinate clauses (i.e.,

relative, complement, result, purpose, causal, temporal, conditional), the function word }∞sûer

introduces only two types—relative clauses and complement clauses.

Finally, in 5.5 I returned to the issue of restrictiveness in relative clauses and focused on

how we may account syntactically for the difference between restrictive and non-restrictive
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relative clauses, since restrictive relative clauses can only modify Noun Phrases, whereas non-

restrictive relative clauses can modify a wide variety of constituents.  I concluded that the

fundamental difference between the non-restrictive relative and a restrictive relative depends on

where the relative attaches to its head, illustrated by the tree diagrams in (31)a) and (31)b).

(31) a) Non-restrictive Relative b) Restrictive Relative

The structure in (31)a) illustrates that non-restrictive relative clauses attach to a projection of

the head Determined Phrase (or Noun Phrase, Prepositional Phrase, etc.), whereas (31)b)

illustrates that restrictive relative clauses may only attach to an extension of the head Noun

Phrase.

In conclusion, this dissertation had two goals.  First, I investigated the structure and

function of the relative clause, a common subordinate clause type in the Hebrew Bible for

which no previous comprehensive study existed.  During the course of my investigation (in

which I focused on the relative clause, but also examined BH word order), I found that the

current state of our grammatical knowledge of BH is often outdated if not simply inaccurate.

Second, I demonstrated how Chomskyan generative linguistic theory, specifically the most

recent version called the Minimalist Program, is able both to explain the BH data and to

provide insightful explanations for overlooked or misunderstood features of BH grammar.  In

particular I offered significant proposals regarding the type of heads (or antecedents) that BH
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relative clauses modify, the type of relative words that BH relatives employ, the structure of

resumptive and non-resumptive relative clauses and the function of resumption, the

phenomenon of relative clause extraposition in BH, and the presence and features of restrictive

and non-restrictive relative clauses.  Additionally, I proposed an analysis of the syntax and

pragmatics of BH word order that differs considerably from the status quo.  Finally, in many of

the sections of this dissertation I used specific texts to illustrate how a more nuanced linguistic

analysis of BH and the structure of texts can aid the exegete in understanding BH grammar and

thus the message of the Hebrew Bible.
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